
23005 - The "Haddenham" Collection of English
Coins

Lot 1 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Armorica, Coriosolites (75-50 BC), Billon
Stater, Type I, head right with corded hair, rev.
stylised horse right with rider and Victory, lash
ends in loop boar below, 6.34g (Spink 14),
details worn in higher places but reverse much
better, concave flan but otherwise fine;
another, Billon Stater, Type I, head right with
corded hair, rev. stylised horse rught with rider
and victory, 5.43g (Spink 14), pleasingly toned
with appealing contrast in the fields, large
complete flan, somewhat rough surfaces, near
very fine; also, AE Unit, 0.44g, features not
decipherable, bright green hues throughout
(3)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 1996 -
£8ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £24
iii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£45Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 2 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Gallo-Belgic (c. 125-100 BC), Series D, Defaced
AV Quarter Stater, crossed lines, rev. horse left,
rider above, lyre below, 1.86g [28.6grns] (ABC
37; Mack 8; VA 37-1; Spink 9), weak strike,
lines blurred, horse's head barely visible, some
light toning, good fineProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1983 - £175Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £250

Lot 3 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Gallo-Belgic (c.
60-50 BC), 'Gallic War' Series E, AV Stater, uniface, rev.
disjointed horse right, various patterns around and in exergue,
5.95g (VA 50-1; ABC 16; Spink 11), lustrous, slightly concave
flan, beginnings of verdigris on obverse but otherwise very
fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 4 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Gallo-Belgic (c.
60-50 BC), 'Gallic War' Series E, AV Stater, uniface, rev.
disjointed horse right, various patterns around and in exergue,
6.07g (VA 52-1; ABC 16; Spink 11), a somewhat mottled, matte
appearance, many dents throughout, nonetheless well struck,
near very fineProvenanceJ Cumming, by private treaty, 1983 -
£185Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 5 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cantii,
Uninscribed Coinage (c. 120-100 BC), Cast AE Potins (8),
Kentish Primary Series, "Thurrock MA" Types (2), head of
Apollo left, rev. butting bull right, 3.53g [54.48grns], 3h (Evans
-; BMC 660ff; VA 1402-1; Mack -; ABC 120; Spink 62),
waterworn and lightly pitted, on a distinctive 'cast-sprue' flan,
the Massalia [Marseille] Prototype (ABC 115) beautifully clear,
almost very fine; another, similar to last, 3.55g [55.0grns]
(Evans -; BMC 660ff; VA 1410-1; ABC 120; Spink 62), pitted
fields and darker patina, the MA obliterated, about very fine;
additionally, Series "KE3", linear Bull varieties (6), crude head
left, rev. lines representing bull, WEIGHT (Evans H7; BMC 681;
VA 123/125-1; Mack -; ABC 156/165; Spink 63); another,
similar, albeit head right, 1.56g, 9h (ABC 165; VA 125-1; Spink
63), dark blackish tone throughout, slightly jagged edges,
bright surfaces, very fine; also, as last, WEIGHT? (Mack 17a;
VA 129-1; Spink 63); another, Weight (VA 125-1; Spink 63); and
Cast AE Potin (VA -; Spink 63); and, AE Cast Potin (Mack 24; VA
137-1; Spink 64) ////// lastly, Type E ~ "Early Dump Type", linear
head left, pellet in annulet for face, rev. rhomboid central motif
with inner pellet, straight lines and crescents in surrounding
fields, 1.16g [18.0grns] (Evans - [cf. H8]; BMC 716; VA 136-1;
Allen M2; Mack 23 [Sylloge 105]; ABC 174; Spink 64), residual
casting sprue to flan, a hint of verdigris, otherwise stable, a
bold very fine, rare and with a terrific provenanceProvenancei)
T Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £55 ii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £30iii) ?????iv) By private treaty,
£28v)?????vi) ????vii) ????viii) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1983 - £160Commander R P Mack, Part I, Glendining-Spink, 18
November 1975, lot 24* - fine and rare - £125R C Lockett, Part
I, Glendining, 6-9 June 1955, lot 99 [part] - 'Brentford Types' -
£8.10.0 [Hearn]Alexander Mann, Sotheby's, 29 October 1917,
lot 123 [part] - £2.2.0 [Spink]Major P W P Carlyon-Britton,
Sotheby's, 17 November 1913, lot 30 -...'(g) head to left, rev.
square figure representing horse (?) - unpublished - £3.0.0
[Mann]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 6 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cantii,
Uninscribed Coinage (c. 120-100 BC), AV Quarter Stater,
uniface, rev. horse left with box with cross hatching below,
2.00g (VA 150; ABC 177; Spink 169), shiny surfaces, cleaned,
centrally struck, fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 1983 -
£300~ Found in the Chiltern Hills, near Princes Risborough
(Bucks), 1979 ~Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£900 to £1,000



Lot 7 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Cantii, Uninscribed Coinage (c. 120-100 BC),
(2) AE Units, long legged boar, rev. horse
stepping right, 1.86g (VA -; ABC 288; Spink
176), very worn, rough surface, dark tone, fine;
another, AE Unit, boar left, tree behind, rev.
horse stepping right, 1.44g (VA 167; ABC 285;
Spink 176), very worn, rough surface, dark
tone, fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1990 - £50ii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £75Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£70 to £150

Lot 8 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Cantii, Dubnovellaunus (c. 5 BC - AD 10), Units
(2), AE, horse right, rev. DVBN, lion left, 3.35g
(VA 166; ABC 342; Spink 181), reddish brown
tone throughout, rough surfaces, some nicks in
the edge of the flan, fine; also, Cantii,
Amminus, son of Cunobelin (c. AD 20-40), AR
Unit, AMMINVS, plant in circle, rev. Pegasus
prancing right, DVN below, 0.86g (VA 192; ABC
456; Spink 188), crack present on both sides
but obverse worse, some dark marking, possibly
iron deposit, otherwise very fine
(2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £150ii) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £440Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 9 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Cantii, Eppillus (c. AD 1-15), AE Half-Unit,
floral sun surrounded by four crescent moons,
rev. lion right, [EPPI COM F] around, 0.78g
(BMC -; M -; VA -; ABC 426; Spink -), rough
surfaces, green hues, porosity high, fine;
additionally, South Thames, Uninscribed
Coinage (35-30 BC), AV Quarter Stater, uniface,
rev. annulate horse left, wheel above, trefoil of
pellets below, 1.42g [22.0grns] (VA 158-1;
Mack 78; ABC 201; Spink 44), of slightly base
appearance, otherwise off-struck on a pale gold
planchet, about very fine (2)Provenancei) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1990 - £50 ii) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1982 - £150Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 10 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Uninscribed Coinage (60-50 BC), 'Westerham' AV Stater,
devolved head, rev. disjointed horse formed of pellets,
crescents, and lines, 6.03g (VA 202-1; ABC 482; Spink 21),
bright with lustre throughout, a slightly off centre striking, but
otherwise very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1983 - £275Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 11 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Uninscribed Coinage (60-50 BC), AV Stater, wreath
design, rev. triple-tailed horse, wheel below, charioteer's arm
above, 5.25g (VA 212; ABC 494; Spink 38), bright and
contrasting tone, some nicks to the edges, but otherwise very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£275Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £500



Lot 12 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Uninscribed Coinage (60-50 BC), AV Stater, Seeley
Uniface (Atrebatic B) type, uniface, rev. disjointed triple-tailed
horse right, arm above, wheel below, 5.92g (VA 216-1; ABC 488;
Spink 39), bright and lustrous, slightly concave flan, but
otherwise very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £275Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400

Lot 13 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Commius (45-30 BC), AV
Quarter Stater, letter A on plain field, rev.
horse left, ladder mane, solar motif above,
rings below, 1.21g, [18.8grns], 6h (Mack 83; VA
353-5; ABC 1031; Spink 68), some small chips
along edge, scratches on surface, good fine;
and AR Quarter-Unit or Minim, 'Concave
Square' Type, Calleva [Silchester] Mint (?),
incurved quadrilateral with ring-pellet in
centre and in each angle, rev. annulate horse
left, wheel above [and ring-pellet] below, 0.37g
[5.8grns] (Mack 119; VA 482-1; Cottam
116-117; Bean QsD2-15; ABC 1046; Spink 59),
trace porosity on a short flan, otherwise lightly
toned, about very fine, very rare
(2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £275 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £375Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 14 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Tincomarus (c. 25 BC - AD 10), AV Quarter Stater, TIN
on tablet, rev. boar left, 1.17g (VA 379; ABC 1079; Spink 78),
brightly toned throughout, some nicks to the edge of the coins,
some wear to the highest points, near very fineSubject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 15 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Tincomarus (c. 25 BC - AD 10), AV Stater, COM F on
sunk tablet, rev. horseman with javelin right, TIN in field, 5.30g
(VA 385; ABC 1076; Spink 76), bright and lustrous tone with
various colourful hues, edge nicks on one side of the coin and
wear to the higher points, especially on the obverse but
otherwise very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1998 - £290Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £550

Lot 16 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Tincomarus (c. 25 BC - AD 10), AV Quarter Stater, COM
F on tablet, rev. TINC, horse right, 1.18g (VA 390; ABC 1085;
Spink 82), beautifully smooth and bright tone throughout,
lustrous and well struck, a stunning example, very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£350Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400

Lot 17 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Tincomarus (c. 25 BC -
AD 10), AR Units (2), TINCOM, laureate head
right, V behind, rev. eagle standing on snake,
1.15g (VA 397; ABC 1106; Spink 83), nicely
toned throughout, small surface chip on
reverse but otherwise very fine; and Calleva
[Silchester] Mint, laureate head right, in the
style of King Juba II, rev. bull butting right,
TIN above, C-O below, 1.11g [17.2grns], 2h (VA
381-1; ABC 1115; Spink 85), waterworn and
porous with patches of darker toning, about
very fine for strike (2)Provenancei) T Mathews,
by private treaty, 1993 - £170- Found at
Cambridge, 1992ii) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £295Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 18 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Tincomarus, first son of
Commios (25 BC -10 AD), AR Units (2), laureate
head right, rev. bull right, TIN above, C below,
1.29g [20.0grns] (VA 381-3; ABC 1118; Spink
85), dark tone in places, some lustre, good fine;
another, six arms radiating from central pellet,
faint traces of inscription, rev. boy on dolphin
right, traces of legend above, 1.01g [15.4grns]
(M -; VA 371-1; ABC 1127; Spink 88), uneven
surface, chipped, toned, fine (2)Provenancei) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £290 ii) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £100Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 19 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Eppillus (c. 20 BC - AD 1), AV Quarter Stater, Calleva,
CALLEV, star above and below, rev. EPPI, hound right, 1.16g
(VA 407; ABC 1148; Spink 96), bright and lustrous, off center
striking and jagged edges, fine to very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £280Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 20 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Eppillus (c. 20 BC - AD 1), AV Quarter Stater, Calleva,
EPPI COM F in two lines, rev. winged horse right, 1.11g (VA
435; ABC 1154; Spink 98), lightly toned and well centered,
some wear to the higher point, very fineProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1985 - £260Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300



Lot 21 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Eppillus (c. 20 BC - AD 1),
AR Units (2), Calleva, REX CALLE, crescent,
rev. EPP, eagle, 0.81g (VA 415; ABC 1160;
Spink 99), coin very chipped, lightly toned,
rough surface, fine; another, REX CALLE,
crescent, rev. EPP, eagle right, 1.18g (VA 415;
ABC 1160; Spink 99), lightly toned, well-
centered, very fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews,
by private treaty, 1985 - £17ii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £180Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 22 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Eppillus, second son of Commios (20 BC - AD 10),
'Grapevine' Type, AR Unit, Calleva [Silchester] Mint, bearded
bust right, all within grapevine border, rev. boar right, EPPI
above, F. COM below, 1.11g [16.8grns] (Mack 110; VA 416-1;
Cottam 144; Bean EPP4-2 var.; ABC 1163; Spink 100), the
obverse noticeably off-struck, otherwise lightly toned and
lustrous, of excellent fabric, near extremely fine, rare,
especially so in this conditionProvenanceJ Cumming, by private
treaty, 1985 - £140Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 23 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates
and Regni, Eppillus, second son of Commios (20 BC - AD
10), AR Unit, bearded head right, beaded border in
front,rev. lion right, EPPI above, beaded border, 1.15g,
[17.6grns] (Mack 305; VA 417-1; ABC 1166; Spink 101),
small crack, good lustre, very fine; another, AE Unit,
Kentish type, EPPI COMF, bow cross, rev. eagle facing, (VA
450; ABC 408; Spink 112), darkly toned, and well-
centered, very fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £225 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1999 -
£120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 24 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Eppillus (c. 20 BC - AD 1), AV Quarter Stater, Kentish
Type, COM F in pellet border, rev. EPPI, horse right, 0.70g (VA
437; ABC 393; Spink 110), bright lustre, rough surfaces and an
irregular flan, verdigris beginning to show, near very
fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 1984 - £175~ Reportedly
found near Bicester (Oxon) ~Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£750 to £800

Lot 25 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Verica (AD 10-40), AV Stater, vine leaf dividing VI RI,
rev. horseman right with sheild and spear, COF in fields, 5.33g
(VA 520; ABC 1193; Spink 121), bright and lustrous tone,
struck slightly off flan, near very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £465Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £700

Lot 26 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Verica (AD 10-40), AV Stater, COM F on tablet, rev. VIR
REX, horseman right holding spear, 5.29g (VA 500; ABC 1190;
Spink 120), bright and lustrous tone, nicks to the edge and
wear to the higher points, especially on the obverse, 'COM F'
somewhat obscured, but otherwise very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1999 - £450Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£900 to £1,000

Lot 27 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Verica, third son of Commios (AD 10-40), 'Little Horse
Stepping' Type, AV Quarter-Stater, Uncertain Southern Mint,
COM F in incuse tablet, rev. horse trotting right, VI(R) above,
1.17g [18.0grns], 4h (BMC 1207-1216; Mack 113; VA 467-1;
Hobbs 1207; Bean VERS1-2; ABC 1202; Spink 125), largely
centred with small striking splits on a lustrous rose-gold flan, a
pleasingly good very fine, rare, a delightful little coin in
handProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£525Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £800



Lot 28 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Verica (AD 10-40), AR
Units (4), COM F, crescent and two pellets in
ring motifs above and below, rev. boar right,
pellet within a circle of pellets above, VIRI
below exergue, beaded line right, 1.25g,
[19.2grns] (Mack 115; VA 470-1; ABC 1220;
Spink 131), reverse off-centre, some dark
tones, lustre, about very fine; and VERICA
COMMI F around pellet in ring, rev. Lion, REX
below, 0.75g (VA 505; ABC 1229; Spink 132),
wear to the higher points, toned, fine; and
VERICA COMMI F around pellet in ring, rev.
Lion, REX below, 1.16g (VA 505; ABC 1229;
Spink 132), brighter tone on higher points,
wear to details in the fields, fine; and COMMI
F, horseman with shield, rev. VERICA, mounted
warrior with spear right, 1.33g (VA 530; ABC
1238; Spink 133), lightly toned, well-centered,
very fine (4)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £350 ii) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £17iii) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £235iv) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £350Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 29 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Verica (AD 10-40), AR
Units (3), COMMI F, two cornucopiae, rev.
VERICA, figure seated right, 1.21g (VA 531;
ABC 1241; Spink 134), brightly toned on higher
points, struck slightly off-centre, very fine;
another, bull butting right, rev. figure standing
facing left, holding branch in right hand, head
on spear left, 1.24g, [19.2grns], 12h (VA 506-1;
ABC 1235; Spink 137), very worn both sides,
legends illegible, toned, fine; another, COM F
in tablet, scroll-like decoration above and
below, rev. eagle standing left, 1.00g,
[15.8grns] (M -; VA 471-1; ABC 1226; Spink
138), obverse off-centre, darkly toned, some
lustre, about very fine (3)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £150 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £190 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £145Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 30 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Verica, third son of Commios (AD 10-40), 'Tiberius'
Type, AR Unit, Uncertain Southern Mint, figure standing
holding curved lituus and grapes, COM to left field, MI [F] to
right, rev. laureate bust of Tiberius right, VERI behind head,
CA before, 1.17g [18.0grns], 2h (Mack 131; VA 533-1; Bean
VERS3-7; ABC 1250; Spink 136), light porosity and subtle
toning in otherwise lustrous fields, otherwise a pleasingly bold
very fine, rare, and pleasing in handProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £475Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 31 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Verica, third son of
Commios (AD 10-40), AR Minims (2), 'Neck
Torc' Type, Uncertain Southern Mint, C.F
[Commi Filius] within neck torc, rev.
Romanized bust [of Tiberius] right, VERIC
before [VE ligate], 0.24g [3.6grns], 6h (Mack
132; VA 551-1; Bean VERS3-10; ABC 1310;
Spink 150), light porosity, otherwise residually
lustrous and boldly struck for issue, good very
fine, rare; another, sceptre between two
cornucopiae, wine cup below, rev. eagle left,
0.28g, [4.4grns], 6h, (VA 555-1; ABC 1322;
Spink 154), small indent at top of left
cornucopia, good lustre, attractive piece,
scarce, very fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £170ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £100Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 32 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Atrebates and Regni, Verica (AD 10-40), AR
Minims (2), REX, urn, rev. VERICA COMMI F,
eagle, 0.39g (VA 563; ABC 1331; Spink 159),
well balanced and centered example, details all
still visible, toned, very fine; another, bull
right, rev. eagle with snake left, 0.22g (VA 512;
ABC 1358; Spink 165), details well struck, dark
toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) 'LB', by private
treaty, 1989 - £225 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1999 - £135Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 34 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Atrebates and
Regni, Uninscribed Coinage (65-30 BC), AR Unit, diademed
head right, rev. triple-tailed horse right, human head above,
boar below, 1.84g (BMC 577; ABC 644), toned, centrally struck
with appealing contrast, rough surfaces, very
fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 2011 - £36Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 34A The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins (100 BC - 1662) |
(3) Atrebates and Regini AR Minims including: Atrebates and
Regini, Verica (AD 10-40), AR Minim, pellet and ring pattern,
rev. VIR, lion right, 0.28g (ABC 1292; VA 484; Spink 143), a
well struck and delicate example, slight off centre strike on the
reverse, bright, near very fine; another AR Minim, pellet and
ring pattern, rev. VIR, lion right, 0.28g (ABC 1292; VA 484;
Spink 143), minimal wear to details in the fields, toned, very
fine; another AR Minim, CFO, vine-leaf, rev. VERICA, horse
right, 0.24g (ABC 1307; VA 550; Spink 149), lightly toned, well-
centred, very fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £625 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 -
£75iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £145Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 35 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Belgae,
Uninscribed Coinage (65-55 BC), 'Chute' Type, AV Stater,
degraded laureate head of Apollo right, rev. disjointed horse
left, a series of pellets above, crab-motif below, [spiral] before,
three parallel lines and eye symbol behind, 6.07g [93.6grns], 9h
(Durotrigian A/British B; Mack 32; VA 1205-5; Cottam 81-82;
ABC 746; Spink 22), some partial striking softness, otherwise
of paler gold fabric, a pleasing very fineProvenance'T Mathews',
by private treaty, 1983 - £255Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 36 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Belgae, Uninscribed Coinage (c. 65-30 BC), AR
Units (2), horned head right, rev. annulate
horse, wheel below, 0.90g (VA 280; ABC 866;
Spink 56), darkly toned, rough surfaces,
centrally struck, near very fine; another,
horned head right, rev. horse right, wheel
below, 0.78g (VA 280; ABC 866; Spink 56),
rough surfaces, wear to details, fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £190 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £80Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £250

Lot 37 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Belgae,
Uninscribed Coinage (65-55 BC), AV Quarter Stater, Geometric
Type, stylised boat with two standing figures, rev. cruciform
thunderbolt motif, various objects in angles, 1.12g, [17.2grns]
(VA 143; ABC 767; Spink 46), blundered throughout, details
hard to pick out, fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£50 to £100

Lot 38 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Durotriges,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), Geometric Type, AR
Quarter Stater, stylised boat with two standing figures, rev.
cruciform thunderbolt motif, 1.52g, [23.4grns] (Mack 44; VA
1225-1; Spink 46), small chip on reverse, otherwise good lustre,
eye appeal, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £115Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 39 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Durotriges, Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD
50), AR Staters (3), 'White Gold Type', base
silver, devolved laureate head of Apollo right,
rev. disjointed horse, 5.06g (BMC 2525-2731;
Mack 317; VA 1235-1; ABC 2157; Spink 365),
light porosity, strong details, about very fine;
another, devolved laureate head of Apollo right,
rev. disjointed horse, 3.88g (BMC 2525-2731;
Mack 318; VA 1235-3; ABC 2169; Spink 366),
light toning, chipped flan, beginnings of
verdigris but otherwise about very fine;
another, devolved laureate head of Apollo right,
rev. disjointed horse, 3.42g (BMC 2525-2731;
Mack 317; VA 1235-7; ABC 2166; Spink 367),
light toning, chipped flan, beginnings of
verdigris but otherwise about very fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £140 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £60 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1990 - £25Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £300



Lot 40 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Durotriges, Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD
50), AR Quarter Staters (4), one 'Geometric
Type', 'three men in boat' motif, rev. zig-zag
pattern, Y shape and uncertain objects to each
side, 1.22g (BMC 2734-2747; Mack 319; VA
1262-1; ABC 2208; Spink 368), well struck,
clear details, lightly toned, very fine; another,
traces of 'three men in a boat' design, rev.
traces of zigzag thunderbolt, 0.45g (BMC
2748-2770; VA 1260; ABC 2214; Spink 368),
very dark tone, significant wear, fine; another,
'three men in boat' motif, rev. zig-zag pattern,
line of pellets across field and uncertain objects
to each side, 0.49g (BMC 2748-2779; Mack 319;
VA 1260; ABC 2211; Spink 368), rough
surfaces, some porosity, toned, fine; another AR
Quarter Stater, trace of 'three men in boat'
motif, rev. zig-zag pattern, annulet and 'rat' in
field, 0.83g (BMC 2748-2770; Mack 319; VA
1260-1; ABC 2214; Spink 368), light toning,
some porosity, good fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £210 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £210 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £25 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £25Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £220



Lot 41 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Durotriges,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), 'Starfish Type', AR
Quarter Stater, five armed starfish, lines of pellets between
each arm, rev. zig-zag thunderbolt and line of pellets across
fields, eight rayed lighting flash with rectangular body either
side, 0.83g (BMC 2780-2781; Mack 320; VA 1276-1; ABC 2220;
Spink 369), very clear details, especially on reverse, lightly
toned, good very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £325Mack CollectionSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 42 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Durotriges, Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD
50), 'Starfish Type', AR Quarter Staters (2), one
five armed starfish, lines of pellets between
each arm, rev. zigzag thunderbolt and line of
pellets across fields, eight rayed lighting flash
with rectangular body either side, 1.09g (BMC
2780-2781; Mack 320; VA 1273-1; ABC 2220;
Spink 369), well struck, clear details, lightly
toned, beginnings of verdigris but otherwise
very fine; and 'Struck Bronze Type', Bronze
Stater, wreath, cloak and crescents, rev.
disjointed horse, 3.58g (BMC 2790-2859; Mack
318; VA 1290; ABC 2175; Spink 371), green
patina, struck on irregular flan, significant
wear, fine (2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £360- Mack Collection ii)
Bought for £30 in 1983Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£160 to £230



Lot 43 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Dobunni,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), AV Stater, wreath within
two pellet lines, spike with two large pellets and sunburst
across, rev. triple-tailed annulate horse left, cogwheel sun
above and below, 1.09g (BMC 2949; Mack 74; VA 1015-1; ABC
2105; Spink 376), bright toning, some wear to the higher points
but otherwise very fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1995 -
£150Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 44 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Dobunni, Anted
(AD 20-43), AV Stater, tree symbol, pellet at base, on plain
field, rev. triple-tailed horse right, wheel below, ANTED above,
4.02g (BMC 3023-3027; Mack 386; VA 1066-1; ABC 2066; Spink
379), some areas of green verdigris, bright and lustrous
surfaces, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £825Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,000 to £1,500

Lot 45 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Dobunni, Catti
(AD 1-20), AV Stater, tree symbol, pellet at base, on plain field,
rev. triple-tailed horse right, wheel below, CATTI above, 5.34g
(BMC 3057-3060; Mack 391; VA 1130-1; ABC 2057; Spink 384),
bright and lustrous fields, well struck details and well centered,
very fineProvenance'LB', by private treaty, 1985 - £1200Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,000 to £1,500



Lot 46 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Dobunni, Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), AR
Units (5), moon head right, represented by nose and
stalk lips, ring for eye and other rings behind,
crescents and pellet rosettes in front, cross below
lips, rev. horse right, large cross below with small
crosses and other motifs in angles, cruciform pattern
of ring and crescents above, 0.91g (BMC 3003-3011;
Mack 383-384; VA 1135-1137 [Catti]; ABC 2036;
Spink 377), rough surfaces, beginnings of verdigris
in the fields, toned, good fine; and, head right,
pelleted crescents for hair, pellet in ring for eye,
cross and pellet in ring below, pellet in arcs behind,
stalk lips, rev. triple-tailed annulate horse left, pellet
in ring and three petal 'flower' below, 0.87g (BMC
2981-3000; Mack 382; VA 1078-1; ABC 2027; Spink
377), rough surfaces, beginnings of verdigris on both
sides, worn throughout, toned, fine; and, head right,
pelleted crescents for hair, large boss on chin, stalk
lips, rev. triple-tailed annulate horse left, 'flower'
motif below, stylised bird's head above, 0.81g (BMC
2976-2980; Mack 380; VA 1074-1; ABC 2024; Spink
377), rough surfaces, verdigris on both sides, worn
throughout, toned, fine; and, head right, pelleted
crescents for hair, large boss on chin, stalk lips, rev.
triple-tailed annulate horse left, 'flower' motif below,
stylised bird's head above, 1.12g (BMC 2953-2962;
Mack 378; VA 1042-1; ABC 2015; Spink 377), rough
surfaces, some verdigris on obverse, toned, fine; and,
head right, pelleted crescents for hair, large boss on
chin, stalk lips, rev. triple-tailed annulate horse left,
'flower' motif below, stylised bird's head above, 1.02g
(BMC 2976-2980; Mack 380; VA 1074-1; ABC 2024;
Spink 377), rough surfaces, some verdigris on
obverse, toned, fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £360 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1982 - £85iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £85- Mack Collection iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £145 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £85Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £350



Lot 47 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Dobunnic AR Units (3), including: Dobunni,
Eisv (AD 20-43), AR Unit, head right, pellet
triads for hair, pellet in ring for eye, cross and
pellet in ring below, pellets in arcs behind,
stalk lips, rev. triple-tailed horse left, pellet and
EI above, 1.09g (BMC 3043-3055; Mack 389; VA
1110-1; ABC 2081; Spink 382), rough surfaces,
toned, fine; also, Dobunni, Anted (AD 20-43),
AR Unit, head right, pellet triads for hair, pellet
in ring for eye, cross and pellet in ring below,
stalk lips, rev. triple-tailed annulate horse left,
pellet in ring and AN below, 1.06g (BMC
3032-3038; Mack 387; VA 1082-1; ABC 2072;
Spink 380), rough surfaces, verdigris on
reverse, worn throughout, toned, fine; lastly,
Dobunni, Bodvoc (25-5 BC), AR Unit, head left,
BODVOC in front, rev. horse right, pelletal sun
ring below, various pellets and rings above and
around, 1.14g (BMC 3143-3145; Mack 396; VA
1157-1; ABC 2042; Spink 389), wholesome flan,
one small crack at 1 o'clock, but details well
struck, toned, near very fine (3)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £475- Mack
Collection ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £178 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £750Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £320

Lot 48 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Corieltauvi,
Uninscribed Coinage (Late 1st Century BC), 'South Ferriby' Type,
AV Stater, nearly plain, rev. lunate horse left, phallus and 'anchor'
face above, star sun below, 5.65g (BMC -; Mack 450; VA 819-3;
ABC 1752; Spink 390), dented and scratched, rough matte surfaces
but remaining lustre, good fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £385Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 49 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Corieltauvi, Uninscribed Coinage (Late 1st
Century BC), AR Units (3), including:
'Boar/Horse Type', boar right, spear in
shoulder, large solar rosette above, reverse S
below boar, rev. horse left with large pelletal
sun above, pellet in ring below, 1.40g (BMC
3194-3198; Mack 405a; VA 855-3; ABC 1779;
Spink 396), rough surfaces with some porosity,
toned, near very fine; another 'Boar/Horse
Type', boar right, rev. horse left with large
pelletal sun above, pellet in ring below, 1.23g
(BMC 3199-3200; Mack 405b; VA 855-5 [near
but no true match]; ABC 1782; Spink 396),
some porosity, but brightly toned, obverse
signficantly worn, good fine; another, very
similfied boar legs, pellets below, rev. horse
right double upper front legs, 1.06g (BMC
3207-3217; VA 857-875; ABC 1797-1800; Spink
396-397), incomplete flan, usual mule design,
technicolour hues throughout, fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £45ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £45iii) Bought for £15 in 1987Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £450



Lot 50 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Corieltauvi, Uninscribed Coinage (Late 1st
Century BC), 'Boar/Horse', Type II, AR Unit,
faint traces of boar, rev. horse right double
upper front legs, pelletal sun ring above, other
pellets around, 1.11g (BMC 3218-3227; Mack
452; VA 877-7; ABC 1803; Spink 397),
scratches on the obverse, toned, fine; another
'Boar/Horse Type II', vestiges of boar right, rev.
horse right double upper front legs, pelletal
sun ring above, other pellets around, 1.14g
(BMC 3214-3217; M 410; VA 877-1; ABC 1800;
Spink 397), minimal porosity, brightly toned
fields, very fine; another 'Boar/Horse Type III',
plain obverse, rev. horse left, double upper
front legs, pelletal sun ring above, 0.72g (BMC
-; Mack 453a; VA 887-1; ABC 1809; Spink 398),
dark tone throughout, some porosity, near very
fine; 'Boar/Horse Type III', plain, with very
slight trace of boar, rev. horse right, double
upper front legs, sun rosette above, 1.14g
(BMC 3228-3229; Mack 456; VA 884-1; ABC
1806; Spink 398), uneven edges, scratches on
obverse, fine; and an AR Fractional Unit, plain
obverse, rev. horse right, double upper front
legs, pelletal sun above, 0.46g (ABC 1833; BMC
3251-3255; Mack 456; VA 889-1; Spink 398),
brightly toned, very fine (5)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £90 ii) 'JC',
by private treaty, 1985 - £55 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £35 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £65 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1986 - £110Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 51 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Corieltauvi, Avn Cost (AD 15-40), AR Unit, plain
obverse, rev. horse left, double upper front
legs, lituus below tail, AVN above, 1.15g (BMC
3261; Mack 458; VA 914; ABC 1938; Spink
403), some porosity, slightly rough surfaces but
reverse well struck and clear, toned, very fine;
and AR Fractional Unit, traces of wreath, rev.
horse left, double upper front legs, reverse
lituus below tail, AVN above, 0.59g (BMC
3267-3268; Mack -; VA 918-2; ABC 1953; Spink
404), uneven edges, toned, near very fine; and,
AR Half Unit, traces of wreath, rev. horse right,
double upper front legs, VEP above, 0.59g
(BMC 3283-3291; Mack 464b; VA 967-1; ABC
1887; Spink 409), uneven edges, some rust
damage to the reverse, toned, good fine; and an
AR Unit, traces of wreath, pellet within, rev.
horse right, double upper front legs, star below
tail, C below, VEP above, 1.74g (BMC 3305;
Mack 460b; VA 934; ABC 1881; Spink 411),
strong features, contrastingly toned, very fine;
and, AR Half Unit, traces of wreath, rev. horse
right, double upper front legs, star below tail, C
below, VEP above, 0.51g (BMC -; Mack 464a;
VA 938; ABC 1902; Spink 413), jagged edges,
toned, fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £175 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £145 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £90 iv) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2010 - £85 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £225Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 52 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Corieltauvi,
Dvmno Tigir Seno (AD 25-35), AR Unit, DVMNOC between two
plain lines on top of vertical wreath, rev. horse right, double
upper front legs, three pellets below neck, TIGIR above, pellet
and S below tail, EN below chest, O below head, 1.06g (BMC
3328-3329; Mack 462; VA 974-1; ABC 1974; Spink 415),
incomplete flan, dark chocolate toned throughout, some
porosity, very fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1993 -
£195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 53 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Iceni,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), 'Freckenham' Type, AV
Stater, solid back-to-back crescents, four radiating spokes of
pellets, pellet in ring in each quarter, rev. horse right, large
round head with closed mouth, pellet rosette below, pellet
rosette and rings of pellets above, 3.66g (BMC 3384; Mack 399;
VA 620-1; ABC 1441; Spink 426), oval shaped flan, copper
deposits on both sides but particularly on obverse, brightly
toned, near very fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 1984 -
£25Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £900

Lot 54 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Iceni,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), 'Snettisham' Type, AV
Stater, wreath crossed by single line of leaves, crescent and two
rings forming face in opposing quarters, stylised locks of hair
and two rings forming face in opposing quarter, rev. annulet
horse right, one of rear legs disconnected from body, pellet in
ring with tiny pellets above and below, 1.04g (BMC 3422-3434;
Mack -; VA -; ABC 1462; Spink 429), reverse struck off centre
so horse head not present, otherwise nice and bright, toned,
near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 -
£195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 55 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Iceni,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), AV Quarter Stater,
latticed square on two opposed crescents, projecting branch
above and below, pellet in ring to each side, rev. horse stepping
right, open head, outline crescent and two rings above forming
face, pellet in ring below, 1.09g (BMC 3437-3438; VA -; Mack
404; ABC 1480; Spink 430), obverse slightly blundered, but
otherwise very fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250

Lot 56 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Iceni,
Uninscribed Coinage (50 BC - AD 50), 'Norfolk Wolf', Type II,
Base AV Stater, wreath, cloak and crescents, rev. wolf left,
5.43g (VA 610; ABC 1396; Spink 31), darkly toned, details well
struck, pleasing strong example, very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £700Mack
CollectionSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £550

Lot 57 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Iceni, Early
Uninscribed (c.50-100 AD) AR Unit, diademed head left, rev.
prancing horse left, pellet in ring below, 1.25g (ABC 1495; VA
80; Spink 432), toned, wear to higher points, slightly irregular
flan but otherwise near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £165Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 58 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Iceni, Early
Uninscribed (c.50-100 AD), AR Half Unit, four petals around
central pellet in ring, two containing short corn ear, rev. horse
left solid head, dashes for mane, pellet triad above, pellet
below, 0.40g (ABC 1606 [this coin]; BMC 3256-3257; M -; VA -;
Spink 401), well struck, bold, very fineProvenance'JC', by
private treaty, 1990 - £225 Mack CollectionSubject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200



Lot 59 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (7) Iceni
Uninscribed Type Coins including: Iceni, Early Uninscribed
(c.50-100 AD), 'Boar/Horse Type', AR Unit, stylised boar right,
single front and rear legs below knee, rings above long bristles on
boar's back, stack of four pellets below, rev. horse prancing right,
ladder mane, pellet triad below arc from neck to rump above, star
below, 0.57g (ABC 1579; BMC 3455-3472; M 408; VA 657-3; Spink
431), crack showing through whole flan, darkly toned, fine; and
'Face/Horse Regular Type', male head right, oval eye, short dashes
for hair with longer crescents behind, each with pellet at end,
corn ear behind, rev. horse right cabled mane, lozenge below with
concave sides, pellets at each corner, pelta above, 1.12g (ABC
1564; BMC 3556-3604; M 413; VA 790-1; Spink 434), some
porosity, and wear about the edges, toned, good fine; another
male head right, oval eye, short dashes for hair with longer
crescents behind, each with pellet at end, corn ear behind, rev.
horse right cabled mane, lozenge below with concave sides,
pellets at each corner, pelta above, 1.30g (ABC 1564; BMC
3556-3604; M 413; VA 790-1; Spink 434), some small chips to the
edge of the flan, lightly toned, very fine; another male head right,
oval eye, short dashes for hair with longer crescents behind, each
with pellet at end, corn ear behind, rev. horse right cabled mane,
lozenge below with concave sides, pellets at each corner, pelta
above, 1.30g (ABC 1564; BMC 3556-3604; M 413; VA 790-1; Spink
434), some small chips to the edge of the flan, lightly toned, very
fine; another male head right, oval eye, short dashes for hair with
longer crescents behind, each with pellet at end, corn ear behind,
rev. horse right cabled mane, lozenge below with concave sides,
pellets at each corner, pelta above, 1.25g (ABC 1567; BMC
3605-3759; M 413; VA 794-1; Spink 434), well centered, toned,
very fine; and 'Early Pattern/Horse Type', two opposed crescents,
two pellets between, rev. horse right, corded mane, pellet triad
and three plain arcs above, 0.80g (ABC 1588; BMC 3763-3766; M
414; VA 679-1; Spink 435), large design on obverse meaning most
of motif does not show, wear and roughness throughout, toned,
fine; another opposing crescents and pellet in ring motifs at
centre of four corn ears, pellet triad in each quarter, rev. curvy
horse left, six pellets on shoulder, solid Y shaped head, pellet in
ring below, 0.97g (ABC 1591; BMC 3767-3774; M 415; VA 675-1;
Spink 435), some roughness and porosity throughout, wear to the
higher points, deeply toned, good fine; and an AR Fractional Unit,
opposing crescents with two pellets dividing, four V shapes
surround, rev. horse right, dashes for mane, pellet and triad
above and below, 0.38g (ABC 1612; BMC 3777-3778; M 417; VA
681-1; Spink 438), wear throughout, toned, fine (7)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £36 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £30iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £50-
Mack Collection iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £55-
Mack Collection v) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £25 vi) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1987 - £25 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987
- £65 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550



Lot 60 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins
|(6) Icenci, Anted Coins including: Iceni, Anted
(c.10-30 AD), AR Unit, double crescent emblem
on vertical wreath, rev. horse right, large oval
head with pellet for eye, corn ear mane, pellet
below tail, pelletal sun above, ANTD monogram
below, 1.19g (ABC 1645; BMC 3800-4025; M
421; VA 715-1; Spink 441), well centred design,
large horse so head not present, monogram
clear, toned, very fine; another 1.19g, bright
and clear features, full horse present, lightly
toned, very fine; another 0.98g, well struck,
some porosity, darkly toned, very fine; another
1.17g, obverse struck off centre, but strong
features and pleasing tone, very fine; another
1.27g, slightly off centre strike, darkly toned,
very fine; and an AR Fractional Unit, double
crescent emblem on vertical wreath, rev. horse
right, corn ear mane, two pellets below tail,
ANTD monogram below, 1.87g (ABC 1648; BMC
4028-4031; M 422; VA 720-1; Spink 442), thick
flan, rough surfaces, well toned, very fine
(6)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £50 - Mack Collection ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £50 - Mack Collectioniii)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 - £40 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £50- Mack
Collection v) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £40 vi)'IF', by private treaty, 2012 -
£85Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 61 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Iceni, Ecen (c.10-43 AD), (2) AR Coins
including: AR Unit, double crescent emblem on
vertical wreath, rev. horse right, corn ear mane,
one pellet below tail, pelletal sun above, ECEN
monogram below, 1.13g (ABC 1657; BMC
4033-4215; M 424; VA 730-1; Spink 443A),
jagged edges, lightly toned, fine; an AR Half
Unit, back-to-back open crescents seperated by
two pellets, within lozenge of corded lines, rev.
horse right, solid head, harness and reigns
above, pellet triad either side of V-shaped motif
above, ECE below, 0.32g (ABC 1687; BMC 4216;
M 431; VA 742-1; Spink 443B), rough surfaces,
darkly toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £45 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 - £150Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 62 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Iceni, Edn (c.10-43 AD), (2) AR Units, double
crescent emblem on vertical wreath, rev.
globular horse right, large oval head with pellet
for eye, S below head, corn ear mane, two pellets
below tail, EDN below, 1.15g (ABC 1672; BMC
4223-4281; M 425b; VA 734; Spink 444), slightly
elongated flan, lightly toned, fine; another 1.04g,
well centred, nicely toned, very fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £50 - Mack Collectionii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £50 - Mack Collection
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 63 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Iceni, Ece (c.10-43 AD), (5) AR Units, double
crescent emblem on vertical wreath, rev. horse
stepping right, S below head, corn-ear mane,
three leaves on shoulder, pelletal sun above,
ECE below, 1.23g (ABC 1660; BMC 4348-4430;
M 425; VA 760; Spink 445), some wear to
obverse but pleasing details, toned, fine;
another 1.23g, well centered, toned, very fine;
another 1.30g (ABC 1663; BMC 4445-4513; M
427; VA 762-1; Spink 445), wear to the obverse,
rough suraces, some porosity, toned, near very
fine; another 1.25g (ABC 1666; BMC
4431-4444; M 426; VA 764-1; Spink 445), rough
surfaces, toned, very fine; another, 1.20g (ABC
1669; BMC 4514-4138; M 428; VA 766-1; Spink
445), more wear to the higher points, toned,
near very fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1986 - £50 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1982 - £50 - Mack Collectioniii)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £50 -
Mack Collection iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £50 - Mack Collection v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £50 - Mack
Collection Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 64 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(2) Iceni AR Units including: Iceni, Saenu
(c.30-43 AD), AR Unit, double crescent emblem
on vertical wreath, rev. horse right, double
upper right front leg, solid Y-shaped head,
single dashes for mane, six pellets on shoulder,
pelletal sun above, SAENV below, 0.94g (ABC
1699; BMC 4540-4557; M 433; VA 770-1; Spink
446), rough surfaces, some porosity, darkly
toned, fine; and Iceni, Aseu (c.30-43 AD), AR
Unit, double crescent emblem on vertical
wreath, rev. horse right, double upper front
legs, solid Y-shaped head, single dashes for
mane, six pellets on shoulder, pelletal sun
above, AESV below, 1.17g (ABC 1702; BMC
4558-4572; M 432; VA 775-1; Spink 447), some
wear throughout, slightly off centre strike,
lightly toned, good fine (2)Provenancei) 'JC', by
private treaty, 1990 - £195 - Mack Collection ii)
'JC', by private treaty, 1983 - £50 - Mack
Collection Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£55 to £125

Lot 65 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (3) Addedomaros
Coins including: Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Addedomaros
(c.50 BC - 1 AD), 'Spiral Type', AV Stater, spiral wreath of six
arms extending from three back to back crescents at centre, rev.
horse right with ring pellet either side, cornucopia below, three
horse muzzles above, 5.59g (ABC 2517; BMC 2396-2404; M 267;
VA 1620-1; Spink 201), a strong example of this type, well struck,
little wear throughout, toned and lustrous, very fine; and AE Unit,
head left, rev. horse left, 1.26g (ABC 2544; VA 1646; Spink 206),
green copper toning to both sides, slightly concave flan and
jagged edges, fine; another 1.43g, very worn, verdigris on reverse,
dark tone, fine, scarce (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1999 - £260 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £30
iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1993 - £19- Found in Wing,
BuckinghamshireSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£650 to £750



Lot 66 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(2) Dubnovellanus Coins including: Trinovantes
and Catuvellauni, Dubnovellaunus (30-25 BC),
AV Stater, wreath, outline crescents back to
back at centre, pellet in ring to each side,rev.
horse left, DVBNOVIILLAVN above, pellet below
tail, leaf below, 5.43g, (ABC 2392; VA 1650;
Spink 207), edge chips, cracks on surface,
toned gold, about very fine, scarce; and AE
Unit, head left, rev. DVBNO, horse left, 1.44g
(ABC 2407; VA 1669; Spink 211), darkly toned
throughout, rough surface, fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £450- Mack Collection, Part I,
Glendining, 18 November 1975, lot 28 very fine
and extremely rare - £1150- Abbot Collection
(Australia) purchased en bloc by Spink in
1951ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£85Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£550 to £750

Lot 67 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Uninscribed issues (c.65 -30 BC), AR Unit, horned
head right with corded hair, rev. annulate horse left, pellet in
ring above, leaf below, 1.29g (ABC 2493; VA 1613), well toned
with contrast, centrally struck, very fineProvenance'IF', by
private treaty, 2011 - £36Found in Berryfield, AylesburySubject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350



Lot 68 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus (c.50 BC - 50 AD), AV Stater,
quatrefoil pattern of four corn ears, back-to-back crescents at
centre, teardrops in angles, rev. horse right, three horse
muzzles above, uncertain motif below, 1.42g (ABC 2583; BMC
1638-1639; M -; VA -; Spink 220), bright and shiny toning
throughout, beginnings of verdigris, but otherwise very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£285Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 69 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus (25 BC- AD 10), AV Quarter Stater,
VERO, crossed wreath, rev. TAS, horse left, 1.29g (ABC 2598;
VA 1690; Spink 224), bright and lustrous tone, well struck and
balanced, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1993 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 70 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus (c.50 BC - 50
AD), (4) AR Units: pegasus alighting left, rev. griffin
standing right, 1.36g (ABC 2649; BMC 1660; M 159; VA
1790; Spink 231), beautiful contrasting tone throughout,
with lustre to the higher points, an oval shaped flan, very
fine; another, VER in beaded circle, rev. TASCIA, horse
right, 1.56g (ABC 2622; VA 1699; Spink 233), bright and
lustrous surfaces, slightly off centre striking but
otherwise very fine; another, VER on plain field, pellet
border, rev. naked horseman right, 1.25g (ABC 2625; VA
1747; Spink 234), a few edge chips, struck off-centre,
toned, fine, very rare; another, third coinage, cross
wreaths, one curved, box at centre containing X, VERL, in
angles, rev. boar right, TAS above, small star below,
1.27g, (ABC 2628; VA 1796; Spink 236), worn reverse,
rough surface, striking obverse, about very good, very
rare (4)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 2011 - £90 ~
Found at Berryfields, Aylesburyii) 'IF', by private treaty,
1984 - £400~ Found at Princes Risborough on Chiltern
Hills in 1984 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£225 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1993 -
£165Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 71 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus
(c.25 BC - AD 10), (2) AR Units including: TASC
in panel, rev. winged horse left, 0.86g (ABC
2637; VA 1798; Spink 237), bright and lustrous
toning, nicely toned, very fine; another, TASC
in panel, rev. horseman left carrying long
shield, 1.25g (ABC 2640; VA 1800; Spink 238),
rough surfaces, brighter toning towards the
middle, fine (2)Provenancei) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2011 - £70~ Found in Berryfield,
Aylesburyii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 2001
- £160Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 72 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (3)
Tasciovanus AE Coins including: Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus (25 BC- AD 10), AE Double
Unit, TASCIAVA, head right, rev. Pegasus prancing
left, 3.60g (ABC 2652; VA 1818; Spink 241), deep,
dark toning throughout, wear to the higher points,
fine; and AE Unit, conjoined bearded busts right, veri
before, rev. ram left, TASC above in field, star above
between two pellets, 1.72g (ABC 2655; BMC 1711-13;
M 167; VA 1705-1; Spink 242), rough surfaces with
wear throughout, dark tone with small beginnings of
verdigris, fine; another AE Unit, bearded head, rev.
VIIR below Hippocamp, 1.75g (ABC 2658; VA 1707;
Spink 243), dark and rough surfaces, some small
nicks to the edges, otherwise near very fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£165 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £28 iii)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £65- Mossop
Collection in part was bought by Baldwin in 1966,
others sold privatelySubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £240



Lot 73 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(5) Tasciovanus AE Coins including:
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Tasciovanus
(15-10 BC), AE Unit, third coinage, geometric
pattern forming eight pointed star around
central pellet, VERLAMIO between points, rev.
bull left, pawing ground, tail raised over back,
branch below, 1.99g (ABC 2679; VA 1808;
Spink 247), struck off-centre, reverse worn,
obverse better, some patina, dark tone, about
very fine, scarce; another, 2.04g, (ABC 2679;
VA 1808; Spink 247), very worn, edge chips,
rough surface, dark tone, fine, scarce; another,
cross and crescents, rev. boar right, 2.22g (ABC
2667; VA 1713; Spink 252), light green tone
throughout, well centered and struck, near very
fine; another, head right, rev. horse left, pellets
and circles above and below, 1.40g (ABC 2413),
darkly toned, beginnings of verdigris, wear to
higher points, fine; and an AE Half-Unit, VER,
bearded head left, rev. Goat right, pellet in ring
below, flower motif above, 0.63g (ABC 2709, VA
1715; Spink 256), dark and shiny toning
throughout, well proportioned, very fine
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £65 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £45iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1999 - £50 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £50 v) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £150Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300



Lot 74 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Andoco (c.1-100 AD), 'Plastic' AV Stater, crossed
wreath extending from two back to back crescents at centre, A
N D O in angles, rev. horse left, wheel below, bucranium above,
1.43g (ABC 2718; M 198; VA 1863; Spink 263), rougher
surfaces, bright aureate lustre throughout, well struck, very
fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 2010 - £250Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 75 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Sego (c. AD 5-15), AR Unit, SEGO on panel, chain
of two interleaved lines for border, rev. horseman right, 1.20g
(ABC 447; VA 1851; Spink 260), lustrous example with well
struck details, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treat, 1993 - £295Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£750 to £800

Lot 76 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Dias (c.1-10 AD), AR Unit, saltire over cross
within square, rev. TASC DIAS, boar right, 1.19g (ABC 2742,
Spink 267), slightly off centre striking, dark matte surfaces,
wear to the higher points, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £300Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 77 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (3) Rues AE Coins
including: Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Rues (c.AD 1-10), AE
Fractional Unit, Annulet within square with curved sides, rev.
RVII eagle left, 1.19g (ABC 2763; VA 1903; Spink 274), darkly
toned, rough surfaces, green hues throughout, fine; and an AE
Unit, lion right, RVII around, in double ring border, hatching
within, rev. eagle standing, 1.94g, (ABC 2760; VA 1890; Spink
270), some rust coloured spots on eagle, cleaned at high points,
deposits in lower fields, about very fine; another, AE Unit, RVII,
bearded head right, rev. warrior riding right, holding sword,
1.93g, (ABC 2754; VA 1892; Spink 272) very worn, rough
surfaces, verdigris, green hue, fine, scarce (3)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £95 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1995 - £95 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £65-
Mossop Collection in part was bought by Baldwin in 1966, others
sold privatelySubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£160 to £260



Lot 78 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c. AD 10-40), AV Stater, corn ear, CA-
MV across fields, rev. CVN below horse galloping right, branch
above, 5.39g (ABC 2774; VA 1925-5, Spink 282), bright and
lustrous tone on a large flan, some edge nicks but otherwise
very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£495Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£550 to £600

Lot 79 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c.10-43 AD), AV Quarter Stater,
'Classic' type, garnished corn ear with central stalk dividing
CA-MV, rev. CVNO below horse right, branch above, 1.38g (ABC
2822; VA 2038; Spink 296), bright and lustrous, some nicks to
the edge but otherwise very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick
Auction 736, 19 February 2014, lot 310 - £413Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 80 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c. AD 10-40), AV Quarter Stater, ear
of corn, CA-M across fields, rev. CVNO below horse galloping
right, 1.31g (ABC 2813; VA 1935; Spink 293), smooth surfaces,
bright and lustrous tone, some small edge nicks but otherwise
very fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 2010 - £250Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 81 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c.20-40 AD), 'Plastic' AV Stater,
wheat-ear dividing CA-MV, rev. horse prancing right, CVN
below, 1.30g (ABC 2816; M 204; VA 2015-1; Spink 294), some
wear obscuring details on lower half of obverse, reverse much
better, a bright and lustrous example, near very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 -
£175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150



Lot 82 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin
(c.8-41 AD), (2) AE Units, corn ear with central
stalk, A to left, N to right rev. horse rearing
right branch above, CVNO below, 0.96g (ABC -
[similar to ABC 2822 but in bronze not gold];
BMC -; M -; VA -; Spink -), porosity throughout,
rough surfaces, an usual striking of this type
normally seen in gold, perhaps a trial issue,
very fine; another, CVNO BELI on two panels,
rev. CVN below horseman right, 1.28g (ABC
2858; VA 1951; Spink 302), dark and rough
surfaces, well struck and details remain clear,
near very fine (2)Provenancei) 'JC', by private
treaty, 1992 - £65 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 2001 - £275Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 83 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c.
20-43 AD), (2) AR Units including: CAMVL,
spiky hair head left, rev. Seated Victory right,
CVNO beneath, 1.04g, (ABC 2855; VA 2045;
Spink 303)very worn, rough surfaces, uneven
flan, dark tone, fine; another, CVNO on panel,
rev. CAMV on panel below griffin, 0.93g (ABC
2897; VA 2051; Spink 306), incomplete coin
with chip, toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £130 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £285Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£160 to £220



Lot 84 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c.10-43 AD), AR Unit, CVNO, figure
standing left holding club and lionskin, rev. TASCIOVA, woman
riding side saddle on lion right, 1.14g (ABC 2864; VA 2061;
Spink 315), bright and well struck example, appealing to the
eye, a slightly warped flan but otherwise very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £280Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 85 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c. AD
10-40), (2) AR Units including, CVNO winged
bust right, rev. TASCIO Sphinx standing left,
1.29g (ABC 2870; VA 2057; Spink 313), off
centre striking, obverse better, bright and
lustrous, near very fine; another, 1.28g, lustre
peaks through in more protected areas, off
centre striking on reverse but obverse much
better, near very fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £265ii) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1983 - £360- Found in Princes
Risborough on Chiltern Hills Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £350



Lot 86 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (AD
10-43), (3) AR Units including: CVNO on panel
surrounded by wreath, rev. TASC F, winged
horse right, 1.21g (ABC 2876; VA 2053; Spink
311), struck off-centre, reverse much better,
toned, fine; another, TASCIIOVAN, draped
female figure right, rev. figure standing right
playing lyre, tree behind, 1.29g (ABC 2867; VA
2089; Spink 314), toned, brighter on higher
points, small amount of wear throughout, near
very fine; another, CVNOBELINVS, Hercules
right carrying club, rev. TASCIIOVANTIS, Diana
standing left, bow in left hand, dog at side,
1.26g (ABC 2879; VA 2063; Spink 317) worn on
obverse and around the edges, rough surface,
deep tone, fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £300 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £155 iii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 1996 - £60Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £450



Lot 87 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (AD
10-43), (4) AE Units including: CVNO, head left,
rev. boar left, branch above, 1.26g (ABC 2993;
VA 1969; Spink 323), dark tone throughout
with well struck features, near very fine;
another, CVNOBELINI in two paels, rev Victory
seated left, pellet in ring above, 2.51g (ABC
2918; VA 1971; Spink 324), bright green toning
throughout, central striking with details clear,
very fine; another, 2.30g, dark green tone
throughout, wear amongst the higher points,
fair; another, Pegasus standing left with head
turned back, CAM below, rev. CVN, Victory
standing left, 2.70g (ABC 2921; VA 1973; Spink
325), dark toning throughout, wear to higher
points, centred strike, fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £95 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £65-
Mossop Collection in part was bought by
Baldwin in 1966, others sold privately iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £50-
Mossop Collection in part was bought by
Baldwin in 1966, others sold privatelyiv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £45Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£175 to £275



Lot 88 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (AD
10-43), (4) AE Units including: coiled ram-
headed serpent, rev. CAM, Griffin left, 1.55g
(ABC 2915, VA 1965; Spink 327), dark tone,
somewhat irregular shape of flan, rough
surfaces, fine; another, CAMV, Griffin right,
rev. CVN, horse right, 1.95g (ABC 2945; VA
2081; Spink 328), copper green toning
throughout, dark and rough surfaces, slightly
off centre striking, fine; another, CAMV,
bearded head left, rev.. CVN, bitch left holding
snake, 1.71g, (ABC 2951; VA 2085; Spink 329),
off-centre, rough surface, toned, light green
patina, fine; another, CVNOBELINI, head left,
rev. TASCIOVANI F, centaur right, 2.28g (ABC
2957; VA 2089; Spink 336), dark green toning
throughout, slightly jagged edges, wear to
higher details, fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £165ii) 'JC',
by private treaty, 1983 - £30 iii) Bought for £24
in 1982 iv) 'IF', by private treaty, 1982 - £55-
Found at Chinnor, South Oxfordshire Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 89 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (AD
10-43), (6) AE Units including: CAMVL -
ODVNO in two panels, rev. CVNO beneath
sphinx crouching left, 2.43g (ABC 2924; VA
1977; Spink 332), significant wear throughout,
off-centre striking, dark tone, fine; another,
CAMV, Pegasus left, rev. Victory standing right,
CV-NO across fields, 2.56g (ABC 2927; VA
1979; Spink 333), rough surfaces, darkly toned,
fine; another, CAMV, bearded head left, rev.
bitch left holding snake, 2.28g (ABC 2951; VA
2085; Spink 329), rough surfaces, dark patina
throughout, good fine; another, helmeted bust
right, rev. TASCIOVANII, Sow standing right,
1.97g (ABC 2960, VA 2091; Spink 337), rough
surfaces with dulling of higher details, well-
centred strike, fine; another, similar to last,
1.99g, very worn, rough surface, dark tone,
fine; another AE Unit, warrior on horse right,
holding spear and shield, CV behind, NOB
below, rev. TASCIIOVANTIS, warrior standing
holding spear and shield, 1.94g (ABC 2963; VA
2093; Spink 338), well struck, light green
toning on higher points, near very fine
(6)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £35 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1990 - £50- Mossop Collection in part was
bought by Baldwin in 1966, others sold
privately iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £39 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1993 - £19- Found at Wing, Buckinghamshire
v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £150-
Mack Collectionvi) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £150- Mack Collection Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £400



Lot 90 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (AD
20-43), (4) AE Units, bare head right,
CVNOBELINVS REX around, rev. bull butting
right, TASC below exergue, 2.08g (ABC 2966;
VA 2095; Spink 340), porous, cleaned, rough
surfaces, clipped, fine, common; another,
CVNOBELIN, head left, rev. TASCIO, metal
worker seated right holding hammer working
on vase, 1.79g (ABC 2969; VA 2097-1; Spink
342), slightly off centre striking, matte green
hue throughout, fine; another, Pegasus right,
CV above, NO below, rev. Victory stabbing bull
right, TASCI below, 2.68g (ABC 2972; VA 2099;
Spink 343), some marks in field, light green
patina, about very fine, very common; another,
CVNO on panel within wreath, rev. CAMV below
horse prancing right, 2.43g (ABC 2975; VA
2101; Spink 344), green toning throughout,
well centred details, near very fine
(4)Provenancei) 'JC', by private treaty, 1989 -
£33 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£150 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£150iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£65Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £450



Lot 91 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Cunobelin (c. AD
10-40), (4) AE Units, CVNOBELIN, bearded
head of Jupiter Ammon left, rev. CAM below
horseman galloping right, 2.36g (ABC 2978; VA
2103; Spink 345), weaker strike slightly off
centre, toned, fine; another, CVNO, Janifrom
head, rev. CAMV, Sow standing right, 2.13g
(ABC 2981; VA 2105; Spink 346), bright and
shiny dark surfaces, some definition lost to
wear but otherwise very fine; another, CVNOB,
bearded head right, rev. CAM on panel below
crouching lion, 2.01g (ABC 2984; VA 2107;
Spink 347), dark tone, worn details, fine;
another, Sphinx right, CVNO below, rev. figure
standing left holding severed head in right
hand, 2.27g (ABC 2987; VA 219; Spink 348),
rough surface, wear throughout, copper green
toning on obverse, fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £35 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £58 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 - £30iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £30Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£170 to £270

Lot 92 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, 'Solidv' (AD 40-3), AR Unit, SOLIDV in centre of
looped circle, rev. Standing figure holding staff, CV-NO across
fields, 0.91g (ABC 474; VA 2073; Spink 351), nicely toned and
well struck, very fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 2011 -
£490Found in Berryfields, AylesburySubject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £550



Lot 93 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Trinovantes and Catuvellauni, Epaticcus (AD
20-40), (3) AR Units, EPATI, head of Hercules
right, rev. eagle holding snake, 1.26g (ABC
1346; VA 580; Spink 356), nicely toned, well
struck, only slightly off-centre, otherwise very
fine; another similar, 1.09g, rough surfaces,
beautifully toned with golden hues in the more
protected areas, very fine; another similar,
1.29g, strong details, reverse slightly off centre
but nicely toned, near very fine (3)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £185ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £150-
Found in Essex, 1983iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £150Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 94 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (3)
Epaticcus Silver Coins including: Trinovantes and
Catuvellauni, Epaticcus (AD 20-40), AR Unit,
TASCIOV, Victory seated right, rev. EPAR, boar
right, 0.78g (ABC 1349; VA 581; Spink 357), well
struck, toned, very fine; another, TASC IO, bearded
head left, rev. EPATI, lion right, 1.10g (ABC 1352;
VA 582; Spink 358), bright toning with pleasing
contrast to higher points, matte textured fields, but
otherwise very fine; and AR Minim, EPATI, pellet in
ring above and below, rev. TA, boars head right,
0.32g (ABC 1370, VA 585, Spink 360), well
balanced example with pleasing lustre and centered
details, very fine (3)Provenancei) 'JC', by private
treaty, 1985 - £65 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1993 - £350 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984
- £485Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500



Lot 95 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Regni and
Atrebates, Caratacus (c.40-43 AD), AR Unit, head right wearing
goatskin, cara before, rev. eagle facing holding snake, wings
spread and looking to left, ring pellet above to right, 1.25g
(ABC 1376; BMC 2376-2384; M 265; VA 593-1; Spink 364),
great eye appeal, strong lustre and bright surfaces with well
struck details and colourful hues, a spectacular
exampleProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1989 - £375Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £600

Lot 96 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (3)
Roman Republic Silver Coins including: Roman
Republic, Domitius Ahenobarbus (c.128 BC), AR
Denarius, head of Roma right, X behind head, ROMA
in front, rev. Jupiter in quadriga right, holding reins
in left hand and whip in right, man attacking a lion
below horses, CN DOM in exergue, 3.82g, 10h
(Crawford 261/1; Sydenham 535), slightly offcentre
strike, bright and lustrous, toned, near very fine;
and Sergius Silus (116-115 BC), AR Denarius,
helmeted head of Roma right, ROMA and star
behind and S.C. before, rev. helmeted horseman
galloping left holding sword and severed head, Q in
field below horses' forelegs, M SERGI below, SILVS
in exergue, 3.75g, 7h (RRC 286/1; Sydenham 534;
Sergia 1), wear to the higher point, slightly off
centre strike, toned, fine; and Servilius (c.100 BC),
AR Denarius, bust of Minerva left, wearing crested
helmet and aegis, RVLII behind, rev. Victory in biga
right, P below horses, SERVILI . M . F in exergue,
3.85g, 8h (Crawford 328/1; RSC 14; Sydenham, 601),
uneven shaped flan, some dents on both sides,
technicolour hues in protected areas, toned, very
fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £38 - Ex Westminster School ii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1987 - £38 - Ex Westminster
Schooliii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £38 -
Ex Westminster School Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£260 to £360



Lot 97 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(3) Roman Republic Silver Coins including:
Roman Republic, C. Calpurnius Piso (moneyer)
(67 BC), AR Denarius, laureate head of Apollo
right, II behind, A in front rev. horseman
galloping right, holding palm branch,
LPISOFRVC below, 3.91g, 3h (RRC 408/1a;
Sydenham 669; Spink 454), some details
slightly pulled but otherwise bright and
lustrous with great eye appeal, very fine; and L.
Titurius Sabinus (c.89 BC), AR Denarius,
SABIN, bearded head of king Tatius right, rev.
L o TITVRI, Victory driving biga to right,
holding reins and wreath; two arrows right in
exergue, 3.45g, 7h (Crawford 344/3; Sydenham
700), some smoothed areas at higher points,
toned, near very fine; and Antonius Pius
(138-161), AE As, INP ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P
P, laureate head right, rev. TR POT XIIII COS
IIII, Moneta standing facing, head left, holding
branch and and cornucopia, S-C in field,
25.18g, 6h (RIC 872; RCV 1173; BMC 1867A;
Cohen 554; Spink -), light green patina, some
roughness on the reverse but otherwise very
fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1987 - £38 - Ex Westminster School ~
Found in Norfolk, 1894 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £38 - Ex Westminster
School iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 1992 - £60 ~
Found in Aylesbury (Top of White Hill)Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £450



Lot 98 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (7) Various
early Roman Empire Coins, including: Roman Empire,
Marcus Aurelius (161-180), AR Denarius, [...] AVG IM[...],
laureate head right, rev. Mars walking to right, holding
spear and trophy, 2.23g, 7h (RIC 326; RSC 916), obscured
legends and strong wear throughout, toned, fine; and Geta
(209-212), AR Denarius, PSEPTCE[...]APIVS AVG[...],
laureate head right, rev. TRPIIICOSIIPP, Prince standing
left beside trophy, holding branch and spear, 3.08g, 1h
(RCV 1934; Spink 519), some small cracks around edges,
wear throughout, beginnings of verdigris, lightly toned,
fine; and Julia Mamaea (222-235), AR Denarius, IVLIA
MAMAE AVG, draped bust right, rev. IVNO CONSERVATRIX,
Juno standing left, holding long sceptre and platter, 2.52g,
7h (RIC 343; RVC 2210; cf. Spink 530), slightly jagged
edges, some roughness to surfaces, lightly toned, good fine;
and Gordian III (238-244), AR Antoninianus, IMP
GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG, radiate, draped, and cuirassed
bust right, rev. SECVR[ITAS PE]RPET, Securitas standing
left, leaning left arm on column, and holding sceptre, 3.50g,
6h (RVC 2361; cf. Spink 537), strong obverse design,
reverse not as crisp with significant wear, toned, fine; and
Diocletian (284-305), AE Follis, IMP C DIOCLETIANVS P F
AVG, laureate head right, rev. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI,
Genius standing to left, wearing modius on head, holding
patera and cornucopiae, S-T in field, 9.33g, 1h (RIC 172a;
Spink -), darkly toned with deep patina, some porosity, very
fine; and another, IMP C DIOCLETIANVS P F AVG, laureate,
cuirassed bust right, rev. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI, Genius
standing to left, wearing modius on head, holding patera
and cornucopiae, no mintmark, 10.52g, 7h (RIC 14a; Askew
584; Spink 582), dark patina, small copper deposits, strong
strike, very fine; Septimius Severus (193-211), AR Denarius,
SEVERVS AVG PARTMAX, laureate head right, rev.
FVNDATOR PACIS, Severus veiled standing left holding
branch and scroll, 3.23g, 7h (RIC 265; RSC 205; Spink
6282), well struck with delicate details intact, jagged edges
and some spots of bright verdigris but otherwise toned, near
very fine (7)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 1983 - £16
ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £38 iii) 'IF', by
private treaty, 1983 - £22 iv) 'IF', by private treaty, 1983 -
£12 ~ Found in Brancaster, Norfolkv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 2000 - £20 vi) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1982 - £22 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£30Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 99 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Roman Empire, Hadrian (117-138), (2), AE as,
[IMP CAESAR TRAIAN]VS HADRIA[NVS AVG],
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. [BRITANNIA
PONT MAX TR POT COS III], Britannia seated
facing on rock, S-C in field, 7.02g, 4h (RIC
577a; RCV 1034; Askew 12; Spink 635), light
green patina throughout, legends largely
blundered and wear throughout, fine; another
similar, 10.00g, 5h, roughness and porosity
throughout, dark patina, fair to fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £85 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 -
£16Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 100 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Antonius Pius (138-161), AE Sestertius, ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS
P P TR P COS III, laureate head right, rev. BRITAN
IMPERATOR II, Victory standing left, holding wreath and palm
fond, S-C in field, 30.92g, 11h (RIC 719; Askew 25; Spink 643),
thick flan, deep toning, some scratches in the right field of
obverse, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 101 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Commodus (177-192), AE Sestertius, M COMMODVS ANTONI-
NVS AVG PIVS BRIT, laureate head right, rev. IMP VII COS III
P P S C, Victory seated right about to inscribe shield, S-C in
field, 18.16g, 12h (RIC 440/452; Askew 32; Spink 648), green
patina, some areas of legends are blundered, good details, near
very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£185Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 102 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Caracalla (198-217), AE Sestertius, M AVREL ANTONINVS PIVS
AVG, laureate head right, rev. VICT BRIT TR P XIIII COS III,
Victory standing right, with foot on helmet, erecting trophy; to
right, woman standing facing and captive seated left on floor,
S-C in field, 22.32g, 6h (Askew 74; Spink 659A), golden hues
peeking through at higher points, toned, very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £185Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 103 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Geta (209-212), AE Sestertius, M[...]ESPS[...]GETA P[...],
laureate head right, rev. VICTORIAE BRITTANICAE, two
Victories hanging round shield on palm tree; at base, two
captives seated left and right, SC in field, 26.79g, 12h (RIC 818;
Askew 88; Spink -), golden hues peeking through at higher
points, toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1982 - £285Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 104 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Antonius Pius (138-161), AE As, INP ANTONINVS AVG PI-VS P
P TR P XXIIR, laureate head right, rev. BRITANNIA COS III,
Britannia seated left on rock, shield and vexillum in
background, 13.08g, 5h (RIC 930; Askew 27; Spink 666),
unevenly shaped flan, strong details, wear to higher points,
near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£200Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 105 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(4) Early Roman Empire Coins including:
Roman Empire, Carausius (287-293), AE
Antoninianus, radiate, draped and cuirassed
bust right, rev. PAX AVG, Pax standing left,
holding branch and long sceptre, 4.06g, 11h
(RIC 880; Askew 162; Spink 673), uneven
edges, rough surfaces, some porosity, fine; and
Postumus (260-265), AR Antoninianus, radiate,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev. PAX AVG,
Pax advancing left, holding branch and long
sceptre, 3.60g, 7h (RIC V.278; RCV 3032; RSC
220 var.), crack in flan from 7 o'clock to centre,
spots of verdigris, rough surfaces, fine; and
Allectus (293-296), AE Antoninianus,
Colchester, IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG, radiate,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev.
PROVIDENTIA AVG, Providentia standing left,
S-P in field, C in exergue, 4.19g, 7h (RIC 106;
Askew 553; Spink 689A), nicely-struck with
some flattening of legend, green patina, very
fine; and another AE Quinarius, Colchester[?],
IMP C ALLECTVS P F AVG, cuirassed bust
right, rev. LAETITIA AVG, gallery with mast
right, QC in exergue, 2.13g, 5h (RIC 124; Askew
576; Spink 692), slight green patina, lightly
toned, very fine (4)Provenancei) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1990 - £14 ii) 'IF', by private treaty,
1987 - £9 ~ Found at Mildenhalliii) 'IF', by
private treaty, 1983 - £45 iv) 'IF', by private
treaty, 1983 - £50 ~ Found in Aylesbury at
bottom of Walton Court by roundaboutSubject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £350



Lot 106 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Roman Empire, Diocletian (284-305), (4) AE
Follis Coins, IMP C DIOCLETIANVS AVG,
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. GENIO
POPVLI ROMANI, Genius standing to left,
wearing modius on head, holding patera and
cornucopiae, no mintmark, 10.91g, 7h (RIC 6a;
Askew 581; Spink 696), dark green patina,
strong striking, very fine; and another similar,
IMP C DIOCLETIANVS P F AVG, laureate bust
right, rev. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI, Genius
standing to left, wearing modius on head,
holding patera and cornucopiae, S-A in fields,
10.28g, 7h (RIC 6a; Askew 586; variant of Spink
696), dark patina, brighter hues peeking
through, green copper deposits on edge, strong
strike, very fine; and another similar, D N
DIOCLETIANO FELICISSIMO SEN AVG,
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev.
PROVIDENTIA DEORVM QVIES AVGG,
Providentia and Quies face each other, no
mintmark, 8.49g, 6h (RIC 77a; Askew 592;
Spink 697), green patina, some roughness and
porosity, very fine; and another similar, D N
DIOCLETIANO P F AVG, laureate, cuirassed
bust right, rev. QVIES AVGG, Quies standing
left holding branch and sceptre, 8.19g, 7h (RIC
98; Askew 596; Spink 697A), green patina,
some roughness, very fine (4)Provenancei) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1989 - £19 - Another ticket
with coin stating £7.5ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1987 - £38 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £65 iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1991 - £38Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£160 to £320



Lot 107 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Roman Empire, Maximian (286-305, 306-308),
(6) AE Follis, London, IMP C MAXIMIANVS P F
AVG, laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. GENIO
POPVLI ROMANI, Genius standing left, no
mintmark, 10.37g, 7h (RIC 23b; Askew 607;
Spink 702), chocolate brown patina, smooth
surfaces, well struck, very fine; another similar,
8.20g, 6h, chocolate brown patina, smooth
surfaces, slightly jagged edges but otherwise
well struck, very fine; another similar, 10.02g,
5h, dark patina, rough surfaces, very fine;
another similar, 9.22g, 6h, dark and even
patina, some porosity, very fine; another AE
Follis, Second Reign Coinage, London, DM
MAXIMIANVS P F S AVG, laureate, cuirassed
bust right, rev. GENIO POP ROM, Genius
standing left, PLN in exergue, 6.42g, 5h (RIC
90; Askew 612; Spink 704), dark patina, slightly
uneven edges, strong strike, very fine; another
similar, 8.41g, 7h (RIC 90; Askew 613; Spink
704), dark patina, slightly off-centre striking,
rough surfaces, very fine (6)Provenancei) 'IF',
by private treaty, 2000 - £20 ii) Bought for
£19iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£28 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 -
£28 v) Bought for £38 in 1991 vi) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1987 - £38Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £300



Lot 108 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Constantius I (305-306), (4) AE Follis, London, CONSTANTIVS
NOB C, laureate bust right, rev. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI,
Genius standing left, F in right field, 7.03g, 6h (RIC 30; Askew
621; Spink 706), dark patina, smoothed features, obverse
better, some roughness, near very fine; another similar, 7.03g,
6h (RIC 30; Askew 629; Spink 706), dark patina, smooth
surface, very fine; another similar, 9.03g, 7h, some roughness
and porosity, appealing green and pink hues, strong strike, very
fine; another AE Follis, London, DIVO CONSTANTIO PIO,
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. MEMORIA FELIX, altar
flanked by two eagles, PLN in exergue, 6.70g, 5h (RIC 110;
Askew 638; Spink 708), dark patina, toned, strong strike with
great detail, very fine (4)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty,
1988 - £16 ~ Found in Yorkii) T Matthews, by private treaty -
£30 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £24 iv) Bought for
£20Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250

Lot 109 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Galerius (293-305), AE Follis, London (as Caesar),
MAXIMIANVS NOB CAES, laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev.
GENIO POPVLI ROMANI, Genius standing left, 10.58g, 6h (RIC
4b; Askew 641; Spink 710), dark and even patina, some
roughness and porosity, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £39Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 110 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Galerius (293-305), AE Follis, London (as Caesar),
MAXIMIANVS NOB CAES, laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev.
GENIO POPVLI ROMANI, Genius standing left, 12.07g, 7h (RIC
4b; Askew 641; Spink 710), dark and even patina, slightly
uneven edges, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1982 - £30Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 111 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(4) Roman Follis Coins including: Roman
Empire, Severus II (306-307), AE Follis,
London, SEVERVS NOBILISSIMVS CAESAR,
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. GENIO
POPVLI ROMANI, Genius standing left, holding
patera and cornucopia, 9.91g, 6h (RIC 58a;
Askew 662; Spink 712), dark patina, with bright
tones peeking through, some porosity, very
fine; another similar, 10.45g, 7h, dark patina,
roughness and porosity throughout, fine;
another similar, 9.69g, 6h, dark patina,
roughness and porosity throughout, fine; and
Maximinus II (310-313), AE Follis, London,
MAXMINVS NOB CAES, laureate, cuirassed
bust right, rev. GENIO POPVLI ROMANI,
Genius standing left, holding patera and
cornucopia, 9.18g, 7h (RIC 57; Askew 668;
Spink 714), light patina, roughness and
porosity throughout, fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £25 ii)
Bought for £15iii) Bought for £15 iv) Bought
for £15Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£125 to £225



Lot 112 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (8)
Coins from Constantine I including: Roman Empire,
Constantine I, the Great (307-337), AE Nummus,
CONSTANTINVS AVG, laureate bust right, rev. DN
CONSTANTINI MAX AVG, VOT / XX in two lines within
wreath, 3.15g, 5h (RIC 174; RCV 3773; Spink -), brown
patina, some roughness to reverse, fine; and AE Follis,
London (as Caesar), IMP CONSTANTINVS AVG,
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. GENIO-POP ROM,
Genius standing left holding patera and cornucopia,
PLN in exergue, 6.18g, 7h (RIC 88b; Askew 753; Spink
719A), dark patina, appealing shine, details well
struck, very fine; another, CONSTANTINVS AVG,
laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. PRINCIPI
IVVENTVTIS, prince standing left holding standards,
star in right field, PLN in exergue, 3.96g, 7h (RIC 97;
Askew 733; Spink 720), dark patina, some porosity
throughout and rough surfaces but reverse better,
evenly toned, very fine; another, IMP CONSTANTINVS
AVG, laureate, cuirassed bust right, rev. ADVENTVS
AVG, emperor on horseback left, C in right field, PLN
in exergue, 2.43g, 12h (RIC 133; Askew 711; Spink
721), dark patina, significantly rough surfaces, some
copper deposits, fine; another similar 2.42g, 6h, green
patina, rough surfaces, some porosity and copper
deposits, good fine; another similar, 4.28g, 5h, red-
brown patina, strong and well struck detail with very
little wear, great eye appeal, very fine; another AE
Follis, London, CONSTANTINVS AVG, laureate,
cuirassed bust right, rev. COMITI AVGG. NN., Sol
standing left, holding globe and whip, star in right
field, PLN in exergue, 5.45g, 6h (RIC 155; Askew 730;
Spink 722), green patina with some bright copper
deposits throughout, portrait clear, about very fine;
and another similar, 4.45g, 6h (RIC 155; Askew 809;
Spink 722), wear to the higher points, some small
copper deposits, darkly toned, good fine
(8)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 1983 - £2ii) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1983 - £15 iii) Bought for £11iv) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1987 - £16 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1991 - £38 vi) Bought for £10vii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1982 - £13 viii) Bought for £11Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £420



Lot 113 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman
Empire, Constantine I, the Great (307-337), (10) AE Follis,
London, CONSTANTINVS AVG, laureate, cuirassed bust
right, rev. CONCORD. MILIT, Concordia standing left,
holding standards, star in right field, PLN in exergue,
4.01g, 6h (RIC 195; Askew 741; Spink 723), light green
patina, slightly off centre strike on obverse, otherwise very
fine; another similar, 4.15g, 7h , green patina, some
features prominent, others worn, good fine; another,
CONSTANTINVS AVG, helmeted head left, rev. MARTI
CONSERVATORI, Mars standing right holding spear and
shield, star in left field, PLN in exergue, 4.47g, 6h (RIC
254; Askew 779; Spink 724), dark green patina, scratches
in the fields, especially in right field on reverse, otherwise
a good fine; and another, rev. SOLI INVICTO COMITI, Sol
standing left, radiate, nude but for chlamys draped across
shoulder, hand raised and holding globe; figures across
fields; PLN in exergue, 3.68g, 6h (RIC 135; Askew 802; cf.
Spink 724A), deep, dark patina with smooth surface, very
fine; another similar, MSL in exergue, 3.52g, 6h (RIC 27;
Askew 797; Spink 724A), dark patina throughout, some
porosity and roughness but particularly well struck and
clear, very fine; another similar, 3.05g, 6h, dark patina
throughout, some porosity, but particularly well struck and
clear, very fine; another similar, 3.37g, 6h (RIC 27; Askew
811; Spink 724A), dark patina throughout, some porosity,
near very fine; and another rev. VICTORIAE LAETAE
PRINC, Two Victories supporting shield, inscribed VOT | P
R, PLN in exergue, 2.86g, 6h (RIC 159; Askew 828; Spink
725), green patina, well struck, some copper deposits, very
fine; another, IMP CONSTANTINVS AVG, laureate,
cuirassed bust right, rev. SOLI INVICTO COMITI, Sol
standing left holding globe, T-F in field, PLN in exergue,
4.37g, 6h (RIC 27; Askew 816; Spink 724A), dark patina
throughout, some porosity, very fine; another, rev.
VICTORIAE LAETAE PRINC, Two Victories supporting
shield, inscribed VOT | P R, PLN in exergue, 2.88g, 5h (RIC
159; Askew 830; Spink 725), some roughness to the fields
and details, dark patina, near very fine (10)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £22 ii) Bought for £11
iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 - £28 iv) Bought for
£11 v) Bought for £11vi) Bought for £11 vii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1988 - £15 viii) Bought for £11 ix) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 - £18 x) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1991 - £18Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 114 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Roman Empire, Constantine I, the Great
(307-337), (6) AE Follis, London,
CONSTANTINVS AVG, crowned, cuirassed bust
left, rev. VIRTVS EXERCIT, vexillum, inscribed
VOT | XX, between two captives, PLON in
exergue, 3.39g, 7h (RIC 191; Askew 879; Spink
726), green patina, a very slight off centre strike
on both sides, strong details, very fine; another
similar, helmeted, cuirassed bust right, rev.
VIRTVS EXERCIT, vexillum, inscribed VOT | XX,
between two captives, PLN in exergue, 2.72g, 6h
(RIC 191; Askew 833; Spink 726), green patina,
a very slight off centre strike on both sides,
strong details, very fine; another, laureate,
cuirassed bust left, rev. BEAT TRANQLITAS,
altar, inscribed VOT | IS | XX, surmounted by
globe and three stars, PLON in exergue, 2.65g,
5h (RIC 267; Askew 721; Spink 727), green
patina, some roughness and copper deposits,
near very fine; another similar, 3.21g, 5h, green
patina, some roughness but details well struck,
very fine; another laureate, cuirassed bust right,
rev. SARMATIA DEVICTA, Victory advancing
right, trampling captive, PLON and crescent in
exergue, 2.38g, 7h (RIC 289; Askew 788; Spink
727A), green patina, jagged edge at 4 o'clock,
strong details, near very fine; another, similar
obverse, rev. PROVIDENTIAE AVGG, gateway of
military camp, PLON in exergue, star above,
3.14g, 7h (RIC 293; Askew 782; Spink 728), dark
patina, some green copper deposits about,
strong details, reverse especially, very fine
(6)Provenancei) Bought for £11 ii) Bought for
£11 iii) Bought for £11 iv) 'CA', by private treaty,
1990 - £6v) Bought for £11 vi) Bought for
£11Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £240



Lot 115 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman
Empire, Crispus (317-326), (10) AE Follis, London,
CRISPVS NOB CAES, cuirassed, laureate bust right, rev.
SOLI INVICTO COMITI, Sol standing left, holding globe,
S-P in fields, PLN in exergue, 3.51g, 7h (RIC 144; Askew
846; Spink 731), roughness in details, jagged edges,
copper deposits, fine; another similar, rev. VIRTVS
EXERCIT, vexillum inscribed VOT | XX, between two
captives, PLN in exergue, 2.86g, 7h (RIC 194; Askew 854;
Spink 731A), green patina, slightly off centre striking,
some roughness, good fine; another similar, PLON in
exergue, 3.50g, 7h (RIC 194; Askew 859; Spink 731A),
green patina, some roughness, copper deposits, good
fine; another, helmeted, cuirassed, bust left, rev. BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS, altar inscribed VOT | IS | XX,
surmounted by globe and three stars, PLON in exergue,
2.91g, 4h (RIC 211; Askew 837; Spink 732), green patina,
hairline crack at 8'clock throughout flan, some softness
but otherwise a good fine; another, CRISPVS NOBIL C,
helmeted, cuirassed, bust left, rev. BEATA
TRANQVILLITAS, altar inscribed VOT | IS | XX,
surmounted by globe and three stars, PLON in exergue,
3.06g, 5h (RIC 211; Askew 842; Spink 732), green patina,
some softness but otherwise a good fine; another similar
2.94g, 6h (RIC 211; Askew 844; Spink 732), green patina,
some roughness to surfaces but otherwise a good fine;
another similar, PLON in exergue, 2.82g, 5h (RIC 211;
Askew 840a; Spink 732), green patina, some roughness to
surfaces, copper deposits, good fine; another similar,
2.99g, 5h (RIC 211; Askew 840; Spink 732), green patina,
some roughness to surfaces, copper deposits, good fine;
another, IVL CRISPVS NOB C, laureate bust right, rev.
CAESARVM NOSTRORVM, VOT | X in two lines within
wreath, PLON in exergue, 3.17g, 7h (RIC 291; Askew 845;
Spink 733), green patina, copper deposits on obverse,
good fine; another similar, rev. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS,
gateway of military camp with two turrets, star above,
PLON in exergue, 2.49g, 6h (RIC 295; Askew 848; Spink
734), green patina, copper deposits on obverse, darkly
toned, good fine (10)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £7 ii) Bought for £11 iii) Bought for £11 iv)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 - £7 v) Bought for
£11 vi) Bought for £11 vii) Bought for £11 viii) Bought
for £11 ix) Bought for £11 x) Bought for £11Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £350



Lot 116 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Roman Empire,
Constantine II (337-340), (7) AE Follis, London,
CONSTANTINVS IVN N C, laureate, cuirassed, bust right, rev.
SOLI INVICTO COMITI, Sol standing to left, holding globe and
raising hand, S-P across fields, PLN in exergue, 3.22g, 7h (RIC
145; Askew 869; cf. Spink 735 [different reverse legend]), dark
green patina, well struck features, very fine; another, IMP
CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C, helmeted, cuirassed, bust left,
rev. VICTORIAE LAETAE PRINC PERP, two Victories supporting
shield, inscribed VOT | PR over altar ornamented with wreath,
PLN in exergue, 2.89g, 5h (RIC 182; Askew 872; cf. Spink 736),
dark green patina, well struck features, some areas of legend
illegible, but otherwise very fine; another similar, 3.10g, 5h
(RIC 182; Askew 873; Spink 736), struck on slightly large flan,
green copper deposits present, good fine; another,
CONSTANTINVS IVN N C, radiate, cuirassed, bust left, rev.
BEATA TRANQVILLITAS, altar inscribed VOT | IS | XX,
surmounted by globe and three stars, PLON in exergue, 3.05g,
5h (RIC 236; Askew 860; Spink 737A), well struck and centred,
some green copper deposits, near very fine; another similar,
2.75g, 5h (RIC 236; Askew 863; Spink 737A), some cracks about
the edges, green copper deposits, otherwise well struck, very
fine; another, CONSTANTINVS IVN NOB C, laureate bust right,
rev. CAESARVM NOSTRORVM, around wreath containing VOT |
X, PLON and crescent in exergue, 2.86g, 6h (RIC 292; Askew
865; Spink 738), green copper deposits, otherwise well struck,
very fine; another, rev. PROVIDENTIAE CAESS, military camp
gateway, PLON in exergue, 3.34g, 6h (RIC 296; Askew 867;
Spink 738A), dark patina with green copper deposits, well
struck, very fine (7)Provenancei) Bought for £11 ii) Bought for
£11 iii) Bought for £11 iv) Bought for £11 v) Bought for £11 vi)
Bought for £11 vii) Bought for £11Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£130 to £260



Lot 117 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | (5) Barbarous
Imitations including: Imitations, Roman Empire, Claudius (41-54),
'Barbarous Imitation', AE As, [...]DIV CAESAR AVG[...], laureate
bust left, rev. Minerva holding a spear and shield, walking to the
right, in the fields of the letters S-C, 10.20g, 7h (RCV 539; Spink
746), some details blundered, roughness and porosity throughout,
obverse better, fine; and, B>Tetricus I (ca. 270-273), 'Barbarous
Radiate', AE Antoninian, legend blundered, radiate bust right, rev.
ALVSAVGG, figure standing left, 2.26g, 11h (Selborne 51-82; Spink
749), largely blundered with jagged edges and significant wear,
fine; and Constatine II (ca. 250-300), 'Barbarous 4th Century', AE
Antoninian, CONSTANTINVS AVG, laureate, cuirassed bust right,
rev. GLORIA EXERCITVS, two soldiers with spears, between them
one legionary banner, 1.23g, 6h (Spink 750), green patina, slightly
cracked edges in flan, good fine; and, 'Barbarous 4th Century', AE
Antoninian, legend blundered, laureate bust right, rev. traces of
design but unclear details, 0.84g, 10h (Spink 750), green patina,
roughness and obscurity, fair to fine; another, 1.56g, 1h (Spink
750), brown patina, some porosity, roughness and obscurity, fair to
fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1981 - £36 ii)
Bought for £2Earl Selborne, The Blackmoore Hoard of Third
Century Roman Bronze, Christie's, 9 December 19751st Lord
Selbourne~ Found as part of the Blackmore Hoard in 1873. 1st Lord
Selborne counted 29,802 coins, of wich, after various presentations
during the past century, c.22,100 remained to be offered in 1975
sale.Selborne writing in The Numismatic Chronicle and Journal of
the Numismatic Society, 1877, pp. 90-156: " On the 30th October,
1873, two earthenware vases (I suppose "ollae"), containing
altogether, as counted by me, 29,802 coins, and which must have
originally contained a still larger number, were dug up in
Blackmoor Park. The spot where they were found is in the parish of
Selborne, half-way between Alton and Petersfield, on the western
border of Woolmer Forest, about a quarter of a mile N.W. of
Woolmer Pond, and close to the point where the Gault clay, which
lies below the hills connecting the North with the South Downs,
joins the Lower Green sand of the forest. Within a mile of the same
spot, in another part of Woolmer Forest, a considerable number of
broken swords and spear-heads, &c. (all of bronze) were found one
or two years before ; and at the latter place, a year afterwards,
about one hundred coins of the Tetrici and Yictorinus, with a few of
Gallienus, were also found.The two pots, in which the 29,802 coins
were found, were both of the same size and form : pear-shaped,
rather more than a foot high, with a maximum diameter of about a
foot. The exterior ornamentation (which was slight and simple) was
not the same in both. The upper parts were broken, and the lids or
covers were missing. The coins in them were closely packed, and
caked together with dirt and verdigris ; so as to make it necessary
to have those specimens which were worthy of special attention and
study (the best of which are now collected in a cabinet at
Blackmoor) cleaned." iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 1984 - £14 iv) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1983 - £3 v) ~ Found 1962 by 'Gramp Balcombe' at
26 Rudds Lane, Haddenham, in garden on left of driveSubject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£50 to £100



Lot 118 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Anglo-Saxon, Primary Phase (c. 680-710), (2)
Sceatta, Series BI, blundered legend, diademed
bust right within serpent circle, rev. blundered
legend, small cross with annulet at end of each
horizontal arm, bird above, 1.19g, 5h
(Abramson 16; BMC 27a; North 125; Spink
777), rich dark patina, rough surfaces, very
fine; and, Series BIIIA, blundered legend,
diademed bust right, within serpent circle, rev.
blundered legend, small cross with annulet at
end of each horizontal arm, bird above within
serpent circle, 1.11g, 7h (Abramson 16.70-80;
BMC 27a; North 125; Spink 777A), rich dark
patina, rough surfaces, very fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1990 - £165 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1986 - £220Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£175 to £245

Lot 119 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Primary Phase (c. 675-760), AR Sceat, Series D, standard Type
2c, radiate head right, rev. cross pommée, pellets in angles,
blundered legend surrounds, 1.24g, (Metcalf II, pl.IX, nos.
171-173; Abramson D270; Spink 792 [Spink 779]), some
noticeable verdigris, darkish tone, about extremely
fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1992 - £135Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £160



Lot 120 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(2) Anglo-Saxon Sceattas including: Anglo-
Saxon, Primary Phase (c. 680-710), Sceatta,
atrributed to King Aethelred of Mercia (c.
674-704), Series E, degenerate head right, rev.
'Aethiliraed' in runes in two lines with triple
border of pellets, 1.05g, 8h (Abramson 92; BMC
4; North 155; Spink 780), well struck, blue and
green patina surrounding the edges, great eye
appeal, very fine; and, B> Continental Issues (c.
695-740), Sceatta, Series E, 'Vico Type',
degenerate head enclosing bars, rev. 'Standard'
with letters possibly reading VIC around
central annulet, 1.09g, 9h (Abramson 88; BMC
5; North 48; Spink 790A), well struck, slightly
off centre on reverse, indigo hues throughout,
toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1998 - £375 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £115Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £550

Lot 121 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo
Saxon, Continental Phase (c. 695-740), (2) Sceats,
Series E, VICO, 'Mainstream' type, rounded head
enclosing three conjoined bars, rev. VIC around central
annulet in beaded standard, 1.22g (SL 88-10; SCBI 69,
199 this coin; Spink 790A), dusky with some dark
tones, clipped, about extremely fine; another
'Mainstream' type, rounded head enclosing two bars,
rev. VVVV around central annulet in a standard square,
0.91g, (BMC 4, North 4, Spink 790), dusky tones, some
good lustre, good very fine or better (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £150 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £150Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 122 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Anglo Saxon, Continental Issues (c. 695-740),
(3) Sceats, Series E, 'Mainstream' type,
rounded head enclosing two bars, rev. Votive
standard with TOTII design, 0.72g, (BMC 4,
Spink 790), dark tones, very fine; and similar,
0.95g, 1h (Abramson 94; BMC 4; North 45;
Spink 790), well struck and nicely centred,
brightly toned with amber hues, very fine; and,
'Vico Type', variety E, degenerate head right,
rev. 'Standard' with four lines and central
annulet, 0.97g, 11h (Abramson 89; BMC 4;
North 45; Spink 790C), slightly jagged edge,
toned, very fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £95> ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £150 iii) 'JC', by private
treaty, 1985 - £185Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £280

Lot 123 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-
Saxon, Continental Issues (c. 695-740), (3) Sceats, Series
D, Type 2c, bust right, runic AEPA before bust, rev. plain
cross with pellets in angles, pseudo-letters around, 1.23g,
7h (Abramson 8; BMC 2c; North 168; Spink 792), well
struck, strong features, toned, near very fine; another,
1.25g, 4h (Abramson 8; BMC 2c; North 169; Spink 792),
rough surface to the obverse espeially but all features
strong and visible, reverse better, toned, good fine; and,
Type 8, crude standard with angular symbols, rev. central
cross pommee pellets in angles, 1.28g, 12h (Abramson 10;
BMC 8; North 50; Spink 793), strong strike throughout,
toned with technicolour hues, appealing to the eye, very
fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£195~ Found at Bury St Edmunds ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £150 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £170Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 124 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Continental Issues (c. 695-740), Sceatta, Series X, crude facing
head with long beard and hair (Woden-head), border of pellets,
rev. thin dragon right within a border of pellets, 1.28g, 11h
(Abramson 103-104; BMC 31; North 116; Spink 797), a slightly
off centre strike with bright blue hues throughout, great eye
appeal, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1999
- £325Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450

Lot 125 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Phase (c. 710-760), Sceatta, Series H, Type 49,
shield decorated with pellets in annulets, face in circle of
pellets as central boss, rev. pecking bird right, 0.92g, 8h
(Abramson 48; BMC 49; North 103; Spink 801A), well struck,
toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1994 - £295Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 126 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Series (c. 710-760), Sceat, Series H, 'Celtic cross',
type 48, clockwise whorl of three serpents, with gaping jaws,
erect ears and wasp-like bodies, extended linear tongues,
central pellet rev. void Celtic cross, enclosing pellet cross and
curving around rosettes in angles, beaded border, 1.16g (SCBI
69 357, BMC 48, North 102, Spink 801B) dark tone, double
strike on reverse, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1994 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 127 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Series (c. 710-760), Series J, large diademed head
right, rev. bird right on cross, four pellets in front, large
annulets on either side of cross, two trefoils below, 1.08g, 12h,
(BMC 27b, North 128, Spink 802 [Spink 782]), centrally struck,
lightly toned, attractive piece, good very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £285Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 128 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Phase (c. 710-760), Sceatta, Series J, Type 72, two
diademed heads face-to-face, rev. bird right looking back at
serpent, 1.17g, 12h (Abramson 19.10-20; BMC ; North 141;
Spink 802C), off centre strike on the reverse but pleasingly
toned with aureate hues, strong features, very
fineProvenanceD.N.W. Auction, 19 June 2002, lot 127 - hint of
verdigris on obverse rim at 4 o’clock and reverse off-centre,
otherwise about extremely fine and nicely toned, very rare -
£155Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 129 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Phase (c. 710-760), Sceatta, Series L, Type 14,
XVIIOONVC . C, diademed bust right, rev. celtic cross
composed of five dotted annulets, 0.89g, 11h (Abramson 35.20;
BMC 14; North 66 [but bust right]; Spink 804B), dark patina,
chipped edge, rough surfaces, fineProvenanceWarwick &
Warwick Auction 736, 19 February 2014, lot 311 - £246Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 130 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Series (c. 710-760), Sceatta, Series N, type 41b, two
facing figures standing on groundline, cross pommée between
rev. monster left, looking back, tail raised, pellet outline, 0.93g
(BMC 41b, North 99, Spink 806) Clipped, weak monster on
reverse, obverse better, very fineProvenance'JC', by private
treaty, 1992 - £135Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £220

Lot 131 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Phase (c. 710-760), Sceatta, Series O, Type 40,
dragon left looking back, curled tail and foreleg raised, claw
beneath, 'feathered' coat below, many pellets in field, rev.
standing figure holding two long crosses, 0.87g, 6h (Abramson
55; BMC 40; North 113; Spink 807B), well centered, toned, very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£185Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 132 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Anglo-Saxon, Secondary Series (c. 710-760), (2)
Sceats, Series R7, degenerate angular radiate
bust right, ◇ and annulets behind, curved,
exergual line either side of beaded line rev.
beaded degenerate standard containing central
annulet and symmetrical angular symbols with
diagonals below, cross pommée to each outer
sides, diagonals at outer corners, 0.98g, 9h
(North 160, Spink 813A) porous, clipped,
almost very fine; with Series V7, wolf suckling
the twins, rev. bird in stalks of wheat, 1.11g, 2h
(Abramson 62; BMC 7; North 120; Spink 817),
wear throughout, obverse better, some spots of
verdigris and porosity, fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £160 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £185 -
Ticket states "Ex. Stack 215" Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 133 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anglo-Saxon,
Secondary Series (c. 710-760), Series S, female centaur, palm
fronds either side, beaded tail, rev. whorl of four wolf heads,
beaded tongues meet in centre, 0.73g, 12h, (BMC 47, North
121, Spink 814), spot of verdigris on reverse, slightly chipped,
toned, otherwise a very nice piece, good very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £330Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 134 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Anglo-Saxon, Secondary Phase (c. 710-760), (3)
Sceats, Series G, diademed bust right with
cross, rev. standard with pellet in annulet in
the centre and a small saltire in each angle,
blundered legend around square, 1.09g, 12h
(Abramson 21; BMC 3a; North 43; Spink 800),
rough surfaces and wear throughout, reverse
much better, toned, fine; with Series J, Type 37,
two diademed heads face-to-face, rev. four
birds clockwise around cross, 0.86g, 11h
(Abramson 19.30; BMC 37; North 135; Spink
802A), some details obscured on obverse, worn
and toned, reverse much better, good fine;
another Series J, Type 36, diademed head right,
hair represented by straight lines, cross before,
rev. two birds right with cross, 0.93g, 6h
(Abramson 20.10-30; BMC 36; North 134; Spink
802D), flashes of golden hues in more
protected areas, toned, fine (3)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £125 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2005 - £190 ~
Found in Norfolk, 1999iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 2001 - £250 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 135 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Anglo-Saxon, Secondary Phase (c. 710-760), (4)
Sceats, Series Q, variety IV, lion left with
pellets in the field, rev. bird with pellets in the
field, 0.89g, 6h (Abramson 66; BMC 44; North
138; Spink 811), rough surfaces, blue copper
deposits, some porosity, fine; and, Series R,
variety R4, bust right radiate and draped, good
style, EPA in runes, rev. standard, various
angular symbols in and around, 0.99g, 1h
(Abramson 11; BMC 2b; North 157; Spink 813),
small chip at 5 o'clock, some roughness to
surfaces, toned, near very fine; and, Mule,
Series R7, degenerate angular radiate bust
right, ◇^ and annulets behind, curved, exergual
line either side of beaded line, rev. saltire and
pellets in square, 0.85g, 12h, (Spink 813A/833),
porous, dark tones, fine; and a 'Saltire-
Standard and Geometric Symbols' Type, Type
70, square of pellets containing a saltire with
pellets in each angle, crosses at side of square,
rev. standard with annulet in centre, 0.77g, 3h
(Abramson 13.160-170; BMC -; North 55; Spink
833B), wear throughout, toned, fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £145 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £185 iii) DNW, 19 June 2002, lot 128 -
fine, very rare - £100iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1991 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£230 to £430



Lot 136 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(4) Sceats from Kings of Northumbria
including: Kings of Northumbria, Eadberht (c.
737-758), Sceatta, Regal issues,
+EADBERHTVY around a small cross, rev.
stylized stag facing right, foreleg raised, 0.61g,
12h, (Spink 847A), worn, porous, cleaned,
legend weakly struck, dark tone, full stag, fine;
Aethelred I, second reign (789-796), AR Sceat,
+ AEDILRED, around central cross in square,
rev. + CEOLBALD, around central annulet
containing pellet, 0.79g, 6h (Abramson 80-84;
BMC -; North 185; Spink 856), some wear but
obverse much better, toned, near very fine; and
Archbishop of York, Eanbald II, (796-835), AR
Styca, Ethelweard, + EANBALDAR, around
central cross, rev. + EDILVARD, moneyer's
name around central cross, 1.20g, 6h (North
194; Spink 861), slightly off centre striking on
reverse, strong features, lightly toned, good
fine; and Eanred, (810-840), AE Styca, Brother,
+ EANREDR, around central cross, rev. +
BRODR, moneyer's name around central cross,
1.47g, 6h (BMC 48; North 186; Spink 862),
strong striking, some blue copper deposits
about, darkly toned, very fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 - £280 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £195 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £180 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £30Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450



Lot 137 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Kings of Northumbria, Aethelred II,
(841-843/4), (6) AE Styca, Monne, + +
EANUEDUE, around central cross, rev. +
MONNE, moneyer's name around central cross,
1.24g, 1h (North 188; Spink 865), well struck,
darkly toned, very fine; and, Leofthegn, +
EDELRED REX, around six spoked star, rev. + +
LEOFDEJN, moneyer's name around central
cross with pellets in angles, 1.15g, 12h (BMC
459; North 188; Spink 865), well struck, darkly
toned, very fine; another similar, 1.19g, 12h
(BMC 459; North 188; Spink 865), multiple
strikes on obverse with obscured details and
significant wear, reverse much better, fine;
and, Eanred, + AEDILRED, pellet in beaded
circle, rev. + EANRED, cross motif, 0.76g, 7h
(SCBI 69 [Abramson], 955-959; North 188;
BMC 346; Spink 865), ragged flan, chipping,
cleaned, dark patina, about very fine; and
another similar, 0.81g, 12h, very worn reverse,
porous, chipped, verdigris, dark tone, fine; and,
+EDELREDREX around a small plain omega in
a circle, rev. +LEOFDEGN around a small cross
in a circle, 1.09g, 8h, (BMC 468, North 188,
Spink 865), cleaned, chipped, some verdigris,
dark tone, about very fine (6)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £17 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £40 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £95 iv) 'KH',
by private treaty, 1982 - £11 v) 'IF', by private
treaty, 1982 - £10 vi) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £480



Lot 138 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(4) Stycas from Kings of Northumbria
including: Kings of Northumbria, Redwulf,
(843/4), AE Styca, unknown moneyer,
REDVVLF, four central pellets, rev. +
VVLFIIED, moneyer's name around central
cross, 0.71g, 4h (North 189; Spink 867), rough
surfaces and porosity throughout, green tones
throughout, fine; and Aethelred II, (c. 844-848,
c.858-862[?]), AE Styca, Eardwulf, + EDILRED
IEX, around five pellets, rev. + EARDVVLE,
moneyer's name around central cross pommee,
1.12g, 2h (BMC -; North 190; Spink 868),
uneven shaped flan, weak strike on obverse in
retrograde, toned, fine; another, Monne, +
EDELRED REX, beaded border around "bird"
motif, rev. + MONNE, central pellet cross,
1.26g, 8h (SCBI 69 [Abramson], 986-990; North
190; BMC 520; Spink 868), rich dark patina,
good very fine; another, +EDILRED around a
small cross, three pellets, rev. +MONNE around
a small cross formed by five pellets, 1.26g, 12h,
(BMC 536, North 190, Spink 868), slight chip,
rich dark tone, small signs of verdigris, good
very fine (4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 2001 - £55 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £36 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £20 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £20Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 139 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(5) AE Styca from Kings of Northumbria
including: Kings of Northumbria, Osberht, (c.
849/50-867), AE Styca, Monne, + REX
OSBERHT, in retrograde surrounding pelletal
rose, rev. + ENNOM, moneyer's name in
retrograde around central cross, 1.02g, 2h
(BMC 669; North 191; Spink 869), small chip in
flan at 7 o'clock, some spots of rust and
verdigris, toned, good fine; and, OSBERIHT EX,
some letters in retrograde surrounding central
cross, rev. + ENNOM, moneyer's name in
retrograde around five pellets, 1.05g, 5h (BMC -
; North 191; Spink 869), some areas of
weakness in strike, toned, good fine; and, Styca
Archiepiscopal (c. 830-867), copper alloy styca,
Archbishop Wigmund (837-849/50), "vigmvnd"
around cross, rev. EDELHELM around circle of
pellets, 1.14g, 12h, (BMC 744, North 196, Spink
870), porous, some dark toning, rust coloured
spots, very fine; another similar, Archbishop
Wigmund (837-849/50), "vigmvnd" around
cross, rev. EDELHELM around cross, 1.19g, 2h,
(BMC 739, North 196, Spink 870), cleaned,
porous, dark tones, some green patina, almost
very fine; and another, Archbishop Wulfhere
(849/50-900), VVLFHEREAREP around cross
within circle of pellets, rev. VVLFRED around
cross, 1.41g, 11h, (North 197, Spink 871),
verdigris, weak strike on reverse, greenish tone,
about very fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1990 - £85 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1998 - £95 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £20 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £22 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1991 - £125Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 140 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia, Offa
(757-796), Heavy Coinage, Penny, 792-796, Canterbury, Osmod,
+ OFFA | REX, in two lines, lozenge O, uncial M above, rev. OS :
MOD in central panel, inverted uncial m with triangular symbol
either side below, cross and bars pattern above, various pellets
in fields, [Spink XRF: 93.31% Ag; 5.17% Cu; 0.899% Pb; 0.411%
Au; 0.21% Fe], 1.26g, 6h (Blunt 103; Chick 239 not listed; SCBI
67 [BM], 101 same dies; North 320; Spink 907), broken in two
pieces along site of old repair, waterworn and lightly porous,
otherwise struck details very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £360Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 141 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia,
Coenwulf (796-821), Group I, 'Tribrach' Type, Penny, 796-798,
London, Eama, + CO'ENVVL'F REX, commencing at 6 o'clock,
uncial m with bar above, rev. E.A | •M• | •A• between arms of
tribrach moline, centre beaded, [Spink XRF: 97.68% Ag; 1.68%
Cu; 0.638% Pb], 1.05g [16.20grns], 12h (Naismith L10 unlisted;
EMC 2001.0540; North 342; Spink 914), very light pitting to
surfaces and roughness to edges, otherwise a pleasing and
uniform strike, very fine, extremely rare, with only one example
listed on EMC, and that and one other known to Naismith in
the FitzwilliamProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1988 - £460~
An evident recent metal detecting discovery at the time of
purchase, for which alas no trace of a findspot has been traced
~Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 142 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia, Coenwulf (796-821), Group II,
'Cross and Wedges' Type, Penny, c. 807, Canterbury, Duda, recut from Cuthred dies, +
COENVVLF REX M [over CVÐRED], diademed and draped 'Romanised' bust right, eyes
heaven-bound in piety or divinity [?], rev. + DVDA MONETA, cross and wedges in angles,
[Spink XRF: 94.60% Ag; 4.21% Cu; 0.720% Pb; 0.476% Au], 1.33g [20.53grns], 2h (Naismith
C24a = EMC 1984.0006 this coin; EMC 2002.0266 [Saffron Walden], same obverse die;
EMC 2014.0281 [Alfriston] same obverse die; Naismith, "Kingship and Learning on the
Broad Penny Coinage of the Mercian Supremacy", in 'New Perspectives' [2011], pp. 70-71
this coin mentioned; North 344; Spink 915), light surface marks and porosity from past
soil deposition, the surfaces since unfortunately 'restored' thus the retoning somewhat
artificial, otherwise of good and stable fabric, the recut Cuthred obverse die beautifully
clear and here paired with an evidently exhausted reverse matrix presumably also dating
from the reign of Cuthred, extremely rare and of great significance in the numismatic
sequencing of the Mercian hegemony in the Kingdom of Kent, one of only three recorded
of this exceedingly unusual practice of 'overwriting' Heptarchic-era coinage dies at
Canterbury, this being the now well-published 1983 discovery specimenProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 - £620SNC, October 1997, no. 4944* - "almost very fine,
rare" - £675SNC, February 1995, no. 99* - "almost very fine, rare" - £700SNC, November
1993, no. 7823 - "wt. 1.363g, slightly weak obverse, otherwise about very fine, and rare -
£750 - then subsequently cleanedBNJ Coin Register 1984, Blackburn and Bonser, no. 6 this
coin, in which the following transcription is appended:"Found by a metal detector user in a
field at Colney, near Norwich, late in 1983. The finder kindly supplied us with photographs
and subseqently brought us the coin to study. Coenwulf of Mercia, Cross and Wedges type,
c. 805/7-c. 810 (North 344). Canterbury, moneyer Duda. Obv. + COENVVLF/REX M Rev.
+DVDA MONETA, Weight: 1.40g (21.6gr.). Die-axis: not recorded. Duda, a Canterbury
moneyer, struck coins of the Tribrach type for Coenwulf and Cuthred of Kent in the period
c. 798-805 and coins of the Cross-and-Wedges type for Cuthred c. 805-7, but he was not
hithertoknown to have struck coins of that type in the name of Coenwulf c. 805/7-810.
Instead he appears to have had his own distinctive Cross-and-Quatrefoil design, the small
flans indicating that they belong before c. 810. However, the new coin from Colney shows
that he did briefly use the Cross-and-Wedges type under Coenwulf, before adopting the
other design. A close examination of the obverse reveals that under the legend there was
an earlier one which can be read +CVBRE[ ]I[ ] for +Cuthred rex / Canl (Fig. 2). The coin
was probably struck from an altered die of Cuthred, rather than being overstruck on a
Cross-and-Wedges coin of his, for there are no signs of overstriking on the bust or on the
reverse, and there would be no reason to restrike coins which evidently belonged to the
same issue. There is one other coin of this type, by the moneyer Eaba, which also appears
to have been struck from an altered Cuthred die." It has been suggested that Coenwulf and
Cuthred shared access to the Canterbury mint, but it seems more likely that between c.
800 or a little later and his death in 807, Cuthred operated the Canterbury mint to the
exclusion of Coenwulf.'' On Cuthred's death Coenwulf resumed control of the mint, and the
Duda and Eaba coins presumably belong to the period immediately following this." Found
at Colney (Norfolk), late 1983~ Recorded with the Fitzwilliam Museum, ref. EMC
1984.0006 ~Interestingly no Cuthred coin can be traced with the unaltered obverse die at
Canterbury, but both the Saffron Walden (2002) and Alfriston (2014) finds present
different reverse dies. This probably suggests that the reverse die encountered on the
present specimen had almost been exhausted during the reign of Cuthred, but was still just
about serviceable at the time of his demise and Coenwulf's revisions at the mint.
Consequently the obverse may well have been quite new at this point of transition, to
account for why Dudda decided to simply recut the obverse legends rather than scrap the
matrix altogether. In comparison to the other contemporary moneyers, not only is the
classical canon so heavily apparent, but as too is the hand of this portrait engraver and its
stylistic similarities to that used for cutting the dies of Wærheard (cf. EMC 2013.0009). As
Naismith notes: 'They were presumably struck in the immediate aftermath of the death of
Cuthred in 807, and provide a good illustration of the significance attached to the name,
but not the portrait that appeared on coinage at this time."For further reading, see:
"Single Finds of Anglo-Saxon and Norman Coins", Blackburn and Bonser (BNJ 1984) -
http://www.britnumsoc.org/publications/Digital%20BNJ/pdfs/1984_BNJ_54_8.pdfSubject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£1,000 to £1,500



Lot 143 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia,
Coenwulf (796-821), Group III, 'Portrait' Type, Penny, c.
810-822/23, East Anglian Issues - Ipswich [?], Wodel, +
CENVVLF REX M, lozenge shaped O, diademed bust right,
wearing simple barred tunic, rev. + P d E L, lozenge shaped O,
in angles of beaded cross with annulets in circles at centre and
terminals, [Spink XRF: 91.42% Ag; 5.65% Cu; 1.81% Fe; 0.735%
Pb; 0.386% Au], 1.26g, 9h (BLS Cn 111-113; Naismith E13.1
unlisted [9 Recorded]; SCBI 16 [Norweb], 97; SCBI 67 [BM],
206-211; EMC 2018.0042 [Upton Grey, Hants] same dies;
Williams I, 32; North 369; Spink 920), cracked through portrait
with resultant daylight spots, with further crimping to edges,
otherwise rich dark soil patina, on a handsomely full round
flan, struck details a really bold very fine, an excellent type
coinProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1989 - £650~ An
evident recent metal detecting discovery at the time of
purchase, for which alas no trace of findspot has been found
~Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 144 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia, Burgred
(852-874), Phase IIa, Penny, c. 858/60-862, Æthelwulf, +
BVRGRED REX - diademed and draped 'hawkish' bust right,
with almond eye and tall, thin neck, wearing three-panel tunic,
rev. F MON | + EÐELVL | ETA (0/0/0/0) in three lines, within
broken lunettes, [Spink XRF: 85.66% Ag; 7.74% Cu; 2.64% Sn;
1.55% Pb; 1.01% Zn; 0.80% Fe; 0.60% Au], 1.18g [18.21grns],
12h (EMC -; Mackay H1variety/C this coin not listed; North 425;
BMC, Type C [Coll. no. 294]; Spink 940A), some areas of
historic tarnishing the result of a baser fabric composition,
otherwise a most pleasing cabinet coin with resulting attractive
tone, a wholesome good very fine, very rareProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1986 - £185Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,000



Lot 145 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia, Burgred
(852-874), Phase III, Penny, c. 868/870-874, Guthhere,
BVRGRED REX, diademed bust right, rev. • MoN • | GVDERE | •
ETA •::• (1/1/1/6), in three lines within unbroken lunettes,
[Spink XRF: 52.69% Cu; 38.24% Ag; 6.80% Sn; 0.85% Zn;
0.545% Pb; 0.424% Au; 0.29% Ga; 0.16% Fe], 1.22g [18.83grns],
9h (MacKay H12/A, p. 158 [5 recorded, this and one other
unlisted], these dies unrecorded; SCBI 67 [British Museum],
593 [for stops]; North 423; BMC A; Spink 942C), the obverse
juddered and greased, otherwise lightly toned, about very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 657, 11 August 2010, lot
106 - £295Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 146 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mercia, Burgred
(852-874), Phase III, Penny, c. 868/870-874, Heawulf, +
BVRGRED REX -, diademed and draped bust right, rev. F M°N |
HEAVVL | ETA •: (0/0/0/3), in three lines within unbroken
lunettes, [Spink XRF: 57.53% Ag; 36.72% Cu; 3.09% Zn; 1.19%
Os; 0.60% Au; 0.470% Pb; 0.39% Sb], 1.30g [20.06grns], 9h
(MacKay V5/A this coin not listed; SCBI 20 [Mack], 617; North
423; BMC Type A [Coll. no. 316]; Spink 942D), a pleasing and
clear strike on a neat round flan, good very fineProvenance'CL',
by private treaty, 1986 - £210Spink 54, 20 June 1986, lot 509* -
"1.289gm [19.9grns], about very fine"Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 147 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | East Anglia,
Eadmund (855-869/70), Penny, Sigeræd, + EADMVND REX,
letter A with hammer crossbar and wedge, rev. + SIDERED
MONET, plain cross, pellet in angles, [Spink XRF: 83.82% Ag;
11.35% Cu; 1.56% Zn; 1.48% Pb; 1.00% Fe; 0.78% Au], 1.16g
[17.90grns], 12h (Ruding, Pl. 9, no. 3; D H Haigh [1845], p. 18,
nos. 6-7 [50 in Gravesend Hoard]; 'The Coinage of the East
Anglian Kingdom', H E Pagan, BNJ [1982], p. 79, VI = SCBI 2
[Hunterian], 425; SCBI 30 [American], 235; North 456; Spink
954), somewhat rough between 9 and 12 o'clock, and with
slight porosity, otherwise a bolder very fine, very rare, only nine
coins of this moneyer known to Pagan in his 1982 thesis, and
only four isolated and largely fragmentary additions on
EMCProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1994 - £495Pagan
(1982), notes: "Alongside coins in Eadmund’s name by
moneyers such as Aethelhelm, Beornferth, Eadmund and
(A)ethelwulf, struck on broad flans and employing a range of
types echoing those in use under Aethelweard, there is a series
by the moneyers Baeghelm, Beornhaeh, Eadberht, and Sigered,
on which the obverse type is always the letter A and the coins
are struck on flans of reduced size. Coins of the first group
mentioned have the obverse legend EADMVND REX AN and
coins of the second group the legend EADMVND REX."Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £700

Lot 148 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Danish East
Anglia (c. 885-915), 'St Edmund Memorial Type', Penny, Adrad,
+ SC EADMVND RE, retrograde S, capital A, rev. + ADRADVS
VVONE, small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 95.60% Ag; 3.22% Cu;
0.83% Au; 0.350% Pb], 1.42g, 3h (SCBI 2 [Hunterian], 429 [for
reverse]; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 83 [for obverse]; SCBI 21
[Yorkshire], 967 [for obverse]; SCBI 42 [South-Eastern], 680;
North 483; cf. BMC 181; Spink 960), crimped, with darker tone,
struck details about very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 149 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Danish East
Anglia (c. 885-915), 'St Edmund Memorial Coinage', Penny, in
the name of Pope Adrian III [?], c. 17 May 884 - 8 July 885,
Ersalt, + CDRENI DANAC ["To Adrian from the Danes"],
commencing at 5 o'clock, capital A and pellets, rev. + ERSALT
MON, recumbent S, commencing at 1 o'clock, small cross
pattée, [Spink XRF: 94.34% Ag; 3.34% Cu; 1.19% Au; 0.763%
Pb; 0.36% Fe], 1.47g [22.69grns], 11h (SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam],
470-471 same obverse die; SCBI 4 [Copenhagen], 141 same
obverse die; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 101 same dies; SCBI 17
[Midland], 101 same obverse die; SCMB 488, January 1949, X17
= BNS, 29 May 1949, p. 105, no. 1 = SCBI 26 [East Anglia],
1105 same dies; SCBI 48 [Northern], 736 [Cuerdale Hoard]
same dies; Oldknow 4061 same dies; North 483; BMC 402;
Spink 960), flan slightly waved with peripheral striking
softness, otherwise pleasantly cabinet toned, a bolder very fine,
these dies recorded in the Cuerdale Hoard, where this coin
probably originatedProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 2001 -
£170Believed to be a stray from the Cuerdale (1840)
HoadSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 150 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Danish East
Anglia (c. 885-915), 'St Edmund Memorial Coinage', Penny,
Wine(r), + SC EADMVND RI, capital A, rev. + VVINE
MR[O]NETAI, small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 92.93% Ag;
5.09% Cu; 1.07% Pb; 0.91% Au], 1.37g, 11h (SCBI 1
[Fitzwilliam], 466 same obverse die; EMC 1999.0050 [Orwell
Parish] same dies; North 483; BMC 642; Spink 960), the
obverse heavily double-struck and the reverse accordingly off-
centre, otherwise of excellent fabric with a light tone, die
breaks radiation throughout legends, otherwise very fine or
betterProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1982 -
£100Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 151 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Danish East
Anglia (c. 885-915), 'St Edmund Memorial Coinage', Penny,
Adalbert, + SCECAD•:• recumbent S, capital A at centre, rev. +
AD • ALBER, small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 92.80% Ag; 5.94%
Cu; 0.80% Au; 0.468% Pb], 1.29g [19.91grns], 3h (North 483;
BMC 225; Spink 961), flatness to peripheries, otherwise lightly
toned, almost very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £110Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 152 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Viking
Kingdoms, Cnut of Northumbria (895-902), 'Cunnetti' Type,
Penny, + < •:• CR •: TEN, the T recumbent, patriarchal cross,
rev. + CVN •:• NET •:• TI •:• Ns retrograde, small cross pattée,
[Spink XRF: 92.69% Ag; 4.92% Cu; 1.36% Pb; 0.80% Au; 0.23%
Fe], 1.31g [20.22grns], 5h (North 497; BMC Type B, [Coll. no.
926]; Spink 993), very lightly creased, otherwise cabinet toned,
very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1982 -
£86Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 153 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Viking
Kingdoms, Cnut of Northumbria (895-902), 'Cunnetti' Type,
Penny, + < •:• CR •: TEN, the T recumbent, patriarchal cross,
rev. + CVN •:• NET •:• ITI •:• small cross pattée, [Spink XRF:
92.41% Ag; 5.22% Cu; 1.39% Pb; 0.72% Au; 0.26% Fe], 1.30g
[20.06grns], 10h (North 499; BMC, Type B, Coll. no. 926; Spink
993), the reverse softly struck with aged dies, otherwise toned,
on a neat round flan, minor pecking, nevertheless very fine or
near so for issueProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1982
- £90Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 154 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex,
Æthelwulf (839-858), Phase I, 'Non-Portrait' Type, Penny, c.
839-844, Canterbury, Deora, + EÐELVVLF REX, cross patteé
over cross patteé saltire, rev. + DIAR MONETA, legend
commencing at 9 o'clock, SAX | ONIO | RVM in three lines in
centre, [Spink XRF: 77.90% Ag; 17.15% Cu; 3.31% Zn; 0.68%
Os; 0.485% Au; 0.461% Pb], 1.24g [19.14grns], 5h (Naismith
C97c this coin; SCBI 2 [Hunterian], 545 [legend commences at
12 o'clock, ex Coats]; SCBI 20 [Mack], 706 this coin; cf. 'Anglo
Saxon Coins', Dolley and Skaare, Pl. VIII, no. 3; North 596;
BMC V [Coll. no. 26 = Dorking Hoard]; Spink 1044), chipped to
edge between 1 and 2 o'clock, and with traces of verdigris,
otherwise of good metal, a clear and well-centered strike,
lightly toned, strictly approaching very fine, but extremely rare,
only five known to Naismith, with just two in private hands -
this by far the bestProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1989 - £390SNC, July 1987, no. 4366 - "rare, edge chipped,
otherwise VF" - £500SNC, September 1985, no. 5732 - "rare,
edge chipped, otherwise F-VF" - £500Commander R P Mack,
Sylloge 706, collection part-purchased after auction by Spink,
1979Baldwin, by private treaty, 1948 [with his ticket]Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 155 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex,
Æthelwulf (839-858), 'Doribi/Cant' Type, Phase III, Penny,
Canterbury, Hunbeorht, + EÐELVVL•F REX, commencing at 3
o'clock, DOR-B- monogram at centre, rev. + NVNBEANT
NONET, H and M as Ns, NE ligate, CANT monogram at centre,
[Spink XRF: 76.85% Ag; 14.27% Cu; 3.78% Zn; 2.41% Os; 0.83%
Pb; 0.71% Ir; 0.66% Au; 0.48% Fe], 1.02g [15.74grns], 9h
(Naismith C129.2c this coin; cf. Dolley 17; SCBI 67 [BM], 1198
[Sevington], and 1199 [Dorking]; North 616; BMC I [Coll. no.
10]; Spink 1049), faint hairline crack radiating inner circle and
edge chip running from 2 o'clock, with darkening to recesses,
otherwise about very fine, the variety especially rare given the
correct transposition of the central monograms, with only three
recorded by NaismithProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1999 - £450 [with his FPL ticket, ref. A40]Dr Brian Bird,
Glendining, 20 November 1974, lot 87* - "cracked on inner
circle, fine but rare"Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 156 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex,
Æthelberht (858-865), 'Inscribed Cross' Type, Penny, Rochester
[?] or Canterbury dies, Herebeald, + ÆÐELBEARHT RE[X], bust
right, trefoil before, rev. + HEREBE-ALD MO | N | E | T | A in
angles, [Spink XRF: 65.80% Cu; 27.02% Ag; 2.90% Sn; 1.96%
Os; 0.62% Zn; 0.51% Ir; 0.464%; 0.385% Pb; 0.13% Ga], 0.82g
[12.65grns], 7h (Naismith C187 [Canterbury], unlisted [5
Recorded]; SCBI 4 [Copenhagen], 663 var.; SCBI 67 [BM], 1269
var. [Dorking Hoard]; North 620; BMC I; Spink 1053), a large
fragment with chips between 4 and 6 o'clock and ragged to
edges, otherwise a uniform striking, fine, very rareProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1989 - £45Possibly:Glendining, 24
November 1971, lots 145 and 146 (part) - "Aethelwulf,
Fragments of Pennies, (3) and (4)"~ Interpreted by Naismith to
be a parcel from the Dorking Hoard ~Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 157 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex, Alfred
the Great (871-899), Group I (15-20% Fineness), 'Lunette',
Penny, c. 871-875, Canterbury, Torhtmund, + AELBRED : REX,
diademed bust right, rev. . NDMO . | TORHTMV | •NETA• ND
and NE ligate (1/1/1/1) in three lines within unbroken lunettes,
inverted trefoil above, [Spink XRF: 59.41% Cu; 27.60% Ag;
7.08% Sn; 2.65% Os; 1.21% Zn; 0.714% Pb; 0.66% Ir; 0.371% A;
0.31% Fe], 1.00g, 8h (BNJ 78 [2008]: Lyons and Mackay, Obv.
variant III, albeit this coin not listed; Blunt & Dolley [1959], no.
171; SCBI 67 [BM], 1399 [Croydon], and [Beeston Tor] 1400;
Ennismore 6; North 622; BMC 471; Spink 1057), traced
porosity on account of debased fabric with a die clash before
nose, otherwise on a neat round flan, struck details very fine or
marginally better and an extremely rare moneyer, only three
others known to Lyons and MacKayProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1998 - £490As per our postscript at the
Ennismore Collection sale (Spink, 15 September 2020, lot 6) -
"With both recorded examples of this moneyer from the
Whitehorse (Croydon, 1862), and the Beeston Tor Cave (1924)
finds accessioned into the British Museum cabinets, the
provenance for this coin remains somewhat of a mystery,
although a hoard discovery is also probable. On 7 July 1870,
Sotheby's auction rooms saw the dispersal of W. Cotton Risley's
collection, late Curate of Deddington, Oxon. His cabinet
featured amongst others Saxon coins, ten Burgred Pennies, one
Aethelberht, one Aethelred I, and four Alfred coins, all
described as in 'varied' condition. The latter two were noted
thus: "Alfred, bust to right, as Hawkins n. 172, the moneyers
HEREMOD. and TORTHMUND. the letters curiously
dipthonged, both fine.' Such a collection would be entirely
consistent with an early 10th Century hoard, the mixture and
absence of duplication within the Burgredians suggestive of a
selected parcel from a larger find."Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200



Lot 158 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex, Alfred
the Great (871-899), 'Two-Line' (Guthrum) Type, Penny, c.
880-899, Mercian Dies, Wymund/Wilmund [?], + EL FR ED RE,
small cross pattée, rev. VIM | VND in two lines, trefoil and
pellet between, [Spink XRF: 94.22% Ag; 3.73% Cu; 1.11% Au;
0.515% Pb; 0.222% Zn; 0.20% Fe], 1.37g [21.14grns], 9h
(Carlyon-Britton [1916], 941b = SNC, 1927, no. 67025 this coin
[?]; North 637; BMC XIV [Coll -]; Spink 1066), lightly cleaned
but retoning, and struck with heavily rusted dies, otherwise of
excellent metal, a really bold very fine, the moneyer excessively
rare and not in the British Museum CollectionProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1986 - £375Presumably:Glendining,
10-11 December 1980, lot 254 - "fine, obverse struck from rusty
dies, unrecorded moneyer" - £400Presumably:SNC, 1927, no.
67025 - "extremely fine" - £1.15.0Major P W P Carlyon-Britton,
Sotheby's, 1916, lot 941 [part] - ..."VIM-VND, divided by single
central pellet and two trefoils of pellets; above and below, a
single pellet, unpublished moneyer, very fine and rare" -
£1.18.0 [Spink]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200



Lot 159 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex, Edward the Elder (899-924),
'Portrait' Type, Penny, c. 903-910, Winchester, Wulfræd, + EADVVEARD REX, bare head
and draped bust of pleasingly fine style left, no diadem, but hair in knot at nape of neck,
rev. • | VVLF+ | + • + | RED MO | • in two lines, divided by two crosses and pellet, pellet
above and below, [Spink XRF: 96.32% Ag; 2.22% Cu; 1.05% Au; 0.415% Pb], 1.59g
[24.54grns], 4h (Richard Meade [1755], 5b; Sharp [2017], 28; Ruding [1840], Pl. XVI, no. 4
different dies; 'A Hoard of Anglo-Saxon Coins from Rome', NumChron [1884], pp. 225-255,
no. 72; Montagu I [1895], 576 = Bliss [1916], 88* = Drabble [1939], 398* = Mallinson 758*
this coin; Montagu I [1895], 575 = Murdoch I [1903], 96 same obverse die; McClean
[1906], 158 different dies; Roth I [1917], 65 = Ryan II [1952], 740* different dies; Carlyon-
Britton [1918] 1659 = Lockett [1958], 2716 = Curwen [1959], 93 different dies; G W Shaw
[1924], 564* different dies; Bruun [1925], 75* different dies; Huth [1927], 272; H A
Parsons [1929], 97b; 'Rome Hoard II', Glendining, 16 May 1929, lot 39 same obverse die;
'Rome Hoard II', Glendining, 13 November 1930, lot 55 different dies; SCBI 30 [America],
327 different dies; P Finn, FPL 9 [January 1997], no. 77 same dies CTCE 44 [HT9]; North
651; BMC III [Coll. no. 91 = Pl. VII, no. 9 same obverse die]; Spink 1084), a small metal
flaw before face and some peripheral striking softness to legends, with a further trace of
smoothing and contact marks to cheek, otherwise a thoroughly wholesome coin with a
deeply alluring 'fine style' and indeed 'true to life' portrait of 'the Elder' - the undisputed
"finest known" of the five traced from this obverse die, and perhaps of any numismatic
canon of the House of Wessex; with spots of red wax in fields from earlier plate
impressions; with rich and attractive cabinet toning, a handsomely bold very fine /
extremely fine, a great rarity and a frequent 'dead-cert' for catalogue illustration in sale
dispersals, with an exemplary and entirely reconstructed pedigree since last offered in
these rooms in 1984ProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £540Rev. Arnold
Mallinson, Spink 39, 6 December 1984, lot 75 - "obverse very fine but bust and hair
extensively tooled, reversely extremely fine, very rare" [recte] - £340Spink, by private
treaty with Reverend MallinsonG Drabble, Part I, Glendining, 4 July 1939, lot 398* - "in
beautiful state and very rare" - £7.10.0 [Spink for stock]T Bliss, Sotheby's, 22 March 1916,
lot 88* - "very fine and very rare" - £5.0.0 ["Pauyer"]H Montagu, First Portion, Sotheby's,
18 November 1895, lot 576 - "very fine and very rare" - £3.5.0 [Verity for Bliss]In the 1956
Seaby Bulletin, a cataloguer observed: "the bust of fine style, probably a real attempt at
portraiture". To this can be added the notice that the reverse die is also to be found with
the Circumscription obverse, as recovered from the Morley St. Peter and Cuerdale troves.
The Spink cataloguer for the Mallinson sale, incidentally the last time this example would
appear publicly for sale, interpreted the fine detailed incisions of the hair and furroughs of
Edward's drapery as 'extensive tooling'. This is simply not shared by the present Spink
cataloguer. Unsurprisingly, despite Mallinson's detailed pedigree work pre-dating even the
Great War, the Drabble connection was entirely forgotten in 1984, much as Drabble had
omitted the Bliss and all-to-sought-after Montagu connection. In the Mallinson catalogue,
as well as in study of the Drabble and Bliss plate illustrations, no further disturbance can
be noted for or surrounding the portrait. The mis-interpretation of tooling can be
throughly dismissed by direct comparison to the 'Rome Hoard' (1929, lot 39) coin, in which
same obverse die was employed. Even from the grainy plate illustration from that sale
catalogue, the fine incision-work from the knot of hair to the brow of head are clearly
faithful to the original die matrix. The same observation can be made in comparison to the
the even clearer example from the Montagu 1895 sale (Portion I, lot 575), where this very
coin happened to once sit happily as a venerable neighbour. Were further proof still
required, study of the Finn FPL (January 1977, no. 77) provides a recent demonstration of
this same remarkable Anglo-Saxon artistic canon. Patrick Finn, commented: "the best and
most lifelike portrait I have seen on a coin of Edward the Elder. A coin to be exhibited as
an example of Anglo-Saxon art.". Alas, the coin much like the present double-die matched
example was a casualty of the low-ebb market and would remain on his books until (FPL
14, 1998, no. 90), but his observation undoubtedly stands the test of time.Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£3,000 to £4,000



Lot 160 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex, Edward
the Elder (899-924), 'Circumscription Cross' Type, 'Early Issue',
Penny, c. 903-910, Æthelwulf, + EADVVEARD REX, small cross
pattée, rev. AÐEL+ | VLF M-O, in two lines, divided by three
cross pattées, single pellet above and below, [Spink XRF:
91.93% Ag; 6.61% Cu; 0.99% Au; 0.462% Pb], 1.59g, 2h (CTCE
62 [HT1]; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam], 564; SCBI 48 [Northern
Museums], 889; North 649; BMC II [Coll. no. 9]; Spink 1087),
cracked and crinkled with some verdigris, otherwise toned,
struck details, fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1983 - £50Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 161 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex, Edward
the Elder (899-924), 'Circumscription Cross' Type, 'Early Issue',
Penny, c. 903-910, Æthelræd, + EADVVEARD REX, small cross
pattée, rev. ÆÐER | ED M-O in two lines, divided by three cross
pattées, trefoil above and below, [Spink XRF: 96.29% Ag; 1.91%
Cu; 1.54% Au; 0.254% Pb], 1.05g [16.20grns], 1.60g
[24.69grns], 4h (CTCE 64(i) [HP1]; SCBI 2 [Hunterian], 598;
Lockett 3662bc; Mossop 368; North 649; BMC II [cf. Coll. nos.
10-16]; Spink 1087), some die clashing, otherwise lightly toned,
on a full flan, a bolder fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £240F Elmore-Jones, collection [with his ticket,
but not listed in his sales]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 162 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Wessex, Edward
the Elder (899-924), 'Circumscription Cross' Type, 'Late Issue',
Penny, c. 903-910, Ragnulf/Rægenulf, + EADVVEARD REX,
small cross patteé, rev. RÆGEN | VLF MO in two lies, divided by
three cross patteés, [Spink XRF: 93.34% Ag; 4.85% Cu; 1.07%
Au; 0.43% Fe; 0.306% Pb], 1.59g [24.54grns], 1h (CTCE 248(iv)
[HP1]; SCBI 24 [West Country], 402; North 649; BMC I [Coll.
no. 52]; Spink 1087), surface deposits to reverse and legends of
obverse, otherwise with a dark tone and on a neat round flan,
struck details a bolder very fine, rareProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £260 [with his ticket, ref. A19 -
£280]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500



Lot 163 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelstan
(924-939), 'Horizontal' Type, Penny, North Eastern Mints,
Ingalbert, +ÆÐELSTAN REX, small cross pattée, rev. EGLBA |
RET MO, in two lines, divided by three cross pattées, trefoil of
pellets above and below, [Spink XRF: 82.28% Ag; 15.53% Cu;
0.95% Zn; 0.694% Pb; 0.549% Au], 1.49g [22.99grns], 3h (cf.
CEB 391; EMC 1999.0002; North 668b; Spink 1089), struck
with rusty dies with resultant softness in parts, otherwise on a
pleasing round flan, of good metal, lightly toned, a bolder fine,
only a second fragmented specimen traced on EMC, presumably
an extremely rare moneyer for issue thusProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1998 - £360Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 164 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelstan
(924-939), 'Circumscription Cross' Type, Penny, York, Regnald
+ EÐELSTAN REX To BRIE: small cross pattée, rev. REGNALD
Mo EF'o'RP.IC, small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 93.15% Ag;
5.11% Cu; 0.78% Au; 0.685% Pb; 0.274% Zn], 1.50g [23.15grns],
11h (SCBI 2 [Hunterian], 629; SCBI 50 [Hermitage], 226-227;
North 672; BMC V; Spink 1093), lightly crinkled surfaces
resulting in radiating daylight crack in flan, otherwise round
and of waterworn appearance, a pleasingly bold
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£295Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 165 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadmund
(939-946), 'Horizontal Type 1', North Western Mints, Penny,
Duding, + EADMVND RE, small cross pattée, rev. DVDI | G
IIOE, divided by three cross pattées, trefoil above and below,
[Spink XRF: 86.90% Ag; 10.47% Cu; 1.44% Zn; 0.627% Pb;
0.558% Au], 1.54g, 6h (CTCE 34 [Huntingdon (?)]; SCBI 34
[BM], 301 [Tiree, Scotland]; North 688; BMC I, [Coll. no. 47];
Spink 1105), creased and straightened with resultant crack
through RE, a hint of doubling to obverse legend, otherwise
lightly cabinet toned, a pleasingly bold very fine, an extremely
rare moneyer for EadmundProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £295With collector's ticket, stating:SNC, July
1967, no. 4849 -'(thin obv. lettering), edge crack, otherwise
about EF' - £20.0.0Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 166 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadred
(946-955), 'Horizontal-Rosette' Type, North Western Mints,
Penny, Derby [?], Grimr, + EADRED REX, small cross patteé,
rev. GRIM | ES MOT, three crosses, rosette above and below,
[Spink XRF: 90.57% Ag; 7.54% Cu; 0.69% Au; 0.648% Pb; 0.56%
Zn], 1.38g [21.30grns], 8h (Williams IV, 497; CTCE 142; Ruding
[1817], Pl. XIX, no. 5 = SCBI 2 [Hunterian], 653 same dies;
North 707; BMC I [Coll. no. 49]; Spink 1113), spots of verdigris,
otherwise struck on a pleasingly round flan, very fine, a scarce
moneyer for this KingProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1987 - £260 A moneyer of this name is known at Bedford in the
reign of his son and successor, Eadwig, although historical
scholarship has posited the mint of Derby. Seven examples are
presently recorded on EMC, all listed in SCBIs, with six of these
housed in institutional collectionsIn 1909, Raymond Carlyon-
Britton utilised a coin of this moneyer to illustrate the series of
Hiberno-Norse pennies struck by Anlaf Guthfrithsson were
struck at Derby. (cf. " On Certain Tenth Century Coins and
Fragments found in the Isle of Man." BNJ, 1909, pp. 375-376 -
read 21 July)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 167 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadred
(946-955), 'Portrait' Type, East Anglian Mints, Penny,
Ingalbert, EADRED REX, diademed and draped bust right, rev.
+ ENGELBERT MO, small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 74.58% Ag;
19.33% Cu; 3.08% Pb; 2.36% Zn; 0.64% Au], 0.99g [15.28grns],
3h (CTCE –; BMC –; cf. SCBI 68 [Lyon], 725; North 713; Spink
1115), porous surfaces and some edge loss, with a hairline
crack through obverse, otherwise the portrait clearly struck,
very fine, an extremely scarce moneyer for this
typeProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 836, 18 April 2018, lot 783
- £655Spink 216, 26-27 March 2013, lot 507 - "porous surfaces
and some edge loss, obverse scratch, otherwise clear, an
unrecorded moneyer, possibly the only known coin of this
moneyer, nearly very fine, very rare" - £1,200SNC, March 2012,
HS4828 - porous metal, scratch, otherwise clear, unrecorded
moneyer for portrait Pennies of Eadred, very rare - £2,250N
Mills, by private treaty, 21 November 2011 - £1,600DNW 86, 16
June 2010, lot 904 - 1.04g; rather buckled and with a hairline
surface crack on obverse, otherwise better than very fine, the
moneyer unpublished for the type, probably the only known
specimen - £1,650 - and subsequently restored with resultant
edge lossOne of only three traced by this cataloguer, with this
moneyer and type combination. Englbred and Ingelberd are
both known readings for Eadred’s Two Line type (CTCE 30 and
42/1) Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 168 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadwig
(955-959), 'Horizontal Rosette' Type, Penny, Dunn, + EADPIG
REX, small cross pattée, M in upper field, rev. DVNN | ES MOT
in two lines, Ns reversed, divided by three cross pattées, [Spink
XRF: 79.81% Ag; 14.81% Cu; 3.10% Zn; 1.28% Pb; 0.552% Au;
0.31% Fe; 0.12% Ga], 0.93g [14.35grns], 1h (CTCE 105 [HR1];
SCBI 6 [NMS], 337-338; North 725; BMC I [Coll. no. 21]; Spink
1122), edge loss and spots of verdigris, with a subtle wave to
flan and faint metal stressing to fields, otherwise toned, struck
details bolder than very fine, scarce and better in
handProvenanceBy private treaty, 1984 - £225Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 169 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadgar
(959-975), 'Horizontal' Type, North Eastern Mints, Penny,
Morgna, + EADGAR REX, small cross pattée, rev. MoRG |
EMAI• in two lines, divided by three cross pattées, trefoil of
pellets above and below, [Spink XRF: 74.45% Ag; 19.45% Cu;
4.17% Zn; 0.88% Pb; 0.55% Os; 0.516% Au], 1.15g [17.75grns],
9h (CTCE 67 [HT1 NE V]; SCBI 34 [BM], 967 = Ballaquayle
(Douglas) Hoard; North 741; BMC I [Coll. no. 130 = NumChron,
1913, p. 334, no. 68]; Spink 1129), some roughness to reverse
at 9 o'clock, with peripheral striking softness and traces of
verdigris, otherwise lightly cabinet toned, a bolder very fine,
the moneyer rare and with known die links to
CawelinProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£171Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 170 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadgar
(959-975), 'Horizontal' Type, Penny, Godwine [?], + EADGAR
RE, small cross pattée, rev. ENI MO | GODIA, in two lines
commencing on lower line, divided by three cross pattées,
trefoil above and below, [Spink XRF: 53.92% Ag; 37.31% Cu;
7.46% Zn; 0.79% Pb; 0.339% Au; 0.17% Fe], 1.20g [18.52grns],
10h (cf. CTCE 194 ~ 'blundered'; North 741; BMC I; Spink
1129), small chip to edge at 10 o'clock and lightly crimped,
otherwise subtly toned, almost very fineSubject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 171 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadgar
(959-975), 'Horizontal Rosette' Type, Penny, Derby [?],
Frithuric, EADGAR REX, small cross pattée, M in upper field,
rev. FREÐI | CES MOT, in two lines, divided by three cross
pattées, rosette above and below, [Spink XRF: 73.04% Ag;
22.72% Cu; 2.92% Zn; 0.685% Pb; 0.63% Au], 1.26g [19.44grns],
1h (J Baart de la Faille [1869], 1195; CTCE 142 [HR2]; SCBI 20
[Mack], 803 this coin; SCBI [BM] 34, 1013; North 744; BMC I
[Coll. no. 141]; Spink 1130), small chip to edge at 10-11
o'clock, and some delamination or blistering to fields, with
further traces of verdigris in otherwise richly cabinet toned
fields, nevertheless struck details nearing extremely fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£320SNC, September 1979, no. 7950* - "some verdigris, about
EF" - £400 ~ the minor edge chip sustained after this
saleCommander R P Mack, Sylloge 803, collection part-
purchased after auction by Spink, 1979Spink, by private treaty,
1954Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 172 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadgar
(959-975), 'Circumscription Cross' Type, Penny, York, Herolf, +
EADGAR REX V, small cross pattée, rev. + HERoLF MoNE,
small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 79.57% Ag; 15.23% Cu; 3.65%
Zn; 1.05% Pb; 0.500% Au], 1.28g [19.75grns], 1h (CTCE 300b [V
for ANGLO]; North 748; BMC III; Spink 1134), deposits to
obverse field and lightly crimped, otherwise on a pleasingly full
round flan, about very fine, a very rare moneyerProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £125Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 173 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Eadgar (959-975),
'Circumscription Cross' Type, Penny, East Anglian Mint - Norwich
[?], Folcard, + EADG[A]R REX, crowned and draped bust right, rev.
+ FOLCH[A]RD MoNEA , small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 94.19%
Ag; 3.36% Cu; 0.924% Pb; 0.67% Au; 0.50% Fe; 0.238% Zn; 0.123%
Ga], 1.34g [20.68grns], 6h (BNJ Coin Register, 2000, no. 94 this
coin; CTCE 377 var.; SCBI 34 [BM], 1177; North 750; BMC V;
Spink 1138), chipped at 9 o'clock, with raggedness and splits to
edges between 12 and 2 o'clock, lightly creased, otherwise of good
and stable fabric, with a clear portrait, struck details very fine or
marginally betterProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£450Found by P Murawski in Essex, 2000~ Recorded by S Miller
with the Fitzwilliam Museum, ref. EMC 2000.0027 ~Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 174 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Cambridge, Eadric, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, NG ligate,
single-folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre
before, rev. + EDRIC M-O GRANT, voided short cross, C R V X
in angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.37g [21.14grns],
3h (Hildebrand 1161; K A Jacob [Baldwin Auction 7, 2 May
1996], lots 409/412 = SCMB, February 1984, Pl. I, 7 same dies;
SCBI 36 [Berlin], 240; North 770; BMC IIIa [Coll. no. 109];
Spink 1148), minor stress fracture through bust, traces of peck
marking to reverse, otherwise toned, very fine, a scarcer
provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999 -
£190Writing in the Seaby Coin and Medal Bulletin (February
1984, p. 38), Jacob noted: "Eadric, spelt on the coins normally
as EDRIC, a prolific moneyer, provides an interesting sequence
of dies. Two different obverse dies are recorded as coupled with
one of his reverse dies (Nos. 6 and 7): the reverse die is then
coupled with a third obverse die, but on this occasion a pellet is
added in the first quarter by the X of CRVX (No. 8)."Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 175 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Cambridge, Godric, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + GODRIC M'O GRANT, voided long cross, additional pellet
in second quarter below initial mark, 1.65g [25.46grns], 12h
(Hildebrand 1182 [Type D]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 379; FEJ 135
this coin; Doubleday 35; K A Jacob (Baldwin 7, 2 May 1996), lot
423 = SCMB, February 1984, Pl. 1/14 same dies; North 774;
BMC IVa; Spink 1151), metal flaw to the reverse at 12 o'clock
and some softness to the obverse legend in parts, otherwise a
pleasing portrait, good fine, an extremely rare variety, with only
five specimens recorded in the 'altered die state' by
JacobProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £145F
Elmore-Jones, Part I, Glendining, 12-13 May 1971, lot 135* -
"fine" - £20Writing in the Seaby Coins and Medals Bulletin
(February 1984, p. 38), Jacob stated: "In the Long Cross type
which followed the Crux coins, Godric is recorded as having
used only one pair of dies (No. 13). However, his reverse die is
known in two states, the second having a pellet added under
the initial cross before the name of the moneyer (No. 14). Four
specimens of the coins with the die in the first state are known
to me, and five in the second state."Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 176 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Canterbury, Duda, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. +
DVDA M-O CÆNT, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.44g [22.22grns], 3h
(Hildebrand 138 [Type C]; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam], 650; North 770;
BMC IIIa; Spink 1149), small pecks to reverse, otherwise lightly
cleaned and retoned, a bolder fine / almost very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 642, 14 October 2009, lot
458Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 177 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Short Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, 'Southern B' Style, Canterbury, Leofnoth, +
ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, diademed and draped bust left, rev. +
LEOFNOÐ ON : CANTPA, the N filled-in the die, small cross
pattée, 1.72g [26.54grns], 12h (Hildebrand 193; [Type A]; SCBI
7 [Copenhagen], 76; FEJ 158 this coin; North 777; BMC I; Spink
1154), crimped and with some peck marks to reverse, hints of
verdigris in legends, otherwise a pleasingly struck-up portrait,
a bolder very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985
- £125F Elmore-Jones, Glendining, 12-13 May 1971, lot 158* -
"very fine" - £19Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 178 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
Canterbury, Leofstan, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLOx, draped and
diademed bust right, no sceptre in field, rev. + LEOFSTAN M-O
CÆNT, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha and
omega, 1.57g [24.23grns], 7h (Hildebrand 215 [Type B1];
North 766; BMC IIa; Spink 1144), some peck marks to obverse,
lightly crimped and stressed, otherwise on a pleasingly round
flan, very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£130Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 179 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Canterbury, Leofstan, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + LEOFSTAN M-O CÆNT, voided short cross, C R V X in
angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.41g [21.76grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 220 [Type C]; SCBI 50 [Hermitage], 333; North
770; BMC IIIa [Coll. no. 24]; Spink 1148), the obverse legend
partially double struck, with a small chip to edge at 1 o'clock,
daylight spots to flan, otherwise staggeringly colourfully toned,
struck detail about very fine, a prettier, albeit not problem-free
exampleProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£110Probably:SNC, May 1983, no. 3078* - "crude striking and
slightly perforated, otherwise toned and F-VF" - £85Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 180 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Small Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, Dover, Edsige, + ÆDELRÆD REX A•NGL• draped
bust left, rev. + EDSIGE MON DOFER : small cross pattée,
1.36g [20.99grns], 7h (Hildebrand 405 [Type A]; SCBI 50
[Hermitage], 1185; North 777; Spink 1154), peck marked to the
fields and with some verdigris, otherwise on a pleasing round
flan, toned, struck details almost very fine, a scarce
varietyProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£140Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 181 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Dover, Godwine, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL• draped bust left, rev.
+ GODPINE M'O DOF[E], voided long cross, pellet at centre,
1.51g [23.30grns], 6h (Hildebrand 412-413 [Type D]; SCBI 9
[Ashmolean], 518; scbi 25 [Helsinki], 186-187; SCBI 65
[Norway], 564; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), stress
fracture at 5 o'clock and heavily peck-marked to reverse,
otherwise with a rich cabinet tone, struck details nearing very
fine, scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1983Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 182 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross', Penny, c. 997-1003, Dover,
Leofhyse, + ÆÐELRED REX ANG, draped bust left, rev. +
LEOFHYSE M'O DOFR, voided long cross, 1.55g [23.92grns], 4h
(Hildebrand 417-418 [Type D]; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 519 same
dies; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), peck-marked and flan
cracked at 4 o'clock, otherwise lightly toned, struck details very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 183 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1003-1009,
Exeter, Ælfric, + ÆÐELRED REX ANGLO, helmeted and
armoured bust left, rev. + ÆLFRIC MoO EAXE, voided long
cross over trefoil-tipped voided quadrilateral, 1.29g
[19.91grns], 12h (Hildebrand 458-460 [Type E]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 144; SCBI 30 [American], 463; FEJ 284; North
775; BMC VIII; Spink 1152), the obverse slightly struck off-
centre, with creasing and peck marks, otherwise artificially
toned and porous, but struck details bolder than fine to almost
very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 732, 11 December
2013, lot 442Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 184 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Exeter, Goda, + ÆDELRÆÐ REX ANGLORx, single-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. +
GODA M-O EAXEC, short voided cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.67g [25.77grns], 12h
(Hildebrand 536 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 185; North
770; BMC IIIa [Coll. no. 52]; Spink 1148), crimped and pecked,
otherwise with a most rich and pleasing cabinet tone, struck
details about very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £115Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 185 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Exeter, Man(na), + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL, draped bust left, rev.
+ MANNA M'O EAXE, voided long cross, 1.33g [20.53grns], 4h
(SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 203; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 524; SCBI 20
[Mack], 921; SCBI 50 [Hermitage], 673 same obverse die;
North 774; BMC IVa [Coll. no. 58]; Spink 1151), cracked
through portrait, the fields peck-marked, otherwise toned and
stained, struck details very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 186 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Small Cross' Type, "Exeter B" Style,
Light Issue, Penny, c. 1009-1017, Exeter, Sæwine, + ÆDELRÆD
REX ANG• diademed and draped bust left, rev. + SÆPINE ON
EAXCESTR, small cross pattée, 1.28g [19.75grns], 3h
(Hildebrand 581 [Type A]; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam], 738; SCBI 68
[Lyon], 849 same dies; North 1154; BMC I [Coll -]; Spink 777),
heavily peck-marked to reverse, and a small hairline die crack
above the legend at 4 o'clock, lightly toned, struck details
bolder than fine to almost very fine, scarceSubject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 187 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Gloucester, Leofsige, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust
left, rev. + LEOFSIGE M'O GLEA, voided long cross, 1.70g
[26.24grns], 4h (SCBI 20 [Mack], 922; North 774; BMC IVa;
Spink 1151), the legends doubled in parts and struck from
rusted dies, otherwise with attractive cabinet toning, very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 188 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Gloucester, Godwine, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL, draped bust left,
rev. + GODPIN[E] M'O GLEA, voided long cross, 1.71g
[26.39grns], 12h (SCBI 17 [Midland], 222; North 774; BMC IVa
[Coll. no. 106]; Spink 1151), heavily doubled in the strike, with
peck marks to reverse, otherwise darkly toned surfaces, struck
details nearing very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 189 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Hereford, Beorhtstan, •+ ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL, draped bust
left, rev. + BYRHSTAN MoO HERE, HE ligate, voided long
cross, 1.36g [20.99grns], 7h (Hildebrand 1335-1337 [Type D];
SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 430; SCBI 17 [Midland], 224-225; SCBI
20 [Mack], 923; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 207 same dies; FEJ 342;
North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), lightly crimped, with a small
chip to edge at 9 o'clock, peck marks in second quarter,
otherwise toned, struck details approaching very fine, a scarcer
provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£150Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 190 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Small Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, Hertford, Wulfric, + ÆDEL•RÆD REX ANG•
diademed and draped bust left, rev. + PVLFRIC ON HEOR,
small cross pattée, 1.32g [20.37grns], 9h (Hildebrand -;
Glendining, 17 July 1957, lot 220a; North 777; BMC I; Spink
1154), bright and on a slightly concaved flan, otherwise
handsomely struck and pleasingly uniform, a really bold very
fine, of the highest rarityProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1994 - £560Wulfric is known as a moneyer for the early
Quatrefoil coinage of Cnut, but is seldom if ever encountered
from the reign of his predecessor. Indeed no example is
recorded outside the Crux issues for Hildebrand, and only one
specimen described as 'pierced' appeared at Glendining's July
1957 sale. There was no comparable specimen for this moneyer
and type in the Griffiths (2003), Fish (1990) or Elmore-Jones
(1971) dispersals.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 191 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Huntingdon, Ælfric, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + ÆLFRIC MoO HVNT, H appears as N, voided long cross,
1.38g [21.30grns], 1h (Hildebrand 1367 [Type D]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 441; FEJ 374; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151),
flan split through flan starting at 3 o'clock, with a die flaw to R
in reverse legend, otherwise with handsome cabinet tone
overlying residual lustre, a bolder fine / almost very fine, a
scarce provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £180Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 192 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Lewes, Ælfnoth, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, single-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. +
ÆLFNOÐ M-O LÆPE, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.60g [24.69grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 1404 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 449; North
770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), some pecking, otherwise darkly
toned, struck details bolder than fine to near very fine in parts,
a very scarce provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £105Conceivably:John Dudman, Sotheby's, 15
December 1913, lot 240 [part] - £1.6.0 [Baldwin]William Allen,
Sotheby's, 14-17 March 1898, lot 245 [part] - £0.8.0
[Dudman]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 193 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Lincoln, Kolgrimr, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGO, draped bust left,
rev. + COLGRIM MoO LINC, NC ligate, voided long cross,
1.57g, 4h (Hildebrand 1710-1720 [Type D]; Mossop Ac
[Schleswig Hoard] same dies; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 536 same
reverse die; SCBI 65 [BM], 617 same reverse die; North 774;
BMC IVa [Coll. 162 different dies]; Spink 1157), some faint
softness in parts, otherwise with a pleasing iridescent tone,
nearing very fine, a very rare die pairing with only one example
traced by MossopProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1984Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240



Lot 194 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Lincoln, Ubeinn, + ÆÐELRED REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
REV. + VNBEIN M•o•O LINC, voided long cross, 1.71g
[26.36grns], 10h (Hildebrand 1972 [Type D]; Mossop Ef, cf. Pl.
XV, no. 24; FEJ 452 same dies; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 622 same
dies; North 774; BMC IVa [Coll. no. 169 different dies]; Spink
1151), cleaned and with some peck marks to the reverse,
otherwise a pleasing portrait, struck on a larger, unclipped
flan, very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1984Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 195 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Lincoln, Ubeinn, + ÆÐELRED REX ANG, NG ligate, draped bust
left, rev. + VNBEIN MoO LINC, NC ligate, voided long cross,
pellet at centre, 1.44g [22.22grns], 10h (Hildebrand 1970-1974
[Type D]; Mossop Bb; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 228 same dies; North
774; BMC IVa [Coll. no. 169]; Spink 1151), pecked, with blue-
green staining to otherwise cabinet-toned surfaces, very fine or
near soProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 196 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
London, Æthelræd, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANG[LOx], draped and
diademed bust right, no sceptre in field, rev. + ÆÐERED M-O
LVNDO, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha and
omega, 1.48g [22.84grns], 9h (Hildebrand 2196 [Type B1];
SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 5-6; FEJ 471; North 1144; BMC IIa; Spink
766), hairline die crack through bust and obverse legend
blundered in parts, otherwise central devices bolder, darkly
toned, struck details about very fineSubject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 197 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Second Hand' Type, Penny, c. 985-991,
London, Ælfgar, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLORx, diademed and
draped bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆLFGAR
M-O LVNDO, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha
and omega, 1.53g [23.61grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2033 [Type B2];
EMC 2020.0332; North 768; BMC IId [Coll. no. 200]; Spink
1146), crimped and pecked, otherwise darker cabinet tone,
struck details almost very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £72Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 198 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Second Hand' Type, Penny, c. 985-911,
London, Ælfgeat, ÆÐELRÆD REX ANG[LOx], diademed and
draped bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆLFGET
M-O LVNDON, F inverted, last N reversed, Hand of Providence
descending, dividing alpha and omega, 1.27g [19.60grns], 9h
(Hildebrand -, cf. 2049 ~ 'LVNDO' [Type B2]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 643-644 [for type]; North 768; BMC IId; Spink
1146), hairline die crack at 11 o'clock and crimped, otherwise
with a pleasing a dark cabinet tone, struck details about very
fine or better, a lovely clear mint and moneyer signature
reading unknown to Hildebrand or SCBI/EMCProvenance T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £150Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 199 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Ælfwine, + ÆÐELRED REX ANGLOx, draped bust left,
rev. + •ÆLFPINE MoO LVND, voided long cross, 1.61g
[24.85grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2133 [Type D]; SCBI 9
[Ashmolean], 534; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), crimped
and peck-marked, otherwise with a richer cabinet tone, struck
details almost very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 748, 20
August 2014, lot 352Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140



Lot 200 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Æthelweard, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust
left, rev. + ÆÐELPERD M'O LVND, voided long cross, additional
pellet in first quarter, 1.50g [23.15grns], 6h (Hildebrand
2167-2172 var. [Type D]; SCBI 51 [Estonia], 201; North 774;
BMC IVa [Coll. no. 230]; Spink 1151), peck-marked and
waterworn, marginally bolder than fineProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1983Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 201 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1003-1009,
London, Æthelweard, + ÆÐELRED REX ANGL, helmeted and
armoured bust left, rev. + ÆÐEL.PERD M'O LVND, voided long
cross over trefoil-tipped voided quadrilateral, 1.09g
[16.82grns], 12h (Hildebrand 2175 [Type E]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 698-699; SCBI 50 [Hermitage], 1034; North
775; BMC VIII; Spink 1152), lightly chipped, stress-marked and
previously cleaned, otherwise lightly re-toned, struck details
near very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
2000Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 202 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
London, Asketill, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. +
OSCYTEL M-O LVND, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.62g [25.00grns], 3h
(Hildebrand 2851 [Type C]; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 471; North
770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), spots of verdigris, lightly crimped
and peck marked, otherwise nearing very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £95Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 203 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Eadweald, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + EADPOLD M'O LVND, voided long cross, 1.51g
[23.30grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2426 [Type D]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 777; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), cleaned
and artificially retoned with resultant porosity to surfaces,
struck from lightly rusted dies, otherwise about very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 204 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Small Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, London, Godman, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL•OR,
diademed and draped bust left, rev. + GODMAN M-ON LVNDE,
small cross pattée, 1.37g [21.14grns], 6h (SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 823 same dies; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 521 same
dies; North 777; BMC I; Spink 1154), deposits to recesses,
crimped with superficial verdigris staining, otherwise toned,
struck details approaching very fine, a scarce
varietyProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 205 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Godwine, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + GODPINE MoO LVND, voided long cross, 1.55g
[23.92grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2632 [Type D]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 854; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), crimped,
stressed and peck marked, otherwise uniformly toned, struck
details about very fine, the portrait pleasingly boldProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1984Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140



Lot 206 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Godwine, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + G•ODPINE M•O LVND, voided long cross, 1.55g
[23.92grns], 4h (Hildebrand 2627ff [Type D]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 850-853; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 541 same reverse
die; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), crimped and peck
marked, otherwise toned, yet struck details about very
fineProvenance'CA' by private treaty, 1991Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 207 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Heawulf, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + HEAPVLF M'O LVND, HE ligate, voided long cross, 1.53g
[23.61grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2659-2661 [Type D]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 861-863; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 542 same reverse
die; SCBI 20 [Mack], 939; North 774; BMC IVa [Coll. no. 245];
Spink 1151), peck-marked and crimped, otherwise richly
cabinet toned, struck details bolder than fine to almost very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 208 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Small' Crux Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
London, Leofing, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGORx, double-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thin' sceptre over drapery
before, rev. + LIFINC M-O LVND, voided short cross, C R V X in
angles, commencing in second quarter, additional pellet in first
and second, 1.36g [20.99grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2783 [Type C];
SCBI -; North 770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1149), some peripheral
striking flatness, otherwise toned, very fine, a very scarce
varietyProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£210Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 209 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross', Penny, c. 997-1003, London,
Leofric, + ÆÐELRED REX ANGL, draped bust left, rev. +
LEOFRIC M'O LVND, voided long cross, 1.68g [25.93grns], 10h
(Hildebrand 2693-2694 [Type D]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 874;
North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), peck-marked to reverse,
otherwise toned, a boldly struck portrait, a pleasing very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1991Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 210 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Leofstan, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + LEOFSTAN M'O LVND, voided long cross, 1.68g
[25.93grns], 9h (Hildebrand 2721 [Type D]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 881; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), wiped,
crimped and peck marked, otherwise struck details bolder than
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1982Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 211 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Short Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, London, Leofweald, + ÆÐELRED REX ANG,
diademed and draped bust left, rev. + LIOEPOLD NoO LVN,
small cross pattée, 1.28g [19.75grns], 3h (Hildebrand 2807
[Type A]; SCBI 65 [Norway], 1399; North 777; BMC I; Spink
1154), crimped and peck marked, with superficial verdigris
staining, struck details almost very fineProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1983Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 212 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
London, Leofwine, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, draped bust
left, sceptre before, rev. + LEOFPINE M-O LVN, voided short
cross, C R V X in angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.52g
[23.46grns], 3h (Hildebrand 2729 [Type C]; SCBI 20 [Mack],
869 this coin; North 770; BMC IIIa [Coll. no. 225]; Spink 1148),
the portrait softly struck and with some peck marks, otherwise
with a pleasing and rich cabinet tone, fine / very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£95Commander Richard Paston Mack, Part I, Glendining-Spink,
18 November 1975, lot 137 - "fine"Duke of Argyll, collection
purchased en bloc by Spink, 1949Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 213 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
London, Asulfr/Oswulf, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLOx, diademed
and draped bust right, no sceptre in field, rev. + OSVLF M-O
LVNDONI, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha and
omega, 1.53g [23.61grns], 12h (Hildebrand 2876 [Type B1];
SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 918; North 766; BMC IIa [Coll. no. 194];
Spink 1144), the portrait softly struck and surfaces crimped
resulting in a daylight spot to peripheries, otherwise with some
toning, about very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 744, 18
June 2014, lot 385 - £431SJA 18, 27 September 2011, lot 36 -
"portrait weak, otherwise very fine"Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 214 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Asulfr/Oswulf, + ÆÐEL•RÆD REX A[NG], draped bust
left, rev. + •OSVLF M'O LVND, voided long cross, additional
pellet in second and third quarter, 1.87g [28.86grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 2885 [Type E]; SCBI 30 [America], 457; SCBI 50
[Hermitage], 844; SCBI 51 [Estonia], 247 same dies; North 774;
BMC IVa [Coll. no. 774]; Spink 1151), peripheral striking
flatness, otherwise toned, about very fine, a scarce
varietyProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 215 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1003-1009,
London, Sweting + ÆDELRED REX [ANGL], helmeted and
armoured bust left, rev. + SPETINC MoO LVND, voided long
cross over trefoil-tipped voided quadrilateral, 1.12g
[17.28grns], 6h (Hildebrand 2933-2935 [Type E]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 943; North 775; BMC VII; Spink 1152), couble-
struck with pitted surfaces and hairline cracks through bust,
struck details fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 748, 20
August 2014, lot 353Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£60 to £90

Lot 216 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
London, Wulfgar, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. +
PVLFGAR ' M-O LVND, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.43g [22.07grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 2961 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 953; North
770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), with areas of horn silver from
hoard deposition, otherwise a delightfully full round specimen,
residually lustrous and uniformly struck-up, a pleasingly good
very fine, a seemingly very rare type for this moneyer also
known with additional pellets in quartersProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £105Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 217 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
London, Wulfric, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, diademed and
draped bust right, rev. + PVFLRIC M-O LVD• [sic], hand,
dividing alpha and omega, 1.38g, 6h (SCBI 7 [Copenhagen],
952 [reads PVFRIC M-O LVD•]; North 766; BMC IIa; Spink
1144), light porosity and die clashing, the portrait softly struck,
otherwise the legends clear, toned, the centre scarcely fine, the
peripheries very fine, an interesting mint spelling
errorProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£140Probably:Stack's Bowers Auction, 17 April 1975, lot 1486 -
"the bust is somewhat weak, otherwise, a nice fineSubject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 218 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
London, Wulfstan, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL• draped bust left,
rev. + PVLFSTAN M'O LVND, voided long cross, 1.39g, 4h
(Hildebrand 2990-2991 [Type D]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 965;
North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), traces of doubling and die
blockage, lightly cleaned but toned, very
fineProvenanceWarwick and Warwick Auction, 15 June 2005,
lot 411Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 219 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Cut Halfpenny, c.
991-997, Maldon, Ælfwine, [+ ÆDEL]RÆD REX AN[GLORx],
single-folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre
before, rev. + ÆLF[PINE M-O M]ÆLDV, voided short cross, C R
V X in angles, commencing in second quarter, 0.77g
[11.88grns], 5h (Hildebrand 3071 [Type C]; SCBI 7
[Copenhagen], 993; North 770; BMC IIIa [Coll. no. 285]; Spink
1148), some residue to reverse, otherwise a pleasing strike,
about very fine, a rare provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £80Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £120

Lot 220 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Norwich, Manning, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-folded,
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev.
MANINC M-O NORÐPI, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.538g [23.73grns], 12h
(Hildebrand 3173 [Type C]; "On Saxon Coins struck at Norwich,
with the Moneyer's Name of Manning", Rev. Canon C. R.
Manning, M.A., F.S.A, [Norwich Archaeological Society, 1898],
pp. 93-99 and Pl. 1, no. 2 same dies; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam], 671;
North 770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), die softness to high points,
otherwise rich dark cabinet tone, almost very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1994 -
£120Possibly:G V Doubleday, Glendining, 6 October 1987, lot
370 - "almost very fine", albeit, weight stated as '25.1grns'Duke
of Argyll, collection purchased en bloc by Spink,
1949Probably:Glendining, 27 November 1945, lot 89 [part] -
£3.3.0Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 221 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Northampton, Æthelnoth, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL• draped bust
left, rev. + ÆÐEL[NO]Ð M'O HAM, voided long cross, 1.52g
[23.46grns], 4h (Hildebrand 1236 [Type D - "Southampton"];
SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 393-394; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 318-319;
North 774; BMC IVa [Coll. no. 111 ~ "Southampton"]; Spink
1151), peck marked to reverse, the legends double struck and
clogged in parts, otherwise with a pleasing cabinet tone, struck
details bolder than fine, peripheries approaching very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £120with
old ticket in hand of A H Baldwin, noting: H.1236, and priced
and £2.12.0Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 222 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Oxford, Ælfwine, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + ÆLFPINE M'O : OXNA, voided long cross, 1.69g
[26.08grns], 6h (Hildebrand 3214 [Type D]; SCBI 9
[Ashmolean], 554; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), stressed
with peck marks to reverse, otherwise with a pleasing portrait
on cabinet toned flan, very fine or near soProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 223 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
Rochester, Sidewine, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLOx, diademed and
draped bust right, no sceptre in field, rev. + SIDEPINE M-O
ROF:• Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha and
omega, 1.36g [20.99grns], 1h (Hildebrand 3298 [Type B1]; FEJ
662 same dies; Doubleday 426; North 766; BMC IIa [Coll. no.
299]; Spink 1144), lightly crimped and with deposits to fields,
waterworn and toned, yet better than fine, a scarce provincial
mint, the variety very rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 224 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Southwark, Beorhtric, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLOx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + BYRHTRIC M-O SVÐG, voided short cross, C R V X in
angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.37g [21.14grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 3648-3649 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1188
['ZVDG']; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 107 [Halfpenny]; SCBI 42 [South-
Eastern], 860; FEJ 761; North 770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148),
some double striking to obverse legend and green-blue tone to
otherwise darkened surfaces, struck on a pleasingly round flan,
near very fine, evidently a very scarce type for only three
examples traced on EMC/SCBIProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £105Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 225 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Southwark, Beorhtric, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLOx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + BYRHTRIC M-O SVÐG, voided short cross, C R V X in
angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.38g [21.30grns], 4h
(Hildebrand 3648 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1188
['ZVDG']; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 107 [Halfpenny]; FEJ 762 same
dies; SCBI 42 [South-Eastern], 860; North 770; BMC IIIa; Spink
1148), surfaces crimped and struck with rust dies, otherwise on
a fuller flan, a pleasing very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £90Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 226 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Pennies, c. 991-997,
Southwark (2), Eadwi(ne), + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGOx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + EADPI M-O SVÐBY, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.05g [16.20grns], 11h
(Hildebrand 3602 [Sudbury] [Type C]; North 770; BMC IIIa;
Spink 1148), hairline die crack through bust and peck-marked,
otherwise cabinet toned, about very fine; another, Tunman, +
ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-folded, draped bust left,
trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. + TVNEM•A•N M-O
SVÐBY, voided short cross, C R V X in angles, commencing in
second quarter, 1.38g [21.30grns], 3h (Hildebrand 3629
[Sudbury] [Type C]; Dolley, BNJ 1955 [Southwark]; W M D
Castle, BNS Blog [27 February 2021], pp. 1-4, and Pl. 1, no. 1;
SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1182; North 770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148),
crimped and peck-marked, with resultant daylight spots in flan,
otherwise cabinet toned, struck details approaching very fine in
parts (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£85ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £120Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 227 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Small Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, Stamford, Godleof, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL•
diademed and draped bust left, rev. + GODEL'COE ON STA'NF,
recumbent S, small cross pattée, 1.59g, 3h (Hildebrand 3492 ~
'GODELEOE ON ZTANF' [Type A]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1132;
North 777; BMC I; Spink 1154), crimped and peck-marked to
the reverse, otherwise of good fabric, struck details bolder than
fine, and approaching about very fine, a scarce provincial
mintProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 228 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Second Hand' Type, Penny, c. 985-991,
Thetford, Eadgar + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, diademed and
draped bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + EADGAR
M-O ÐEOTF, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha
and omega, 1.17g [18.05grns], 9h (Hildebrand 3697 [Type B2];
SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1204 same dies; North 768; BMC IId;
Spink 1146), waterworn and concavity to a full round flan, field-
toned with underlying residual lustre, very fine, pleasingly so in
partsProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 -
£175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 229 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Last Short Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1009-1017, Thetford, Eadwine, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANGLO,
diademed and draped bust left, rev. + EADPINE ON ÐEODF•
cross pattée, smaller cross pattée at terminals, 1.48g
[22.84grns], 6h (Hildebrand 3728 [Type A]; SCBI 68 [Lyon],
873 same dies; North 777; BMC Ic; Spink 1154), bright
cleaned, nevertheless a pleasing strike, very fine, a very rare
varietyProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1993Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 230 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Penny, c. 997-1003, Thetford,
Osbern, + ÆDELRÆD REX ANG, draped bust left, rev. + OSBRN
MoO ÐEO, voided long cross, 1.36g, 10h (Hildebrand 3793
[Type D]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1235 same reverse die; North
774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), hairline crack at 10 o'clock and
peck marked, verdigris-stained otherwise toned, struck details
bordering on very fine, a scarce readingProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1985SNC, February 1984, no. 147 - "slightly
cracked, otherwise good F" - £80Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £120



Lot 231 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Long Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
Thetford, Osbern, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLO, draped bust left,
rev. + OSBERN M•O ÐEOD, voided long cross, 1.67g
[25.77grns], 10h (Hildebrand 3788 [Type D]; SCBI 2
[Hunterian], 864 same reverse die; SCBI 65 [Norway], 795
same reverse die; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), crimped,
peck-marked and cracked through portrait, with some staining
to hair, otherwise a clear striking, near very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1984Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £120

Lot 232 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
Thetford, Sperling, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLOx, diademed and
draped bust right, no sceptre in field, rev. + SPYRLING Mo
ÐEOTFOR, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha and
omega, 1.44g [22.22grns], 9h (Hildebrand 3814; SCBI 26 [East
Anglia], 1148 same dies; North 776; BMC IIb; Spink 1144), a
radiating die crack to inner circle, with chips to edge between
10 and 2 o'clock and with pitted surfaces due to soil deposition,
otherwise a clear portrait, almost very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 - £130Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 233 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Pennies, c. 991-997,
Winchester (2), Beorhtsige, +ÆÐELRED REX ANGLORx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + BYRHSIGE M-O PIN, voided short cross, C R V X in
angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.51g [23.30grns], 12h
(Hildebrand 4144; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1362; North 770;
BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), various splits through bust, and peck
marks, otherwise, struck details bolder than fine; another,
Beorhtmær, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-folded, draped
bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before, rev. +
BYRHTMÆR M-O PIN, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.65g [25.46grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 4156; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 505; North 770; BMC
IIIa, Spink 1148), crimped and cleaned, hairline die crack
running in front of the face, about fine (2)Provenancei) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £83ii) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1982 - £50Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £160



Lot 234 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Winchester, Beorhtsige, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLORx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + BYRHSIGE M-O PINT, voided short cross, C R V X in
angles, commencing in second quarter, 1.70g [26.24grns], 3h
(Hildebrand 4145 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1363; North
770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), peck marks to reverse, otherwise
toned, struck on a full flan, approaching very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 235 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), Standard 'Crux' Type, Penny, c. 991-997,
Winchester, Herewulf, + ÆDELRÆÐ REX ANGLORx, single-
folded, draped bust left, trefoil-tipped 'thick' sceptre before,
rev. + HERVLF M-O PINT, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.69g [26.08grns], 1h
(Hildebrand 4248 [Type C]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1401; SCBI 9
[Ashmolean], 508; North 770; BMC IIIa; Spink 1148), peck
marked and lightly crimped with traces of doubling, otherwise
with a pleasing portrait and light tone, very fine, and
surprisingly rare with only two examples traced on EMC/SCBI,
and Herewulf not known for any other definitive
issuesProvenance'CA', by private treaty, 1991 - £115Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 236 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Intermediate Small Cross / Crux' Mule,
Penny, c. 995-997, Winchester, Toki, + ÆDELRÆD REX
ANGLORx, NG ligate, diademed and draped bust left, rev. +
TOCA M-O PINT, voided short cross, C R V X in angles,
commencing in second quarter, 1.61g [24.85grns], 3h
(Hildebrand 4326 [Type Cb]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 1434 same
reverse die; SCBI 20 [Mack], 911; North 773/770; BMC III;
Spink 1150/1148), flan creased and wavy, otherwise richly
cabinet toned, about very fine, a very rare muleProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Glendining, 21 September
1983, lot 64* - "crimped with surface cracks, but fine and rare"
- £160Duke of Argyll, collection purchased en bloc by Spink,
1949 [with his ticket, stating: 1.584g, rather bent, roughly
struck, sceptre displaced; and:]Baldwin, by private
treatySubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 237 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'Voided Cross' Type, Penny, c. 997-1003,
York, Arnthorr, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGL, draped bust left, rev.
+ ARNÐVR M'O EO'FR, voided long cross, 1.47g [22.69grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 617 [Type D]; SCBI 7 [Copenhagen], 224 same
dies; North 774; BMC IVa; Spink 1151), hairline die crack to
legend at 8 o'clock, lightly crimped to otherwise richly toned
surfaces, struck details about very fine, scarceProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1983Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 238 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Æthelred II
"Unræd" (978-1016), 'First Hand' Type, Penny, c. 979-985,
York, Farmann, + ÆÐELRÆD REX ANGLOx, diademed and
draped bust right, no sceptre in field, rev. + FARMAN M-O
EOFERPI, Hand of Providence descending, dividing alpha and
omega, 1.74g [26.85grns], 10h (Hildebrand -, cf. 707-708 [Type
B1]; SCBI 65 [Norway], 113; North 766; BMC IIa; Spink 1144),
some softness to peripheries and a lamination hairline flaw
behind the bust, of brighter fabric, otherwise a pleasing
portrait and of accomplished and elegant style, a most
pleasingly bold very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1998 - £285Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 239 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type Penny, c. 1017-1023, Cambridge,
Ælfwig, + CNVT REX ANGLO : commencing at 8 o'clock, crowned
and draped bust left, rev. + ÆLFPIG ON GRANT: voided long cross
in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.90g [13.89grns], 2h (Hildebrand -, cf.
1015-1017 [Type E]; K A Jacob [SCMB, February 1984, p. 36 -
"ÆLFWINE"] and Sale -; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam], 753 same dies; North
781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), bright with peripheral striking
softness, and on a very faintly creased flan, otherwise with a
pleasing portrait, a bolder very fine, and evidently an extremely
rare reading, unknown to Hildebrand or Jacob"From the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle, it is learnt that Cambridge was sacked and burnt
by the Danes in 1010. within the period when the Last Small Cross
type coins were in issue. Could it have been during the upheaval of
the burning of the town and the confusion which followed, that a
shortage of dies was experienced, and that dies in the name of
Wulfsige were marked with pellets so they could be used by other
moneyers and their coins denoted, and all coupled with this
available obverse die?"Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 240 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Cambridge, Ælfwig, + CNVT • C REC:• diademed and draped
bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆLFPIG ON GR•A:
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.06g, 1h (Hildebrand -, cf.
1019 [Type H]; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 711 same dies; SCBI 36
[Berlin], 750 same dies; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159),
details of portrait largely obscured, reverse much better, nicely
toned, about fine / very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £135Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 241 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Cambridge, Eadwine, + CNVT • RECX : diademed and draped
bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + EDPINE ON R'ANT:
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.19g [18.36grns], 3h
(Hildebrand 1035 [Type H]; SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 1084 same
dies; FEJ 142 same dies; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159),
slightly crimped flan, otherwise a pleasing very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £260
Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 242 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Cambridge, Wulfsige, + CNVT REX ANGLO, commencing at 8
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. + PVLFSI O G.RAN,
voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.81g [12.50grns],
6h (Hildebrand 1067 [Type E]; SCBI 13 [Copenhagen],
1107-1118; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), conserved
bright and lustrous, with hints of tone in recesses, traces of
doubling, otherwise a pleasing portrait, a bolder very fine,
scarce, and evidently a stray from the Cambridge "Cnut" (1993)
hoardProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999Presumed
to be from:(Cambridge) 'Cnut' Hoard, c. 1993Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 243 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Colchester, Wulfwine, + CNVT REX ANGLO, commencing at 8
o'clock, crowned and draped 'Thetford A' bust left, rev. +
PVLFPINE O COL, NE ligate, voided long cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, 0.90g [13.89grns], 4h (Hildebrand 234 [Type E];
SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 269; Arnot 187 same dies; North 781;
BMC VIII; Spink 1157), usual die flaw before the bust, and
some softness in the legends, otherwise pleasing, very fine,
rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 244 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
"Drisig", Wulfstan, + CNVT REX ANGLOR, crowned, diademed
and draped bust left, pellet before mouth, rev. + PVLSTAN
DRI.SI [sic], voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, pellet
at each apex, 1.09g [16.82grns], 3h (Hildebrand - [Type E];
North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), a pleasing portrait and with
a dark cabinet tone, of good fabric, and with an unusual mint
spelling not listed in SCBI and presumed to be a Scandinavian
imitation thus, good very fine and rareProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1998 - £225Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 245 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Cnut 'the Great' (1016-1035/36), Hertford (2),
'Pointed Helmet' Type, Cut Halfpenny, c.
1023-1029, Deorsige or Leofing [?], [+ CNVT]
REECX A, crowned and draped bust left,
wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped [?]
sceptre before, rev. + [...] ON HERT, voided
short cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.48g
[7.41grns], 5h (Hildebrand -, cf. 1153 or 1169
[Type G]; SCBI -; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink
1158), struck with rusted dies, darkly toned, an
exceedingly rare type for this mint;
additionally: 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c.
1029-1035/36, Hertford, Deorsige, + CNV-T
REC : diademed and draped bust left, lys-tipped
sceptre before, rev. + DEORSIGE ON HEO, DE
and HE ligate, voided short cross, angles plain,
0.99g [15.28grns], 12h (Hildebrand 1150 [Type
H]; SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 1209-1211 same
dies; SCBI 24 [West Country], 636 same dies;
Fish 1320 same dies; North 790; BMC XVI;
Spink 1159), general striking softness to
portrait, otherwise struck details about very
fine, a rare type for this provincial mint
(2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £74 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1998 - £240 Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge)
Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 246 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Hertford, Leofing, + CNVT REX ANGLO, commencing at 12
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. + LYFINC ON
RETEF, voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, heavily
defined arcs, 1.00g [15.43grns], 3h (Hildebrand 1167 [Type E];
SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 1505 ~ undefined arcs ['O HRETEF'];
North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), bright with some softness to
parts of the legend, otherwise a most pleasing 'simplified'
portrait, traces of lustre and tone in recesses, good very fine,
an unusual mint reading, very rareProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1988Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 247 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Hertford, Leofing, + CNVT REX ANGLORV, commencing at 8
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. + LIFINC ON HRE,
voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, with shallow arcs,
0.90g [13.89grns], 10h (Hildebrand 1163 [Type E]; SCBI 51
[Estonia], 540 same dies; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157),
some softness in parts, otherwise a pleasing portrait, very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 248 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Ipswich, Æthelbeorht, + CNV-•T• RECX, diademed and draped
bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆGL•BIRIHT ON GI,
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.16g [17.90grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 924 [Type H]; SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 974 same
dies; Lockett I, 743d; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), minor
verdigris staining, and partial peripheral striking softness,
otherwise very fine, a rare variety for this moneyerProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £240 Presumed to be:'Cnut'
(Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 249 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Ipswich, Eadric, + CNVT REX ANGLORVM, crowned and draped
bust left, rev. + EDRIC M.'O GIP, voided long cross in pellet-
tipped quatrefoil, 1.06g [16.36grns], 12h (Hildebrand 933
[Type E]; SCBI 36 [Berlin], 613 same obverse die; North 781;
BMC VIII; Spink 1157), lightly creased, otherwise very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 250 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
Ipswich, Leofing, + CNVT REX ANGL, crowned and draped bust
left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev.
+ LIFINC : ON GIPESPI : voided short cross, limbs united at
base by two circles, pellet in centre, broken annulet enclosing a
pellet in each angle, 1.08g [16.67grns], 12h (Hildebrand 949
[Type G]; SCBI 11 [Reading], 113; Doubleday 201 same dies;
North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158), crimped and with some
deposits in recesses, otherwise a largely uniform strike, very
fine or near soProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999 -
£240 Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 251 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Lincoln, Ælfnoth, + CNVT • RECX:• diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆLFNOÐ ON LINCO,
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.15g [17.75grns], 1h
(Hildebrand 1479 [Type H]; Mossop Bb, cf. Pl. XLIX, no. 26
same dies; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen], 1524 same obverse die;
North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), deep toning throughout, a
pleasing very fineProvenanceJ Cumming, by private treaty,
1988 - £175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 252 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
Lincoln, Matathan "Balluc", + CNVT REX ANG : crowned and
draped bust left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre
before, rev. + MATAÐAN ON LIN : voided short cross, limbs
united at base by two circles, pellet in centre, broken annulet
enclosing a pellet in each angle, 1.15g, 3h (Hildebrand 1653
[Type G]; Mossop Aa, cf. Pl. XLVI, no. 5 same dies; SCBI 14
[Copenhagen], 1742 same dies; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink
1158), heavily peck-marked and soft of strike, otherwise with a
pleasing dark-orange cabinet tone, about fine / near very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £98

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 253 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Lincoln, Wulfbern/Ulfbjeorn, + CNVT • RECX.: diademed and
draped bust left, lys-tipped sceptre befpre, rev. + PVLBERN ON
L•IN, voided short cross, angles plain, 1.17g [18.06grns], 10h
(Hildebrand [Type H]; Mossop Aa, cf. Pl. LVI, no. 21 same dies;
SCBI 14 [Copenhagen], 1916 same dies; SCBI 27
[Lincolnshire], 531 same dies; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink
1159), some evidence of double striking on obverse, otherwise
about very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 740, 16 April
2014, lot 385 - £250Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 254 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
London, Ælfwig, + CNVT RECX, diademed and draped bust left,
lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ELFPIG ON LVN, voided short
cross, angles plain, 1.06g [16.36grns], 6h (Hildebrand 1951
[Type H]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen], 2496; SCBI 51 [Norway], 849
same dies; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), toned and
residually lustrous, a pleasing very fineProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, £95Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 255 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
London, Ælfwine, + CNV-T R:ECX, diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆLFPIN ON LVDE: voided
short cross, angles plain, 0.92g [14.20grns], 9h (Hildebrand -
cf. 2012 [Type H], refer 1961 for legend reading; SCBI 14
[Copenhagen], 2111-2214; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159),
bright with striking flaws, otherwise about very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick Auction 540, 9 July 2003,
lot 960 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240

Lot 256 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
London, Eadric, + CNVT REN XA [sic], crowned and draped
bust left, wearing pointed helmet, quatrefoil-tipped sceptre
before, rev. + EDRIC ON LVNDE: voided short cross in pellet-
tipped quatrefoil, pellet at each apex, 0.99g [15.28grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 2248-2255 [Type G]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen],
2421-2433; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158), bright-cleaned,
with a soft retoning with golden hue in legends, with a slight
bend in flan, and evidence of die flawing, otherwise struck
details very fine, the portrait betterProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £170 Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge)
Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 257 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
London, Eadwulf, +•CNV:-T RECX.: crowned and draped bust
left, wearing pointed helmet, quatrefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + EADVL•F ON LVNDE: voided short cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, pellet at each apex, 0.98g [15.12grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 1850 ~ 'ÆDVLF' [Type G]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen],
2421-2439; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158), traces of
doubling, otherwise lightly toned, very fineProvenance Warwick
& Warwick 540, 9 July 2002, lot 958 [acquired by private treaty,
2003 - £130]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 258 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
London, Eadwulf, + CNV-T RCX: diademed and draped bust left,
lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + EADVLF ON LVND, ND ligate,
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.08g [16.67grns], 10h
(Hildebrand -, cf. 2156 [Type H]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen], 2333;
North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), crimped and lightly pecked,
with usual die breaks, otherwise about very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick Auction, 11 May 2004, lot
752 - £125Possibly:Baldwin 13, 28 May 1997, lot 1618
[part]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 259 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Pennies, c. 1029-1035/36,
London (2), Goding, + CNV-T RECX• diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + GOINC ON LVNDE, voided
short cross, angles plain, 1.01g [15.59grns], 3h (Hildebrand
2493 [Type H]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen], 2666 same reverse die;
SCBI 51 [Norway], 874; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159),
some softness obscuring certain devices, peckmarks and
crimping, with appealing technicolour tone, a bolder fine;
additionally, Leofric, + CNV-T RECX, similar, rev. + LEOFRIC
ON LVNDE, as before, 0.93g [14.35grns], 12h (Hildebrand
2531-2533 [Type H]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen], 2709-2719; North
790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), pecked, creased and straightened,
with resultant softness to portrait, otherwise with iridescent
colourful tone throughout, a bolder fine to almost very fine
(2)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick 642, 14 October 2009, lot
461 - £260 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £105Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £280

Lot 260 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Cut Halfpenny, c.
1029-1035/36, London, Wynsige, [+ CNVT] RECX A:• diademed
and draped bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + PYNSIGE
[ON LVN(D)], voided short cross, angles plain, 0.42g
[6.48grns], 12h (Hildebrand 2835ff [Type H]; SCBI 25
[Helsinki], 870; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), toned, very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £45Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£50 to £80



Lot 261 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
London, Wynstan, + CNVT R•EX ANG, crowned and draped bust
left, wearing pointed helmet, quatrefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + PYNSTAN ON LVN, voided short cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, pellet at each apex, 1.03g [15.90grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 2843-2847 [Type G]; SCBI 14 [Copenhagen],
3066-3082; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158), faint stress
marks, otherwise attractively dark-toned with flares of
underlying lustre, a pleasing and bolder very fine, albeit for
some peripheral striking softness to reverseProvenance'IF', by
private treaty, 2001 - £110 SCMB, October 1970, H3083 - VF -
£28.0.0SCMB, July 1970, H8 - VF - £28.0.0Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 262 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
Norwich, Hwateman, + CNVT R•-EX ANGL• crowned and
draped bust left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre
before, rev. + HPATAMAN ON NORÐ, voided short cross in
pellet-tipped quatrefoil, pellet at each apex, 1.08g [16.67grns],
9h (Hildebrand 2932 [Type G]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen],
3174-3178; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158), lightly pecked,
and irregularly toned with infusions of residual lustre, very fine
or marginally bolderProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £125 with collector's ticket, stating:"Found in
Denmark"Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 263 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Norwich, Man(na), + CNVT •R•ECX, diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + MANNA ON NORÐ, voided
short cross, angles plain, 1.11g [17.13grns], 1h (Hildebrand
2965-2966 [Type H]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 3207 same reverse
die; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), die flawing with hints of
residual lustre, about very fineProvenance Presumed to
be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 264 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Oxford, Æthelric, + CNV-T RECX, diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆGEL•RIC ON OCXE•
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.01g [15.59grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 3002 [Type H]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 3237 same
dies; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), light porosity,
otherwise darkly toned, a pleasing very fine, scarceProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £190Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 265 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Oxford, Godwine, + CNVT RECX A• diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + GODPINE ON OEX: voided
short cross, angles plain, 1.03g [15.90grns], 7h (Hildebrand
3034 [Type H]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 3275; SCBI 20 [Mack],
1104 this coin; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), softness to
strike, but nicely toned, approaching very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £145
SNC, September 1985, no. 5754* - £200Commander R P Mack,
Sylloge 1104 this coinDuke of Argyll, collection purchased en
bloc by Spink, 1949Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 266 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023, Romney,
Eardnoth, + CNVT REX ANGLORVM, crowned and draped bust
left, rev. + EARDNOÐ RVM, voided long cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, additional pellet in spandrels, 0.79g [12.19grns], 4h
(Hildebrand 3080 [Type E]; SCBI 66 [Norway], 2315 same dies;
North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), chipped at 2 o'clock and
with pitted surfaces, yet uniform devices struck, approaching
very fine for strike, a scarce provincial mintProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£60 to £100



Lot 267 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Shaftesbury, Æthelric, + CNV-T RECX, diademed and draped
bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆGELRIC ON SCE,
voided short cross, angles plain, 0.90g [13.89grns], 4h
(Hildebrand 3091 [Type H]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 3339; FEJ
714; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), crimped but toned with
superficial verdigris staining, a bolder fine to almost very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £155
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 268 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Stamford, Cawelin, + CNVT REX ANGLORV• commencing at 6
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. + CAPLIN MO STAN,
voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.91g [14.04grns],
3h (Hildebrand 3243 [Type E]; SCBI 27 [Lincolnshire], 1237
same reverse die; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), a touch of
softness to parts of legends, otherwise bright with hints of
residual tone, very fine or near soProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1998 - £190 Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge)
Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 269 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c 1017-1023,
Stamford, Godleof, + CNVT REX ANGLORV, commencing at 6
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. + GODELEOF M'O
ST, voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.93g
[14.35grns], 10h (Hildebrand 3258 [Type E]; SCBI 27
[Lincolnshire], 1241; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), faintly
crimped and with some die stressing, otherwise a pleasing
portrait, a bolder very fineProvenance Warwick & Warwick 788,
20 April 2016, lot 458 - £280Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 270 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Stamford, Leofwine, + CNV-•T REX: diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + LEFPINE ON STAN• NE
ligate, voided short cross, angles plain, 0.87g [13.43grns], 10h
(Hildebrand 3286 [Type H]; SCBI 27 [Lincolnshire], 1313-1316;
North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), die flawing with some
evidence of double striking, otherwise almost very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999 - £180
Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 271 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
Stamford, Morwulf, + CNVT R-EX ANG, crowned and draped
bust left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-pointed sceptre
before, rev. + MOROLF ON STANFO, voided short cross in
pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.99g [15.28grns], 3h (Hildebrand
3322 [Type G]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 3629; North 787; BMC
XIV; Spink 1158), cleaned, with slight striking softness to
highest points, otherwise very fine, a scarce provincial
mintProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 -
£185Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 272 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Stamford, Thorsteinn, + CNVT •R•ECX A, diademed and draped
bust left, wearing pointed helmet, rev. + ÐVRSTAN ON STA,
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.09g [16.82grns], 5h
(Hildebrand 3354-3356 [Type H]; SCBI 27 [Lincolnshire], 1332
same obverse die, 1338 same dies; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink
1159), die flaws, with an unusually thick beaded border,
otherwise bright, about very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1998 - £220 Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge)
Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 273 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Stamford, Thorsteinn, + CNV-•T REX: diademed and draped
bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + DVRSTAN ON STA,
voided short cross, angles plain, 0.67g [10.34grns], 10h
(Hildebrand 3354-3356 [Type H]; SCBI 27 [Lincolnshire],
1332-1341; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), iron deposits on
reverse, and a crack from 6 o'clock towards centre, otherwise
toned, struck details very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1999 - £180 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140

Lot 274 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Thetford, Brunstan, + CNVT •REC•X: diademed and draped
bust left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + BRVNSTAN O ÐE,
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.16g [17.90grns], 9h
(Hildebrand 3464 [Type H]; EMC 2007.0075 same dies; North
790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), some softness to strike about face,
otherwise bright, very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 740,
16 April 2014, lot 394 - £265Presumed to be:'Cnut'
(Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 275 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
Thetford, Eadwine, + CNVT: EX AGL'OR, crowned and draped
bust left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + EDPINEE ON ÐEODF: voided short cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, 1.04g [16.05grns], 12h (Hildebrand 3495 [Type G];
SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 3756-3757; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink
1158), minor die flaws, otherwise bright and lustrous, the
portrait handsomely bold, a really good very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £170
Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 276 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Thetford, Leofwine, + CNVT REX ANGORV, commencing at 9
o'clock [sic], crowned and draped bust left, rev. .+. LEOEPINE
ON ÐEO, NE ligate, voided long cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, 1.05g, 4h (Hildebrand 3511 [Type E]; SCBI 66
[Norway], 2388-2389; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157),
bright-cleaned and slightly crimped, the obverse struck from
partially rusted dies, otherwise about very fine for
issueProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1998 - £180
Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 277 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Cut Halfpenny, c. 1017-1023,
Thetford, Sprunt, + [CNVT REX] ANGLORV, commencing at 6
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. [+SP]RVNT ON
Ð[EOD], voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, pellet at
each apex, 0.52g [8.02grns], 3h (Hildebrand -, cf. 3527-3529
[Type E]; SCBI 25 [Helsinki], 713; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink
1157), very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£40Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£50 to £80

Lot 278 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, c. 1017-1023,
Thetford, Waelgist, + CNVT REX ANGLORVI, commencing at 6
o'clock, crowned and draped bust left, rev. + PÆLGEIST M'O
ÐEOD, voided long cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.85g
[13.12grns], 12h (Hildebrand 3535 [Type E]; SCBI 15
[Copenhagen], 3858; North 781; BMC VIII; Spink 1157), bright-
cleaned and partially toning, otherwise about very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 - £190
Presumed to be:'Cnut' (Cambridge) Hoard, 1993Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 279 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
Winchester, Æthelric, + CN-VT REC, diademed and draped bust
left, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆGELRIC ON PINC•
voided short cross, angles plain, 1.05g [16.20grns], 6h
(Hildebrand 3656-3658 [Type H]; SCBI 15 [Copenhagen], 4225;
North 790; BMC XVI; Spink 1159), slightly bent flan and light
surface porosity, struck details very fineProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1985 - £110Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 280 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
York, Crucan, '+' CNVT REX ANG, crowned and draped bust
left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev.
+ GRVRN M-O EOFR, voided short cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, pellet at each apex, 0.92g [14.20grns], 10h
(Hildebrand 636 [Type G]; SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 699 same
dies; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158), verdigris stained,
otherwise toned, good fine to almost very fine in
partsProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£115Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 281 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Short Cross' Type, Penny, c. 1029-1035/36,
York, Crucan, + CNV-T REC, diademed and draped bust left,
lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. + CRVCAN ON EO: voided short
cross, angles plain, 1.09g [16.82grns], 2h (Hildebrand 536
[Type H]; SCBI 51 [Norway], 921; North 790; BMC XVI; Spink
1159), struck with rusted dies, largely fineProvenanceWarwick
& Warwick Auction, 10 February 2010, lot 70 - £177Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £120



Lot 282 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
York, Sunnulfr, + CNVT REX AN, crowned and draped bust left,
wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre, rev. + SVNOLF
M-O EOFR, voided short cross in pellet-tipped quatrefoil, 0.99g
[15.28grns], 10h (Hildebrand 778-779 [Type G]; SCBI 13
[Copenhagen], 837-844; North 787; BMC XIV; Spink 1158),
some verdigris staining, otherwise toned, almost very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 283 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Cnut 'the Great'
(1016-1035/36), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny, c. 1023-1029,
York, Wulfnoth, + CNVT REX ANGO, crowned and draped bust
left, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev.
+ PVLNOD M-O EOFR : voided short cross in pellet-tipped
quatrefoil, 0.99g [15.28grns], 9h (Hildebrand 849-850 [Type
G]; SCBI 13 [Copenhagen], 912 same dies; North 787; BMC
XIV; Spink 1158), lightly stained, otherwise toned, almost very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 284 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Harold I
'Harefoot' (1035-1040), 'Jewel Cross' Types, 1036-1038 (3),
Pennies (2), Lincoln, Ælfnoth, + [HAROLD REX], diademed and
draped bust left, rev. + ÆLFNOÐ ON LINCO: cross composed of
four ovals united at the base by two circles enclosing a pellet,
angles plain, 0.85g [13.12grns], 3h (Hildebrand -, cf. 372 [Type
A]; Mossop Bb, cf. Pl. LVII, no. 9 same dies), bent and
straightened with resultant cracks around edges and scratches
to surface, legible, but poor; additionally, Norwich, Ælfwine,
similar, rev. + ÆLFPINE ON NOR, as last, 0.85g [13.12grns],
12h (Hildebrand 769 [Type A]; SCBI 18 [Copenhagen], 457
same dies), porous and darkly toned, otherwise fair to almost
fine; lastly, Cut Halfpenny, London, Leofræd, [+ HARO-]LD
RECX, as before, rev. + LEO[FRED ON LV]NDON, as before,
0.55g, 3h (Hildebrand 660 [Type A]; SCBI 18 [Copenhagen],
395 same dies; North 802; BMC I; Spink 1163), lightly toned,
very fine (3)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£145 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £100 iii) J
Cumming, by private treaty, 1995 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 285 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Harthacnut,
Solus (1040-1042), 'Danish' Type, Penny, Lund, Ælfwine, +
HARÐECNVT, commencing at 7 o'clock, radiate and cuirassed
bust left, without sceptre, rev. + ALEPINE ON LV, voided long
cross with rounds in second and third quarters, 1.09g
[16.82grns], 1h (Spink 1170), bright and pecked, with an
aureate hue in more protected areas, about very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£385Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 286 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Harthacnut,
Solus (1040-1042), 'Danish Issue' Type, Penny, Lund, Toci, +
NARÐECNVT, radiate and cuirassed bust left, without sceptre,
rev. + TOCI ON LVDI•: voided long cross, crescents in first and
fourth quarters, 1.04g [16.05grns], 2h (Spink 1170), pecked
and crimped, struck details nearing very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 2001 - £315Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 287 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Radiate / Small Cross' Type, Penny,
1044-1046, Cambridge, Godsunu, + EDPERD REX, radiate
crowned and draped bust left, rev. + GODSVNV ON GRA, small
cross pattée, 0.94g [14.51grns], 4h (Hildebrand - cf. 203 for
legend [Type A]; Freeman 62; SCBI 54 [Stockholm], 367 same
dies; North 816; BMC I; Spink 1173), surface scratches across
obverse at 4 o'clock, otherwise well-struck with darker tone,
fine to almost very fine, a scarcer mintProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1984 - £80 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 288 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Radiate / Small Cross' Type, Penny,
1044-1046, Lincoln, Thorgrimr, + EADRI-A PECX, radiate
crowned and draped bust left, rev. + ÐVRGRIN ON LIC, small
cross pattée, 0.89g [13.73grns], 4h (Hildebrand 379 [Type A];
Freeman 292; SCBI 54 [Stockholm], 462 same dies; North 816;
BMC I; Spink 1173), spots of verdigris on reverse, otherwise
lightly toned and residually lustrous, a pleasingly uniform very
fine, the same dies as nextProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £190Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 289 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Radiate / Small Cross' Type, Penny,
1044-1046, Lincoln, Thorgrimr, + EADRI-A PECX, radiate
crowned and draped bust left, rev. + ÐVRGRIN ON LIC, small
cross pattée, 0.94g [14.51grns], 6h (Hildebrand 379 [Type A];
Freeman 292; SCBI 54 [Stockholm], 462 same dies; North 816;
BMC I; Spink 1173), double struck on obverse, the reverse
otherwise unimpaired, some peripheral striking softness,
neverthless toned, about very fine, the same dies as
lastProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £98Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240

Lot 290 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Radiate / Small Cross' Type, Penny,
1044-1046, York, Sæfugl, EDPER-D REX /\, radiate crowned and
draped bust left, rev. + SÆFVHEL ON EOF• small cross pattée,
additional annulet in third quarter, 0.95g [14.66grns], 2h
(Hildebrand 144 [Type A]; Freeman 302; SCBI 36 [Berlin], 840
same dies; North 816; BMC I; Spink 1173), handsome toning
throughout, with electric green and burnt orange hues amongst
legends, especially on reverse, some doubling to strike,
otherwise very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1983 - £145 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240



Lot 291 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Trefoil Quadrilateral' Type, Penny,
1046-1048, London, Æthelwig, + EDPAR-D RE, diademed and
draped bust left, sceptre pommée before, rev. + ÆGL•PIGE ON
LVNDE• voided short cross over quadrilateral with trefoils on
cusps, pellet at centre, 0.89g [13.73grns], 7h (Hildebrand -
[Type C]; Freeman 23; SCBI -; North 817; BMC III; Spink 1174),
minor chips at 3 o'clock and 9 o'clock and faint stressing to
metal, otherwise attractively cabinet toned with colourful hues,
a bolder very fine, these dies not represented in SCBI, and the
reading unknown to HildebrandProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £130Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 292 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), (3) 'Small Flan' Type, Penny,
1048-1050, Canterbury, Brunman, + [EDPE-]RD R: diademed
and draped bust left, rev. + BRVNIIN ON CEN, voided short
cross, 0.71g [10.96grns], 11h (Hild. B; SCBI 26 [East Anglia],
1278; Freeman 54; North 818; BMC II; Spink 1175), double-
struck with ragged edges, a green haze to toned fields,
otherwise struck details about very fine, scarce; Canterbury,
Leofwine, + EDPE-RD RE, diademed and draped bust left, rev. +
LEOFPINE ON CEN, voided short cross, 1.04g [16.05grns], 10h
(Hild. B; SCBI 2 [Hunterian], 1030 same dies; EMC 1996.0246
[Barham] same dies; Freeman 114; North 818; BMC II; Spink
1175), crimped and toned, a bolder fine; London, Ælfwig, +
EDPR-D REX, diademed and draped bust left, rev. + ÆLFP ON
LVND: voided short cross, 0.86g [13.27grns], 10h (Hild. B;
SCBI -; Freeman 24; North 818; BMC II; Spink 1175),
delamination and flan crack from 6 o'clock to centre of reverse,
traces of porosity, otherwise lightly toned, struck details very
fine (3)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £125
ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £95 iii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £100Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 293 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), Heavy Coinage, 'Expanding Cross' Type,
Penny, 1050-1053, Canterbury, Gyldwine, + EDPE:-RD REX:
diademed and draped bust left, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + GV[LDE]PINE ON CENT, voided short cross with
expanding limbs joined at base by two circles, 1.53g
[23.61grns], 4h (Hildebrand - [Type E]; SCBI 30 [America], 589
= Norweb I, 89 same dies; Freeman 95; North 823; BMC V;
Spink 1177), heavily double struck to portrait, with nicks at 5
o'clock on reverse, lightly toned, struck details about fine or
marginally bolderProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985
- £75 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£60 to £90

Lot 294 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), Heavy Coinage, 'Expanding Cross' Type,
Penny, 1050-1053, London, Leofræd, + EDPE:-RD RE[X]:
diademed and draped bust left, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + LEOFRÆD ON LVND; voided short cross with expanding
limbs joined at base by two circles, 1.62g [25.00grns], 7h
(Hildebrand 530 [Type E]; Freeman 545; SCBI 48 [Northern],
1036; North 823; BMC V; Spink 1177), some light surface
scratches, otherwise toned, a pleasing very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £125Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 295 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), Light Coinage, 'Expanding Cross' Type,
Penny, 1050-1053, Norwich, Thorfrithr, + EDPERD REX,
diademed and draped bust left, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + ÐYRFFRD ON NORÐP. voided short cross with expanding
limbs joined at base by two circles, 1.15g [17.75grns], 1h
(Hildebrand -, cf. 609 [Type E]; Freeman 145; SCBI 42 [South
Eastern], 1226 [Walbrook 'City Hoard'] same dies; North 823;
BMC V; Spink 1177), softness of strike to head, otherwise
toned, fine to very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240



Lot 296 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), Light Coinage, 'Expanding Cross' Type,
Penny, 1050-1053, York, Thorr, + EDPAR-D REX, diademed and
draped bust left, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÐORR ON
EOFRPIC, voided short cross with expanding limbs joined at
base by two circles, 1.15g [17.75grns], 1h (Hildebrand - [Type
E]; Freeman 385; SCBI 20 [Mack], 1188 same dies; North 820;
BMC V; Spink 1176), softness to portrait and in some parts of
legend, a minor stress above head, otherwise toned, about very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£150Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240

Lot 297 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny,
1053-1056, Chester, Ælfsige, + EDPERD [REX], bearded bust
right, wearing pointed helmet, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + ÆLFSIG ONN L[EIG], short cross voided, with central
annulet, each limb terminating in three crescents, 1.25g
[19.29grns], 9h (Hildebrand - [Type F]; Freeman 16; SCBI 30
[American], 602 same reverse die; North 825; BMC VII; Spink
1179), struck flat to peripheries, with superficial green
staining, otherwise struck details bolder than fine to very fine
in parts, a scarce provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £138Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 298 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny,
1053-1056, Thetford, Leofwine, + EDPERD REX, bearded bust
right, wearing pointed helmet, lys-tipped sceptre before, rev. +
LIOFPINE ON ÐITFORD, short cross voided, with central
annulet, each limb terminating in three crescents, 1.31g
[20.22grns], 9h (Hildebrand - [Type F]; Freeman 176; SCBI 9
[Ashmolean], 890; North 825; BMC VII; Spink 1179), some
softness to highest points and die flaws, otherwise toned,
almost very fine, an unusually full mint signature
readingSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 299 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Pointed Helmet' Type, Penny,
1053-1056, Winchester, Æstan (Æthelstan), + EDPERD REX,
bearded bust right, wearing pointed helmet, potent-tipped
sceptre before, rev. + ESTAN ON PINCEST, recumbent S, short
cross voided, with central annulet, each limb terminating in
three crescents, 1.25g [19.29grns], 9h (Hildebrand - [Type F];
Freeman -, cf. 36; SCBI 20 [Mack], 1222 same reverse die;
North 825; BMC VII; Spink 1179), traces of doubling and
crimping, otherwise a handsomely bold portrait, lightly toned
with aureate hues, some softwares to the reverse in areas, a
pleasingly bold very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 300 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Sovereign/Eagles' Type, Penny,
1056-1059, York, Authgrimr, + EADWARD REX ANGL, King
crowned and seated on throne facing, in right hand a long
sceptre, and in left an orb, rev. + OÐGRIM ON EFRPI, short
cross voided with a bird in each angle, additional annulet in
first and fourth quarter, 1.25g [19.29grns], 11h (Hildebrand -
[Type H]; Freeman 277; SCBI 21 [Yorkshire], 358 same dies;
North 827; BMC IX; Spink 1181), artificially toned, struck
details about very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 555, 14
July 2004, lot 860 - £332Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 301 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the Confessor (1042-1066),
'Hammer Cross' Type, Penny, 1059-1062, Bath, Godric, + EADPAR-RD RE, crowned,
draped and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + GODRIC ON
BAÐEN: voided short cross with each limb terminating in incurved segment of
circle, 1.33g [20.53grns], 3h (Hildebrand - [Type G]; Freeman 28; SCBI 24 [West
Country], 707-708 same dies; SCBI 42 [South Eastern ~ Sedlescombe Hoard], 1418
same dies; Lockett I, 842a same dies; cf. H A Parsons [BNJ, 1921], p. 40; North 828;
BMC XI; Spink 1182), legends doubled with further die clashing, otherwise lightly
toned, and of good metal, the attribution and pedigree certain, with only thirteen
coins of this type known to Freeman for Bath (10 of Osmær; 3 of Godric) of which
all of the latter are in Museums, presumed UNIQUE to commerce
thusProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 748, 20 August 2014, lot 354 - £343with
accompanying note of Victorian-era stationery, stating:"One of the Saxon Coins
found in a metal vessel at Sedlescombe [near] Battle, which probably were part of
Harolds military chest [exchequer] for the defence of Hastings against William the
Conqueror - They belonged to the reign of Edward the Confessor. They probably
failed to arrive before the battle and were hastily hidden in the panic & flight which
followed Harold's death."Sedlescombe Hoard (1876), deposited, c. 1066~ Found by
a labourer in a small iron pot whilst digging a drain in a meadow near the village of
Battle on 26 August 1876. G S Hill, writing in the Numismatic Chronicle (1879, pp.
154-156), stated: "Within [much oxidised pot] was part of a leather bag, containing
a pint of small old coins, silver pennies of four different sorts, but all of Edward the
Confessor, who reigned A.D. 1042 to 1066. The manor in which they were found is
said to have belonged to Earl Godwin, father of King Harold II. Some of the coins
were very brittle and broken." Whilst many were dispersed before Treasure Trove
stepped in, it is believed as many as 3,000 coins originally complemented the
hoard. The local antiquarian Major Boyce Harvey Combe FSA exhibited four coins
at the meeting of Society of Antiquaries in June 1877. Anthony Freeman noted: The
recorded moneyers are Aegelmær, Eorlewine, Godric, Osmær and Wædel. This
material enables a clear pattern to be identified of Bath as a two-moneyer mint, its
needs met initially by Ægelmaer and Waedel (both of whom worked prior to
Edward's accession), and their respective successors Osmær and Godric. Osmaer
works into the post-Conquest period, but Godric is succeeded by Eorlewine in the
Hammer Cross type. The absence of coins from the Pyramid type and from Harold
II's reign marks a change in the mint's character. Thereafter minting appears to be
erratic. Osmær continues at work but coins erratically (BMC types I, V and VIII in
William's I reign), being joined in BMC III by Brungar and in BMC VIII by Ægelmær
and possibly Godesbrand. The stability of size and degree of continuity among
moneyers are impressive. There are no single-type moneyers and the mint appears
free from whatever factors may have determined the changes in moneyer
complement at neighbouring mints, such as Gloucester or Bristol. Bath's moneyers
appear to pursue their career exclusively in the service of the mint, and the names
of Ægelmaer, Eorlewine, Osmær and Wædel are unique in Edward's reign to Bath;
except in so far as it must conform broadly to the requirements of minting policy,
the Bath mint appears to function in complete isolation.Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 302 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type, Penny,
1059-1062, Canterbury, Eadward, + EADPAR-RD RE, crowned,
draped and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + EADPARD ON CÆNT:• voided short cross with each limb
terminating in incurved segment of circle, 1.33g [20.53grns],
6h (Hildebrand - [Type G]; Freeman 78 this coin cited; SCBI 17
[Midlands], 434; FEJ 171 this coin; North 828; BMC XI; Spink
1182), slightly crimped with some peripheral striking softness,
otherwise with appealing dark tone, a pleasingly bold very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £110F
Elmore-Jones, Glendining, 12-13 May 1971, lot 171* - "very fine
but bent" - £18Mr. Elmore-Jones' tickets were lost when the
collection was stolen in 1966 and few provenances were
ultimately preserved. Unfortunately there was also no separate
list of his acquisitions.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 302A The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type, Penny,
1059-1062, London, Wulfgar, + EDPERD REECX, crowned,
draped and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + PVLFGAR ON LVNDE, voided short cross with each limb
terminating in incurved segment of circle, 1.36g [20.99grns],
10h (Hildebrand - [Type G]; SCBI 20 [Mack], 1256 this coin;
North 828; BMC XI; Spink 1182), some softness to strike and
traces of doubling, otherwise handsomely cabinet toned, about
very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£125SNC, December 1982, no. 8751* - "good VF" -
£120Commander R P Mack, collection part-purchased by Spink
after public sales, 1977~ SCBI 20 [Mack], Sylloge 1256 this
coin ~Duke of Argyll, collection purchased en bloc by Spink,
1949 [with his ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 303 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type, Penny,
1059-1062, Wilton, Ælfweald/Ælfweard, + EADPAR-RD RE,
crowned, draped and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre
before, rev. + ALFPOL•D ON PILT•VN•E, voided short cross
with each limb terminating in incurved segment of circle, 1.11g
[17.13grns], 9h (Hildebrand - [Type G]; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam],
932 same obverse die / [reverse reads ALFPORD]; Freeman 38;
cf. SNC December 1970, no. 13817 [reads ÆLFPOLD ON
PILTV]; North 828; BMC XI; Spink 1182), superficial verdigris
staining to peripheries, otherwise the portrait particularly well
struck, toned, a pleasingly bold very fine, and evidently an
excessively rare type for this moneyerProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £170Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 304 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type, Penny,
1059-1062, Steyning, Deorman, + EADPAR•-RD REA, crowned,
draped and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + DIORMAN ON STÆNIG, recumbent S, voided short cross
with each limb terminating in incurved segment of circle, 1.26g
[19.44grns], 9h (Hildebrand - [Type G]; H H King 35 ["Sussex
Mints", Sale lot 197] same dies; Freeman 8; SCBI 1
[Fitzwilliam], 928-929 same dies; SCBI 20 [Mack], 1263 same
dies; Dr Eaglen 1536 = Doubleday 462; FEJ 799; North 828;
BMC XI; Spink 1182), some verdigris staining and slight
softness in areas, otherwise toned, a pleasing very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£150Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 305 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type, Penny, 1059-1062,
Bedford, Siggautr, + EADPA-RD REX, crowned, draped and bearded
bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + SIGOD ON
BEDEFOR, recumbent S, voided short cross with each limb
terminating in incurved segment of circle, 1.26g [19.44grns], 6h
(Hildebrand - [Type G]; Freeman 48; SCBI I [Fitzwilliam], 905 same
dies; North 828; BMC XI [Coll. no. 25]; Spink 1182), jagged edges,
wear to the higher points, reverse much better, toned, near very
fine, seldom found as a 'true' coin, Siggautr usually found muled
with the Pointed Helmet issue, very rare thusProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 - £295 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 306 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type, Pennies,
1059-1062, Oxford, Ælfwig (2), + EADPARD REX, crowned,
draped and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before,
rev. + ÆLFPI : ON OXENEXFO, NE ligate, voided short cross
with each limb terminating in incurved segment of circle, 1.28g
[19.75grns], 9h (Hildebrand - [Type G]; SCBI 9 [Ashmolean],
966 same dies), slightly warped flan, otherwise details clear
and well struck throughout, pleasantly cabinet toned with
underlying lustre, a bolder very fine; another, similar, rev. +
ÆLPI : ON OXENEX• NE ligate, as before, 1.33g [20.53grns], 7h
(Freeman 38; Chancton Hoard [NumChron, 1867], p. 113; SCBI
2 [Hunterian], 1129 same reverse die ['Æthelwig']; North 828;
BMC XI [Coll. no. 1125]; Spink 1182), some weakness to strike,
otherwise toned with hints of lustre, very fine or near so, an
interesting pair! (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1992 - £250 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 307 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Hammer Cross' Type Pennies,
1059-1062, York (2), Thorr, + EDPARI REX, crowned, draped
and bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. +
ÐORR ON EOFERP, voided short cross with each limb
terminating in incurved segment of circle, additional annulet in
second quarter, 1.18g [18.21grns], 8h (Hildebrand - [Type G];
Freeman 388; SCBI 51 [Estonia], 1085 [for variety, legend
reads EOFRPIC]; North 828; BMC XI; Spink 1182), observe
struck somewhat flat, the reverse much better, otherwise
toned, fine or better for issue; additionally, Ulfketill, +
EADPAR-D RE• similar, rev. + VLFCTEL ON EOFER, as before,
except additional annulet in first quarter, 1.20g [18.52grns], 8h
(Hildebrand - [Type G]; Freeman 408; SCBI 21 [Yorkshire],
1485 same dies; North 828; BMC XI; Spink 1182), darker 'field'
tone, very fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1982 - £95 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £95Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450



Lot 308 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Facing Bust' Type, Pennies, 1062-1065,
Canterbury, Gyldwine, EADPARD REX, crowned and bearded
bust facing, rev. + GILDEPINE ON CA, small cross pattée, 1.00g
[15.43grns], 3h (Hildebrand [Type Ac]; Freeman 99; SCBI/EMC
-; FEJ 172 same dies; North 830; BMC XIII [Coll. no. 97]; Spink
1183), peripheral striking softness and minor crimping,
otherwise toned with flecks of blue and orange accentuations,
very fine or near soProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £110 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 309 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), 'Facing
Bust' Type Penny, 1062-1065, Ipswich,
Beorhtric, [E]ADPARD REX, crowned and
bearded bust facing, rev. + BRINTRIC ON
GIPE, small cross pattée, additional crescent in
third quarter, 1.01g [15.59grns], 12h (Hild. Ac;
SCBI 20 [Mack], 1284 same dies; SCBI 42
[South Eastern ~ Walbrook], 1603 same dies;
cf. SNC, April 1900, no. 61554 ['A very rare
variety', see NumChron XVI, 335]; FEJ 415 this
coin; Freeman 19; North 830; BMC XIII; Spink
1183), off centre striking on the reverse, wear
to the legends but most still legible, toned,
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £150 - F Elmore-Jones, Glendining,
22-23 May 1971, lot 415* - very fine but weak in
places - £19Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £380



Lot 310 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), (2) 'Facing
Bust' Type Pennies, 1062-1065, Wallingford,
Burgwine, + EADPARD REX A, crowned and
bearded bust facing, rev. + BVREDINE ON
PALI, small cross pattée, 1.04g, 9h (Hild. Ac;
SCBI 9 [Ashmolean], 1055 same dies; Freeman
79; North 830; BMC XIII; Spink 1183), brightly
toned, some wear to the portrait and legends
but largely clear, near very fine; and, Wilton,
Hereræd, + EADPARD REX, crowned and
bearded bust facing, rev. + HERRED ON PILTV,
small cross pattée, 0.85g, 3h (Hild. Ac; SCBI 30
[American], 650; Freeman 69; North 830; BMC
XIII; Spink 1183), pleasing aureate hues in
more protected areas, however significant wear
throughout and jagged edges, fine
(2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £140 ii) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £95Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 311 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Facing Bust' Type, Penny, 1062-1065,
Winchester, Spracling, + EADPARD RE, crowned and bearded
bust facing, rev. + SPRACNLNG ON PI, small cross pattée,
1.14g, 3h (Hild. Ac; SCBI 1 [Fitzwilliam], 599; Freeman 289;
North 830; BMC XIII; Spink 1183), dark tone throughout with
pleasant green and purple hues in field on reverse, well struck
details, with some minor wear to higher points, very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 - £62Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 311A The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Facing Bust' Type, Penny, 1062-1065,
Hastings, Dunning, + EADPARD [REX], crowned and bearded
bust facing, rev. + DVNN[INC O]N HEST, small cross pattée,
0.82g [12.65grns], 9h (Hildebrand [Type Ac]; Freeman 39; SCBI
42 [South Eastern], 1589 same dies; North 830; BMC XIII;
Spink 1183), coin incomplete, chipped in the first quarter, dark
tone throughout with bright purple hue on face of portrait, one
peckmark in field of reverse, fineProvenance'DC', by private
treaty, 1981 - £15Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £160

Lot 311B The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Facing Bust' Type, Penny, 1062-1065,
London, Wulfgar, + EADPERD REX ANG, crowned and bearded
bust facing, rev. + PVLFGAR ON LVND, small cross pattée,
1.07g, 12h (Hild. Ac; SCBI 16 [Norweb], 216; Freeman 729;
North 830; BMC XIII; Spink 1183), incomplete coin with chip at
3 o'clock, peckmark on reverse in field, a slightly off centre
striking, wear to the higher points but main details clear,
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £80Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £160

Lot 312 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward the
Confessor (1042-1066), 'Pyramids' Type, Penny, c. 1065/1066,
York, Ioketill, + EADPARD REX, crowned and bearded bust
right, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + IOCCETEL ON EOFE,
short cross voided, in three angle, a pyramid springing from
the inner circle and terminating in a pellet, in fourth quarter,
an annulet, 1.31g, 11h (Hild. I; SCBI -; Freeman 180; North
831; BMC XV; Spink 1184), slightly off centre striking but
strong details, toned, near very fineProvenanceDNW Auction,
19 June 2002, lot 133 - excellent portrait, about extremely fine,
toned - £195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 313 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), (2)
'Pyramids' Type Pennies, c. 1065/1066, Dover,
Wulfweard, + EADPARD REX A, crowned and
bearded bust right, trefoil-tipped sceptre
before, rev. + PVLFPVRD ON DOF, short cross
voided, in each angle, a pyramid springing from
the inner circle and terminating in a pellet,
0.89g, 6h (Hild. I; SCBI 18, 77; Freeman 89;
North 831; BMC XV; Spink 1184), small crack
through the portrait, showing on both sides,
wear throughout, toned, fine; and Stafford,
Godwine, similar obverse, rev. + GODPINE ON
STIE, short cross voided, in each angle, a
pyramid springing from the inner circle and
terminating in a pellet, 1.30g, 8h (Hild. I; SCBI
-; Freeman 30; North 831; BMC XV; Spink
1184), uneasy striking of portrait on obverse,
reverse much stronger, wear throughout but
again reverse better, toned, fine, rare
(2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £150 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £140Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 314 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Harold II
Godwinesson (5 January - 14 October 1066), 'PAX' Type, Penny,
Wilton, Ælfweald, + HAROLD REX AN, crowned bust left,
trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + ÆLFPOLD ON PILTI, PAX in
tablet, 1.28g, 12h (SCBI 27 [Lincolnshire], 1771; North 836;
BMC I; Spink 1186), some peripheral striking softness,
otherwise richly cabinet roned with hints of lustrous flare in
recesses, a pleasing very fine, an ever popular and historic 'one
year' type, and scarcer provincial mintProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1986 - £520Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£2,400 to £3,000



Lot 316 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | An Academic Reference Collection of Trevor Ashmore
Anglo-Saxon Forgeries from the Haddenham Collection (32) | An Ashmore Copy of Kent, Heaberht (fl.
765), Penny, Canterbury, Eoba, + HEABERHT, Rx monogram at centre, rev. E-O-B-A in angles of
voided cross pommée, [Spink XRF: 41.44% Ag], 2.29g, 12h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 837-010;
Finn 118; Vide: Lord Grantley, NumChron, 1900, p. 148 = C E Blunt, BNJ 1952, pp. 52-57 = cf. SCBI 67
[BM], 661 = cf. North 198; = cf. Spink 873 [for original]), the unique original safely housed in the
National collection since 1900; acquired 'IF', 1986 - £25An Ashmore Copy of Kent, Cuthred (798-807),
Group I, Type Ci, Penny, Canterbury, Sæbeorht, CVÐ-RED REX in angles of tribrach with limbs
terminating in circles, centre circle containing tribrach with pellets in angles, rev. + SE-BE-HRT in
angles of single tribrach moline, pellets at bases and terminals, centre circle containing smaller
tribrach, [Spink XRF: 47.00% Ag], 1.85g, 11h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 876-060/070; Finn 13;
cf. Spink 876 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Archbishops of
Canterbury, Ceolnoth (833-870), Group III, 'Inscribed Cross' Type, Penny, concocted prior to October
1972, Canterbury, Leofing, CEOLNOÐ ARCHIEP, tonsured bust facing, breaking inner circle, rev. +
LIABIN CG MO N E T A, within and in angles of cross, [Spink XRF: 91.15% Ag], 2.03g, 12h (Anglo-
Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 894-010/040; Finn 14 ~ attributed to 'A Series of Sterling Silver Copies
made by Period Coins'; cf. Spink 894 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy
of Mercia, Offa (757-796), 'Heavy Coinage' Penny, concocted before August 1969, Canterbury,
Æthelnoth, BERHTVLF REX commencing at 8 o'clock, diademed and draped bust right breaking inner
circle, rev. + BYRNVALD commencing at 6 o'clock, around central circle containing alpha and omega
monogram, [Spink XRF: 90.75% Ag], 1.73g, 12h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 907-160/210 -
"Shown to BM, 10 July 1972, by T. Ashmore, Notts - "He must know manufacturer as his advert 'coin'
is of same style" - This forgery is based on the coin shown in Seaby's Standard Catalogue - One of a
series of sterling silver copies made by 'Period Coins'; Finn 16; cf. Spink 907 [for original]), acquired T
Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Mercia, Ceolwulf I (821-823), Penny, 'Portrait' Type, Wodel,
CEOLVVLF REX M, diademed and draped bust right, rev. WOD-EL MON-ETA across three lines, [Spink
XRF: 90.94% Ag], 1.87g, 3h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 927; Finn 19; cf. Spink 927 [for
original]), acquired T Mathews, 1991 - £30An Ashmore Copy of Mercia, Wiglaf, Second Reign (c.
830-840), Penny, London, Rædmund, + VVIGLAF REX M, plain cross with pellet in each angle, rev. O |
+ REDMA | h, in three lines, the D and h in pelleted lunettes above and below, [Spink XRF: 46.45%
Ag], 2.06g, 2h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 934-030; Finn 22; cf. Spink 934), acquired T
Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Mercia, Berhtwulf (840-852), Penny, London, Beornweald,
BERHTVLF REX commencing at 8 o'clock, diademed and draped bust right breaking inner circle, rev.
+ BYRNVALD commencing at 6 o'clock, around central circle containing alpha and omega monogram,
[Spink XRF: 47.08% Ag], 2.07g, 11h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 935; Finn 23; cf. Spink 935 [for
original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Mercia, Ceolwulf II (874-879), Penny,
'Portrait' Type, Leofweald, CIOLVVLF REX, diademed and draped bust right, crescent headdress, rev.
LI-AF-VA-LD in angles of cross, [Spink XRF: 49.16% Ag], 1.65g, 12h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012],
944; Finn 24; cf. Spink 944 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of East
Anglia, Eadwald (796-800), Penny, concocted prior to October 1972, Ipswich [?], Lul/Lulla, + EADWA |
LD | REX in three lines, rev. + LVL in voids of quadrilobe, rosettes in angles, [Spink XRF: 89.65% Ag],
1.83g, 12h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 947-090/120 ~ attributed to 'A Series of Sterling Silver
Copies made by Period Coins'; Finn 25; cf. Spink 947 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 -
£18An Ashmore Copy of East Anglia, Aethelweard (c. 840-855), Penny, Ipswich [?], Æthelhelm,
EÐELPEARD REX, short cross, crescents in angles, rev. + ÆÐELHELIH, short cross, wedges in angles,
[Spink XRF: 46.86% Ag], 1.98g, 11h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 953-010; Finn 27; cf. Spink 953
[for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Viking Kingdom of York (895-920),
'St. Peter' Penny, + SCIIE - TII MO, divided by sword, small cross pattée above and below, rev. + VII •:
VIICIT : hammer cross divided by a pellet, [Spink XRF: 46.77% Ag], 1.85g, 8h (Anglo-Saxon
Counterfeits [2012], 1015-010/020; Finn 33; cf. Spink 1015 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 -
£18An Ashmore Copy of Eric Bloodaxe, Second Reign (952-954), Penny, York, Aculf, ERIC - REX in two
lines, divided by sword, rev. + ACVLF MON, small cross pattée, [Spink XRF: 46.67% Ag], 1.97g, 2h
(Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1030-010/020; Finn 36; cf. Spink 1030 [for original]), acquired T
Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Wessex, Ecgberht, as King of the Mercians (802-839), Penny,
c. 829, London, + ECGBERHT REX M, short cross potent, rev. + LVN | DONIA | CIVIT in three beaded
lines, [Spink XRF: 46.81% Ag], 2.02g, 12h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1036-010/020; Finn 38;
cf. Spink 1036 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Wessex, Æthelberht
(858-866/68), 'Floriate Cross' Type, Penny, Canterbury, Oshere, + ÆÐELBEARHT REX, double-
diademed and draped bust right, rev. + OSHERE MONETA, floriated cross fourchée over lobed-saltire,
[Spink XRF: 47.15% Ag], 1.89g, 5h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1054-010/020; Finn 39; cf. Spink
1054 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Wessex, Alfred the Great
(871-899), 'Monogram' Type, Penny, London, Tilewine, AD 880-883, AELFRX-ED REX, diademed and
draped bust right, rev. LONDONIA monogram, trefoil to left, small cross to right, dividing TILEVINE |
MONETA, [Spink XRF: 46.97% Ag], 1.73g, 4h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1062-080; Finn 41; cf.
Spink 1062 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Wessex, Alfred the
Great (871-899), Penny, 'Guthrum Type', Winchester, Wulfræd, ÆL FRE DRE small cross pattée, rev.
VVLF +++ RED in two lines divided by row of cross pattées, [Spink XRF: 45.74% Ag], 1.88g, 3h (Anglo-
Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1067-040; Finn 43v1; cf. Spink 1067 [for original]), acquired T Mathews,
1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Wessex, Alfred the Great (871-899), Penny, Gloucester, ÆLFRL.ED X
diademed and draped bust right, rev. ÆT GLEAPA, tau connected at its extremities by beaded lines,
[Spink XRF: 47.27% Ag], 1.82g, 4h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1064-010/020; Finn 42; cf. BM
1838.0710.28 = [Cuerdale Hoard~ BM XX ~ cf. Spink 1064 for original]), the unique original coin the
only known evidence of a Mint at Gloucester prior to the reign of Aethelstan; acquired T Mathews,
1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Wessex, Alfred the Great (871-899), Penny, concocted prior to March
1970, Exeter, + AEL | FRED RE | X SAXO | NVM in four lines, rev. EXA vertically, flanked by trefoil of
pellets, [Spink XRF: 79.40% Ag], 1.76g, 12h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1070-020 [Reported 19
March 1970]; Finn 44; cf. Spink 1070 [for original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy
of Edward the Elder (899-924), 'Exceptional Issues', North Western Issues, Penny, Chester [?],
Wulfgar, + EADVVEARD REX, small cross pattée, rev. building, VVLFGAR and cross below, [Spink XRF:
47.20% Ag], 1.77g, 5h (Anglo-Saxon Counterfeits [2012], 1075-010/030; Finn 46; cf. Spink 1075 [for
original]), acquired T Mathews, 1994 - £18An Ashmore Copy of Edward the Elder (899-924),
'Exceptional I

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 317 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the Conqueror' (1066-1087),
'Profile Left' Type, Penny, 1066-1068, Romney, Wulfmær, + ILLEMV REXI [sic],
crowned and draped bust left, trefoil-tipped sceptre before, rev. + PVLFMÆR ON RV,
voided cross fleury, annulet at centre, 1.346g [20.68grns], 9h (SCBI 11 [Reading], 189;
SCBI 12 [Ashmolean], 11-17 same dies; SCBI 20 [Mack], 1349 same dies; SCBI 30
[America], 673-677 same dies; Richard Meade [1755] lot 8f ['Rochester']; Samuel
Birchall [† 1814], lot 13 ['Ex Denge Marsh'] same dies; Sir John Evans = Lockett 2836
= Glendining, 26 November 1980, lot 88 same dies; FEJ III, 1602 = Doubleday 798,
same dies; Hulett XVI, 1 same dies; D M Metcalf, 'Find-Records of Medieval Coins from
Gough's Camden's Britannia, NumChron XVII [1957], pp. 186-190; Peter Bagwell
Purefoy, 'Fifty Pence from Romney', SNC October 1996, pp. 367-368; North 839; BMC I
[Coll. no. 39-41 same dies]; Spink 1250), partially capped and crimped, otherwise
pleasantly toned, a thoroughly pleasing and bold very fine, a famous "single die-pair"
type undoubtedly recovered from the Denge Marsh (1739) HoardProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1987 - £285 Extensively checked against 'A. Public
Collections and B. Other Coins' in the 1996 SNC corpus and confirmed as an example
unknown to Purefoy. However, it is possible that the Spink Auction 6, 11 October 1979,
lot 454 or SNC, Spetember 1984, no. 5326 listing, of which neither carry an
illustration, could be Mathews own source.Nevertheless, almost certainly a stray
from:Denge Marsh (1739), HoardThe Denge Marsh Hoard was reconstructed from
Antiquarian accounts by the late Professor Metcalf for the Numismatic Chronicle in
1957 (Vol. XVI, pp. 186-190). His opening remarks state simply: "there are quite a
number of conflicting accounts of this hoard in eighteenth century literature"..
However, as Purefoy adduced some four decades later from his sample size of 50 coins:
"The recorded history of 40 of the coins [80%] starts in England and none of these has
a pedigree that conflicts with the possibility that it came originally from the [Denge
Marsh] hoard." As documented by the late Peter Purefoy, and corroborated by this
cataloguer's separate enquiries: "In the first or Profile Left type only Canterbury,
Dover and Romney are represented [for Kent]. The coins disclose that three moneyers
were striking at the important mint at Canterbury at this time, and we have
respectively eight, five and nine of their coins. One of the moneyers Wulfred, used at
least two pairs of dies. Dover has one moneyer in evidence with four coins all from the
same dies. Rochester, Sandwich and Hythe have no coins of Type I to show. But
Romney is exceptional. In fact, the incentive to write this article came from the listing
in the Numismatic Circular for June 1996 of a Type I Penny of Romney which is the
fiftieth coin of its mint and type that I have found, all struck from the same pair of
dies".It is now all but certain that the source of most, if not all known examples of the
Profile Left type of William I Penny struck by Wulfmær at Romney must originate from
the Denge Marsh trove, on account of tone, weight standard, striking quality, defects
and production 'treatments' and of course, rather tellingly, the universal die matching
of all known examples from a sole obverse and reverse die. Not even the recent and
comprehensive Chew Valley Find (2019) presented a new example for this type, even
though strikings by the moneyer Wulfmær at Romney are present for Harold II.
Compellingly, a single further find has been recorded with the Fitzwilliam Museum
(EMC 2019.0282) also reported as from "Denge Marsh" which may ultimately reveal
the find location of this early trove.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,400 to £2,000

Lot 318 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Profile Left' Type, Cut Halfpenny,
1066-1068, Thetford, Godwine, + P[...] XI, crowned and draped
bust left, sceptre before, rev. + [...]IN ON DI, cross fleury,
annulet at centre, 0.57g, 6h (FEJ 1602 and Doubleday 798,
same dies; SCBI 11 [Reading], 189; North 839; BMC I [no. 39];
Spink 1250), toned, slightly bruised, beginnings of verdigris
about, near very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £85Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200



Lot 319 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Bonnet' Type, Penny, Lincoln,
Æthelmær, + PILLELMV REX, bust facing crowned and
diademed with two fillets at each side of head rev. + IELNER
ON LINCO, cross fleury, annulet at centre, 1.12g, 11h (Mossop
Aa, cf. Pl. LXXX, no. 31 same dies; SCBI 21 [Yorkshire], 1121;
North 842; BMC II; Spink 1251), lightly toned with some wear
to the higher points, contrast in the legends, very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£230Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £550

Lot 320 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Bonnet Type' Type, Penny, London,
Eadwine, + PILLELMUS REX, bust facing crowned and
diademed with two fillets at each side of head rev. + EADPING
ON LVND, cross fleury, annulet at centre, 1.26g, 9h (BMC II;
North 842; SCBI 21, 1150; Spink 1251), toned, slightly off
centre striking, fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1987 - £175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 321 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Bonnet Type' Type, Penny, Thetford,
Godric, + PILLELMUS REX, bust facing crowned and diademed
with two fillets at each side of head rev. + GODRIC ON
DEOTCO, cross fleury, annulet at centre, 0.93g, 1h (BMC II;
North 842; SCBI 21, 1150; Spink 1251), portrait largely
obscured, reverse much better, toned, fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 322 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Bonnet Type' Type, Penny,
Winchester, [unknown moneyer] + PILLELMUS REX, bust
facing crowned and diademed with two fillets at each side of
head rev. + [...]ECNI[...] ON [...]INC, cross fleury, annulet at
centre, 1.04g, 8h (BMC II; North 842; SCBI -; Spink 1251), chip
at 10 o'clock, tone, legends somewhat obscured,
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£235Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 323 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, 1083-1086,
London, Brihtwine, + PILLELM REX, crowned facing bust,
trefoil over left shoulder, trefoil-tipped sceptre over right, rev.
+ BRIHTPIN ON LIII, cross potent, P A X S in quarters
commencing in fourth, 1.38g, 6h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink
1257), wear to both sides but obverse more, toned,
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£205Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £550

Lot 324 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Canopy' Type, Cut Halfpenny,
1070-1072, Exeter [?], Ælfwine, + [PILLEM]VS REX, crowned
bust facing beneath canopy with two columns, rev. + AELFPINE
[ON EXCEI], double quadrilateral with incurved sides, fleury at
angles, 0.63g, 6h (North 843; BMC III; Spink 1252), dark tone
throughout, well struck, some rust on die markings, otherwise
very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£29Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 325 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Two Sceptres' Type, Penny,
1072-1074, Lincoln, Ulf, +WILLEM REX ANGLO, crowned bust
facing, between two sceptres, rev. + VLF ON LINCOLN, cross
fleury over cross bottonnée, 1.36g, 12h (Mossop Aa, cf. Pl.
LXXXII, no. 6 same dies; SCBI 27 [Lincolnshire], 838; North
844; BMC IV [Coll. no. 246 same dies]; Spink 1253), lightly
toned, with pleasing eye appeal, near very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1987 - £280Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £500

Lot 326 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Two Sceptres' Type, Cut Halfpenny,
1072-1074, Thetford, Osbern, +PILLEIM [REX ANGLO], crowned
bust facing, between two sceptres, rev. + EIIRN ON D[...], cross
fleury over cross bottonnée, 0.50g, 12h (North 844; BMC IV;
SCBI -; Spink 1253), small cracks, lightly toned,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £45 Elmore
Jone CollectionSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 327 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Two Stars' Type, Penny, 1074-1077,
Lincoln, Beorhtmaer, + PILLEM REX AN, crowned bust facing,
flanked by 'Hailey's Comet' stars, rev. +BRIIITMAER ON LI,
cross botonnée over quadrilateral, annulet at centre, 1.23g, 6h
(North 845; BMC V; SCBI -; Spink 1254), brightly toned, with
details intact, some wear to the face and higher points of
reverse, but otherwise very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £260Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 328 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'Profile Right' Type, Penny, + PILLEM
[REX], bust right crowned and diademed, in front, a sceptre,
rev. [...] ON [...], cross pattee with annulet in centre, in each
angle a voided trefoil, 1.42g, 12h (North 847; BMC VII; Spink
1256), darkly toned, rough surfaces, chip fused to reverse,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1998 -
£285Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 329 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Bedford, Sibrand,
+ WILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + SIBRIIND ON BEDF, cross pattee, in each angle,
an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.35g, 11h
(North 849; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), some softness to the face
and other details, double struck reverse, toned,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£170Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 330 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Bristol, Brihtword,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + BRIHTFOLD ON BRIE, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S,
1.37g, 6h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), an indignant
portrait of William I, reverse less worn, nicely toned throughout,
near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400



Lot 331 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Cambridge,
Ulfcitl, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + IILFCITEL ON C, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S,
1.21g, 11h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), slightly clipped
on one corner, rough surfaces with denting, otherwise nicely
toned, good very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £160Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 332 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Canterbury,
Brihtwold, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed,
to right, a sceptre, rev. + BRIHTPOL ON CTLI, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.37g, 12h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), wear to the
higher points, reverse better, slightly off centre strike, toned,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 333 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Chichester,
Brunman, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed,
to right, a sceptre, rev. + BRVMAN ON CICE, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.34g, 1h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI 18, 1305; Spink 1257),
wear to the higher points, reverse much better, contrasting
tone, well struck, good very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £150Elmore-Jones (not found in
sales)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 334 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Colchester, Wulfric,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + PILFRIC ON COLC, cross pattee, in each angle, an
annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.40g, 1h
(North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI 20, 1414; Spink 1257), a couple of
areas of softness, other details sharp, toned, near very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £140Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350



Lot 335 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), (2) 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Colchester,
Aelfsi, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + AELFSI ON COLECE, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.38g, 10h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI 29, 0883; Spink
1257), lightly toned, softness to high features of the portrait,
bruised edges, fine; and a 'PAXS' Type, Cut Quarter Penny,
Derby, [unknown moneyer], + [PILLEM REX], bust facing
crowned and diademed, to right, a sceptre, rev. + [...] DRBI,
cross pattee, in each angle, an annulet containing one letter of
the word P A X S, 0.32g, 12h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink
1257), dark tone, softness throughout, fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £162 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £140Lawrence Collection~ Beauworth
HoardHampshire Field Club & Archaeological Society, read on
30th May 1912: "On Sunday afternoon, 30th June, 1833, four
boys, all under 10 years of age, were playing at marbles in
what was then a small piece of pasture land, when one of them
discovered in the track where a wagon wheel had passed, a
piece of lead sticking out above the surface. On stooping down
to take hold of it he discovered a small hole into which he
thrust his hand and brought out a number of coins. His
companions followed his example. Though they did not
consider their treasure to be more than old buttons, they
concealed a part of them in an adjoining potato field and
others they took into the village, but treating them as of no
value some they flung into a pond and others they flung about
the road. Half-adozen villagers were soon attracted to the spot
and commenced a regular scramble for the booty. As some
obtained more than others the parents of the boys were
dissatisfied and appealed to Mr. Dunn, of Alresford, the owner
of the land. This gentleman claimed from the parties the
delivery of the coins to him, which was in a measure complied
with, and the same evening Mr. Dunn received about 6,500
coins. The leaden box was much mutilated by the eagerness of
the people to possess the coins. Apparently it was enclosed in
a woodenbox, which had all perished except its iron handle.
According to the account the coins were packed in regular
layers, but the box was not full. About 100 are known to have
been sold by a woman to a person in Southampton. The owner
distributed the amount he received for them amongst
variouscharities and rewarded the finders.Such is the version
of the story given by the late Mr. Hawkins, of the British
Museum, in February, 1834. He examined, he tells us, 6,500 of
the coins and found them all except about 100 to be specimens
of the " Paxs " type of the Conqueror's pennies which were his
last issue, a coin previously almost unknown."Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 336 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Gloucester, Silac,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + S[...] O LEPEC, cross pattee, in each angle, an
annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.38g, 7h
(North 849; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), lightly toned with details
well struck, portrait strong but more wear on reverse, slightly
off centre striking on reverse, near very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £162Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400

Lot 337 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Hastings,
Dunning, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed,
to right, a sceptre, rev. + DIINIC ON HIESTI, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.39g, 6h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), some softness
to the higher points of the portrait, reverse better, some areas
of rough surface, toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews,
by private treaty, 1983 - £160Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400

Lot 338 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Hereford, Lifstan,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + LIFSIIN ON HR[...], cross pattee, in each angle,
an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.42g, 10h
(North 850; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), softness to the portrait
largely omitting facial features, some bruising to the legends,
toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£175Elmore-Jones [with his ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300



Lot 339 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Norwich, Estan, +
PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + ETSTAN ON ORDP, cross pattee, in each angle,
an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.06g, 12h
(North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), softness to the portrait but
most features remain visible, legends worn in several areas,
pleasingly toned with light green hues about, fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £625Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 340 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Norwich,
Godwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + GODPINE ON ORDP, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.36g, 6h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI -; Spink 1257), some
gentle softness throughout, slightly jagged edge, tone, near
very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£150Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 341 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Oxford, Swetman,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + SPETMI [...] X, cross pattee, in each angle, an
annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.35g, 12h
(North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), some softness throughout
but reverse slightly better, struck slightly off centre,
appealingly toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450



Lot 342 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Oxford, Brihtraed,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + BRIMTRIED ON OXSI, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S,
1.40g, 3h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI -; Spink 1257), very
appealing technicolour hues in more protected areas, especially
on reverse, well struck, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 343 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Romney, Winedi,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + PINDEI ON RIIMN, cross pattee, in each angle,
an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.47g, 3h
(North 850; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), details all clear, beautiful
contrasting tone, great eye appeal, very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £180Elmore-Jones [with his
ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £500

Lot 344 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Salisbury,
Godwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + GODPINE ON SIERI, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.36g, 12h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), dark tone
throughout, details largely worn but legends good,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 345 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Salisbury, Osbern, +
PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + ESBRN ON SERBI, cross pattee, in each angle, an
annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.39g, 3h
(North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI -; Spink 1257), softness in the fields,
toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£125Elmore-Jones [with his ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400



Lot 346 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Salisbury, Osbern,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + OSBERN ON SERB, cross pattee, in each angle,
an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.06g, 12h
(North 850; BMC VIII; SCBI 11, 0614; Spink 1257), lightly
toned, softness throughout but reverse much better, near very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£145Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 347 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Salisbury,
Godwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + GODPINE ON SIER, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S,
1.34g, 10h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI 18, 1339; Spink 1257),
well struck, fien details, contrasting tone throughout, very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 -
£165Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 348 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Steyning,
Thurbern, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed,
to right, a sceptre, rev. + DIIBEN ON STING, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.39g, 10h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), softness to
some portrait features, nicely toned, near very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £180Elmore-Jones [with his
ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 349 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Stafford,
Godwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + GODWINE ON STFR, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.06g, 12h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI -; Spink 1257),
softness to the fields, some evidence of double striking, toned,
very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450



Lot 350 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Sudbury, Wulfric,
+ PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + PILFRIC ON [...], cross pattee, in each angle, an
annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.38g, 6h
(North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), worn, especially in the
legends, capped and edges slightly warped, good
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£180Elmore-Jones [with his ticket - Sudbury Mint based on E-J
ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 351 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Thetford,
Aelfwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + AELFPINE ON DTFI, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.42g, 3h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), some softness
but minial, toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £162Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 352 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Wallingford,
Aegelwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed,
to right, a sceptre, rev. + IEGLPINE ON PIILI, cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.34g, 12h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), some wear to
the higher points, first and third quarters of reverse especially,
toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 353 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Wallingford,
Aegelwine, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + IEGEPINE ON PIILI, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.39g,
9h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), double struck on reverse
and wear throughout, toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200



Lot 354 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Wareham,
Sideloc, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + SIDELOC ON PER[...], cross pattee, in
each angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X
S, 1.38g, 10h (North 848; BMC VIII; SCBI 20, 1456; Spink
1257), slightly off centre striking, wear throughout, lightly
toned, good fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1983
- £215Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 355 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Wilton, Sewine, +
PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to right, a
sceptre, rev. + SEPINE ON PILTII, cross pattee, in each angle,
an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S, 1.39g, 9h
(North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), wear to the higher places,
toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £168Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 356 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Winchester,
Aestan, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + AESTIIN ON PIIC, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S,
1.38g, 10h (North 848; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), double struck
on obverse, toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £110Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400

Lot 357 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William I 'the
Conqueror' (1066-1087), 'PAXS' Type, Penny, Winchester,
Lifinc, + PILLEM REX, bust facing crowned and diademed, to
right, a sceptre, rev. + LIFINC ON PINCE, cross pattee, in each
angle, an annulet containing one letter of the word P A X S,
1.33g, 3h (North 850; BMC VIII; Spink 1257), wear to both
sides but reverse much better, toned, good fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1982 - £100Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300



Lot 358 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William II
(1087-1100), 'Profile' Type, Penny, London, Brunic, + PILLEM
REX, crowned bust right holding a sword, rev. + BRIINEIC ON
LOND, cross pattee with annulet in centre, over cross fleury,
1.31g, 3h (North 851; BMC I; Spink 1258), significant wear to
the obverse but reverse strong and clear, toned, near very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick Auction 836, 18 April 2018,
lot 787 - £1434Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£900 to £950

Lot 359 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William II
(1087-1100), 'Voided Cross' Type, Penny, + PILLEM REX,
crowned bust right holding a sword, rev. + I[...]EIIN[...]TI,
cross pattee with annulet in centre, over cross fleury, 1.41g,
12h (North 853; BMC III; Spink 1260), darkly toned
throughout, significant wear to legends but fields remain
visible, well centered, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1992 - £325P. A. RaynerSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450

Lot 360 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Quatrefoil with Piles' Type, Penny, London,
unknown moneyer, + HENRI REX, bust facing crowned and
diademed, rev. + [...]NE ON LVNDON, four semi-circles and
four piles alternating, each pile surmounted by an annulet,
1.34g, 2h (North 863; BMC VII; Spink 1268), straight break in
coin from 10 o'clock to centre, slightly bent flan, details mostly
smoothed from wear, toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £240Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 361 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Cross Fleury' Type, Penny, Winchester [?],
Ailwine, + HENRICVS REX AN, bust facing crowned and
diademed, rev. + AILPINE ON [...], cross fleury with annulet
centre, 1.35g, 12h (North 866; BMC X; Spink 1271), crack in
flan from 3 o'clock, double struck on obverse, unevenly shaped
edges, lightly toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1999 - £250Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200



Lot 362 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Double Inscription' Type, Penny, London,
unknown moneyer, + HENR [IR], bust left crowned and
diademed, holding a sceptre in field, two quatrefoils of
annulets, rev. + [...]LO[...] (+ LVNDEN), double inscription
between three beaded circles, the outer one divided by four
quatrefoils in circles, in the centre a cross pattee, 1.35g, 12h
(North 867; BMC XI; Spink 1272), significant wear throughout
but especially to obverse, slightly off centre striking, toned,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£495Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 363 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Star in Lozenge Fleury' Type, Penny, +
HENRICUS [RE], crowned bust left holding sceptre, rev. +
SAFV[...]N ON [...], quadrilateral with incurved sides, fleur at
each angle, trefoil of annulets between each pair of fleurs, star
in centre, 1.37g, 11h (North 869; BMC XIII; Spink 1274), wear
to some areas but main details still largely visible, toned, good
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £385~
Found in Dover, 1998Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 364 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Pellets in Quatrefoil' Type, Penny, London,
Aelfwine, + HENRICVS R, bust facing crowned and diademed,
holding a sceptre, in field right, a star, rev. + AELFPINE [...],
quatrefoil with star in centre and pellets on limb, four lis
around, 1.40g, 3h (North 870; BMC XIV; SCBI -; Spink 1275),
some wear to higher, bent areas, toned, near very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£155Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £450



Lot 365 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury' Type, Penny,
Ipswich, Osbern, + HENRICVS, bust facing crowned and
diademed, head three quarters left, sceptre in right hand, rev.
+ [...]RN ON DIPE, quadrilateral with incurved sides and lis at
each angle over cross fleury, 1.46g, 7h (North 871; BMC XV;
Spink 1276), previously bent flan, significant wear throughout,
reverse better, green hues across both sides with technicolour
shine in more protected areas of obverse, fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 366 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury' Type, Penny,
Rodbert + HENRICVS, bust facing crowned and diademed, head
three quarters left, sceptre in right hand, rev. + RODBERT[...],
quadrilateral with incurved sides and lis at each angle over
cross fleury, 1.30g, 4h (North 871; BMC XV; Spink 1276), bent
flan, crack at 2 o'clock. wear throughout, toned,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£75Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 367 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury' Type, Cut
Halfpenny, Oxford, Rawulf + HENRICVS, bust facing crowned
and diademed, head three quarters left, sceptre in right hand,
rev. + RAW[...], quadrilateral with incurved sides and lis at
each angle over cross fleury, 0.56g, 10h (North 871; BMC XV;
Spink 1276), some wear but details still well viewed, pleasing
colourful hues, toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £42Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200



Lot 368 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry I
(1100-1135), 'Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury' Type, Penny,
Oxford, Rawulf, + HENRICVS, bust facing crowned and
diademed, head three quarters left, sceptre in right hand, rev.
+ [...]WLF ON OXE, quadrilateral with incurved sides and lis at
each angle over cross fleury, 1.45g, 5h (North 871; BMC XV;
Spink 1276), light and bright tone, wear from previous bending,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £95Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 369 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Stephen (1135-1154), (3) 'Watford' Type,
Penny, London, Adam, + STIEFNE R[EX], bust
right, crowned and diademed, holding a sceptre
in right hand, rev. + ADAM ON [...], cross
moline with a fleur in each angle, 1.47g, 11h
(North 873; BMC I; M. 3-42; Spink 1278),
significant wear throughout, toned with
jewelled hues in protected areas, fine; and Man,
similar obverse, rev. + MAN ON [...], cross
moline with a fleur in each angle, 1.37g, 6h,
significant wear throughout, toned, fine; and,
Ricard, similar obverse, rev. + [...]RD ON L[...],
cross moline with a fleur in each angle, 1.11g,
6h, significant wear throughout, toned, fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £95 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £40 iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 -
£55Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450



Lot 370 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (5) 'Tealby' Type Pennies,
Class A, Gloucester, unknown moneyer, + HENRI
REX ANG, crowned bust facing wearing armour
and mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. + [...]
ON GLO, large cross potent with small potent in
each angle, in centre a small cross in saltire,
1.45g, 12h (North 952; Spink 1337), obverse
essentially worn away but reverse better, toned,
fine; and, London, Martin, rev. + [...]IN . ON :
LVN[...], large cross potent with small potent in
each angle, in centre a small cross in saltire,
1.47g, 6h, uneven edges, wear throughout,
toned, fine; and London, Pieres, rev. + [...]ERES
: ON : L[...]D, large cross potent with small
potent in each angle, in centre a small cross in
saltire, 1.43g, 7h, clipped edges, wear
throughout but reverse better, dark toning, fine;
and London, Rodbert, rev. + RODBERT[...], large
cross potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 0.58g, 6h, wear to
the higher points, toned, good fine; and London
[?], Martin, rev. + MARTIN : ON [...], large cross
potent with small potent in each angle, in centre
a small cross in saltire, 1.33g, 7h, smooth
surfaces void of details from wear but main
features in the fields still nicely visible, good
fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £42- Glendining, 7 June 1979, lot
370 - very rare - £30 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket]
iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £24 iv)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £28-
Elmore-Jones [with two of his tickets] v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-
Jones [with his ticket] Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£360 to £560



Lot 371 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (5) 'Tealby' Type Pennies,
Class A, London, Martin, + HENRI REX ANG,
crowned bust facing wearing armour and mantle
with sceptre in right hand, rev. + MARTIN : ON :
LVND, large cross potent with small potent in
each angle, in centre a small cross in saltire,
1.29g, 12h (North 952; Spink 1337), quarter of
the legend field chipped, accompanies main
body of coin, obverse scratched, toned, fine; and
another, 1.34g, 6h, uneven edges, some
scratches on both sides, wear throughout, toned,
fine; and another, 1.37g, 10h, crack at 7 o'clock,
softness to portrait and wear throughout, nicely
toned with blue hues, uneven edges, fine; and
Norwich, Reiner, similar obverse, rev. + [...]N :
NOR[...], large cross potent with small potent in
each angle, in centre a small cross in saltire,
1.46g, 12h, wear throughout, portrait just
visible, pleasing aureate toning in more
protected areas, fine; and, Salisbury, Levric,
similar obverse, rev. + [...]EVRI[...], large cross
potent with small potent in each angle, in centre
a small cross in saltire, 1.34g, 10h (BMC 828
[obverse die]; North 952; Spink 1337), most of
the portrait remains visible, as does first quarter
of reverse, uneven edges, darkly toned, fine
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-
Jones [with his ticket] iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket]
iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £24-
Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with
his ticket] Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£360 to £560



Lot 372 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry II
(1154-1189), 'Tealby' Type, Penny, Class B3, London, Pieres, +
HENRI REX ANG, crowned bust facing wearing armour and
mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. + [...]EVRI[...], large
cross potent with small potent in each angle, in centre a small
cross in saltire, 1.34g, 10h (BMC -; North 954; Spink 1338),
wear throughout the coin, clipped edges, lightly toned,
fineProvenanceBought for £24Elmore-Jones [with his
ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£90 to £130

Lot 373 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry II
(1154-1189), (5) 'Tealby' Type Pennies, including: Class C2,
Canterbury, Goldeep, + HENRI REX A, crowned bust facing
wearing armour and mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. +
GOLDEEP [...], large cross potent with small potent in each angle,
in centre a small cross in saltire, 1.37g, 5h (North 957; Spink
1339), uneven and occasionally curled edges, wear throughout but
portrait largely visible, reverse better, toned, fine; and Class C1,
London, Rodbert, + HENRI R ANGE, crowned bust facing wearing
armour and mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. + [...]T : ON :
LV[...], large cross potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 1.28g, 8h (BMC 560; North 956;
SCBI -; Spink 1339), jagged edges, portrait mostly still visible,
reverse even better, well centred, toned, good fine; and Class C,
London, Lefwine, + HENRI R ANG, crowned bust facing wearing
armour and mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. + LEF[...]E : ON
. L[...], large cross potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 1.47g, 10h (BMC 508 [obverse die];
North 956; Spink 1339), obverse portrait almost obliterate, reverse
much stronger, evidence of multiple strikings, toned, fine; and
Class C2, Lincoln, Godric, + HENRI REX A, crowned bust facing
wearing armour and mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. +
[...]ODR[...]N, large cross potent with small potent in each angle,
in centre a small cross in saltire, 1.49 (BMC 426; North 956; Spink
1339), uneven edges, significant wear, especially to obverse
portrait, reverse better, toned, fine; and Class C1, Winchester,
Herbert, + [HENRI R ANGE], crowned bust facing wearing armour
and mantle with sceptre in right hand, rev. + [...]BET ON [...],
large cross potent with small potent in each angle, in centre a
small cross in saltire, 1.23g, 4h (BMC 726; North 956; Spink 1339),
off centre striking, obverse better, portrait still largely visible,
toned, fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £28- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] iii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his
ticket] v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £36- Elmore-Jones
[with his ticket] Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£380 to £580



Lot 374 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (2) 'Tealby' Type Mule
Pennies including: Class A-C, London, Martin,
+ HENRI REX ANG, crowned bust facing
wearing armour and mantle with sceptre in
right hand, rev. + [...]ARTIN ON L[...], large
cross potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 1.47g, 12h
(North 952-957; Spink 1337-1339), clipped
edges, significant wear to the obverse but
reverse better, toned, fine; and Class B-C1,
London, Pieres, + HENRI REX ANG, crowned
bust facing wearing armour and mantle with
sceptre in right hand, rev. + PIER[...]N :, large
cross potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 1.46g, 4h (BMC
568 [obverse die]; North 953-956; Spink
1339-1340), significant wear throughout, cross-
shaped dent in the centre of obverse, appealing
cyan toning, especially on reverse, fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £24-
Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£135 to £235



Lot 375 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (4) 'Tealby' Type
Pennies, Class E, including: Bury St Edmunds,
Henri, + HENRI REX AN, crowned bust facing
wearing armour and mantle with sceptre in
right hand, rev. + [...]ENRI ON dE, large cross
potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 1.50g, 11h
(North 960; Spink 1341), crack in flan at 9
o'clock, details well visible for this type, toned,
good fine; and Lincoln, Godric, similar obverse,
rev. + GODRI[...], large cross potent with small
potent in each angle, in centre a small cross in
saltire, obverse design also, 1.34g, 1h, this coin
has been struck with both the reverse and
obverse dies on each side, causing a very
unusual and interesting coin, the details are
well struck and strong with some wear to
higher points, nicely toned, near very fine; and
Canterbury, Ricard, similar obverse, rev. +
[...]CARD ON [...], large cross potent with small
potent in each angle, in centre a small cross in
saltire, 1.36g, 3h, clipped edges, some wear
throughout but details in the field still largely
visible, beginnings of verdigris present, lightly
toned, near very fine; and Ipswich, similar
obverse, rev. + [...]nIP, large cross potent with
small potent in each angle, in centre a small
cross in saltire, 1.43g, 1h, clipped edges, wear
throughout but reverse better, toned, fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1995 - £85 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £24- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £28 iv) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1989 - £28 - [with purple
Spink ticket - £90]Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £700



Lot 376 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (4) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 1b, including: Exeter, Iohan, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + IORDAN[...]CR, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.22g, 1h
(North 963; Spink 1344), slightly off centre
striking, some wear to the higher points, toned,
near very fine; and, Norwich, Reinald, similar
obverse, rev. + REIINALD ON NOR, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.41g, 7h,
well struck with details visible, reverse better,
some edges slightly curled, toned, near very
fine; and Oxford, Reinald, similar obverse, rev.
+ IEIFREII ON OXEINEI, short cross voided
with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.47g, 5h, well
struck, brightly toned with lustre, orange hues
in protected areas, very fine; and Wilton,
Rodbert, similar obverse, rev. + RODBERT ON
WILT, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 1.45g, 6h, edges slightly curled but
details well struck and nicely toned, very fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £39- Brittel & Radford ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £85 iii) 'LB', by private
treaty, 1985 - £60 iv) Warwick & Warwick
Auction 608, 14 November 2007, lot 41 -
£113Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £800



Lot 377 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (3) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 1b, London, Raul, + HENRICVS
REX, bust facing crowned with sceptre, rev. +
RAVL ON LVND, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, 1.43g, 10h, slightly off
centre striking, wear to the higher points,
lightly toned, good fine; and another, 1.23g, 4h,
slightly off centre striking, wear to the higher
points such as portrait, but reverse better,
lightly toned, good fine; and another, 1.36g,
10h, struck on large, brightly toned flan with
lustre, wear throughout to highest points,
legends better than the fields, goof fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £30~ Bainton Hoard, 1982 [thought to
have been deposited between 1200-1205, the
hoard comprised of 145 silver pennies]ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £30~
Bainton Hoard, 1982 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £30~ Bainton Hoard, 1982
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £450

Lot 378 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry II
(1154-1189), (2) 'Short Cross' Type Pennies, Class 1b, York,
including: Gerard, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + GERARD ON EIVEIR, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, 0.77g, 12h (North 963; SCBI -; Spink
1344), rough surfaces, darkly toned, well centred, near very fine;
and another, Efrard, similar obverse, rev. + EFRAD ON EVER, short
cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.39g, 12h, wear to the
higher points, darkly toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1988 - £27Light weight likely an indicator of the
kind of practices that led to the introduction of the Trial of the Pyx
in the 13th century.ii) Warwick & Warwick Auction 608, 14
November 2007, lot 40 - £131 - [also comes with ticket, likely in
the hand of Mike Vosper] Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 379 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry II
(1154-1189), (7) 'Short Cross' Type Pennies, Class 1c,
including: Lincoln, Lefwine, + HENRICVS REX, bust
facing crowned with sceptre, rev. + LEFWINE ON LNCO,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.38g,
10h (North 964; SCBI -; Spink 1345), wear to the higher
points, matte surfaces with pale green toning
throughout, fine; and London, unknown moneyer,
similar obverse, rev. + LVND [...] LVND, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.35g, 9h, double
striking on the obverse, reverse better, wear throughout,
toned, fine; and London, Davi, similar obverse, rev. +
[...]VI ON LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 1.39g, 6h, off centre striking, small crack in
the edge, details largely softened, lightly toned, fine;
and London, Raul, similar obverse, rev. + RAVL ON
LVNDE, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
1.14g, 4h, struck on a small flan, wear throughout but
details remain visible, toned, good fine; another London,
Raul, similar obverse, rev. + RAVL ON LVNDE, short
cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.47g, 3h,
slightly off-centre striking wear to the portrait details,
toned, fine; another London, Raul, similar obverse, rev.
+ RAVL ON LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 1.39g, 6h, lustre with shiny surfaces on
higher points, toned, good fine; and, Wilton, Osber,
similar obverse, rev. + OSBER ON WILT, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.15g, 10h, rough
surfaces, toned, good fine (7)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1984 - £68 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £68 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £30~ Bainton Hoard, 1982 [thought to have been
deposited between 1200-1205, the hoard comprised of
145 silver pennies]TAR 1998-9, no. 335; CH 2000, no.
47; Archibald and Cook 2001, no. 10; Allen 2001a, no.
10; C.P. Barclay, 'A Short Cross hoard from Bainton,
East Riding of Yorkshire', East Riding Archaeologist 10
(1999), forthcoming.Ticket notes that it could be a miss
engraved die. iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£30~ Bainton Hoard, 1982 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £45 vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1990
- £45 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£48Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 380 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (2) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 1c, Winchester, including:
Gocelm, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing
crowned with sceptre, rev. + GOCELM ON
WINC, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 1.37g, 2h (North 964; SCBI -; Spink
1345), nicely toned with warm hues in
protected areas, soft wear throughout but
otherwise very fine; and, Adam, similar obverse,
rev. + ADAM ON W[INC], short cross voided
with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.38g, 8h (North
964; SCBI -; Spink 1345), crimped at 8 o'clock,
softness throughout, lightly toned, fine
(2)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick Auction
608, 14 November 2007, lot 43 - £83ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £42Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 381 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry II (1154-1189), (3) 'Tealby' Type Pennies
of various classes and mints including, Class D,
Norwich, Ricard, + [HENRI REX], crowned bust
facing wearing armour and mantle with sceptre
in right hand, rev. + [...]D[...]NE, large cross
potent with small potent in each angle, in
centre a small cross in saltire, 1.41g, 5h (BMC
651; North 958; Spink 1340), obverse largely
void of details but reverse but better, strong
tone with technicolour hues in more protected
areas, a rounded example for this type, fine;
and, Class F, Lincoln, Godric, similar obverse,
rev. + R[...]RD ON CAN, large cross potent with
small potent in each angle, in centre a small
cross in saltire, 1.41g, 1h (North 961; Spink
1342), smoothed surfaces in the fields, clipped
edges, lightly toned and well centred, near very
fine; and Class 1a, Oxford, Ricard, similar
obverse, rev. + RIC[...]XEN, short cross voided
with quatrefoil in each angle, 0.55g, 11h (North
962; Spink 1343A), well struck, potentially
double struck, nicely toned, very fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1990 - £35- Elmore-Jones [with his ticket] ii)
'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £33 - Norweb-
[comes with ticket in unknown hand]iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £85 - [with
ticket in the hand of Mike Vosper]Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 382 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Richard I (1189-1199), (4) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies including: Class 3, London, Willelm, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + WILLEM ON LVND, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.35g, 7h
(North 967; SCBI 00, 0253; Spink 1347),
softness throughout and somewhat blundered
obverse legend, but toned, good fine; and Class
4a, Canterbury, Ulard, similar obverse, rev. +
VLARD [...]C[...], short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, 1.47g, 1h (North
968/1; SCBI -; Spink 1348A), off centre strike
on reverse, details widely blundered, lightly
toned, fine; and another Class 4a, Canterbury,
Roberd, similar obverse, rev. + ROBERD ON
CA, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, 1.37g, 5h, wear to the centre of the
fields but otherwise a strong striking, nicely
toned, very fine; and another Class 4a, London,
Fulke, similar obverse, rev. + FV[...]ON . LVND,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, 1.34g, 7h, slightly off-centre striking on
the reverse, softness to the higher points,
nicely toned, very fine (4)Provenancei) Warwick
& Warwick Auction 704, 17 October 2012, lot
348 - £191 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £30~ Bainton Hoard, 1982 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £28Brandiv)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £38
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 383 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Richard I (1189-1199), (4) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies including: Class 4a, London, Ricard, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + RICARD ON LVN, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.41g, 9h
(North 968/1; SCBI 00, 0265; Spink 1348A),
central striking, pinky hues showing through in
more protected areas, some softness in the
legend, toned, very fine; and another, London,
Stivene, similar obverse, rev. + [...]CI ON
LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 1.31g, 6h (SCBI -), slightly off
centre striking, deeply toned, fine; and another,
London, Willelm, similar obverse, rev. +
WILLEM ON LVN, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, 1.47g, 10h (SCBI 00,
0252), softness about the legends, bright yellow
and green hues peeking through in more
protected areas, toned, very fine; and Class 4c,
London, Henric, similar obverse, rev. + HENRIC
ON LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 1.40g, 11h (North 968/3; SCBI -;
Spink 1348C), softness to legends and bruise at
1 o'clock, toned, fine (4)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £45 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £25 iii)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 744, 18 June 2014,
lot 386 - £212 iv) Bought for £60Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 384 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (2) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 4c, London including: unknown
moneyer, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing
crowned with sceptre, rev. + [...] ON LVND,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, 1.13g, 8h (North 968/3; Spink 1349),
softness in legends, some porosity, toned, good
fine; and another, Ricard, similar obverse, rev.
+ RICARD ON LVND, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, 1.36g, 6h, softness
throughout, warped flan, blue hues around
edges, fine (2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £42ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 385 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (2) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 5a1, London, including: Simon,
+ HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + SIMVN ON CANT, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.36g, 6h
(North 968/4; SCBI -; Spink 1350A), softness
throughout, dark patina, toned, fine; and
another, Henri, similar obverse, rev. + HENRI
ON LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, 0.99g, 7h, softness throughout,
dark patina, toned, fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £13 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £45- Nevel
Brand Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 386 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (2) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies including: Class 5a1, Lincoln, Andreu,
+ HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + ANDREV ON NIC, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, 1.51g, 11h
(North 968/4; SCBI -; Spink 1350A), well
struck, toned, near very fine; and Class 5a2,
London, Henri, similar obverse, rev. + HENRIC
ON LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pommee initial mark, 1.29g,
6h (North 969; SCBI -; Spink 1350B), small
areas of softness and a slightly warped flan, but
otherwise toned and very fine (2)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £38 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £55Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £650



Lot 387 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (5) 'Short Cross' Type, Penny,
Class 5b, including: Bury St Edmunds, Fulke, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + FVLKE ON S AD, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.36g, 11h (North 970; SCBI
-; Spink 1351), double struck on obverse,
bagmarks, toned, good fine; and Canterbury,
Simon, similar obverse, rev. + SIMON ON CANT,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
cross pattee initial mark, 1.20g, 7h, some
roughness in the surfaces, toned, good fine; and
, Canterbury, Iohan, similar obverse, rev. +
IOHAN ON CANT, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial
mark, 1.21g, 2h, occasional softness, slightly off
centre strike but strong details, near very fine;
and Chichester, Willelm, similar obverse, rev. +
WILLELM ON CICI, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial
mark, 1.40g, 9h (North 970; SCBI -; Spink
1351), some softness, lightly toned, very fine;
and Chichester, Raulf, similar obverse, rev. +
RAVF ON CI, short cross voided with quatrefoil
in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.44g,
12h (SCBI 00, 0279), some softness in the
legends, deeply toned but bright coloured hues
peeking through, very fine (5)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £25 ii)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 704, 17 October
2012, lot 349 - £114iii) Warwick & Warwick
Auction 608, 14 November 2007, lot 45 - £113
iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £58v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £95Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 388 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (4) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 5b, including: Durham, Pieres, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + PIGIRES ON DVRE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 11h (North 970;
SCBI -; Spink 1351), slightly off centre striking
on the obverse, auburn tones in protected
areas, very fine; and Ipswich, Iohan, similar
obverse, rev. + IOHAN ON EIIPCI, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 7h, off centre
striking on the reverse, some softness about
otherwise toned and very fine; and Lincoln,
Andreu, similar obverse, rev. + ANDREV ON
NIC, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.41g, 10h,
some softness to legend and portrait but
otherwise toned and very fine; and Lincoln,
Hue, similar obverse, rev. + HVE ON LICOLE,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.35g, 3h,
slightly off centre striking on the reverse,
softness throughout, toned, fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £110 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £40 iii) Warwick & Warwick Auction
732, 11 December 2013, lot 449 - £70 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £45Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600



Lot 389 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | John
(1199-1216), (8) 'Short Cross' Type Pennies, Class 5b,
London, including: Adam, + HENRICVS REX, bust
facing crowned with sceptre, rev. + ADAM ON LVND,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.46g, 2h (North 970; SCBI -;
Spink 1351), chipped and jagged edge, softness
throughout, toned, fine; and Ilger, similar obverse,
rev. + ILGER ON LVNDE, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark,
1.40g, 4h, some softness throughout, toned, near very
fine; and Iohan, similar obverse, rev. + IOHAN ON
LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.38g, 1h, softness
and scratches on both sides, but central fields well
intact, toned, fine; and Ricard, similar obverse, rev. +
RICARD B ON LV, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.42g, 12h, some
softness in the legends and a slightly off-centre strike,
bright golden hues breakthrough in more protected
areas, very fine; and Willelm, similar obverse, rev. +
WILLELM ON LV, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.34g, 4h, minor
crease and some peripheral weakness, double struck
on reverse, deeply toned, near very fine; and Willelm
B, similar obverse, rev. + WILLELM B ON LV, short
cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.37g, 8h, double struck and off
centre reverse, but portrait bold and toned, near very
fine; and another, 1.27g, 3h, some softness
throughout but contrasting toned and deep hues, very
fine; and Willem T, 1.42g, 6h, some blundered area of
legend but bold portrait with gold and green hues
present on obverse, very fine (8)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £32 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £40 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £37 iv) Bought for
£30v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £25 vi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £35 vii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £35 viii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £18Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £700



Lot 390 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (4) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 5b, Winchester, including:
Adam, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned
with sceptre, rev. + ADAM ON WIN, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.27g, 10h (North 970;
SCBI -; Spink 1351), an unevenly shaped flan
but smooth edges, softness throughout, lightly
toned, fine; another, 1.48g, 12h, well struck
and centred, minor areas of softness but
otherwise toned and very fine; and Bartelme,
similar obverse, rev. + BARTELME ON W, short
cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
cross pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 4h, slightly off
centre striking, some softness to the portrait,
toned with gold hues in protected areas, very
fine; and Iohan, similar obverse, rev. + IOHAN
ON WIN, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.45g,
10h, double striking on obverse misshapen flan
at 12 o'clock, toned, near very fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £15 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £38 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £55 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1990 - £50Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 391 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (5) 'Short Cross' Type,
Penny, Class 5b, including: Northampton,
Adam, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned
with sceptre, rev. + ADAM ON NORH, short
cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
cross pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 4h (North 970;
SCBI -; Spink 1351), sharp features, toned, very
fine; and Northampton, Roberd, similar
obverse, rev. + ROBERD ON NOR, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.33g, 7h, small scratches
throughout, softness in the legends, deeply
toned, good fine; and Norwich, Gieferei, similar
obverse, rev. + GIFREI ON NOR, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.45g, 2h, softness to the
portrait and in some areas of legend, otherwise
nicely toned with bright hues peeking through,
very fine; and Canterbury, Henri, similar
obverse, rev. + HENRI ON CANTE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.34g, 2h, some areas of
legend are blundered but otherwise toned, very
fine; and York, Davi, similar obverse, rev. +
DAVI ON EIVER, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial
mark, 1.46g, 1h (SCBI 00, 0280), some softness
throughout, toned, near very fine
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £65 ii) Warwick & Warwick Auction 736,
19 February 2014, lot 316 - £118iii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1988 - £76 iv) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2018 - £70 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £35Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 392 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (5) 'Short Cross' Type,
Penny, Class 5c, London, including: Ricard B, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + RICARD B ON LV, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.46g, 1h (North 971; SCBI
-; Spink 1352), very bold portrait and deep
contrasting tones, very fine; and Raulf, similar
obverse, rev. + RAVF ON LVNDE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.41g, 10h (SCBI 48, 1150),
softness throughout but details remain visible,
lightly toned, good fine; and Ilger, similar
obverse, rev. + ILGER ON LVND, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.48g, 11h (North 971;
SCBI -; Spink 1352), softness throughout but
details remain visible, lightly toned, good fine;
and Adam, similar obverse, rev. + ADAM ON
LVNDE, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.45g,
10h, softness throughout but details remain
clear, deeply toned, very fine; and Walter,
similar obverse, rev. + WALTER ON LV, short
cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
cross pattee initial mark, 1.39g, 8h, blundered
area on both obverse and reverse, technicolour
hues present over both, toned, near very fine
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £37 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1990 - £35 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £18 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £33 v) -Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 393 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (5) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 5c, London, including: Walter, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + WALTER ON LVI, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.49g, 4h (North 971; SCBI
-; Spink 1352), softness throughout, some
hairline sratches but otherwise very fine; and
Abel, similar obverse, rev. + ABEL ON LVNDE,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.34g, 8h
(SCBI 00, 0285), toned, clear, very fine; and
Willelm L, similar obverse, rev. + WILLELM L
ON LV, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.44g, 7h
(North 971; SCBI -; Spink 1352), portrait bold,
appealing tone, very fine; and another, 1.45g,
11h, slightly off centre strike, softness to the
centre of the fields. toned, near very fine; and
Willelm T, similar obverse, rev. + WILLELM T
ON LW, short cross voided with quatrefoil in
each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.46g,
11h, portrait bold, toned, very fine
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £18 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £38 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £18 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £18 v) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £38Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 394 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (4) 'Short Cross' Type,
Penny, Class 5c, including: Ipswich, Iohan, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + IOHAN ON CIPE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 6h (North 971; SCBI
-; Spink 1352), portrait bold, toned, very fine;
another, 1.47g, 12h, slightly off centre striking,
portrait bold, lightly toned, very fine; and
Northampton, Adam, similar obverse, rev. +
ADAM ON NORH, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial
mark, 1.45g, 11h, some softness about the
legends, toned, near very fine; and Canterbury,
Goldwine, similar obverse, rev. + GOLDWINE
ON C, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.40g, 2h,
roughness in the surfaces, darkly toned, very
fine (4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £40 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £35 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £58 iv) 'CA', by private treaty,
1989 - £32Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 395 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (6) 'Short Cross' Type, Penny,
Class 6a, including: Durham, Pieres, + HENRICVS
REX, bust facing crowned with sceptre, rev. +
PIERES ON DVR, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark,
1.35g, 6h (North 974/1; SCBI -; Spink 1353),
softness throughout, darkly toned, very fine; and
London, Abel, similar obverse, rev. + ABEL ON
LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 4h, largely
blundered portrait, reverse much better, toned,
fine; and London, Ilger+ HENRICVS REX, bust
facing crowned with sceptre, rev. + ILGER ON
LVND, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.44g, 9h (North
974/1; SCBI -; Spink 1353), softness throughout,
toned, good fine; and another, 1.47g, 7h, softness
throughout, toned with golden hues in protected
areas, very fine; and London, Raulf, similar
obverse, rev. + RAVF ON [...]NDE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee
initial mark, 1.30g, 7h (North 974/1; SCBI -;
Spink 1353), chipped at 9 o'clock, other cracks in
flan, softening of details, toned, fine; and London,
Walter, similar obverse, rev. + WALTER ON LVN,
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
cross pattee initial mark, 1.42g, 8h (North 974/1;
SCBI -; Spink 1353), slightly off centre striking,
softening to the portrait but still clear, toned,
near very fine (6)Provenancei) Bought for £110 ii)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £28 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £35 iv) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1986 - £30 v) Bought for £22vi)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 704, 17 October
2012, lot 351 - £108Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550



Lot 396 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
John (1199-1216), (4) 'Short Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 6b, London, including: Ilger, +
HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + ILGER ON LVNDE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.30g, 12h (North 975/2;
SCBI -; Spink 1354), slight softening but
otherwise strong, very fine; another, 1.43g, 7h,
some softness about, toned with electric blue
hues on obverse, very fine; and Abel, similar
obverse, rev. + ABEL ON LVND, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.44g, 1h, some softness
about, toned, fine; and Raulf, similar obverse,
rev. + RAVF ON LVNDE, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial
mark, 1.41g, 11h, some softness throughout,
toned, good fine (4)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1985 - £38 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1990 - £30 iii) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1990 - £22 iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £38Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 397 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry III
(1216-1272), (2) 'Short Cross' Type Pennies, Class 6c,
including: London, Raulf, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing
crowned with sceptre, rev. + RAVF ON LVNDE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark,
1.43g, 8h (North 976/1; Spink 1355), softness to portrait,
lightly toned, very fine; and Canterbury, Walter, similar
obverse, rev. + WALTER ON CAN, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.47g, 3h,
crack in flan at 4 o'clock, toned, near very fine (2)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38 ii) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1987 - £24Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 398 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry III
(1216-1272), (11) 'Short Cross' Type Pennies, including: Class 7a,
Canterbury, Iohan, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + IOHAN ON CANTER, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.46g, 6h (North
978; SCBI -; Spink 1356A), off centre striking but bold portrait with
colourful hues, very fine; and Roger, similar obverse, rev. + ROGER
ON CANT, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.43g, 8h, some slight softness, but bold
portrait, very fine; and Class 7b, Canterbury, Henri, + HENRICVS
REX, bust facing crowned with sceptre, rev. + HENRI ON C[...],
short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial
mark, 1.46g, 10h (North 979; SCBI -; Spink 1356B), some iron
deposits, softness about, lightly toned, near very fine; and Iohan,
similar obverse, rev. + IOHAN ON CANTE, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.45g, 5h, bold
portrait, slightly off-centre strike, toned, near very fine; and Class
7bB, Canterbury, Nichole, similar obverse, pellet on chin, rev. +
NICHOLE ON CA, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle,
cross pattee initial mark, 1.42g, 9h (North 979B; SCBI -; Spink
1356B), an incomplete flan but smoothed edges, softness to details,
toned, fine; and Class 7c, Canterbury, Roger R, + similar obverse,
rev. + ROGER OF R ON C, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each
angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.48g, 3h (North 980; SCBI -; Spink
1356C), a slightly off centre striking, details clear, toned, very fine;
and Thomas, similar obverse, rev. + TOMAS ON CANTE, short cross
voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark,
1.35g, 11h , bold portrait, strong striking, toned with blue and
orange hues throughout, very fine; and London, Ledulf, similar
obverse, rev. + LEDWULF ON LVN, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.44g, 1h, some
softness throughout, toned with pleasing technicolour hues in more
protected areas, fine; and Ricard, similar obverse, rev. + RICARD
ON LVD, short cross voided with quatrefoil in each angle, cross
pattee initial mark, 1.34g, 4h, double struck, some softness but
nicely toned, near very fine; and Class 7cC, Canterbury, Nichole,
similar obverse, rev. + NICHOLE ON CA, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.44g, 11h
(North 980C; SCBI -; Spink 1356C), softness throughout and some
hairline cracks, some areas of deposit, good fine; and Class 7c, Bury
St Edmunds, Norman, + HENRICVS REX, bust facing crowned with
sceptre, rev. + NORMAN ON SAN, short cross voided with
quatrefoil in each angle, cross pattee initial mark, 1.47g, 8h (North
980C; SCBI -; Spink 1356C), expressive portrait, slightly off centre
striking on reverse, wear throughout, toned, good fine
(11)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £16ii) Bought for
£13 iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 1985 - £16 iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £28v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £32 vi)
'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £19 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £28 viii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £15 ix) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1990 - £22 x) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £58 xi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £29Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £700



Lot 399 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry
III (1216-1272), (7) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies
including: Class 1b, Canterbury, * HENRICVS REX
ANG, crowned head facing, im. crescent and star, rev.
LIE TERCI CAN, long cross voided with three pellets
in each angle, 1.52g, 10h (North 984; SCBI 00, 0332;
Spink 1359), softness to details, toned, very fine; and
Class 1b/2a Mule, London, Nicole, similar obverse,
rev. NICOLE ON LVND, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.38g, 3h (North 984 [obverse]
985/1 [reverse]; SCBI -; Spink 1360), roughness
throughout, toned, very fine; and Class 2a, Bury St
Edmund, Ion, similar obverse, im. star, rev. ION ON
SEM IED, long cross voided with three pellets in each
angle, 1.44g, 2h (North 985/1; SCBI -; Spink 1361),
off centre striking on reverse, softness to higher
points but pleasingly toned with blue hues
throughout, very fine; and Lincoln, Ricard, similar
obverse, rev. RIC ARD ONL INC, long cross voided
with three pellets in each angle, 1.33g, 4h,
occasional softness but evenly struck and well-toned,
very fine; and London, Nicole, similar obverse, rev.
NIC OLE ONL VND, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.49g, 1h, slight softness to the
higher points but otherwise well centred and bold,
toned with pleasing golden hues in more protected
areas, obverse especially, very fine; and another,
1.46g, 3h, some areas of blunder but otherwise
toned, near very fine; and Exeter, Ion, similar
obverse, rev. ION ONE ECE TRE, long cross voided
with three pellets in each angle, 1.43g, 10h (North
985/1; SCBI -; Spink 1361), some wear to the central
fields including lower half of portrait, otherwise well
struck, toned, good fine (7)Provenancei) 'IF', by
private treaty, 2010 - £60 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £115 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £75 iv) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £42v)
'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £40 vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £42 vii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 400 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry III
(1216-1272), (11) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, Class 3a,
including: Bury St Edmunds, Ion, * HENRICVS REX III,
crowned head facing, im. star, rev. ION ONS EDM VND, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.46g, 3h
(North 986; SCBI -; Spink 1362), surface scratches and wear
present, deeply toned, fine; another, 1.42g, 10h (North
985/1; SCBI -; Spink 1361), slightly off centre strike, toned
with technicolour hues in protected areas, very fine; and,
Canterbury, Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONC
ANT, long cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.51g, 6h (North 986; SCBI -; Spink 1362), double struck on
obverse, some softness and bruising about, toned, good fine;
and Hereford, Ricard, similar obverse, rev. RIC ARD ONE
REI, long cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.40g, 11h, crack in warped flan, weakness at high points,
dark toning, fine; and London, Nicole, similar obverse, rev.
NIC OLE ONL VND, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.40g, 10h (North 986; SCBI -; Spink 1362),
slightly off centre strike, a small crack in edge but very
strong strike with details especially legends, appealingly
toned, very fine; another, 1.40g, 6h, some softness to the
legends but bold portrait, toned, very fine; and
Northampton, Tomas, similar obverse, rev. TOM ASO NNO
RHA, long cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.35g, 5h, potentially cleaned bend in flan and some of
legend blundered, bright lustre, fine; another, 1.28g, 3h,
dark tone throughout, wear throughout, well centred, fine;
and Norwich, Ion, similar obverse, rev. ION ON NOR WIZ,
long cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.49g, 6h,
lightly toned, slightly off-centre strike, some details missing
off flan, toned, fine; and Oxford, Henri, similar obverse, rev.
HEN RIO NO XON, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.40g, 4h (SCBI 00, 0383), blue copper toning
amongst legends, toned, near very fine; and Oxford, Willem,
similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONO XON, long cross voided
with three pellets in each angle, 1.56g, 5h (SCBI 00, 0363),
unevenly shaped flan, wear throughout, lightly toned, fine
(11)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 1985 - £12 ii) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1988 - £40 iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2010 -
£35 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £50 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £28 vi) Bought for £20 in
1985 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £34 viii) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1989 - £38 ix) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £48 x) 'LB', by private treaty, 1985 - £50 xi)
Bought for £28 in 1984Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 401 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry III
(1216-1272), (10) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, Class 3b,
including: Bristol, Iacob, * HENRICVS REX III, crowned
head facing, im. star, rev. IAC OBO NBR VST, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.30g, 4h (North
987; SCBI 00, 0399; Spink 1363), wear throughout with
bright high points shining through, some bagmarks,
toned, fine; and Bristol, Walter, similar obverse, rev. WAL
TER ONB RVS, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.44g, 5h (SCBI -), softness to some areas of
legend and other high points, portrait clear, toned, good
fine; and Bury St Edmunds, Ion, similar obverse, rev. ION
OIS EIN ED, long cross voided with three pellets in each
angle, 1.53g, 2h, evidence of double striking on the
reverse, lightly toned, near very fine; and Gloucester,
Roger, similar obverse, rev. ROG ERO NG LOV, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.31g, 5h, wear
throughout, contrasting deep tone, good fine; another,
1.37g, 9h, crack in flan at 5 o'clock, significant wear
throughout and a flan bruise, toned, fine; and Hereford,
Ricard, similar obverse, rev. RIC ARD ON ERC, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.46g, 3h (North
987; SCBI 00, 0408; Spink 1363), well centred, darkly
toned, good fine; and Lincoln, Ion, similar obverse, rev.
ION ONL INC OLN, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.38g, 1h (North 987; SCBI -; Spink 1363),
some wear to the higher places, toned, good fine; and
Lincoln, Walter, similar obverse, rev. WAL TER ONL INC,
long cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.41g,
7h (North 987; SCBI -; Spink 1363), incomplete flan,
cracks in edges, some wear but lightly toned, fine; and
London, Henri, similar obverse, rev. HEN RIO NLV NDE,
long cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.47g,
7h (North 987; SCBI -; Spink 1363), some wear and
bruised edges but lovely bright hues, strong strike, very
fine; and another (10)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty,
2014 - £65 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £40
iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £33 iv) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1988 - £44 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£35 vi) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £65 vii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1988 - £48 viii) 'IF', by private treaty,
1984 - £22 ix) Bought for £28 in 1984- Doubledayx) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £28Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550



Lot 402 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry III (1216-1272), (12)
'Long Cross' Type Pennies, Class 3b, including: Newcastle, Ion, * HENRICVS
REX III, crowned head facing, im. star, rev. ION ONN EWE CAS, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.45g, 5h (North 987; SCBI -; Spink
1363), slightly off centre striking, toned, near very fine; and Northampton,
Lucas, similar obverse, rev. LVCAS ON NORH, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.35g, 9h, wear to the top half of the coin, blundering
some areas of legend, toned, fine; and another, 1.36g, 9h, slightly off centre
striking, some surfaces imperfections and bagmarks, toned, fine; and
Northampton, Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONN ORH, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.28g, 10h, oval shaped flan, wear
about the legends, lightly toned, fine; and Norwich, Iacob, similar obverse,
rev. IAC OBO NNO RWI, long cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.50g, 2h (North 987; SCBI 00, 0415; Spink 1363), some small dents and
wear about the edges, lightly toned, good fine; and Norwich, Huge, similar
obverse, rev. HVG EON NOR WIC, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.38g, 7h (North 987; SCBI -; Spink 1363), uneven flan, dark
marking with uneven tone, wear to high points, fine; and Norwich, Willem,
similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONN ORW, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.41g, 9h, bagmarks, wear throughout, lightly toned,
fine; and Oxford, Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONO XON, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.37g, 1h (North 987; SCBI
00, 0420; Spink 1363), struck on a too large flan, wear throughout, lightly
toned, fine; and another, 1.47g, 11h (North 987; SCBI 00, 0420; Spink
1363), struck slightly off centre, wear throughout, toned, fine; and Wilton,
Huge, similar obverse, rev. HVG EON WIL TON, long cross voided with
three pellets in each angle, 1.29g, 4h (North 987; SCBI -; Spink 1363),
slightly off centre striking, strong strike, dark and appealing toned with
yellow hues in protected areas, very fine; and Winchester, Huge, similar
obverse, rev. HVG EON WIN CHE, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.46g, 11h, strong striking, bold legends and portrait with blue
hues and dark toning, very fine; and York, Rener, similar obverse, rev. REN
ERO NEV EW, long cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.37g, 3h,
slightly off centre striking, wear to higher points and areas of legends,
toned, good fine (12)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £42
ii) 'IF', by private treaty, 1983 - £15 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989
- £38 iv) Bought for £25v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £55 vi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £38 viii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £55 ix) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1993 - £45 x) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £28 xi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £32 xii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £35 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 403 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry III (1216-1272), (6) 'Long Cross' Type
Pennies, Class 3c, including: Bury St Edmunds,
Ion, * HENRICVS REX III, crowned head facing,
im. star, rev. ION ONS EDM VND, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.42g, 7h
(North 988; SCBI -; Spink 1364), bruised at base,
wear throughout, lightly toned, fine; and another,
1.48g, 2h, bold portrait, a softness throughout,
lightly toned, very fine; and, Canterbury, Ion,
similar obverse, rev. ION ON CAN, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.41g, 5h,
double striking throughout, lightly toned, fine;
and Canterbury, Nicole, similar obverse, rev. NIC
OLE ONC ANT, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.50g, 5h (North 988; SCBI
66, 3825; Spink 1364), wear to the highest points
but strong strike, toned, very fine; and , Lincoln,
Ion, similar obverse, rev. ION ONL INC OLN, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.43g, 11h (North 988; SCBI -; Spink 1364), wear
to the obverse right field, softness throughout,
lightly toned, good fine; and Lincoln, Willem,
similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONL INC, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.39g, 3h (North 988; SCBI 00, 0462; Spink
1364), strong detail throughout, especially
portrait, darkly toned with technicolour hues in
protected areas, some softness in legends, very
fine (6)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £38 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £38 iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2010
- £35 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£36- Doubleday v) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £38 vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988
- £48 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 404 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry III (1216-1272), (6) 'Long Cross' Type,
Penny, Class 3c, including: London, Henri, *
HENRICVS REX III, crowned head facing, im.
star, rev. HEN RIO NLV NDE, long cross voided
with three pellets in each angle, 1.44g, 11h
(North 988; SCBI 66, 3829; Spink 1364), strong
details throughout, deeply toned, very fine; and
Norwich, Ion, similar obverse, rev. ION ON NOR
WIC, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.49g, 11h (SCBI -), softness
throughout, lightly toned, near very fine; and
Oxford, Henri, similar obverse, rev. HEN RIO
NO XON, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.50g, 8h, cracks in the surface,
lightly toned, fine; and Oxford, Willem, similar
obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONO XON, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.10g,
2h (SCBI -), bagmarks and surface crack at 1
o'clock, deeply toned, fine; and Winchester,
Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONW
INC, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.59g, 12h (North 988; SCBI 00,
0464; Spink 1364), softness in the fields, but
legends good, toned, near very fine; and
another, 1.47g, 6h (North 988; SCBI 00, 0464;
Spink 1364), struck off centre, softness
throughout, lightly toned, fine (6)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £34 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £48 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £55 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £33 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £50 vi)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 666, 11 February
2011, lot 97 - £39Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£215 to £315



Lot 405 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry III
(1216-1272), (8) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, including: Class 5a,
Bury St Edmunds, Ion, * HENRICVS REX III, crowned head facing,
with sceptre, rev. ION [...] EIN TED, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.51g, 8h (North 991/1; SCBI -; Spink 1367),
softness throughout, bagmarks, lightly toned, fine; and
Canterbury, Gilbert, similar obverse, rev. GIL BER TON CAN, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.48g, 2h, wear
throughout but portrait clear, toned, good fine; and Class 5b2,
Canterbury, Ion, similar obverse, rev. ION ON CAN TER, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.30g, 1h (North 992/2;
SCBI -; Spink 1368A), well struck, deeply toned with forest hues
peeking through in protected areas, very fine; and Class 5b,
Canterbury, Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONC ANT, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.44g, 4h (North
992; SCBI -; Spink 1368), some softness about, toned, very fine;
and Class 5b, London, Henri, similar obverse, rev. HEN RIO INV
IDE, long cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.31g, 2h,
softness throughout, toned with technicolour hues at more
protected points, very fine; another, 1.27g, 3h, well struck, some
bagmarks but deeply toned, very fine; another, 1.40g, 6h, well
struck, some bagmarks but deeply rosy toned, very fine; and
London, Ricard, similar obverse, rev. RIC ARD ONL VND, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.40g, 6h, some
bagmarks and bruising, deeply toned, near very fine
(8)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 1985 - £25ii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2010 - £23 iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2016 - £50 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £15 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £10 vi) 'IF', by private treaty, 2014 - £65 vii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1986 - £19 viii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985
- £15 ~ Colchester Hoard, 1969Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500



Lot 406 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry III (1216-1272), (6) 'Long Cross' Type
Pennies, including: Class 5c, Canterbury, Ion, *
HENRICVS REX III, crowned head facing, with
sceptre, rev. ION ON CAN TER, long cross voided
with three pellets in each angle, 1.42g, 2h (North
993; SCBI -; Spink 1369), strong strike, toned with
technicolour hues, very fine; and London, Davi,
similar obverse, rev. DAV ION LVN DEH, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.42g, 7h (North 993; SCBI 66, 3844; Spink 1369),
strong strike, toned, technicolour hues, very fine;
and London, Nicole, similar obverse, rev. NIC OLE
ONL VND, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.57g, 2h (North 993; SCBI 66, 3854;
Spink 1369), strong strike, toned, very fine; and
Class 5f, London, Henri, * HENRICVS REX III,
crowned head facing, with sceptre, rev. HEN RIO
NLV NDE, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.42g, 7h (North 996; SCBI 00, 0532;
Spink 1372), chipped at 11 o'clock, copper
deposits on reverse, lightly toned, good fine; and
Canterbury, Gilbert, * HENRICVS REX III, crowned
head facing, with sceptre, rev. GIL BER TON CAN,
long cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.44g, 3h (SCBI -), wear throughout, minor copper
deposits on obverse, scratched, fine; and
Canterbury, Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM
ONC ANT, long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.34g, 5h (North 996; SCBI 00, 0536;
Spink 1372), some softness about legends, deeply
toned, good fine (6)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1991 - £28 - Youde Collection ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £28 -
Doubledayiii) Bought for £20iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £17 ~ Colchester Hoard,
1969 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £26
vi) Bought for £18 in 1983Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 407 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry III (1216-1272), (4) 'Long Cross' Type
Pennies, including: Class 5g, London, Renard, *
HENRICVS REX III, crowned head facing, with
sceptre, rev. REI NVD ONL VND, long cross
voided with three pellets in each angle, 1.50g,
4h (North 997; SCBI -; Spink 1373), slight
blundering in the fields but otherwise well
struck and nicely toned, very fine; and London,
Willem, similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM OLN
VND long cross voided with three pellets in
each angle, 1.49g, 10h (North 997; SCBI 37,
0402; Spink 1373), well struck and deeply
toned, very fine; and Canterbury, Willem,
similar obverse, rev. WIL LEM ONC ANT, long
cross voided with three pellets in each angle,
1.52g, 4h (North 997; SCBI -; Spink 1373),
softness throughout, lightly toned with golden
hues peeking through on reverse, fine; and
Class 5h, Canterbury, Alein, * HENRICVS REX
III, crowned head facing, with sceptre, rev. ALE
INO NCA NTE, long cross voided with three
pellets in each angle, 1.32g, 11h (North 998;
SCBI -; Spink 1374), weakness and blundering
present, deeply toned with technicolour hues
peeking through in protected areas, good fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1986 - £15 ii) Bought for £40iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £28 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £4 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 408 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (3) 'Long Cross' Type
Pennies, Posthumous Phase, including: Class 6,
Bury St Edmunds, Ion, * HENRICVS REX,
crowned bust facing with sceptre in right hand,
rev. ION EIN TED [...], long cross voided (with 5
arms) with three pellets in each angle, 1.44g,
2h (North 1001; SCBI -; Spink 1377), largely
blundered details, double struck, lightly toned,
fine; and another, 1.53g, 3h, significant wear
throughout, lightly toned, fine; and Class 7,
London, Phelip, similar obverse, rev. PHE LIP
ONL UND, long cross voided with three pellets
in each angle, 1.39g, 4h (North 1002; SCBI -;
Spink 1378), softness to higher features but
appealing contrasting tone, very fine
(3)Provenancei) Bought for £11ii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1988 - £31 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £125 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£130 to £230

Lot 409 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward I
(1272-1307), (3) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, New Coinage,
including:, Class 1a/1c Mule, London, Phelip, + EDWARD X
ANGL DNS HYB, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.39g, 8h (North
1010/12; SCBI -; Spink 1380/2), an unusual mule type, toned,
near very fine; and Class 1c, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.40g, 7h (North 1012; SCBI -; Spink 1382), well struck and
centred, some small dent on the portrait, toned, very fine; and
Class 1d, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.40g, 5h (North
1013; SCBI -; Spink 1383), well struck and centred, toned,
very fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 -
£195 - Sotheby's, lot 383 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £39
iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £25Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 410 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward I
(1272-1307), (9) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, New Coinage,
including: Class 2a, London, + EDWAR ANGL DNS HYB,
crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
with three pellets in each angle, 1.34g, 8h (North 1014;
SCBI -; Spink 1385), double striking on reverse, some wear
to higher features, otherwise toned and very fine; another,
1.41g, 5h, well centered, occasional wear but nicely toned,
very fine; and Class 2b, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.33g, 5h (North 1015; SCBI -; Spink 1386), some softness,
evenly toned, near very fine; and Class 3a, London, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.42g, 4h (North 1016; SCBI -; Spink
1387), some softness in the fields, well struck, nicely
toned, near very fine; and Class 3b, London, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.36g, 4h (North 1017; SCBI -; Spink
1388), some softness in the fields, double struck on
reverse, nicely toned with cyan hues in protected areas,
near very fine; and Class 3b/c Mule, London, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.43g, 7h (North 1017/1; SCBI -;
Spink 1388/9), some carbon marking including spot above
the crown, double struck on reverse, toned, near very fine;
and Class 3c, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.37g, 4h
(North 1018; SCBI -; Spink 1389), clipped edge, strong
portrait with purple hues present, black pen writing on
reverse '/089', fine; and Class 3d, London, similar obverse,
rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in
each angle, 1.42g, 4h (North 1019; SCBI -; Spink 1390),
some areas of weakness, pleasing coloured toned peeking
through, toned, good fine; and Class 3g, London, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.43g, 10h (North 1022; SCBI -;
Spink 1393), chip at 12 o'clock, some areas of weakness at
high points, toned, good fine (9)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1989 - £33 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1986 - £28 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£28 ~ Cheddar Hoard iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £45 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £35 vi)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £25 vii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1987 - £20 viii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £22 ix) 'PR', by private treaty, 1980 - £16
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 411 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (6) 'Long Cross' Type
Pennies, New Coinage, including: Class 4a,
London, + EDWR ANGL DNS HYB, crowned bust
facing, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with
three pellets in each angle, 1.33g, 5h (North
1023; SCBI -; Spink 1394), some areas of
blunder to legends, evidence of cross peeking
through on obverse, toned, fine; and Class 4b,
London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, long cross with three pellets in each
angle, 1.43g, 2h (North 1024; SCBI -; Spink
1395), weakness throughout, toned, fine; and
Class 4c, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each
angle, 1.43g, 5h (North 1025; SCBI -; Spink
1396), weakness throughout, lightly toned, fine;
and Class 4d, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in
each angle, 1.37g, 4h (North 1026; SCBI -;
Spink 1397), clipped edges, evidence of cross
coming through onto obverse, deeply toned,
good fine; and Class 4e, London, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
with three pellets in each angle, 1.41g, 7h
(North 1027; SCBI -; Spink 1398), cross coming
through on obverse, toned, fine; another, 1.40g,
6h (North 1027; SCBI -; Spink 1398), cross
coming through on obverse, toned, fine
(6)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £28 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £14~ Cheddar Hoard iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £6 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £6 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £38 vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £22 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£65 to £165



Lot 412 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward I (1272-1307), (14) 'Long Cross'
Type Pennies, New Coinage, including: Class 5a, London, + EDWR ANGL DNS HYB,
crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.38g, 3h (North 1028; SCBI -; Spink 1399), cross coming through on obverse, nicely
toned, good fine; and Class 7a, London, similar obverse, rose on breast, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.37g, 2h (North 1032; SCBI -;
Spink 1403), chipped along edge of third quarter, wear to higher points, blue hues
present on obverse, toned, good fine; and Class 10cf1, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.36g, 11h (North 1040; SCBI
-; Spink 1410), softness in the fields, toned, fine; and Class 8a, London, similar obverse,
rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.28g, 7h (North
1034/1; SCBI -; Spink 1405), cross coming through on obverse, deeply toned, some rust
damage on reverse, fine; and Class 8b, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.34g, 7h (North 1034/2; SCBI -; Spink 1406),
chips and crack in edges, cross coming through on obverse, toned, fine; and Class 8c,
London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each
angle, 1.43g, 5h (North 1035; SCBI -; Spink 1406A), softness throughout, particularly to
high points of portrait, toned, fine; and Class 9a, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.31g, 1h (North 1036/1; SCBI -;
Spink 1407), softness to high points, toned, fine; and Class 9b, London, similar obverse,
pellet on breast, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.33g, 1h (North 1037/1; SCBI -; Spink 1408), off centre striking, blundered areas of
legends, dark patina with orange hues peeking through, fine; and Class 10ab3, London,
similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.40g, 9h (North 1038/2; SCBI -; Spink 1409B), softness in central fields, toned with
technicolour hues peeking through, fine; and Class 10cf2, London, similar obverse, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.44g, 11h (North 1041;
SCBI -; Spink 1411), weakness throughout, legends remain legible, darkly toned, fine;
and Class 10cf3, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI ITAS LON DON, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.30g, 10h (North 1041; SCBI -; Spink 1412), die error on reverse,
weakness throughout, areas of blundered legends, toned, fine; and Class 10cf4, London,
similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.38g, 7h (North 1042/3; SCBI -; Spink 1413), weakness throughout, areas of blundered
legends, toned, fine; and Class 10cf5, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.15g, 9h (North 1043/1; SCBI -; Spink 1414),
chipped in two places, wear and scratches throughout, deeply toned, fair; and Class
10cf3, London, EDWAR ANGL DNEDW, crowned bust facing, no initial mark, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.36g, 5h (North 1041; SCBI -
; Spink 1412), wear throughout, toned, some scratches, fine (14)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £55 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £65- Doubleday iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £6 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £45 vi) 'JC', by private treaty, 1985 -
£28 vii) 'JC', by private treaty, 1985 - £22 viii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £24 ix) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1990 - £17 x) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £22 xi) 'IF', by
private treaty, 2018 - £30 xii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £29 ~ Cheddar
Hoardxiii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £7 xiv) Bought for £5 T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1987 - £45 ~ Cheddar HoardTicket notes "Believed English by N. J.
Mayhaw"Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£175 to £275



Lot 413 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (5) 'Long Cross' Type
Pennies, New Coinage, Berwick-upon-Tweed,
including: Class 1c, + EDWAR ANGL DNS HYB,
crowned bust facing, rev. VILL ABE REV VICI,
long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.37g, 8h (North 1071; SCBI -; Spink 1415),
wear throughout, toned, fine; and Class 3b, +
EDWAR ANGL DNS HYB, crowned bust facing,
rev. VILL ABE REV VICI, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.27g, 12h (North 1077;
SCBI -; Spink 1415), cross showing through on
obverse, softness throughout, but well struck
toned, good fine; another, 1.48g, 2h, cross
showing through on obverse, softness
throughout, but well struck toned, good fine;
and Class 4a, + EDWAR ANGL DNS HYB,
crowned bust facing, rev. VILL ABE REV VICI,
long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.31g, 2h (North 1078; SCBI -; Spink 1415),
weakness throughout with some blundered
areas of legend, toned, fine; and Class 4c, +
EDWAR ANGL DNS HYB, crowned bust facing,
rev. VILL ABE REV VICI, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.20g, 2h (North 1080;
SCBI -; Spink 1415), weak obverse but damage
throughout, deeply toned, fine (5)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £32ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £57 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £10 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £32 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £38 Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £160



Lot 414 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (10) 'Long Cross' Type,
Pennies, New Coinage, Bristol, including: Class 2a,
1.38g, 4h (North 1014; SCBI -; Spink 1416), cross
coming through on obverse, strong strike and clear
details, nicely toned with bright hues, very fine; and
Class 2b, 1.42g, 3h (North 1015; SCBI -; Spink 1416),
some softness throughout, lightly toned, good fine;
and Class 3b, 1.39g, 12h (North 1017; SCBI -; Spink
1416), some softness throughout, lightly toned, good
fine; another, 1.42g, 11h (North 1017; SCBI -; Spink
1416), split flan at several points, wear throughout,
toned, fine; and Class 3c, 1.31g, 10h (North 1018;
SCBI -; Spink 1416), scratches and wear throughout,
double strike on reverse, toned with technicolour
hues in fields, fine; and Class 3d, 1.17g, 2h (North
1019; SCBI -; Spink 1416), jagged edge, split flan,
cross coming through on obverse, deeply toned with
bright areas at higher points, fine; and Class 3f,
1.44g, 4h (North 1021; SCBI -; Spink 1416), some
wear in legends, scratches on reverse, toned with
electric blue hues on obverse, copper deposits in the
fields, good fine; and Class 3g, 1.36g, 5h (North
1022; SCBI -; Spink 1416), double struck on obverse
with details blundered, toned with electric blue hues,
good fine; and Class 9a, 1.38g, 4h (North 1036/1;
SCBI -; Spink 1416), cross showing through on
obverse, toned, very fine; and Class 9b, 1.32g, 11h
(North 1037/1; SCBI -; Spink 1416), double struck on
obverse with copper deposit in centre, scratched
throughout, toned, fine (10)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £25 - Doubleday
ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £38 iii)
Bought for £14iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £68 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£26 vi) 'IF', by private treaty, 1987 - £12 vii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1987 - £22 viii) 'JC', by private treaty,
1986 - £18 ix) 'CA', by private treaty, 1990 - £26 x) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £26T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1988 - £26 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 415 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward
I (1272-1307), (11) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, New
Coinage, Canterbury, including: Class 2a, + EDWR
ANGL DNS HYB, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS
CAN TOR, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.38g, 12h (North 1014; SCBI -; Spink 1419), some
softness about, lightly toned, very fine; and Class 2b,
1.37g, 6h (North 1015; SCBI -; Spink 1419), some
softness about, lightly toned with blue hues, very fine;
and Class 3f, 1.30g, 10h (North 1021; SCBI -; Spink
1419), cross showing through on obverse, well struck,
toned with electric blue hues, very fine; and Class 3g,
1.37g, 3h (North 1022; SCBI -; Spink 1419), some
softness and wear to areas of the legend, reverse
central field remarkably bold, toned, very fine; and
Class 4a, 1.41g, 9h (North 1023; SCBI -; Spink 1419),
double struck, wear throughout, toned, good fine; and
Class 4c, 1.36g, 2h (North 1025; SCBI -; Spink 1419),
wear at higher points, toned, good fine; another,
1.30g, 12h, cross showing through on obverse, wear
but reverse better, toned, fine; and Class 9a, 1.36g,
12h (North 1026/2; SCBI -; Spink 1419), cross
showing through on obverse, wear but reverse better,
toned with blue hues, good fine; and Class 9b, 1.39g,
9h (North 1027/1; SCBI -; Spink 1419), cross showing
through on obverse, wear but reverse better, toned,
good fine; and Class 9c, 1.39g, 1h (North 1027/2; SCBI
-; Spink 1419), cross showing through on obverse,
wear but reverse better, toned, good fine; and Class
10cf1, 1.34g, 10h (North 1040; Spink 1419), wear
throughout, spots of copper deposits, sharp edge
(cropped in photograph), lightly toned, fine
(11)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£24~ Cheddar Hoard ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £38 iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £17 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £16 v) 'PR', by
private treaty, 1982 - £16 vi) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £13 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £18 viii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£22 ix) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £35 x) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £15 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 416 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward I
(1272-1307), (15) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, New
Coinage, Durham, including: Class 9b + EDWR ANGL DNS
HYB, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS DVR EME, plain
long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.28g, 2h
(North 1037/1; Spink 1421), softness throughout, cross
coming through on obverse, darkly toned, good fine; and
Class 10ab, 1.18g, 2h (North 1039; Spink 1421), softness
throughout, chip at 9 o'clock, toned, fine; another, 1.40g,
11h, wear throughout, some areas of blunder, toned, fine;
and Class 2a, 1.20g, 12h (North 1014; Spink 1422), wear
about on both sides, toned, fine; and Class 2b, 1.41g, 1h
(North 1015; Spink 1422), wear throughout, toned, fine;
another, 1.41g, 4h, split flan, wear throughout, blue hues
present, sophisticated portrait, near very fine; and Class
3c, 1.12g, 8h (North 1018; Spink 1422), softness to high
features but otherwise well struck and pleasingly toned,
very fine; and Class 3e, 1.41g, 8h (North 1020; Spink
1422), double struck on obverse, small dents on edges,
lightly toned, good fine; another, 1.30g, 12h, double
struck on reverse, split flan, toned, fine; and Class 4a,
1.32g, 6h (North 1023; Spink 1422), wear to the higher
points but otherwise nicely toned, near very fine; and
Class 9a, 1.40g, 10h (North 1036; Spink 1423), double
struck on obverse, some details blundered, toned, good
fine; and Class 9b, 1.26g, 11h (North 1037/1; Spink 1423),
details at high points blundered, green patina throughout,
fine; and Class 10cf1, 1.46g, 1h (North 1040; Spink 1423),
split flan, detail to higher points, toned, fine; and Class
10cf2, 1.29g, 11h (North 1041; Spink 1423), wear
throughout to the higher points, toned, fine; and Class
10cf4, 1.12g, 4h (North 1042/3; Spink 1423), wear
throughout to the higher points, toned, fine
(15)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£30 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £22 iii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1988 - £19 iv) 'CA', by private treaty,
1987 - £24 v) 'IF', by private treaty, 1990 - £20 vi) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1987 - £29 vii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £26 viii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £25
ix) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £29 x) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £25 xi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £32 xii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1987 - £24 ~ Cheddar Hoardxiii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £29 xiv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £34 xv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 -
£18 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£330 to £430



Lot 417 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (7) 'Long Cross' Type,
Penny, New Coinage, York, including: Class 2a,
+ EDWR ANGL DNS HYB, crowned bust facing,
rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, long cross with three
pellets in each angle, 1.40g, 10h (North 1014;
Spink 1429), occasional softness but lightly
toned, good fine; and Class 2b, 1.32g, 2h (North
1015; Spink 1429), split flan, softness in the
legend, double struck, fine; and Class 3b,
1.32g, 2h (North 1017; Spink 1429), split flan,
nicely toned, good fine; and Class 3e, 1.35g, 1h
(North 1020; Spink 1429), split flan, peppered
toning, some roughness, fine; and Class 3c,
1.43g, 9h (North 1018; Spink 1429), full flan,
some softness throughout, double struck on
obverse, toned, good fine; and Class 3e, 1.27g,
6h (North 1020; Spink 1430), full flan, some
softness throughout, small split in flan, lightly
toned with some blue reflective hues on
obverse, good fine; another, 1.22g, 4h (North
1020; Spink 1430), jagged edge and incomplete
flan, wear throughout, deeply toned, fine
(7)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty, 1990 -
£24 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £16 iii)
'IF', by private treaty, 1987 - £13 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £22 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £33 vi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £22 ~
Cheddar Hoard vii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1998 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £220



Lot 418 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward I (1272-1307), (11) 'Long Cross' Type, Penny,
New Coinage, Various Mints, including: Class 4c, Bury St Edmunds, + EDWAR ANGL DNS HYB,
crowned bust facing, rev. ROBE RTDE HADE LEIE, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.24g,
11h (North 1025; SCBI -; Spink 1417), hole in flan, split, scratches and wear throughout, toned, fine;
and Class 9b, 1.33g, 11h (North 1037/1; SCBI -; Spink 1418), split flan, wear throughout, roughness
about, toned, brighter hues showing throughout, fine; and Class 10cf5, 1.37g, 5h (North 1043/1; SCBI
-; Spink 1418), slightly off centre striking, scratches present, wear throughout, toned, fine; and Class
3g, Chester, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS CES TRIE, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.36g, 7h (North 1022; Spink 1420), softness throughout, bright blues hues throughout the obverse,
very fine; and Class 9b, Exeter, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS EXO NIE, long cross with three pellets in
each angle, 1.49g, 11h (North 1037/1; Spink 1425), off centre strike, wear throughout, toned, fine; and
Class 9b, Kingston-Upon-Hull, similar obverse, rev. VILL KYN CES TON, long cross with three pellets
in each angle, 1.29g, 5h (North 1037/1; Spink 1426), wear throughout, some scratches, nicely toned,
good fine; and Class 3c, Lincoln, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS LIN COL, long cross with three pellets
in each angle, 1.37g, 11h (North 1018; Spink 1427), cross coming through on obverse, otherwise
strong details and nicely toned, very fine; and Class 3d, 1.36g, 6h (North 1019; Spink 1427), some
softness in central fields, lightly toned, very fine; and Class 3e, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, similar obverse,
rev. VILL ANO VICA STRI, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.36g, 10h (North 1020; Spink
1428), some softness about higher points, toned, near very fine; and Class 9b, 1.40g, 4h (North 1037/1;
Spink 1428), some softness about higher points, lightly toned, near very fine; and Class 9b/10ab Mule,
1.43g, 4h (North 1037/1,1039; Spink 1428), strong strike, appealing tone with blue hues on obverse,
very fine (11)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £39 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 -
£28 iii) Warwick & Warwick Auction 660, 13 October 2010, lot 102 - £28iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1992 - £60 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £45 vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£65 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 - £28 viii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £26 ix) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £26 x) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £25 xi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £48- Doubleday Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 419 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (4) Halfpennies, including:
Class 3c, London, + EDW R ANGL DNS HYB,
crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long
cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.58g,
12h, (North 1045/1; Spink 1432), cross coming
through on obverse, uneven flan, softness
throughout, toned, fine; and Class 3g, London,
0.58g, 5h, (North 1045/3; Spink 1433), some
porosity and roughness, darkly toned, fine; and
Class 3c, Lincoln, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS
LIN COL, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, 0.71g, 2h, (North 1045/1; Spink 1440),
some softness, reverse better, toned, near very
fine; and Class 3g, Bristol, similar obverse, rev.
VILL ABR ISTO LLIE, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.66g, 4h, (North 1045/3; Spink
1439), some splits and unevenness in edges, toned,
good fine (4)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty,
1988 - £13 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£55 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£80iv) Bought for £65- Whitton Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200



Lot 420 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward I (1272-1307), (9) Farthings, including:
Class 1a, London, + EDWARDVS REX, crowned
facing bust, rev. LON DON IEN SIS, long cross
pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.40g, 5h,
(North 1051/1; Spink 1443), area of legends
missing, wear throughout, toned, good fine; and
Class 1c, 0.37g, 11h, (North 1051/2; Spink
1443A), split in flan at 7 o'clock, worn
throughout, darkly toned, fine; and Class 2, 0.36g,
8h (North 1052; Spink 1444), flan slightly too
small, wear throughout, darkly toned, fine; and
Class 3c, 0.64g, 4h (North 1053/1; Spink 1445),
hairline cracks, bold features, nicely toned, very
fine; and Class 3de, 0.41g, 10h (North 1053/2;
Spink 1445A), contrasting tone, small dents
throughout, very fine; and Class 3g, 0.23g, 5h
(North 1053/3; Spink 1446), blundering facial
features, scratches present and weakness in lower
edge, toned, fine; and Class 9a, 0.32g, 4h (North
1057/1; Spink 1449), jagged edge, loss of details
throughout, worn, toned, fine; and Class 10,
0.34g, 9h (North 1058; Spink 1450), jagged edge,
pleasing details, toned, very fine; and Class 2,
York, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI,
long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles,
0.30g, 6h (North 1052; Spink 1454), jagged edge,
chipped, worn throughout, toned, fine
(9)Provenancei) 'JC', by private treaty, 1985 - £35
ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £65 iii)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 836, 18 April 2018,
lot 189 - £82iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £55 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988
- £68vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £25
vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £58 viii)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 836, 18 April 2018,
lot 791 - £82ix) 'IF', by private treaty, 1985 - £12
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 421 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward II (1307-1327),
(18) Coins including: (17) 'Long Cross' Type Pennies, New Coinage,
Various Mints, including: Class 11a, London, + EDWR ANGL DNS
HYB, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross with
three pellets in each angle, 1.42g, 5h (North 1060; Spink 1455),
unevenly shaped flan with wear throughout and iron deposits on
obverse, golden hues present, good fine; and Class 13, 1.00g, 2h
(North 1064; Spink 1459), light example, details blundered, darkly
toned with bright hues in central fields, fine; and Class 15b, London,
1.44g, 9h (North 1067; Spink 1462), unevenly shaped flan, details
largely blundered, red spots on reverse in first and second quarters,
lightly toned, fine; and Class 12c, Bury St Edmunds, similar obverse,
rev. VILL SCIE DMV NDI, long cross with three pellets in each angle,
1.48g, 10h (North 1063/3; Spink 1465), wear throughout, scratches in
the fields, some roughness, lightly toned, fine; and Class 15a, 1.44g,
5h (North 1066; Spink 1465), wear throughout, slightly jagged edges,
toned, fine; and Class 15b, 1.50g, 5h (North 1067; Spink 1465),
slightly off-centre strike, double struck on obverse, toned, fine; and
Class 11a, Canterbury, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR, long
cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.40g, 5h (North 1060; Spink
1466), double struck, toned, blue hues, fine; and Class 15b, 1.37g, 12h
(North 1067; Spink 1466), split flan, cross coming through on
obverse, areas of legend blundered, toned, fine; and Class 15c, 1.41g,
5h (North 1068; Spink 1466), bruised flan, small hole or split at 2
o'clock, toned with blue hues, fine; and Class 15a, 1.42g, 8h (North
1066; Spink 1466), higher details softened, double struck on reverse,
fine; and Class 11a, Durham, King's Receiver, similar obverse, rev.
CIVI TAS DVR EME, long cross with three pellets in each angle, 1.16g,
11h (North 1060; Spink 1467), higher details softened, strong central
field on reverse, toned, fine; and Class 11a, 1.38g, 2h (North 1060;
Spink 1468), split flan, jagged edges, softness throughout, toned, fine;
another, 1.20g, 2h (North 1060; Spink 1469), roughness and scratches
throughout, jagged edges, toned, fine; and Class 11b, 1.33g, 2h (North
1061; Spink 1469), softness throughout, lightly toned, fine; and Class
12a, 1.21g, 10h (North 1063/1; Spink 1469), roughness throughout,
toned, fine; and Class 13, 1.34g, 8h (North 1064; Spink 1469), jagged
edges, details largely blundered, toned with multicoloured hues in
more protected areas, fine; and Class 15a, mm. lion with lis, 1.42g, 3h
(North 1066; Spink 1470), surface crackles, double struck on reverse,
toned, fine; and (1) Farthing, London, + EDWARDVS REX AL, crowned
facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.31g, 1h (North 1070/2; Spink 1474), pulled flan,
worn throughout, rough surfaces, toned, fine (18)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £26 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1998 - £26 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £32 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £30 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £32 - Lawrence vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£28 vii) Bought for £17viii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£32ix) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £28 x) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £19 xi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £35
xii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38 xiii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 1983 - £18 - Elmore-Jonesxiv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £28 ~ Loch Doon Hoardxv) 'IF', by private treaty, 2019 - £50
xvi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38 xvii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £55 xviii) 'JC', by private treaty, 1985 - £65
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 422 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward III (1327-1377), (4) Various Coins
including: (2) Farthings, Second Coinage, Class
2, London, + EDWARDVS REX A, crowned
facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.28g, 9h
(North 1104; Spink 1542), warped flan, worn
throughout, roughness present, fine; First
Coinage, London, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, 0.31g, 8h (North 1070; Spink 1538),
chipped in two places, roughness and wear
throughout, fine; and (2) Halfpennies, First
Coinage, London, + EDWARDVS REX AN,
crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles,
0.59g, 3h, (North 1100/1; Spink 1536), wear
throughout, especially to portrait, uneven
edges, scratches on both sides, toned, fine;
Second Coinage, London, similar obverse, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.51g, 11h, (North 1100/2;
Spink 1540), uneven flan, jagged edges, wear
and roughness throughout, deeply toned, fine
(4)Provenancei) 'JC', by private treaty, 1986 -
£48 ii) 'JC', by private treaty, 1986 - £58 iii) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1986 - £36 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £45 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200



Lot 423 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward III
(1327-1377), (9) Various Coins, including: Penny, Third or
Florin Coinage (1344-1351), Class 1, London, + EDWR .
ANGL . DNS . HYB, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, long cross, three pellets in each angle, 1.26g,
10h (North 1113; Spink 1543), well struck, softness
throughout, toned, very fine; and Farthing, Third Coinage,
London, + EDWARDVS REX A, crowned facing bust, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, 0.35g, 12h (North 1135/1; Spink 1562), warped
flan, worn throughout, fine; and Penny, Third or Florin
Coinage (1344-1351), Class 2, London, + EDWR . ANGL .
DNS . HYB, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross, three pellets in each angle, 1.25g, 7h (North
1114; Spink 1544), jagged edge, split flan, softness in the
fields, toned, very fine; another, Durham, Sede Vacante,
similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS DVR EME, long cross, three
pellets in each angle, 1.26g, 11h (North 1125; Spink
1549), slightly blundered legends, toned, fine; another,
Reading, similar obverse, rev. VIL LAR ADI NGY, long
cross, three pellets in each angle, escallop in one angle,
1.04g, 1h (North 1129; Spink 1555), small chip at 12
o'clock, some roughness and dent marks, blundered
details throughout, toned, fine; another, York, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, long cross, three pellets
in each angle, quatrefoil in centre, 1.26g, 12h (North
1130; Spink 1556), small chip at 12 o'clock, some
roughness and dent marks, blundered details throughout,
toned, fine; Halfpenny, Third Coinage, London, +
EDWARDVS REX, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.40g,
10h, (North 1131; Spink 1557), split flan, small daylight
hole in first quarter, central fields bold, deeply toned, very
fine; another, 0.59g, 7h, (Spink 1558), wear, scratches and
blundering throughout, toned, fine; another, 0.50g, 4h,
(North 1132; Spink 1559), cross coming through on
obverse, chipped and uneven edges, toned, fine
(9)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £38
ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £35 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £18 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £65 v) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £165 vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £30
vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £35 viii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £55 ix) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £25 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 424 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward III
(1327-1377), Groats (2), Fourth Coinage, Pre-Treaty Period,
London, crowned facing bust, rev. + POSVI ° DEVM ° A DIVTOR
EM ° MEV (CIVI TAS LON DON), Series E mm. cross 2, 5h,
4.15g (North 1163; Spink 1572); Series G, mm. cross 3, 10h,
4.22g (North 1193; Spink 1570), both strongly struk, toned,
very fine (2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£62ii) 'JC', by private treaty, 1985 - £38Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 425 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward III (1327-1377), (2) Groats, Fourth
Coinage, Pre-Treaty Period, Series C, London,
crowned bust facing, rev. CIVITAS LONDON, Ns
reverse-barred, long cross and trefoil of pellets
in angles, m.m. cross 1, 3h, 4.53g [70.0grns]
(North 1147; Spink 1565); another, m.m. cross
pattée [1], 4.58g [70.6grns], 12h, (North 1147;
Spink 1565), on a slightly irregular flan, some
scuffing to face, otherwise lightly toned, almost
very fine, scarce (2)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1987 - £30 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £32Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £480

Lot 426 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward III
(1327-1377), Groats (2), Fourth Coinage, Pre-Treaty Period,
Series D, London, open Cs, wedge-tailed Rs, crowned bust
facing, rev. CIVITAS LONDON, As and Ns reverse-barred, long
cross and trefoil of pellets in angles, m.m. cross pattée, 8h,
4.52g [70.0grns] (North 1152; Spink 1566); another, Series E,
London, normal Rs, similar, rev. broken letters, V with nick in
limb, m.m. cross pattée, 4h, 4.04g [62.4grns] (North 1163;
Spink 1567) (2)Provenancei) Bought for £15ii) Bought for
£18Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 427 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward III (1327-1377), (2) Groat, Fourth
Coinage, Pre-Treaty Period, Series E, London,
crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross with trefoils in angles, mm. cross 2,
4h, 4.74g, [73.2grns] (North 1163; Spink 1567),
some softening about, but largely bold, lightly
toned, some splits in flan, but otherwise very
fine; another, mm. cross 2, 4h, 4.47g,
[69.0grns] (North 1163; Spink 1567), bold
legends, toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £60 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £48Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 428 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward III (1327-1377), (6) Halfgroats, Fourth
Coinage, Pre-Treaty Period, Class C, London,
EDWARDVS · REX · ANGLII · Z · FRACI, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoil on breast, all
within tressure of arches, rev. POS VIDEV ADIVT
OREM (CIVI TAS LON DON), long cross pattée with
three pellets in each quarter, two outer circles of
legend around, mm. cross 1, 1.84g, 3h (North 1148;
Spink 1574), clipped edges, some wear throughout,
toned, very fine; and Class D, mm. cross 1, 2.16g, 3h
(North 1154; Spink 1575), clipped edges, some wear
throughout, toned, very fine; another, mm. cross 1,
2.29g, 7h, full flan, some softness to portrait, toned,
very fine; and Class G, London, EDWARDVS · REX ·
ANGLII · Z · FRACI, crowned facing portrait of King
with trefoil on breast, all within tressure of arches,
annulet below bust, rev. POS VIDEV ADIVT OREM
(CIVI TAS LON DON), long cross pattée with three
pellets in each quarter, two outer circles of legend
around, mm. cross, 2.19g, 8h (North 1201; Spink
1579), chipped and split flan, some softness to
portrait, toned, very fine; and Class E, York,
EDWARDVS · REX · ANGLII · Z · FRACI, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoil on breast, all
within tressure of arches, rev. POS VIDEV ADIVT
OREM (CIVI TAS EBO RACI), long cross pattée with
three pellets in each quarter, two outer circles of
legend around, mm. cross 2, 2.28g, 9h (North 1201;
Spink 1581), full flan, some softness to portrait,
toned, very fine; another, mm. cross 2, 2.11g, 9h,
clipped flan, some softness to portrait, toned, very
fine (6)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
2000 - £39 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£46 iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2008 - £95 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £52 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £75 vi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £40 Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £700



Lot 429 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward III (1327-1377), (6) Pennies, Fourth Coinage,
Pre-Treaty Period (1351-1361), London, Series D, +
EDWARDVS REX . ANGLI, crowned bust facing, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross, three pellets and
annulet in each angle, mm. cross, 1.09g, 9h (North
1156; Spink 1585), cross showing through on
obverse, weakness throughout, toned with green and
blue hues in more protected areas, good fine; and
Series A, 1351, Durham, Type Bp. Hatfield, +
[EDWARDVS REX . ANGLI], crowned bust facing, rev.
VIL LA DUR REM, long cross, three pellets and
annulet in each angle, crozier after VIL, pellet in
centre, mm. cross pattee, 1.04g, 2h (North 1137;
Spink 1591), many scratches throughout, detail
blundered, toned, fine; another, mm. cross, 0.71g, 8h
(North 1150; Spink 1592), thin flan, cross showing
through on obverse, toned, fine; and Series E, mm.
cross 2, 1.15g, 10h (North 1170; Spink 1594), wear
throughout, toned, fine; and Series F, mm. crown,
1.15g, 12h (North 1177; Spink 1595), areas of
blundered details, double struck on reverse,
otherwise strong features and beautiful colourful
toning, good fine; and Series E, 1354-1355, York, +
EDWARDVS . REX ANGLI, crowned bust facing,
annulet stops, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, long cross,
three pellets in each angle, mm. cross 2, 0.97g, 10h
(North 1164; Spink 1603), cross coming through on
obverse with central dent, reverse much better and
nicely struck, toned, near very fine (6)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £25 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £38 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £28 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £22 - C. W.
Gillman, by private treaty, April 1952~ Balcombe
find, 1897 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £4
vi) 'IF', by private treaty, 1985 - £6 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 430 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward III
(1327-1377), Halfgroat, Fourth Coinage, Transitional Treaty
Period, London, EDWARDVS REX ANGLIE DNS HIB, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoil on breast, all within tressure
of arches, rev. POS VIDEV ADIVT OREM (CIVI TAS LON DON),
long cross pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two outer
circles of legend around, mm. cross potent, 1.97g, 3h (North
1226; Spink 1611), clipped flan, some softness to portrait,
toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 -
£150 NorwebSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 431 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward III
(1327-1377), (8) Various Coins, including: Penny, Fourth
Coinage, Transitional Treaty Period (1361), York,
Archbishop Thoresby, + EDWAR ANGLIE DNS HIB,
crowned bust facing, annulet stops, rev. CIVI TAS EBO
RACI, long cross, three pellets in each angle, quatrefoil
enclosing pellet in centre of reverse, 1.24g, 6h (North
1228; Spink 1613), jagged edge, details largely blundered,
toned, fine; another, Durham, Bishop Hatfield, 0.68g, 1h
(North 1229/2; Spink 1614), cracked coin with hole,
scratches throughout, toned, fair; Halfgroat, Fourth
Coinage, Treaty Period, London, EDWARDVS REX ANGL
DNS HYB, crowned facing portrait of King with trefoil on
breast, all within tressure of arches, double annulet stops,
rev. POS VIDEV ADIVT OREM (CIVI TAS LON DON), long
cross pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two outer
circles of legend around, double saltire stops, mm. cross
potent, 1.83g, 10h (North 1259; Spink 1621), worn edges,
some softness to portrait, toned, very fine; another, mm.
cross potent, 2.08g, 6h (North 1263; Spink 1622), worn
edges, crack in flan at 2 o'clock, some softness, toned, very
fine; Penny, Fourth Coinage, Treaty Period (1361-1369),
Durham, + EDWARDVS . REX . ANGLIE, crowned bust
facing, rev. CIVI TAS DUNE LMIS, long cross, three pellets
in each angle, mm. cross potent, 1.01g, 5h (North 1273;
Spink 1627), some weakness in the legends, but lightly
toned with appealing golden hues in protected areas, very
fine; another, 1.02g, 5h (North 1268; Spink 1630), softness
throughout with blundered details, double struck on
reverse, toned, fine; another, York, Archbishop Thoresby, +
EDWARDVS . REX . ANGLI, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI
TAS EBO [RACI], long cross, three pellets in each angle,
quatrefoil in centre, 1.14g, 7h (North 1267; Spink 1631),
softness throughout with blundered details, scratched and
clipped, toned, fine; Halfpenny, Fourth Coinage, Treaty
Period (1361-1369), London, + EDWARDVS REX AN,
crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.52g, 11h, (North 1274;
Spink 1634), bold portrait and legends, toned, very fine
(8)Provenancei) Bought for £36ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £50 iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £35 iv)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £55 v) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1987 - £45 vi) 'IF', by private treaty, 1985
- £7 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £24 viii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £65 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £380



Lot 432 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward III
(1327-1377), Groat, London, Fourth Coinage, Pre-Treaty Period,
Series E, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long
cross with trefoils in angles, mm. cross pattee, 8h, 4.50g,
[69.4grns] (North 1163; Spink 1572), softening throughout,
reverse slightly better, lightly toned, near very fineSubject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200

Lot 433 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward III (1327-1377), (3) Pennies, Fourth
Coinage, Post Treaty Period (1369-1377),
Durham, Bishop Hatfield, + EDWARDVS x REX
x ANGLIE, crowned bust facing, saltire
stopsrev. CIVI TAS DVN OLM, long cross, three
pellets in each angle, crozier before CIVI, mm.
cross pattee, 1.12g, 3h (North 1297; Spink
1646), softness throughout, blundered details,
blue hues in fields, fine; and York, Archbishop
Neville of Thoresby, + EDWARDVS xx REX xx
ANGLIE, crowned bust facing, saltire stopsrev.
CIVI TAS EBOR ACI, long cross, three pellets in
each angle, quatrefoil in centre, mm. cross
pattee, 1.09g, 2h (North 1295; Spink 1648),
softness and scratches throughout, toned, fine;
and another, similar, 1.19g, 3h (North 129[?];
Spink 164[?]), double strike on both sides,
misstrike, reverse on both sides, wear
throughout, fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1988 - £25 - C. W. Gillman, by
private treaty, April 1952~ Balcombe Find,
1897 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £28 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £4 Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £180



Lot 434 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Richard II
(1377-1399), Groat, London, RICARD : DI : GRA : REX : ANGL` ·
Z · FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM : A DIVTOR
EM : MEV (CIVI TAS LON DON), mm. cross pattee, 1h, 4.06g,
[62.6grns], (North 1320; Spink 1679), weakness in the flan,
beginnings of crack from bend throughout, scratches, toned,
fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1985 - £70Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 435 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Richard II (1377-1399), (5) Various Coins, including:
Halfgroat, Type II, London, RICARD DI GRA REX
ANGLIE, crowned facing portrait of King with trefoils
on cusps, all within tressure of arches, rev. POSVI
DEVMA DIVTOR EMMEV (CIVI TAS LON DON), long
cross pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two
outer circles of legend around mm. cross potent,
1.85g, 7h (North 1322; Spink 1682), worn edges, soft
portrait, scratches throughout, toned, fine; and (4)
Pennies, Type I, York, + RICARD x REX x AnGLIE,
crowned bust facing, saltire stops, rev. CIVI TAS
EBOR ACI, long cross, three pellets in each angle,
quatrefoil in centre, mm. cross pattee, 0.98g, 12h
(North 1329a; Spink 1690), unevenly shaped flan,
worn at highest points, toned, fine; and Type IIa,
York, similar obverse, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, long
cross, three pellets in each angle, quatrefoil in
centre, mm. cross pattee, 1.01g, 4h (North 1329c;
Spink 1691), worn throughout, details largely
blundered, toned, fine; and local dies, 1.03g, 10h
(North 1330; Spink 1692), cracked coin, blundered
details, otherwise toned, fine; and Type III, 0.97g, 2h
(North 1329e; Spink 1695), worn and scratched,
nicely toned, fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 2001 - £165 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1986 - £58 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £48 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£55- Whitton v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1993 -
£55 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 436 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Richard II (1377-1399), (4) Halfpennies, Early
Style, London, + RICARD REX ANGL, crowned
facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.58g, 2h,
(North 1331a; Spink 1698), oval flan, chipped,
scratched and worn, toned, fine; another,
Intermediate Style, 0.53g, 9h, (North 1331b;
Spink 1699), oval flan, roughness but details
largely intact, toned, good fine; another, Late
Style, 0.47g, 10h, (North 1332a; Spink 1700
[Type III]), split flan, roughness and
blundering, toned, fine; another, 0.63g, 5h,
(North 1332b; Spink 1700A [Type IV]), some
bruising and blundering, wear throughout,
toned, fine (4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £35 ii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2009 - £55 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £44 iv) 'CA', by private treaty,
1985 - £26 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200

Lot 437 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry IV
(1399-1413), Halfpenny, Heavy Coinage, Early Small Bust,
London, + HENRIC REX ANGL, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles,
0.49g, 9h, (North 1352; Spink 1723), softness throughout, split
and blundered flan, toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1990 - £175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200



Lot 438 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry V
(1413-1422), Groat, Class C, London, + HENRIC DI GRA REX
ANGLI Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI+ DEVMXA
DIVTOR EMXMEV (CIVI TAS LON DON), long cross pattée with
trefoils in quarters within inner circle, mm. pierced cross, 1h,
3.68g, [57.0grns] (North 1387; Spink 1765), some softness to
the portrait, otherwise bold and nicely toned, very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1889 - £50Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 439 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry V
(1413-1422), (7) Various Coins including: Halfgroat, Class C,
London, +HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z F, crowned facing
portrait of King with trefoils on cusps, all within tressure of
arches, rev. POSVI DEVA DIVTO REME (CIVI TAS LON DON),
long cross pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two outer
circles of legend around mm. pierced cross, 1.79g, 4h (North
1391; Spink 1771), split flan, worn throughout, toned, fine;
and (6) Pennies, including: Type C, London, + HENRIC REX
ANGL DNS H, crowned bust facing, saltire stops, mullet and
broken annulet by crown, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross,
three pellets in each angle, 0.85g, 2h (North 1396; Spink
1778), cross coming through on the obverse, well struck,
deeply toned, very fine; and Type F, mm. pierced cross, 0.91g,
5h (North 1398; Spink 1780), chip very delicately adhered,
otherwise a solid example with great eye appeal, contrasting
toning and strong details throughout, very fine; and Class C,
Durham, 0.70g, 12h (North 1405; Spink 1782), wear
throughout, split and chipped flan, toned, fine; another, Class
D, Durham, mm. pierced cross, 0.86g, 2h (North 1406; Spink
1783), reverse motifs and legend showing through on
obverse, chipped edge, worn throughout, toned, fine; and
Class C, York, 0.92g, 4h (North 1400; Spink 1785), wear
about the legends but central fields remain strong, toned,
good fine; and, Class F, York, 0.81g, 4h (North 1403; Spink
1788), scratched and worn surfaces, deeply toned with bright
tones peeking through, fine (7)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984- £90 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £48 iii) Bought for £25 iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £55 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £4
vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £58 vii) 'IF', by
private treaty, 1986 - £19 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £380



Lot 440 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry V (1413-1422), (6) Various Coins
including: Penny, Class G, York, HENRICVS
REX ANGL DNS, crowned bust facing, mullet
and trefoil by crown, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI,
long cross, three pellets in each angle,
quatrefoil in centre containing pellet, annulet
in second quarter, mm. pierced cross, 0.93g, 2h
(North 1404; Spink 1790), clipped flan, wear
and tone throughout, fine; another, mm.
pierced cross, 0.90g, 5h (North 1404; Spink
1791), incomplete flan, some crimping and
wear present, pleasing toning; and Halfpenny,
Class C, London, + HENRIC REX ANGL,
crowned facing bust, broken annulets by crown,
rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée,
trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.52g, 3h, (North
1409; Spink 1794), chipped, deeply toned with
technicolour hues in protected area, very fine;
another, Class D, 0.46g, 10h, (North 1410;
Spink 1795), cross coming through on obverse,
peckmarks on reverse, well struck, lightly
toned, very fine; another Class F, 0.40g, 8h,
(North 1411; Spink 1796), cross coming
through on obverse, scratches, deeply toned,
near very fine; another, Class G, 0.47g, 5h,
(North 1412; Spink 1797), legends soft but
fields bold, toned, very fine (6)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £45 ii) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1985 - £40 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £50 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £38 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £44 vi) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1988 - £45Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550



Lot 441 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (3) Groats,
Annulet Issue, + HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z
FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEUM (CIVITAS LONDON), long
cross with trefoils in angles, annulets linking
pellets in two opposing angles, mm. pierced
cross, 3.71g, [57.0grns], 5h (North 1423; Spink
1835), softness to the portrait, double struck
on reverse, toned, very fine; another, mm.
pierced cross, 3.42g, [52.78 grns], 8h (North
1424; Spink 1836), boldly struck throughout,
toned, very fine; and Annulet/Rosette Issue,
Mule, Calais, mm. pierced cross, 3.82g,
[59.0grns], 3h (North 1424/-; Spink 1836/-),
boldly struck throughout, toned, very fine
(3)Provenancei) 'JC', by private treaty, 1984 -
£45 ii) Bought for £55iii) 'CA', by private treaty,
1986 - £46Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600



Lot 442 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry
VI (First Reign, 1422-1461), (7) Various 'Annulet
Issue' Coins, including: (2) Halfgroats, Annulet
Issue, Calais, +HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z FR,
crowned facing portrait of King with trefoils on
cusps, all within tressure of arches, annulets by
bust, rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVT OREME (VIL LA CAL
IS), long cross pattée with three pellets in each
quarter, two outer circles of legend around, 1.78g,
10h (North 1429; Spink 1840), slightly rough edge,
appealing contrasting tone, vey fine; another, 1.90g,
5h (North 1429; Spink 1840), worn throughout,
toned, fine; and (2) Pennies including: London, mm.
plain cross, 0.87g, 8h (North 1431; Spink 1844),
light wear to the legends, fine details with reverse
especially bold, split flan, toned, very fine; another,
Calais, 0.68g, 3h (North 1432; Spink 1845), chipped
and jagged flan, roughness and scratches
throughout, toned with technicolour hues in the
protected areas, fine; and (2) Halfpennies including
London, 0.48g, 9h, (North 1434; Spink 1848),
legends soft but fields bold, rosy tint throughout,
toned, very fine; and Calais, 0.53g, 4h, (North 1435;
Spink 1849), some softness throughout, toned with
blue hues, bold, very fine; and Halfgroat, Annulet-
Trefoil Issue, Calais, +HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z
FR, crowned facing portrait of King with trefoils on
cusps, all within tressure of arches, annulets by
bust, rev. POSVI DEVMA DIVTOR EMEVM (VIL LA
CAL IS), long cross pattée with three pellets in each
quarter, two outer circles of legend around, 1.86g,
4h (North 1429; Spink 1855), slightly jagged edge,
toned, good fine (7)Provenancei) Warwick &
Warwick Auction 624, 8 October 2008, lot ?11 -
£72ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983- £9 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38- Whitton iv)
'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £25 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £38 vi) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £22 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1994 - £68- Doubleday Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£330 to £480



Lot 443 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (3) Groats,
Rosette-Mascle Issue, London, + HENRIC DI
GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust,
rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEUM (CIVITAS
LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. pierced cross, 3.67g, [56.4grns], 11h
(North 1446; Spink 1859), boldly struck, some
softness to the portrait, toned, very fine;
another, Calais, rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE
MEUM (VILLA CALISIE), long cross with
trefoils in angles, mm. cross patonce / plain
cross, 3.62g, [55.8grns], 11h (North 1446;
Spink 1859), boldly struck, well-toned, very
fine; another, mm. plain cross, 3.77g,
[58.2grns], 2h (North 1446; Spink 1859),
double struck on obverse, toned, very fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £39 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £40 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1995 - £75 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600



Lot 444 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI (First Reign, 1422-1461), (7) Various
Rosette-Mascle Issue Coins, including:
Halfgroat, Rossette-Mascle Issue, Calais, +
HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z FR, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoils on cusps, all
within tressure of arches, rev. POSVI DEVMA
DIVTOR EMEVM (VIL LA CALI SIE), long cross
pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two
outer circles of legend around, 1.91g, 8h (North
1448; Spink 1862), slightly jagged edge, toned,
very fine; and (4) Pennies, including: Calais,
0.95g, 3h (North 1450; Spink 1865), bold and
sophisticated portrait, toned with aureate hues
peeking through, very fine; another, 0.88g, 1h,
marginally incomplete flan but well struck, bold
features and nicely toned with technicolour hues
in protected areas, very fine; another, York,
Archbishop Kemp, 0.88g, 12h (North 1451i;
Spink 1866), split flan, jagged edges, toned,
good fine; another, 0.96g, 10h (North 1451ii;
Spink 1867), roughness throughout, toned, near
very fine; and (2) Halfpennies, including
London, 0.46g, 2h, (North 1449; Spink 1870),
chipped flan, jagged edge, wear throughout but
reverse much better, toned, near very fine; and
Calais, 0.42g, 9h, (North 1454; Spink 1871),
bold fields, toned, very fine (7)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38 ii)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 345, 9 December
2009, lot 388 - £238 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £48 - Whittoniv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £55 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £20 vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £35 vii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £34 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550



Lot 445 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (3) Groats,
Rosette-Mascle / Pinecone-Mascle Issue, Calais,
+ HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC,
crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEUM (VILLA CALISIE), long cross
with trefoils in angles, mm. plain cross, 3.81g,
[59.0grns], 2h (North 1446-1461; Spink
1859-1875), some softness to details in
legends, toned, very fine; and, Pinecone-Mascle
Issue, London, similar, mm. cross fleury, 3.78g,
[58.2grns], 12h (North 1460; Spink 1874), well
struck, strong details, bold, very fine; another,
similar, mm. cross fleury, 3.82g, [59.2grns], 9h
(North 1460; Spink 1874), well struck,
occasional softness, very fine (3)Provenancei)
'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £38 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £55iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £88 Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 446 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry
VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (2) Groats, Pinecone-
Mascle Issue, Calais, + HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z
FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEUM (VILLA CALISIE), long cross with
trefoils in angles, mm. cross patonce, 3.95g,
[60.8grns], 11h (North 1461; Spink 1875), clipped
flan, softness about, toned, very fine; another, mm.
cross patonce, 3.75g, [58.0grns], 1h (North 1461;
Spink 1875), complete flan, lightly toned, very fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985
- £42ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £50Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 447 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI (First Reign, 1422-1461), (4) Various
'Pinecone-Mascle' Issue Coins, including:
Halfgroat, Pinecone-Mascle Issue, Calais, +
HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z H, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoils on cusps,
all within tressure of arches, rev. POSVI
DEVMA DIVTOR EMEVM (VIL LA CALI SIE),
long cross pattée with three pellets in each
quarter, two outer circles of legend around,
1.82g, 4h (North 1463; Spink 1877), split flan,
softness to higher points, toned, good fine; and,
Penny, Durham, Bishop Langley, 0.90g, 2h
(North 1467; Spink 1883), jagged edges, double
struck on obverse, toned, good fine; and (2)
Halfpennies, including London, 0.41g, 11h,
(North 1468; Spink 1884), double struck on
reverse, oval and split flan, toned, very fine;
another, Calais, 0.54g, 10h, (North 1469; Spink
1885), split and jagged flan, softness
throughout but toned, near very fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £55 ii) Warwick & Warwick Auction, 15
June 2011, lot 152 - £120 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £75 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1986 - £22 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £300



Lot 448 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (3) Various
'Leaf-Mascle' Issue Coins, including: Groat,
Leaf-Mascle Issue, Calais, + HENRIC DI GRA
REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev.
POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEUM (VILLA
CALISIE), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. plain cross, 2.94g, [54.4grns], 1h (North
1475; Spink 1890), clipped edges, wear
throughout and scratches, lightly toned, good
fine; and, Penny, Calais, HENRICVS REX
ANGLIE, crowned bust facing, leaf on breast,
rev. VIL LA CAL SIE, long cross, three pellets in
each angle, 0.82g, 7h (North 1479; Spink
1903A), well centred, worn, toned, good fine;
and, Halfpenny, London, + HENRICVS REX
ANGL, crowned facing bust rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, 0.45g, 6h, (North 1480; Spink 1895),
slightly off centre strike, some scratches and
softness, but toned, fine (3)Provenancei)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 764, 22 April
2015, lot 378 - £173 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1986 - £45 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 2001 - £50 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£320 to £480



Lot 449 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (5) Various
'Leaf-Trefoil' Issue Coins, including: Groat,
Leaf-Trefoil Issue, London, + HENRIC DI GRA
REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev.
POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEUM (CIVITAS
LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. cross fleury, 3.14g, [48.4grns], 1h (North
1484; Spink 1897), softness to details, a
contrasting tone throughout, good fine;
another, mm. cross fleury, 3.74g, [57.6grns], 6h
(North 1484; Spink 1898), blundered details on
the obverse, reverse much better, toned, good
fine; and Halfpenny, Leaf-Trefoil Issue
(1436-1438), London, + HENRICVS REX ANGL,
crowned facing bust, without leaf, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, 0.45g, 1h, (North 1493; Spink 1906),
blundered details, iron deposits, toned, fine;
another, 0.42g, 11h, (North 1512; Spink 1929),
daylight hole in field at 3 o'clock, some areas of
blundered legends, toned, fine; another, 0.44g,
7h, (North 1492; Spink 1905), blundered
details, scratches, toned, fine (5)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £52 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £85 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £38 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £36 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £38 Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £450



Lot 450 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (2) 'Trefoil'
Issue Coins, including: Groat, Trefoil Issue,
London, + HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z
FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEUM (CIVITAS LONDON), long
cross with trefoils in angles, mm. cross fleury,
3.99g, [61.6grns], 7h (North 1496; Spink 1908),
small split in flan at 4 o'clock, softness about,
toned, very fine; and, Halfpenny, Trefoil Issue
(1438-1443), London, + HENRICVS REX ANGL,
crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles,
0.39g, 3h, (North 1500; Spink 1912), some
softness to obverse, toned, very fine
(2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1999 - £95 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £60Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £350

Lot 451 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VI,
(First Reign, 1422-1461), (3) Various Coins, including:
Groat, Leaf-Pellet Issue, London, + HENRIC DI GRA REX
ANGLI Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEUM (CIVITAS LONDON), long cross with
trefoils in angles, mm. -, 3.54g, [54.4grns], 6h (North 1504;
Spink 1915), scratched and cracked flan, toned, fine;
another, mm. cross fleury, 3.47g, [53.6grns], 4h (North
1505; Spink 1917), some areas of bruising, toned, fine; and
Penny, 'Leaf-Trefoil' Issue, Durham, Bishop Neville,
HENRICVS REX ANGLIE, crowned bust facing, leaf on
breast, rev. CIVI TAS DUN OLM, long cross, three pellets in
each angle, rings in centre 0.92g, 4h (North 1491; Spink
1904), worn, lightly toned, fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1988 - £28 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 2001 - £140 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£32 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £500



Lot 452 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VI (First Reign, 1422-1461), (5) Various
'Leaf-Pellet' Issue Coins, including: Halfpenny,
Leaf-Pellet Issue (1445-1454), London, +
HENRIC REX ANGL, crowned facing bust, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.46g, 6h, (North 1512; Spink
1928), double struck on reverse, bold features
especially portrait, very fine; another, 0.42g,
11h, (North 1512; Spink 1929), daylight hole in
field at 3 o'clock, some areas of blundered
legends, toned, fine; and Farthing, Leaf-Pellet
Issue, London, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.20g, 8h (North 1513; Spink
1930), chipped and split flan, worn throughout,
fine; and Halfpenny, Cross-Pellet Issue
(1454-1461), London, + HENRIC REX ANGL,
crowned facing bust, saltire on neck, rev. CIVI
TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.42g, 11h, (North 1524;
Spink 1943), wear throughout, toned, fine; and,
Penny, York, Archbishop Booth, HENRICVS
REX ANGLI, crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS
EBO RACI, long cross, three pellets in each
angle, quatrefoil in centre containing pellet,
mm. cross fleury, 0.87g, 6h (North 1521; Spink
1940), double struck and widely worn, nicely
toned with electric blue hues on obverse, some
scratches, good fine (5)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £45 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £36 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £150 iv)
'JC', by private treaty, 1986 - £65 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £21 Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 453 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (5)
Various Coins, including: (2) Groats, Heavy
Coinage, London, + EDWARD DI GRA REX
ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev.
POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS
LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. rose, 3.86g, [59.4grns], 4h (North 1566;
Spink 1974), split in flan at 3 o'clock, wear to
higher points, toned, good fine; mm. rose,
3.88g, [59.8grns], 2h (North 1566; Spink 1977),
wear to higher points, toned, good fine; and (3)
Halfpennies, Heavy Coinage, London, +
EDWARD DI GRA REX, crowned facing bust,
quatrefoils by bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles,
mm. rose, 0.39g, 7h, (North 1546; Spink 1990),
scratched and dented throughout, worn, toned,
fine; mm. rose, 0.36g, 3h, (North 1546; Spink
1992), chipped, lower part missing, details
blundered, toned, fine; mm. rose, 0.44g, 10h,
(North 1547; Spink 1993), crack in flan, toned,
fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £195 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £195 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £145 iv) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1991 - £65 v) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £55 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 454 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward IV, (First
Reign, 1422-1461), Groat, Light Coinage, London, + EDWARD
DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, annulets by
neck, rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS LONDON),
long cross with trefoils in angles, mm. rose, 2.98g, [46.0grns],
11h (North 1562; Spink 1995), toned, wear to higher points,
but complete flan, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1989 - £120NorwebSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 455 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward IV,
(First Reign, 1422-1461), Groat, Light Coinage, London, +
EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust,
rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS LONDON), long
cross with trefoils in angles, mm. rose, 2.72g, [41.6grns], 7h
(North 1566; Spink 1999), wear to areas of legends, toned, very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£105Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 456 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (5) Groats,
Light Coinage, London, + EDWARD DI GRA REX
ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, quatrefoils by
neck, rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS
LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles, mm.
sun, 2.77g, [43.0grns], 9h (North 1569; Spink
2000); another, mm. rose, 3.00g, [46.2grns], 4h;
another, mm. rose, 3.00g, [46.4grns], 4h (North
1569; Spink 2000); another, mm. crown, 2.93g,
[45.0grns], 5h (North 1571; Spink 2000); another,
mm. crown, 3.16g, [48.8grns], 10h (North 1570;
Spink 2002), occasional softness, pleasing tone to
all, very fine (5)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty,
1988 - £35 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £29 iii)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £65 iv) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1986 - £39 v) Bought for £20
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£550 to £850



Lot 457 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (3)
Groats, Light Coinage, London, + EDWARD DI
GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust,
rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS
LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. crown, 3.05g, [47.0grns], 10h (North
1570; Spink 2002), occasional softness,
pleasing tone, good fine; another, mm. cross
pattee, 2.79g, [43.0grns], 10h, wear
throughout, omitting finer details, small split
in flan, toned, fine; another, mm. plain cross,
2.82g, [43.6grns], 10h, wear throughout,
omitting finer details, toned, fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1998 - £160- Norweb ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1991 - £74iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1991 - £49 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 458 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward IV,
(First Reign, 1422-1461), (4) Groats, Light Coinage, Bristol, +
EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust,
rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (VILLAB BISTOW), long
cross with trefoils in angles, mm. -, 2.83g, [43.6grns]; mm. -,
2.06g, [32.0grns], (North 1580; Spink 2002), one fine, the other
largely blundered; another, mm. sun, 2.96g, [45.8grns], 1h,
some softness in the legends, toned with technicolour hues in
protected areas, slightly jagged edges, very fine; another, mm.
rose, 2.92g, [45.2grns], 8h, some softness throughout the flan,
toned, fine (4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987
- £35 ii) Bought for £10iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1991 - £45 iv)
'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £56Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£375 to £675



Lot 459 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV, (First Reign, 1422-1461), (3)
Groats, Light Coinage, Norwich, + EDWARD DI
GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust,
quatrefoils at neck, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS NORVIC), long
cross with trefoils in angles, mm. sun, 2.86g,
[44.2grns], 8h (North 1582; Spink 2011),
chipped and jagged at 3 o'clock, slight bend in
flan, toned, good fine; another, York, +
EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned
facing bust, quatrefoils at neck, rev. POSVI
DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS EBORACI),
long cross with trefoils in angles, mm. sun,
3.04g, [46.8grns], 12h (North 1583; Spink
2012), slightly blundered details, toned, good
fine; another, mm. lis, 3.04g, [47.0grns], 2h
(North 1583; Spink 2012), slightly blundered
details, lightly toned, good fine (3)ProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £95Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 460 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward IV
(First Reign, 1461-1470), (4) Halfgroats, Light Coinage,
Canterbury, EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRA, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoils on cusps, all within
tressure of arches, rev. POSVI DEVMA DIVTOR EMEVM (CIVI
TAS CAN TOR), long cross pattée with three pellets in each
quarter, two outer circles of legend around, 1.57g, 5h (North
1589; Spink 1877), worn flan, toned, fine; another, mm.
pall/sun, 1.20g, 6h (North 1589; Spink 1877), worn flan,
toned, fine; another, mm. pall, 1.49g, 2h (North 1589; Spink
2027), worn throughout, toned, fine; another, mm. rose,
1.25g, 3h (North 1589; Spink 2031), worn throughout, toned,
fine (4)ProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£40Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £220



Lot 461 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV (First Reign, 1461-1470), (6) Various
Coins from Light Coinage, including: (5)
Pennies, including York, crowned bust facing, G
and key by sides of head, rev. CIVI TAS EBO
RACI, long cross, three pellets in each angle,
quatrefoil in centre, 0.67g, 5h, (North 1599;
Spink 2063), clipped and worn but technicolour
toning in protected areas, good fine; and
Durham, Bishop Lawrence Booth, similar
obverse, rev. CIVI TAS DEX RAM, long cross,
three pellets in each angle, mm. crown, 0.72g,
8h, (North 1601; Spink 2057), bold portrait,
some clipping but largely clear, very fine;
another, mm. plain cross, 0.66g, (North 1601;
Spink 2053), worn about the legends and
higher points, toned, fine; another, mm. plain
cross, 0.66g, 11h, worn throughout but most
details still visible, toned, good fine; another,
mm. crown, 0.72g, 8h, (North 1601; Spink
2057), bold portrait, some clipping but largely
clear, very fine; and (1) Halfpenny, Canterbury,
+ EDWARD DI GRA REX, crowned facing bust,
saltires by bust, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR, long
cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, mm.
crown, 0.34g, 7h, (North 1611; Spink 2073),
softness throughout, lightly toned with green
hues on obverse, fine (6)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £64 ii) 'IF',
by private treaty, 1989 - £15 iii) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1987 - £42 iv) 'CA', by private treaty,
1988 - £52 v) 'IF', by private treaty, 1989 - £15
vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £95
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £340



Lot 462 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VI
(Restored, 1470-1471), Groat, Bristol, + HENRICV DI GRA REX
ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM
ADIVTORE MEVM (VILLAB BISTOW), long cross with trefoils in
angles, mm. trefoil, 2.80g, [43.6grns], 1h (North 1619; Spink
2083), complete flan, uneven toning, very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick Auction 864, 19 June 2019,
lot 441 - £265Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 463 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV (Second Reign, 1422-1461), (2)
Groats, London, + EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL
Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI
DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS LONDON),
long cross with trefoils in angles, mm. cross &
pellets, 2.99g, [46.2grns], 11h (North 1631;
Spink 2096), split flan, some softness, toned,
good fine; mm. pierced cross & pellet, 2.75g,
[42.4grns], 8h (North 1631; Spink 2098),
slightly clipped flan, worn in areas but portrait
bold, good fine (2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £55 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1990 - £44Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250

Lot 464 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward IV
(Second Reign, 1422-1461), (2) Groats, London, + EDWARD DI
GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI
DEVM ADIVTORE MEVM (CIVITAS LONDON), long cross with
trefoils in angles, mm. heraldic cinquefoil, 3.10g, [47.6grns], 2h
(North 1631; Spink 2100), some evidence of a double struck
reverse, evenly toned, very fine; mm. heraldic cinquefoil, 3.03g,
[46.8grns], 1h (North 1631; Spink 2100), some evidence of a
double struck reverse, evenly toned, very fine (2)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £58 ii) 'JC', by private treaty,
1985 - £47Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 465 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV (Second Reign, 1471-1483), (3)
Halfgroats, Canterbury, EDWARD DI GRA REX
ANGL Z FRA, crowned facing portrait of King
with trefoils on cusps, all within tressure of
arches, rev. POSVI DEVMA DIVTOR EMEVM
(CIVI TAS CAN TOR), long cross pattée with
three pellets in each quarter, two outer circles
of legend around, mm. rose, 1.28g, 6h (North
1637; Spink 2106), worn throughout, toned
with aureate hues, near very fine; mm. rose,
1.48g, 12h (North 1638; Spink 2107), worn
throughout, toned, spot of verdigris on reverse,
near very fine; mm. rose, 1.11g, 6h (North
1639; Spink 2108), worn throughout, toned,
near very fine (3)ProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £38Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250



Lot 466 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV (Second Reign, 1471-1483), (8)
Pennies, including: Durham, Bishop Booth,
crowned bust facing, rev. CIVI TAS DON OLI,
long cross, three pellets in each angle, 0.45g,
8h, (North 1658; Spink 2114), scratched and
dented, darkly toned, jagged and clipped edges,
fine; another, mm. rose, 0.61g, 5h, (North 1660;
Spink 2116), chipped at 12 o'clock, worn, darkly
toned, fine; another, mm. pansy, 0.70g, 8h,
(North 1662; Spink 2119), worn and scratched
through portrait, toned, fine; and Durham, Sede
Vacante, mm. rose, 0.73g, 1h, (North 1664;
Spink 2121), worn through portrait, toned, fine;
and Durham, Bishop William Dudley, mm. rose,
0.74g, 4h, (North 1665; Spink 2122), clipped and
worn, split flan, deeply toned, fine; another, mm.
cinquefoil, 0.69g, 6h, (North 1666; Spink 2123),
clipped and chipped, wear throughout, lightly
toned, fine; and, York, Archbishop George
Neville, crowned bust facing, rev. [...] TAS [...],
long cross, three pellets in each angle, quatrefoil
in centre, mm. rose, 0.87g, 10h, (North 1650;
Spink 2127), chipped and split flan, wear
throughout, toned, fine; another, mm. rose,
0.56g, 4h, (North 1649; Spink 2129), clipped,
jagged edge with daylight hole at 7 o'clock, wear
to higher points, toned, fine (8)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £45 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £32 iii) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1987 - £36 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £65 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £38 vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £4 vii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £20 viii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1986- £45 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£110 to £210



Lot 467 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward IV (Second Reign, 1471-1483), (4)
Various Coins, including: (2) Pennies, York,
Archbishop George Neville, crowned bust
facing, G and rose by neck, rev. CIVI TAS EBO
RACI, long cross, three pellets in each angle,
quatrefoil in centre, mm. rose, 0.56g, 4h,
(North 1650; Spink 2130), off centre striking,
toned, bent, fine; and, York, Archbishop
Rotherham, mm. rose, 0.71g, 10h, (North 1654;
Spink 2134), wear throughout, toned, fine; and
(2) Halfpennies, London, + EDWARD DI GRA
REX, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, mm. trefoil, 0.33g, 4h, (North 1667;
Spink 2137), softness throughout, lightly toned
with green hues on obverse, fine; mm. trefoil,
0.32g, 6h, (North 1667; Spink 2137), clipped,
blundered, toned, fine (4)ProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £28Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£60 to £120

Lot 468 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Richard III
(1483-1485), Groat, London, + RICARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z
FRANC, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI DEVM ADIVTORE
MEVM (CIVITAS LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. halved sun / rose, 2.31g, [35.4grns], 2h (North 1679; Spink
2154), scratched and some details blundered, toned with
irridescent hues in protected areas, fineProvenanceT Matthews,
by private treaty, 1983 - £98Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,000 to £2,000



Lot 469 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Richard III
(1483-1485), Penny, Durham, Bishop Sherwood, crowned bust
facing, S on breast, rev. CIVI TAS DUR [...], long cross, three
pellets in each angle, D in centre, mm. lis, 0.61g, 2h, (North
1669; Spink 2169), split flan, worn but central details remain
visible, pleasing toning and good portrait, good
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£185Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200

Lot 470 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VII (1485-1509), (3) Groats, including:
Class II, London, + HENRIC × DI × GRA × REX
× AGL × Z FR, crowned facing bust, rev. POSVI
DEV × A DIVTO E × MEV (CIVITAS LONDON),
long cross with trefoils in angles, mm.
cinquefoil, 2.42g, [37.4grns], 2h (North 1704;
Spink 2195), rough surfaces, some porosity,
toned, good fine; and, Class IIIb, mm. escallop,
2.63g, [40.6grns], 2h (North 1705; Spink
2198A), bold portrait, toned, very fine; another,
mm. pansy, 2.95g, [45.8grns], 4h (North 1705;
Spink 2198A), bold portrait, toned, very fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £24ii) 'JC', by private treaty, 1984 - £50
iii) Bought for £45 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600



Lot 471 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VII (1485-1509), (4) Groats, including:
Class IIIc, London, + HENRIC × DI × GRA ×
REX × AGL × Z FRA, crowned facing bust, rev.
POSVI DEV × A DIVTO E × MEV (CIVITAS
LONDON), long cross with trefoils in angles,
mm. anchor, 3.00g, [46.4grns], 10h (North
1705; Spink 2199), bold portrait, toned, small
chip, very fine; and, Class IIId, mm. anchor,
3.03g, [46.8grns], 4h (North 1705; Spink
2199A), bold portrait with piercing eyes, some
softness, toned, small chip, very fine; and, Class
IVa, mm. greyhound, 2.76g, [42.4grns], 7h
(North 1706; Spink 2200), bold portrait with
piercing eyes, some softness, toned, small chip,
very fine; and Class IVb, mm. cross crosslet,
3.00g, [46.2grns], 4h (North 1706; Spink 2201),
bold portrait, toned, small chip, very fine
(4)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick Auction
657, 11 August 2010, lot 117 - £95 ii) 'JC', by
private treaty, 1984 - £42 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1991 - £58 iv) 'JC', by private
treaty, 1984 - £55 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £800



Lot 472 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VII (1485-1509), (6) Halfgroats, London,
+ HENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z FR, crowned
facing portrait of King with trefoils on cusps,
all within tressure of arches, rev. POSVI DEVA
DIVTO R MEV (CIVI TAS LON DON), long cross
pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two
outer circles of legend around, mm. lis, 0.87g,
1h (North 1709; Spink 2206), worn throughout,
toned, fine; and, Canterbury, rev. POSVI DEVA
DIVTO R MEV (CIVI TAS CAN TOR), long cross
pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two
outer circles of legend around, mm. tun, 1.61g,
7h (North 1712; Spink 2209), worn throughout,
some areas of legend blundered, toned, fine;
another, mm. tun, 1.38g, 11h (North 1712;
Spink 2210), worn throughout, uneven edges,
toned, fine; another, mm. lis, 1.38g, 1h (North
1712; Spink 2210), worn throughout, toned,
very fine; another, mm. tun, 1.41g, 4h (North
1712; Spink 2211), worn throughout, split flan,
toned, very fine; and, York, rev. POSVI DEVA
DIVTO R MEV (CIVI TAS EBO RACI), long cross
pattée with three pellets in each quarter, two
outer circles of legend around, mm. martlet,
1.25g, 7h (North 1713; Spink 2214), softness
throughout, toned, very fine (6)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £32 ii)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 596, 14 February
2007, lot 435 - £59iii) Warwick & Warwick
Auction 700, 15 August 2012, lot 482 - £92 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £34 v)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 884, 22 April
2020, lot 447 - £103 vi) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £37Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £420



Lot 473 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VII
(1485-1509), (13) Various Coins, including: (11) Pennies,
York, Archbishop Rotherham, + HENRIC DI GRA REX ANG,
crowned bust facing, T and trefoil by neck, rev. CIVI TAS EBO
RACI, long cross, three pellets in each angle, pellets in two
angles, quatrefoil in centre, mm. rose, 0.69g, 7h, (North 1722;
Spink 2224), wear throughout to higher points, slightly off
centre striking, toned, fine; and, London, CIVI TAS LON DON,
royal shield over long cross which divides the legend, 0.63g,
7h, (North 1724; Spink 2226), slightly bent flan, chipped at 2
o'clock, central fields strong, obverse especially, toned, very
fine; another, 0.61g, 7h, (North 1726/1; Spink 2228), wear
throughout, roughness about, toned, fine; and, 'Sovereign
Type', Durham, Bishop Sherwood, rev. CIVI TAS DIR HAM,
royal shield over long cross which divides the legend, D and S
either side, 0.66g, 6h, (North 1730; Spink 2231), slightly off
centre striking on uneven flan, strong central fields on both
sides, toned, near very fine; another, Bishop Fox, 0.62g, 1h,
(North 1731; Spink 2233), bold central fields, jagged and
clipped edges blundering legends, toned, near very fine;
another, 0.61g, 5h, (North 1731; Spink 2234), wear
throughout, legends blundered, toned, fine; and, York,
Archbishop Rotherham, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, royal shield
over long cross which divides the legend, keys below, 0.60g,
3h, (North 1727; Spink 2236), chipped at 12 o'clock, wear
throughout, toned, fine; another, 0.70g, 12h, (North 1728;
Spink 2236), strong details, some small areas of blunder,
slightly clipped edges, toned, very fine; another, 0.64g, 4h,
(North 1728; Spink 2237), unevenly shaped flan, higher
details blundered, toned, good fine; another, 0.66g, 2h, (North
1729; Spink 2238), pleasing details, legends worn, toned, very
fine; another, 0.79g, 10h, (North 1729; Spink 2238), strong
details in the fields, legends somewhat blundered, toned, very
fine; and (2) Halfpennies, London, + HENRIC DI GRA REX,
crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, 0.33g, 12h, (North 1734;
Spink 2244), jagged edges, softness throughout, toned, fine;
another, 0.33g, 5h, (North 1734; Spink 2245), worn
throughout, toned, fine (13)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 2000 - £85 - Carloyon [Carlyon-Britton?]ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 - £38 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1990 - £48 iv) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 - £35
v) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £33 vi) Bought for £17vii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £38 viii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £65 ix) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £16
x) 'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £28 xi) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1994 - £65 xii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 -
£55 xiii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £42 Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £800



Lot 474 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VII (1485-1509), (5) Various Coins,
including: (3) Groats, Profile Right Issue, +
HENRIC · VII · DI · GRA · REX · AGL · Z · F,
crowned bust right, rev. POSVI DEV × A DIVTO
E × MEV, quartered shield of arms of England
and France over long cross fourchée, mm. cross
crosslet, 3.08g, [47.6grns], 10h (North 1743;
Spink 2254), boldly struck, some softness,
toned, very fine; another, mm. cross crosslet,
2.84g, [43.8grns], 4h (North 1747; Spink 2258),
cracked flan, boldly struck, some softness,
toned, fine; another, mm. pheon, 3.08g,
[47.6grns], 6h (North 1747; Spink 2258),
crimped flan, blundered facial details, toned,
fine; and (2) Halfgroats, York, + HENRIC VII DI
GRA REX AL Z, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEVA DIVTO E MEV, square topped shield, keys
below, mm. martlet, 1.50g, 7h (North 1751/1;
Spink 2262), well struck, lightly toned with
golden hues, some softness but otherwise very
fine; another, mm. martlet, 1.35g, 5h (North
1751/1; Spink 2262), well struck, toned, some
softness but otherwise very fine
(5)ProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £245Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £700



Lot 475 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), (3) Groats, First
Coinage, + HENRIC' · VIII' · DI' · · GRA · REX ·
AGL' · Z · FR', crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV' × A DIVTOR E · MEV', quartered shield of
arms of England and France over long cross
fourchée, mm. portcullis crowned, 2.67g,
[40.8grns], 11h (North 1762; Spink 2316),
some softness to central fields, toned with
colourful hues on reverse, good fine; another,
mm. portcullis crowned, 2.87g, [44.4grns], 4h,
some softness to central fields, toned with
colourful hues on reverse, good fine; another,
mm. castle, 2.80g, [43.0grns], 6h, some
softness to central fields, toned, good fine
(3)Provenancei) Bought for £33 ii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1984 - £30 iii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2015 - £175 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £600

Lot 476 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Halfgroat, Canterbury, + HENRIC VIII DI GRA
REX AGL Z, crowned bust right, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR, square
topped shield, W and A besides, mm. cross fitchee, 1.41g, 7h
(North 1802; Spink 2321), blundered edge at top of coin,
otherwise well struck, nicely toned, very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £52Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 477 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), (6) Various Coins,
including: (2) Halfgroats, Canterbury, + HENRIC
VIII DI GRA REX AGL Z, crowned bust right, rev.
CIVI TAS CAN TOR, square topped shield, W and
A besides, 1.47g, 4h (North 1802; Spink 2322),
chipped and double struck, toned, fine; and,
York, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, square topped
shield, T and W besides, keys below, mm. cross,
1.37g, 12h (North 1805; Spink 2327), crack in
flan, worn, toned, fine; and (3) 'Sovereign Type',
Pennies, London, HENRIC DI GRA REX AGL,
king enthroned holding orb and sceptre, two
pillars, saltire stops, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
royal shield over long cross fourchée, saltire
stops, mm. portcullis, 0.70g, 2h, (North 1773;
Spink 2328), finer details, jagged and split
edges, toned, good fine; Durham, Bishop
Ruthall, rev. CIVI TAS DVR RAM, royal shield
over long cross fourchée, T and D above shield,
mm. lis, 0.62g, 2h, (North 1776; Spink 2331),
finer details, clipped edges, toned, good fine;
another, mm. radiant star, 0.59g, 12h, (North
1777; Spink 2332), clipped edges, details to the
higher points, toned, good fine; (1) Halfpenny,
London, + HENRIC DI GRA REX AGL, crowned
facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross
pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles, mm. portcullis
crowned, 0.40g, 11h, (North 1779; Spink 2334),
jagged edges, iron deposits, fine (6)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £39 ii) 'JC',
by private treaty, 1984 - £40 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1994 - £50 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1989 - £46 v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988 - £45 vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1994 - £65 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£340 to £640



Lot 478 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ × D’ ×
G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. rose, 2.60g,
[40.2grns], 1h (North 1797; Spink 2337A), some scratches on
obverse, toned, near very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private
treaty, 1987 - £95Duke of ArgyllSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £800

Lot 479 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ × D’ ×
G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. lis, 2.14g,
[32.4grns], 1h (North 1797; Spink 2337E), some scratches in
the fields, boldly struck, appealing tone, very
fineProvenance'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £48Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 480 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ × D’ ×
G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. lis / arrow,
2.69g, [41.4grns], 9h (North 1797; Spink 2337E), chipped and
with bend line, toned, near very fineProvenance'CA', by private
treaty, 1988 - £42Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 481 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ × D’ ×
G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. arrow,
2.61g, [40.4grns], 1h (North 1797; Spink 2337E), toned, near
very fineProvenanceBought for £34Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 482 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ × D’ ×
G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. pheon,
2.61g, [40.4grns], 5h (North 1797; Spink 2337E), chipped,
some verdigris, some softness to the portrait, toned, near very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 -
£140Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 483 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ × D’ ×
G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI
DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. lis / rose,
2.47g, [38.2grns], 12h (North 1797; Spink 2337E), some
softness to the portrait, toned, near very fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £52Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 484 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Second Coinage, York, + hEnRIC’ × VIII’ ×
D’ × G’ × R’ × AGL’ × Z × FRAnC’, crowned bust right, rev.
POSVI DEV’ × A DIVTOR E · MEV’, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. voided
cross, 2.55g, [39.2grns], 1h (North 1799; Spink 2339), softness
throughout, double struck on obverse, purple hues peek
throughout, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1984
- £58Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 485 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), (4) Halfgroats, Second
Coinage, London, + HENRIC VIII D G R AGL Z
FRA, crowned bust right, rev. POSVI DEVMA
DIVTO E MEV, square topped shield, mm. lis,
1.17g, 11h (North 1800; Spink 2341), worn,
toned, good fine; and, Canterbury, rev. CIVI
TAS CAN TOR, square topped shield, W and A
besides, mm. uncertain mark, 1.14g, 12h
(North 1802; Spink 2343), chipped, toned, near
very fine; another, mm. cross pattee, 1.33g, 2h,
chipped, toned, near very fine; another, mm.
cross pattee, 1.23g, 5h, toned, near very fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £65 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £35 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1984 - £34 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £38 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550

Lot 486 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), (4) Various Coins, including: (3) Halfgroats, Second
Coinage, Canterbury, + HENRIC VIII D G R AGL Z FR, crowned
bust right, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR, square topped shield, T and C
besides, mm. Catherine wheel, 1.37g, 3h (North 1804; Spink
2345), toned, uneven edges, good fine; and, York, rev. CIVI TAS
EBO RACI, square topped shield, T and W besides, mm. voided
cross, 1.17g, 10h (North 1805; Spink 2346), toned with aureate
hues on reverse, uneven edges, very fine; another, mm. voided
cross, 1.28g, 7h (North 1807; Spink 2348), wear throughout,
toned, very fine; and (1) Penny, Second Coinage, London, H D G
ROSA SIE SPIA, king enthroned holding orb and sceptre, two
pillars, saltire stops, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield over
long cross fourchée, mm. rose, 0.64g, 8h, (North 1808; Spink
2349), strong details throughout with light wear to higher points,
toned, very fine (4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £48 ii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 - £60 iii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1992 - £55 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1987 - £35 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 487 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), 'Sovereign Type', (7)
Pennies, Second Coinage, Durham, Bishop
Wolsey, H D G ROSA SIE SPIA, king enthroned
holding orb and sceptre, two pillars, rev. CIVI
TAS DVR RAM, royal shield over long cross
fourchée, T and W beside, mm. star, 0.63g, 5h,
(North 1811; Spink 2352), wear throughout,
lightly toned, near very fine; another, mm.
crescent, 0.63g, 4h, crack in flan at 6 o'clock,
wear throughout, deeply toned, good fine;
another, mm. crescent, 0.62g, 9h, softness
throughout, deeply toned, good fine; and,
Durham, Sede Vacante, mm. star, 0.62g, 2h,
(North 1812; Spink 2353), double struck on
obverse, blundering to some areas of legends,
otherwise strong and bold details, very fine;
and Durham, Bishop Tunstall, mm. radiant star,
0.55g, 8h, (North 1813; Spink 2354), softness
throughout, slightly jagged edges, nicely toned,
good fine; another, mm. radiant star, 0.55g, 8h,
(North 1813; Spink 2354), softness throughout,
slightly jagged edges, nicely toned, good fine;
another, mm. star, 0.52g, 8h, (North 1813;
Spink 2354), slightly jagged edges, toned, very
fine (7)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1995 - £38 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £48 iii) Bought for £23iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £58 v) 'CA',
by private treaty, 1986 - £28 vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £38 vii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2008 - £75 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £650



Lot 488 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Third Coinage, Tower, + HENRIC’ × 8 × D’
× G’ × AGL’ × FRA’ × Z × HIB’ × REX, crowned bust 1/4 right,
rev. POSVI DEV’ × A DIVTOR E’ × MEV, quartered shield of
arms of England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. lis,
2.29g, [35.2grns], 1h (North 1844; Spink 2369), chipped, bold
portrait, toned, near very fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty,
1986 - £85Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 489 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Groat, Third Coinage, Tower, + HENRIC’ × 8 × D’
× G’ × AGL’ × FRA’ × Z × HIB’ × REX, crowned bust 1/4 right,
rev. POSVI DEV’ × A DIVTOR E’ × MEV, quartered shield of
arms of England and France over long cross fourchée, mm. lis,
2.60g, [40.2grns], 5h (North 1844; Spink 2369), significant
wear throughout, lightly toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 2000 - £98Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 490 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), (3) Halfpennies,
Second Coinage, London, + H D G ROSA SIE
SPIA, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON
DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in
angles, mm. arrow, 0.28g, 8h, (North 1815;
Spink 2356), jagged edges, toned, fine; mm.
rose, 0.28g, 5h, jagged edges, worn throughout,
toned, fine; 0.34g, 11h, jagged edges, oval flan
with large blundered area, toned, fine
(3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1992 - £52 ii) Bought for £26 iii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1986 - £26 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£90 to £110



Lot 491 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Henry VIII
(1509-1547), Third Coinage, Testoon, 1544-1547, hENRIC [8 D
.'] G .' AGL .' FRA .' Z .' hIB '. REX (m.m.), trefoil stops, crowned
'Holbeinesque' portrait facing, rev. POSVI .' DEVM .'
ADIVTOREVM .' MEVM (m.m.), trefoil stops, crowned double
Tudor rose, dividing crowned h-R, 6.72g [103.8grns], 8h, m.m.
pellet-in-annulet [and lys on obv. only] (North 1841; Spink
2365), striking flatness to peripheries with scattered flecking
in fields, otherwise the centres uniformly bold and considerably
above average for this more seldom encountered 'Shilling'
issue, a really good fine to almost very fine for issue, rare in
this stateProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1986 - £410Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £1,000

Lot 492 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), (2) Groats, Third
Coinage, including: Southwark, + HENRIC' × 8
× D' × G' × AGL' × FRA' × Z × HIB' × REX,
crowned bust 1/4 right, rev. POSVI DEV' × A
DIVTOR E' × MEV, quartered shield of arms of
England and France over long cross fourchée,
mm. lis, 2.47g, [38.2grns], 5h (North 1845;
Spink 2371), significant wear throughout, fair
to fine; and, York, mm. lis, 2.14g, [32.8grns],
8h (North 1848; Spink 2374), chipped at top,
otherwise very fine (2)ProvenanceBought for
£30Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 493 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Henry VIII (1509-1547), (8) Various Coins,
including: (4) Halfgroats, Third Coinage, London,
+ HENRIC 8 D G AGL FR Z HIB REX, crowned
bearded bust right, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long
cross over royal shield, 1.26g, 9h (North 1849;
Spink 2375), wear throughout, toned, , split flan,
fine; and, Bristol, rev. CIVI TAS BRIS TOLIE, long
cross over royal shield, 1.00g, 5h (North 1851;
Spink 2377), wear throughout, some porosity, fine;
and, Canterbury, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR, long
cross over royal shield, 0.84g, 9h (North 1852;
Spink 2378), wear throughout, porosity, toned,
fine; and, York, 1.23g, 2h (North 1853; Spink
2379), rough surfaces, split flan, verdigris on
reverse, toned, fine; and, (1) Halfpenny, Third
Coinage, Tower Mint, crowned facing bust, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of
pellets in angles, 0.24g, 8h, (North 1859; Spink
2385), jagged edges, details largely blundered,
toned, fine; and (3) Pennies, including: Tower
Mint, H D G ROSA SINE SPINA, crowned facing
bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield over
long cross fourchée, 0.48g, 5h, (North 1854; Spink
2380), jagged edges, dark toning throughout, wear
about details, fine; and Canterbury Mint, 0.56g,
2h, (North 1857; Spink 2383), significant wear
throughout, reverse better, toned, fine; and, York
Mint, 0.54g, 3h, (North 1858; Spink 2384),
significant wear throughout, reverse better, lightly
toned, fine (8)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty,
1984 - £25 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 -
£58 iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 - £52 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1993 - £55 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £65 vi) Bought
for £33 vii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1990 - £45 viii)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £30 Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 494 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VI (1547-1551), 'In the name of Henry
VIII', (5) Groats, including: Tower, + hEnRIC '.
8 · D '. G '. AGL '. FRA '. Z · hIB '. REX, crowned
bust 1/4 right, rev. POSVI DEV' × A DIVTOR E'
× MEV, quartered shield of arms of England
and France over long cross fourchée, mm. lis,
2.53g, [38.8grns], 7h (North 1871; Spink 2403),
wear throughout, dark toning, fine; another,
mm. K, 2.42g, [37.4grns], 3h (North 1871;
Spink 2403), wear throughout, light toning,
fine; and, Southwark, mm. -, 1.93g, [29.8grns],
9h (North 1872; Spink 2404), wear throughout,
light toning, fine; another, mm. -, 2.47g,
[38.2grns], 10h (North 1872; Spink 2404), wear
throughout, light toning, fine; and, Durham
House, 2.12g, [32.8grns], 4h (North 1873;
Spink 2405), wear throughout, fair
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1995 - £90 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1985 - £95 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1992 - £95 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1999 - £48- Wynmondom Hoard v) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1995 - £110Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 495 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1551), 'In the name of Henry VIII', Groat, Canterbury, +
hEnRIC ’. 8 · D ’. G ’. AGL ’. FRA ’. Z · hIB ’. REX, crowned bust
1/4 right, rev. POSVI DEV’ × A DIVTOR E’ × MEV, quartered
shield of arms of England and France over long cross fourchée,
mm. -, 2.46g, [38.0grns], 12h (North 1875; Spink 2408), wear
throughout, fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1984 -
£45Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 496 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1551), 'In the name of Henry VIII', Groat, York, +
hEnRIC ’. 8 · D ’. G ’. AGL ’. FRA ’. Z · hIB ’. REX, crowned bust
1/4 right, rev. POSVI DEV’ × A DIVTOR E’ × MEV, quartered
shield of arms of England and France over long cross fourchée,
2.14g, [33.0grns], 9h (North 1876; Spink 2409), wear
throughout, lightly toned, fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1999 - £58Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 497 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI (1547-1551), 'In
the name of Henry VIII', (10) Various Coins, including: (4) Halfgroats,
Southwark, + HENRIC 8 D G AGL FR Z HIB REX, crowned bearded bust
right, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross over royal shield, mm. H, 0.92g,
5h (North 1878; Spink 2411), rough surfaces, split flan, verdigris on
reverse, toned, fine; another, 1.34g, 11h, rough surfaces, split flan, verdigris
on reverse, toned, fine; and, York, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, long cross over
royal shield, 1.17g, 7h (North 1882; Spink 2416), rough surfaces, split flan,
double struck, toned, fine; and, Canterbury, rev. CIVI TAS CAN TOR, long
cross over royal shield, 0.99g, 2h (North 1881; Spink 2415), rough surfaces,
clipped flan, toned, fine; and (4) Pennies, Tower Mint, H D G ROSA SINE
SPI, crowned facing bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield over long
cross fourchée, 0.56g, 12h, (North 1883; Spink 2417), crack in flan at 5
o'clock, wear throughout, jagged edges, lightly toned, fine; another, 0.54g,
10h, (North 1883; Spink 2418), wear throughout, double struck on obverse,
toned, fine; and, York, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI, royal shield over long cross
fourchée, 0.58g, 6h, (North 1888; Spink 2424), wear throughout, double
struck on obverse, toned, fine; another, 0.60g, 6h, wear throughout, toned,
fine; and (2) Halfpennies, Tower Mint, H D G ROSA SIE SP, crowned facing
bust, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, long cross pattée, trefoil of pellets in angles,
0.33g, 6h, (North 1889; Spink 2426), jagged edges, details largely
blundered, toned, fine; and York Mint, 0.29g, 5h, (North 1891; Spink 2428),
jagged edges, details largely blundered, toned, fine (10)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 - £85 - Yourdeii) 'CA', by private treaty,
1987 - £49 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £50 iv) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2019 - £125 v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £45 vi) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £32 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1993 - £125 - Carlyon-Britton viii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 - £28 ix) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £65 x) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1988 - £65 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 498 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1551), Halfgroat, First Period, Canterbury, EDWARD 6 D
G AGL FR Z HI REX, crowned bust right, rev. CIVI TAS CAN
TOR, long cross over royal shield, 1.21g, 6h (North 1901; Spink
2459), rare to read 'EDWARD' not 'EDOARD', worn, toned,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 -
£350Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 499 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VI (1547-1553), Second Period, Second
Issue, Shilling, after 12 April 1549, Tower,
EDWARD : VI : D : G .' AGL [.'] FRA '. Z .' HIB '.
REX : crowned and garnished shield, dividing E-
R, rev. TIMOR : DOMINI : [F]ONS : VITE : M : D
: XL : [IX] (m.m.) (?), crowned boy King right,
3.93g [60.4grns], 6h, i.m. arrow (Bispham, pp.
135; North 1918/1; Spink 2465), areas of
striking flatness and dents by portrait,
otherwise richly cabinet toned, evidently of
good metal, better than fine for issue with good
visage detailProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1992 - £150Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 500 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VI (1547-1553), Second Period, Second
Debased Issue, (3) Shillings, 1550, Tower, (m.m.)
EDWARD : VI : D : G .' AGL .' FRA '. Z .' HIB '. REX :
crowned boy King right, rev. (m.m.) TIMOR :
DOMINI : FONS : VITE : MDL, crowned and
garnished shield, dividing E-R, 4.52g [70.0grns],
3h, m.m. swan (North 1919/1; Spink 2466), lightly
scuffed on a full but peripherally weak flan, fair to
about fine for issue; and Southwark, 4.80g
[74.0grns], 2h, m.m. Y (North 1919/2; Spink
2466B), clipped with scuffing in fields, otherwise
darkly toned, about fine; another, 11h, m.m. Y
(North 1919/2; Spink 2466B), clipped and lightly
porous, peripheral striking softness, struck details
fine to almost very fine (3)Provenancei) Bought for
£35ii) Bought for £35iii) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1992 - £95 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £450



Lot 501 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VI (1547-1553), (4) Various Coins,
including Second Period, Second Debased
Issue, (2) Shillings, 1549, Durham House,
(m.m.) EDWARD '. VI . D . [G . AG]L . FRA . Z .
HI[B . REX :], crowned boy King [bust 2] right,
rev. INIMICOS EIVS IN DVAM CONFVSIONE,
crowned and garnished shield, dividing E-R,
3.86g [59.6grns], 3h, m.m. bow (Bispham 5F;
North 1924; Spink 2472), cracked and chipped,
the surfaces rubbed and darkly toned, fair / a
bolder fine; another, 4.48g [69.0grns], 7h, m.m.
bow (Bispham 5F; North 1924; Spink 2472),
striking softness to peripheries on a baser
fabric, a bolder fine for issue; and (2) Pennies,
Third Period, London Mint, E D G ROSA SINE
SPINA, double rose, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
royal shield over long cross fourchée, mm.
escallop, 0.72g, 1h, (North 1945; Spink 2474),
wear throughout, fields better, lightly toned,
fine; and, York Mint, rev. CIVI TAS EBO RACI,
royal shield over long cross fourchée, mm.
mullet, 0.82g, 12h, (North 1946; Spink 2475),
wear throughout, legends better, lightly toned,
fine (4)Provenancei) 'JC', by private treaty,
1990 - £145ii) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1993 - £135- R Carlyon-Britton, third collection
purchased by Seaby, from 1949- Gough, by
private treaty, May 1947iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £55 iv) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1987 - £38 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 502 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1553), Third Period, Fine Silver Issue, 'Horseman'
Crown, 1551, Southwark (Under-Treasurer, Sir John Yorke),
(m.m.) : EDVVARD ': VI : D ': G ': AGL ': FRANC ': Z : hIBER ':
REX •, armoured boy King on horseback right, brandishing
sword, rev. : POSVI : DEVM : A DIVTOR E ': MEV .' (m.m.),
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 30.24g
[466.6grns], 11h, m.m. y (Lingford A-4 [sale lot 6]; North 1933;
Spink 2478), evenly rubbed and lightly toned, strictly fair /
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£195Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 503 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1553), Third Period, Fine Silver Issue, 'Horseman'
Crown, 1552 over 1 [?], Tower, (m.m.) : EDVVARD ' : VI : D ': G
': AGL ': FRAnCi '. Z : hiB ': REX : :, armoured boy King on
horseback right, brandishing sword, rev. (m.m.) : POSVI DEVM
.' A DIVTORE ': MEV :, square-topped shield over long cross
fourchée, 30.51g [470.6grns], 2h, m.m. tun (Lingford Z-13;
North 1933; Spink 2478), a small repair at obverse 6 o'clock
and a larger resultant patching on corresponding area of
reverse, stress marking to fields and smoothing to rims,
otherwise cleaned, the struck details bolder than
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 618, 18 June 2008, lot 450 -
£625Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £700

Lot 504 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1553), Third Period, Fine Silver Issue, 'Horseman'
Halfcrown, 1551, Southwark (Under-Treasurer, Sir John Yorke),
(m.m.) . EDVVARD '. VI : D '. G '. AGL ': FRAN ': Z : hIB '. REX •
armoured boy King on horseback right, brandishing sword,
plume on headdress, rev. . POSVI DEVM : A DIVTORE '. MEV .'
(m.m.) : square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 15.12g
[233.6grns], 2h, m.m. y (North 1934; Spink 2479), haymarked,
scuffed and lightly cleaned, otherwise on a full round flan,
struck details nearing fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260



Lot 505 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VI (1547-1553), Third Period, Fine
Silver Issue, (2) Shillings, 1551-1553, Tower,
crowned bust facing, rose and XII in field, rev.
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée,
5.98g [92.2grns], 5h, m.m. tun (North 1937;
Spink 2482), cleaned with a scratch across
mouth, fine / a bolder fine; and, Southwark
(Under-Treasurer, Sir John Yorke), 5.89g
[90.8grns], 12h, m.m. Y (North 1937; Spink
2482), some die clashing and scratches in
reverse field, otherwise lightly toned, a bolder
fine (2)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick 840,
20 June 2018, lot 445 - £180ii) Bought for
£29Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 506 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1553), Third Period, Fine Silver Issue, Sixpence,
1551-1553, Tower, (m.m.) EDWARD '. VI : D .' G .' AGL .' FRA ' Z
• hIB '. REX • small lettering, crowned 'Sixpence' bust facing,
Tudor rose and VI in fields, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' A-
DIVTOR-E .' MEV .' small lettering, square-topped shield over
long cross fourchée, 3.00g [46.2grns], 9h, m.m. tun (North
1938; Spink 2483), some crimping, otherwise lightly toned on a
full round flan, almost very fine / good fineProvenance'JC', by
private treaty, 1984 - £60Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240



Lot 507 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VI
(1547-1553), Third Period, Fine Silver Issue, Sixpence,
1551-1553, York, (m.m.) : EDWARD '. VI : D .' G .' AGL .' FRA ' Z
• hIB '. REX : small lettering, colon stops around mintmark,
crowned 'Shilling' bust facing, Tudor rose and VI in fields, rev.
(m.m.) CIVI-TAS EBO-RACI, small lettering, square-topped
shield over long cross fourchée, 2.94g [45.0grns], 2h, pierced
mullet (North 1939; Spink 2484), slight crimping and light
cleaning, now retoned, a bold fine on a shorter flan,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1992 -
£120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240

Lot 508 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VI (1547-1553), Third Period, (2) Fine
Silver Issue Coins, Sixpence, 1551-1553,
Southwark (Sir John Yorke), (m.m.) EDWARD '.
VI : D .' G .' AGL .' FRA ' Z .' hIB '. REX, large
lettering, crowned 'Shilling' bust facing, Tudor
rose and VI in fields, rev. POSVI DEV .' A-
DIVTOR-E .' MEV .' (m.m.), large lettering,
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée,
2.98g [45.8grns], 3h, m.m. y (North 1938;
Spink 2483), traces of crimping on an
otherwise full round flan, richly toned, almost
very fine; and, Threepence, 1551-1553, Tower,
crowned bust facing, rose and III in field, rev.
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée,
1.35g [20.8grns], 2h, m.m. tun (North 1940;
Spink 2485), creased with a small flan split at 1
o'clock, otherwise lightly toned, struck details a
really bold fine (2)Provenancei) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1985 - £92 ii) 'CA', by private treaty,
1985 - £95Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 509 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Mary, (Sole
Reign, 1553-1554), Groat, + MARIA D G ANG FRA Z HIB REGI,
crowned bust left within inner circle, rev. MARIA D G ANG FRA
Z HIB REGI, quartered shield of arms of England and France
over long cross fourchée, mm. pomegranate, 1.57g, [24.0grns],
5h (North 1960; Spink 2492), chipped and split flan, worn but
obverse better, fineProvenanceBought for £15Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £200

Lot 510 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Philip and Mary (1554-1558), (2) Shillings,
Tower, full titles, busts vis-a-vis, crown above,
no date, rev. crowned oval shield, dividing X-II,
5.57g [85.8grns], 3h, no m.m. (North 1967;
Spink 2498), rubbed quite flat on neat round
flan, scratches between busts, fair / fine;
another, crown and date above, rev. crowned
oval shield, dividing X-II, 5.95g [91.8grns], 2h,
no m.m. (North 1967; Spink 2500), scratches
and rub to portrait on a slightly irregular flan,
lightly toned, fine for issue (2)Provenancei)
Bought for £100 ii) Bought for £45 in
1982Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 511 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Philip and Mary
(1554-1558), Shilling, Tower, full titles, busts vis-a-vis, crown
above, no date, rev. crowned oval shield, no mark of value,
6.00g [92.6grns], 4h, no m.m. (North 1967; Spink 2499), subtly
creased with rub to portraits, otherwise toned, a really bold fine
and well above average for those usually
encounteredProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£265Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 512 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Philip and Mary
(1554-1558), Shilling, 1554, Tower, full titles, busts vis-a-vis,
crown and date above, rev. crowned oval shield, dividing X-II,
6.05g [93.4grns], 3h, no m.m. (North 1967 Spink 2500), dig on
Mary's cheek, otherwise richly cabinet toned, some areas of
striking softness, otherwise a most pleasing very fine, very
scarce in this very collectable gradeProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1994 - £285Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 513 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Philip and Mary (1554-1558), (2) Coins,
including: Sixpence, 1557, Tower, busts vis-a-
vis, crown and date above, rev. crowned oval
shield, dividing V-I, 2.73g [42.0grns], 1h, m.m.
lys (North 1971; Spink 2506), crimped and
toned with minor striking splits, scarcely fine,
but scarce; and, Groat, PHILIP ET MARIA D G
REX ET REGINA, crowned bust left within inner
circle, rev. POSVIMVS DEVM ADIVTO NOS,
quartered shield of arms of England and France
over long cross fourchée, mm. lis, 1.89g,
[29.2grns], 4h (North 1973; Spink 2508),
complete flan, some softness about, toned,
good fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £90 ii) Bought for
£70Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £350



Lot 514 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Philip and Mary (1554-1558), (2) Coins,
including: Halfgroat, PHILIP ET MARIA D G
REX ET REGINA, crowned bust left, rev. POSVI
M DEV M ADIV TO NOS, long cross over royal
shield, 0.86g, 4h (North 1974; Spink 2509),
worn and cracked, fine; and a Base Penny,
London, P Z M D G ROSA SINE SPI, double
rose, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield over
long cross fourchée, mm. half rose and castle,
0.63g, 10h, (North 1976; Spink 2510A), wear
throughout, lightly toned, fine (2)Provenancei)
T Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £240 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £38Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 515 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (3) Coins, including: First
Issue, Shilling, Spring 1560 - 8 November 1560,
Tower [Lower House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .' G .'
ANG .' FRA .' Z . HIB .' REGIN .' crowned bust 2A left,
rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' ADIVTOREM : MEVM,
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 5.53g
[85.2grns], 9h, m.m. lys (North 1985; Spink 2549),
scratches and area of flatness, fair; (2) Groats,
ELIZABETH:D.G:ANG:FR:Z:HIB:REGI, crowned bust
left, rev. POSVI DEV:AD IVTORE M:MEV, quartered
shield of arms of England and France over long cross
fourchée, mm. lis, 1.98g, [30.6grns], 9h (North 1986;
Spink 2550), complete flan, some softness about,
toned, very fine; mm. lis, 2.14g, [33.2grns], 10h
(North 1986; Spink 2551), complete flan, some
softness about, toned, very fine (3)ProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 2001 - £120Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £500



Lot 516 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Second Issue, Shilling, 1560-1561, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET . HIB .'
REGINA, crowned bust 1A left, pearl-beading on bodice, rev.
(m.m.) POSVI DEV .' ADIVTOREM : MEV .' square-topped shield
over long cross fourchée, 6.09g [94.2grns], 4h, m.m. cross
crosslet (North 1985; Spink 2555A), some striking flatness on
an irregular flan, good fine to near very
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 687, 11 August 2010, lot
128 - £506Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 517 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Second Issue, Shilling, 1560-1561, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET . HIB .'
REGINA, narrow beading, crowned bust 3C left, plain bodice,
rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' ADIVTOREM : MEV .' narrow beading,
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 4.29g
[66.4grns], 5h, m.m. martlet (North 1985; Spink 2555), some
peripheral striking softness and surface marks, lightly toned on
a curiously light planchet, a pleasing very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £50Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 518 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Second Issue, Shilling, 1560-1561, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .' G .' AN .' FR .' ET . HI .'
REGINA, coarse beading, crowned bust 3C left, plain bodice,
rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' ADIVTOREM : MEV .' narrow beading,
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 5.76g
[88.8grns], 5h, m.m. martlet (North 1985; Spink 2555),
pastille-grey surfaces on an irregular planchet, some porosity,
otherwise a bold very fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty,
1986 - £130Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 519 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (5) Various Coins
including: (2) Groats,
ELIZABETH:D.G:AN:FR:ET:HIB:REGINA.,
crowned bust left, rev. POSVI DEV:AD IVTORE
M:MEV, quartered shield of arms of England
and France over long cross fourchée, mm.
martlet, 2.11g, [32.8grns], 1h (North 1986;
Spink 2551), complete flan, some softness
about, toned, very fine; mm. cross crosslet,
2.00g, [31.0grns], 1h (North 1986; Spink 2551),
slightly split flan, toned, very fine; (1)
Halfgroat, Second Issue, ELIZABETH D G ANG
FR ET HIB REGINA, crowned bust left, rev.
POSVI DEV AD IVTORE M MEV, long cross over
royal shield, mm. cross crosslet, 0.99g, 8h
(North 1999; Spink 2557), worn and cracked,
fine; (2) Pennies, Second Issue (1560-1561), E
D G ROSA SINE SPINA, crowned bust left, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield over long cross
fourchée, mm. cross crosslet, 0.41g, 9h, (North
2001; Spink 2558), uneven edges, some wear
but reverse better, toned, very fine; mm.
martlet, 0.51g, 8h, (North 2001; Spink 2558),
bend in flan, some surface scratches, deeply
toned, good fine (5)Provenancei) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1987 - £86 ii) Warwick &
Warwick Auction 840, 20 June 2018, lot 447 -
£190 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 -
£65- Dr Burstall iv) Warwick & Warwick
Auction 642, 14 October 2009, lot 419 - £72v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £28Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £800



Lot 520 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (6) Sixpences, including:
Second Issue, 1561, Tower [Lower House], (m.m.)
ELIZABETH : D .' G .' ANG .' FRA .' ET o HI .' REGINA,
crowned bust 1F left, Tudor rose behind, rev. (m.m.)
POSVI DEV .' AD-IVTOREM : MEV .' square-topped
shield over long cross fourchée, 2.89g [44.8grns], 2h,
m.m. pheon (North 1997; Spink 2560), light crimping,
otherwise patches of toning on a full round flan,
almost very fine; another, 2.84g [43.8grns], 2h, m.m.
pheon (North 1997; Spink 2561), cleaned with areas
of flatness and others of staining, fine or marginally
bolder for issue; and, Third and Fourth Issue,
Sixpence, 1572, 2 over inverted 2, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET o
HI .' REGINA, crowned bust 4B left, Tudor rose
behind, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' AD-IVTOREM : MEV
.' square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 2.95g
[45.4grns], 8h, m.m. ermine (North 1997; Spink
2562), slightly rough flan at 12 o'clock, otherwise
lightly toned, good fine; another, 2.85g [44.0grns], 8h,
m.m. coronet (North 1997; Spink 2562), toned, a
pleasing very fine, the reverse particularly struck up;
another, 1571, 3.04g [47.0grns], 12h, m.m. castle
(North 1997; Spink 2562), centre of reverse struck
soft, otherwise toned, good fine to almost very fine;
and, 1566, Tower [Lower House], a British Museum
Electrotype (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .' G .' ANG .' FRA .'
ET o HI .' REGINA, crowned bust 1F left, Tudor rose
behind, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' AD-IVTOREM : MEV
.' square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, MB
stamped either side of shield, 2.50g [38.8grns], 11h,
m.m. portcullis (cf. North 1997; cf. Spink 2561), edges
smoothed to remove casting lines, otherwise toned, a
really good very fine imitation of the British Museum
cabinet coin (6)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick 642,
14 November 2009, lot 469a - £154ii) Bought for £20
in 1983iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 - £45 iv)
Warwick & Warwick 596, 14 February 2007, lot 34 -
£220- Mervyn Clapmanv) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 -
£38 vi) 'IF', by private treaty, 1992 - £36Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450



Lot 521 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (2) Threepences, Third
Period, 1561, ELIZABETH · D · G · ANG · FR ·
ET · HI · REGINA, crowned bust facing, rose in
field, rev. POSVI DEV . AD IVTORE M · MEV .,
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée,
1.49g, [23.2grns], 2h, m.m. pheon (North 1998;
Spink 2564), some surface scratches, toned,
very fine; and, 1562, 1.55g, [24.0grns], 4h,
m.m. pheon (North 1998; Spink 2564), some
surface scratches, toned, very fine
(2)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 2009 -
£150ii) Bought for £13Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 522 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), (5) Threepences, Third Period, 1563,
ELIZABETH · D · G · ANG · FR · ET · HI · REGINA, crowned
bust facing, rose in field, rev. POSVI DEV . AD IVTORE M ·
MEV ., square-topped shield over long cross fourchée,
1.41g, [21.8grns], 2h, m.m. pheon (North 1998; Spink
2565), some surface scratches, small chip, toned, very
fine; and, 1567, 1.52g, [23.4grns], 10h, m.m. coronet
(North 1998; Spink 2566), some surface scratches, small
chip, toned, very fine; and 1569, 1.49g, [23.4grns], 5h,
m.m. coronet (North 1998; Spink 2566), slightly
blundered around the edges, wear throughout, toned,
good fine; and 1574, 1.41g, [21.6grns], 8h, m.m. eglantine
(North 1998; Spink 2566), slightly blundered around the
edges, softness about, toned, good fine; and 1575, 1.47g,
[22.6grns], 7h, m.m. eglantine (North 1998; Spink 2566),
chipped and blundered edges, toned, fine (5)Provenancei)
Warwick & Warwick Auction 660, 13 October 2010, lot
108 - £131.50 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £17
iii) Bought for £18 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988
- £38 v) Warwick & Warwick Auction 784, 17 February
2016, lot 399 - £101Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £550



Lot 523 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (3) Various Coins,
including: (2) Threehalfpence, Third Issue,
1561, London, E D G ROSA SINE SPINA,
crowned bust left, rose behind, rev. CIVI TAS
LON DON, royal shield over long cross
fourchée, date above, mm. pheon, 0.53g, 10h,
(North 2000; Spink 2569), largely complete
flan, toned, near very fine; another, mm. pheon,
0.41g, 8h, (North 2002; Spink 2571), clipped
and jagged edges, deeply toned, good fine; and,
(1) Threefarthings, Third Issue, 1575, London,
E D G ROSA SINE SPINA, crowned bust left,
rose behind, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal
shield over long cross fourchée, date above,
mm. eglantine, 0.40g, 3h, (North 2002; Spink
2571), clipped and jagged edges, deeply toned,
good fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £38 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £250 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1988[?] - £125 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £450



Lot 524 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (4) Various Coins,
including: (2) Sixpences, Fifth Issue, 1578,
Tower [Lower House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH : D .'
G .' ANG .' FR .' ET o HI .' REGINA, crowned
bust 5A left, Tudor rose behind, rev. (m.m.)
POSVI DEV .' AD-IVTOREM o MEV .' square-
topped shield over long cross fourchée, 2.31g
[35.4grns], 3h, m.m. latin cross (North 1997;
Spink 2562), slightly clipped and toned, fair;
another, 1580 over 79, 2.55g [39.6grns], 3h,
m.m. Greek Cross (North 1997; Spink 2562),
striking split at 3 o'clock, otherwise toned, a
really bold fine to near very fine; and, (1)
Threepence, Fifth Period, 1578, ELIZABETH D
G ANG FR ET HIB REGINA, crowned bust
facing, rose in field, rev. POSVI DEV AD
IVTORE M MEV, square-topped shield over long
cross fourchée, 1.55g, [23.9grns], 5h, m.m.
Greek cross (North 1998; Spink 2573), double
struck on obverse, some softness, toned, very
fine; and (1) Penny, Fifth Issue (1578-1582), E
D G ROSA SINE SPINA, crowned bust left, rev.
CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield over long cross
fourchée, mm. latin cross, 0.54g, 2h, (North
2001; Spink 2575), clipped edges, wear
throughout, pleasing light toning, good fine
(4)Provenancei) Bought for £8ii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 2000 - £48 iii) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1991 - £38 iv) 'CA', by private treaty,
1988 - £34 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 525 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), (2) Shillings, including Sixth Issue, Pattern
'Finework', c. 1596, a British Museum Electrotype after Charles
Anthony, (m.m.) ELIZAB .' D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET HIB .' REGI,
crowned fine work bust 5 left, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .'
ADIVTOREM . MEV .' plain square-topped shield over long
cross fourchée, 4.40g [68.0grns], 7h, m.m. key [large / small]
(cf. BCW KY-4C:KY-c2; cf. Brown & Comber P4; cf. North 2044),
edges smoothed to remove casting line, and the a clear 'MB'
stamp in fourth quarter, a faithful and 'official' British Museum
19th Century electrotype, a bolder very fine and affordable gap
filler; and, 1590-1592, Tower [Lower House], (m.m.) ELIZAB .'
D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET . HIB .' REGI .' narrow beading, crowned
bust 6B left, decorated bodice, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .'
ADIVTOREM : MEV .' narrow beading, square-topped shield
over long cross fourchée, 6.03g [93.0grns], 3h, m.m. hand
(North 2014; Spink 2577), ragged and furled edges, metal
stressing to shield, some doubling in legend, toning to
peripheries, almost very fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £90- The success of Charles Anthony's
portraits on the Crown Gold denominations reintroduced in
1593, led to further experiments with similar portraits on the
silver, a series of handsome Pattern Shillings being produced
under the Key pyx-mark (c. 1596), but these portraits were
sadly never adopted.ii) 'IF', by private treaty, 1993 - £40Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £400

Lot 526 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Sixth Issue, Shilling, 1592-1594, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZAB .' D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET . HIB .' REGI .'
narrow beading, crowned bust 6B left, decorated bodice, rev.
(m.m.) POSVI DEV .' ADIVTOREM : MEV .' narrow beading,
square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 6.04g
[93.2grns], 8h, m.m. tun (North 2014; Spink 2577), lightly
toned, a pleasing very fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 621,
13 August 2008, lot 339 - £263Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 527 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (3) Sixth Issue
Shillings including: 1592-1594, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZAB .' D .' G .' ANG .' FR .'
ET . HIB .' REGI .' narrow beading, crowned
bust 6B left, decorated bodice, rev. (m.m.)
POSVI DEV .' ADIVTOREM : MEV .' narrow
beading, square-topped shield over long cross
fourchée, 5.91g [91.2grns], 10h, m.m. tun
(North 2014; Spink 2577), creased, rubbed and
flecked, darkly toned in peripheries, very fine;
1596-1598, 5.94g [91.6grns], 12h, m.m. key /
woolpack (North 2014; Spink 2577), flecked,
rubbed and toned, bolder than fine, an
exceedingly rare pyx-mark mule; and, 1600,
5.90g [91.0grns], 5h, m.m. O (North 2014;
Spink 2577), graffiti in obverse fields, lightly
toned struck details a pleasingly bold fine
(3)Provenancei) Bought for £27 ii) T Mathews,
by private treaty, 1993 - £85iii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 2003 - £60Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 528 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (7) Various Sixth Issue
Coins, including: (1) Sixpence, 1590, Small
Date, Tower [Lower House], (m.m.) ELIZAB .' D
.' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET o HI .' REGINA, crowned
bust 6C left, Tudor rose behind, rev. (m.m.)
POSVI DEV .' AD-IVTOREM o MEV .' square-
topped shield over long cross fourchée, 3.09g
[47.8grns], 3h, m.m. hand (North 2015; Spink
2578B), overtly doubled, otherwise toned a
bolder very fine; (4) Halfgroats, London, E.' D.'
G.' ROSA · SINE · SPINA ·, crowned bust left,
two pellets behind, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON,
long cross over royal shield, mm. cross crosslet,
0.89g, 12h (North 2016; Spink 2579), worn with
rough surfaces, toned, fine; another, mm.
crescent, 0.89g, 8h, worn, uneven flan, toned,
fine; another, mm. cross crosslet, mm. hand,
0.88g, 8h, wear throughout, especially to
portrait, legends bold, toned, fine; another,
mm. cross crosslet, mm. tun, 0.97g, 10h, toned,
good fine; and (2) Halfpennies, portculllis, rev.
long cross moline with pellets in angles, mm.
crescent, 0.20g, (North 2018; Spink 2581),
jagged edges, wear throughout, chipped, toned,
fine; another, mm. woolpack, 0.15g, (North
2018; Spink 2581), jagged edges, wear
throughout, chipped, toned, fine
(7)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1999 - £65 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1986 - £26 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £5 iv) Bought for £9v) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1991 - £35- Carolyn-Britton vi)
Bought for £22 vii) Bought for £30 in 1983
Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 529 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Penny, Sixth Issue
(1582-1600), E D G ROSA SINE SPINA, crowned
bust left, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal shield
over long cross fourchée, mm. A, 0.50g, 12h,
(North 2001; Spink 2580), chipped and jagged
edges, bent flan, toned, fineProvenance'IF', by
private treaty - £8.50Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £130

Lot 530 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), (3) Various Seventh Issue
Coins, including: Sixpence, 1602, Tower [Lower
House], (m.m.) ELIZAB .' D .' G .' ANG .' FR .' ET o
HI .' REGINA, crowned bust 6C left, Tudor rose
behind, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEV .' AD-IVTOREM o
MEV .' square-topped shield over long cross
fourchée, 2.63g [4.02grns], 8h, m.m. 2 (North
2015; Spink 2585), creased with resulting flatness
to central devices, otherwise lightly toned on a
fuller flan, fine or bolder in most parts, the last
year of issue for this celebrated Queen; Penny,
(1601-1602), London, E D G ROSA SINE SPINA,
crowned bust left, rev. CIVI TAS LON DON, royal
shield over long cross fourchée, mm. 1, 0.38g, 10h,
(North 2017; Spink 2587), clipped edge
blundering area of legend, scratches across
portrait, toned, fine; Halfpenny, portcullis, rev.
long cross moline with pellets in angles, mm. 1,
0.21g, (North 2018; Spink 2588), bold features
throughout, toned, very fine (3)Provenancei) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 - £35 ii) Bought
for £16 in 1983 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1991 - £85 - Carlyon BrittonSubject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£135 to £235



Lot 531 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Mestrelle's Milled Issue, Large Size, Shilling,
1561-1565, Tower [Upper House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH . D . G .
ANG . FRA . ET . HIB . REGINA, crowned bust left, ornately
decorated bodice, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEVM . ADIVTOREM .
MEVM . square-topped shield over long cross fourchée, 6.10g
[94.2grns], 6h, m.m. star (North 2023; Spink 2590), rubbed and
creased, lightly toned, a bolder fineProvenanceWarwick &
Warwick 844, 15 August 2018, lot 571 - £207Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 532 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Mestrelle's Milled Issue, Sixpence, 1561, Tower
[Upper House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH • D • G • ANG • FRA • ET •
HIB • REGINA, crowned taller bust A left, with ornately
decorated bodice, large Tudor rose behind, rev. (m.m.) POSVI
DEVM • AD-IVTOREM • MEVM, square-topped shield over long
cross fourchée, edge plain, 3.01g [46.6grns], 6h, m.m. star
(Borden/Brown 21, dies O2/R2; North 2024; Spink 2593),
lightly tooled in fields and with spots of red wax in recesses,
subtly retoned, a really bold very fine and most
desirableProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 581, 8 March 2006,
lot 86 - £493Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 533 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Mestrelle's Milled Issue, Sixpence, 1562, Tower
[Upper House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH • D • G • ANG • FRA • ET •
HIB • REGINA, crowned taller bust B left, with plain bodice,
large Tudor rose behind, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEVM • AD-
IVTOREM • MEVM, square-topped shield over long cross
fourchée, edge plain, 3.05g [47.4grns], 5h, m.m. star
(Borden/Brown 23, dies O2/R2; North 2025/2; Spink 2594),
scratched before bust, otherwise toned, a pleasing good very
fineProvenance'IF', by private treaty, 2000 - £85Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300



Lot 534 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth I (1558-1603), Mestrelle's Milled
Issue, (2) Sixpences, 1562, Tower [Upper
House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH o D o G o ANG o
FRA o ET o HIB o REGINA, shorter broad bust
D left, with ornately decorated bodice, small
Tudor rose behind, rev. (m.m.) POSVI DEVM o
AD-IVTOREM o MEVM, square-topped shield
over long cross fourchée, edge plain, 3.00g
[46.4grns], 7h, m.m. star (Borden/Brown 26;
North 2027; Spink 2596), rub to portrait,
otherwise lightly toned, further accentuated by
lustre and bluish-flare in recesses, almost very
fine; another 3.04g [47.0grns], 6h, m.m. star,
creased and cleaned with toning spots,
handsomely bluish retone before portrait, very
fine (2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £34 ii) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1983 - £34Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£360 to £480

Lot 535 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Mestrelle's Milled Issue, (2) Sixpences, 1562,
Tower [Upper House], (m.m.) ELIZABETH o D o G o ANG o
FRA o ET o HIB o REGINA, curly Z, shorter broad bust D
left, with beaded bodice, small Tudor rose behind, rev.
(m.m.) POSVI DEVM o AD-IVTOREM o MEVM, square-
topped shield over long cross fourchée, edge plain, 3.01g
[46.4grns], 8h, m.m. star (Borden/Brown 29, dies O4/R2;
North 2028; Spink 2597), creased and dented, otherwise
handsomely toned with underlying lustre, struck details
bolder than very fine; and, 1568, 2.73g [42.2grns], 6h,
m.m. lys (Borden/Brown 29, dies O4/R2; North 2028; Spink
2597), heavily creased with resultant flatness, lightly
toned, strictly good to fair (2)Provenancei) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1985 - £25 ii) Bought for £19Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 536 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Threepence, Milled Coinage, 1561, ELIZABETH D
G ANG FRA ET HIB REGINA, crowned bust facing, rose in field,
rev. POSVI DEV ADIVTOREM MEVM, square-topped shield over
long cross fourchée, 1.43g, [22.0grns], 6h, m.m. star (North
2033; Spink 2602), complete flan, toned, some softness about,
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £65Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 537 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Threepence, Milled Coinage, 1561, ELIZABETH D
G ANG FRA ET HIB REGINA, crowned bust facing, rose in field,
rev. POSVI DEV ADIVTOREM MEVM, square-topped shield over
long cross fourchée, 1.39g, [21.4grns], 6h, m.m. star (North
2034; Spink 2603), slightly warped flan, toned with blue hues,
good fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 -
£120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250

Lot 538 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Elizabeth I
(1558-1603), Halfgroat, Milled Coinage, London, ELIZABETH ·
D · G · ANG · FRA · ET · HIB · REGINA, crowned bust left, rev.
OSVI DEVM AD IV TORE MMLVM, long cross over royal shield,
mm. star, 1.08g, 5h (North 2037; Spink 2606), complete flan,
lightly toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty,
1992 - £105Dr BurstallSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 539 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), Third Coinage, Crown, 18 June 1624 - 7 July 1625,
Tower, by Charles Anthony after Derick Anthony, (m.m.)
IACOBVS D : G : MAG : BRIT : FRAN : ET HIB : REX, D over E
(?), King on horseback trotting right, grassy ground line below,
rev. (m.m.) QVÆ DEVS CONIVNXIT NEMO SEPARET •, no stops
in legend except after SEPARET, square-topped and lightly
garnished shield, 29.72g [458.8grns], 1h, m.m. trefoil over lys
[both sides] (FRC X*/XVIII* [sale lot 35] = Tallent 40; Lingford
64 same dies; Lockett 3340 same dies; Slaney II, 326 same dies;
North 2120; Spink 2664), hairline pin scratch behind King in
obverse fields, softly struck to key devices and usual die
clogging to peripheries, otherwise old cabinet tone, the centres
close to fine, the rest good fine, the double over-mark scarce
and seldom encountered in public commerceProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £315F R Cooper in his die
study for the Jacobean Silver Crown coinage for the BNJ 1970,
observed: "The silver crowns of James I, the design of which
remained basically unchanged throughout the reign, must thus
be attributed to the two artists, Charles Anthony and John
Baptist van Landen. In the design of the equestrian portrait the
former may well have been influenced by his father, Derick,
who executed a somewhat similar portrait of Edward VI in 1551
shortly after his appointment to the post which passed direct to
his son nearly fifty years later. Although the third coinage
which dates from 1619 was considered by Morrieson to be of
coarser workmanship, and hence the product of another
engraver, no evidence has been traced to show it was the work
of Holle. In the crown series there seems little inferiority,
although on some third-coinage dies the lettering is very
untidy. Possibly also due to wear of the main puncheon the
equestrian portrait shows less detail; but third-coinage
strikings are generally bolder and in higher relief than those of
the first and second coinages. It will further be noted that with
someof the third-coinage reverses the placing and the
proportion of the shield are not well thought out. Nevertheless
it is difficult to make general comparisons when many die
impressions are known only in a poor state of
preservation."Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £900



Lot 540 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
James I (1603-1625), (3) Various First Coinage
Coins, including: Sixpence, 1603, Tower, (m.m.)
o IACOBVS o D.' G.' ANG.' SCO.' FRA'. ET o HIB
o REX o first crowned bust right, VI behind,
rev. (m.m.) o EXVRGAT o DEVS o DISSIPENTVR
o INIMICI o square-topped shield, 1603 above,
2.88g [44.4grns], 2h, m.m. thistle (North 2074;
Spink 2647), doubled on reverse, otherwise
lightly toned on a full flan, good fine or better
in parts; and, Halfgroat, I: D : G : ROSA o SINE
o SPINA, crowned bust right, II behind, rev.
royal shield, mm. thistle, 0.88g, 9h (North
2076; Spink 2649), complete flan, largely
smoothed, toned, fine; and Halfpenny,
portcullis, rev. long cross moline with pellets in
angles, mm. lis, 0.25g, (North 2078; Spink
2651), bold features throughout, toned, very
fine (3)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 2001 - £95 ii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1987 - £49 iii) 'CA', by private treaty,
1987 - £45 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £220



Lot 541 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), (9) Second Coinage Coins, including: (2)
Shillings, Tower, 1605-1606, third bust right, rev. square-
topped shield, 5.67g [87.4grns], 2h, m.m. rose (North 2099;
Spink 2654), rubbed, dented and residually toned, about fine;
additionally, 1606-1607, fourth bust right, rev. similar, 5.83g
[90.0grns], 7h, m.m. escallop (North 2100; Spink 2655),
historic scuff before mouth, otherwise lightly toned on an
irregular flan, marginally bolder than fine; (3) Sixpences, 1604,
Tower, (m.m.) o IACOBVS o D.' G.' MAG.' BRIT.' FRA'. ET o HIB
o REX o third crowned bust right, VI behind, rev. (m.m.) o QVÆ
o DEVS o CONIVNXIT o NEMO o SEPARET o square-topped
shield, 1604 above, 2.37g [36.6grns], 11h, m.m. lys (North
2102; Spink 2657), slightly creased and trace porosity, a bolder
fine; another 1606, (m.m.) o IACOBVS o D.' G.' MAG.' BRIT.'
FRA'. ET o HIB o REX o fourth crowned bust right, VI behind,
rev. (m.m.) o QVÆ o DEVS o CONIVNXIT o NEMO o SEPARET o
square-topped shield, 1606 above, 2.41g [37.0grns], 2h, m.m.
escallop over rose, heavily doubled, otherwise toned, fine or
marginally better; another, 1611, similar, 2.86g [44.2grns], 7h,
m.m. mullet (North 2103; Spink 2658), scratched and doubled,
the peripheries struck weak, toned, fine / a bold fine; (1)
Halfgroat, o I,' D.' G.' ROSA.' SINE.' SPINA o, crowned rose
within inner circle, rev. o TVEATVR o VNITA o DEVS o, crowned
thistle within inner circle, mm. trefoil, 0.99g, 5h (North 2105/1;
Spink 2660), some areas of wear, toned, fine; (1) Penny, I D G
ROSA SINE SPINA, Tudor rose, rev. TVEATUR VNITA DEVS,
thistle, mm. mullet over bull, 0.40g, 12h, (North 2106/1; Spink
2661), clipped and jagged edges, deeply toned, very fine; and
(2) Halfpennies, rose, rev. thistle, mm. rose, 0.25g, (North
2107; Spink 2663), split in flan, sharp edges, some wear, lightly
toned, good fine; another, mm. mullet over bell, 0.23g, (North
2107; Spink 2663), sharp edges, some wear, lightly toned, very
fine (9)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick 700, 15 August 2012,
lot 496 - £49ii) Bought for £16iii) Bought for £16iv) T Mathews,
by private treaty, 1995 - £95v) T Mathews, by private treaty,
2003 - £40 vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1989 - £18 vii)
'CA', by private treaty, 1987 - £20 viii) 'CA', by private treaty,
1985 - £20 ix) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £26 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£320 to £440



Lot 542 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), Third Coinage, Welsh 'Plumes' Crown, 4 July 1623
- 17 June 1624, Tower, with bullion supplied by Welsh Mines,
(m.m.) IACOBVS D : G : MAG : BRI : FRAN : ET HIB : REX, D
over E (?), King on horseback trotting right, grassy ground line
below, rev. (m.m.) QVÆ DEVS CONIVNXIT NEMO SEPARET, no
stops in legend, square-topped and lightly garnished shield
surmounted by plume, 29.97g [462.4grns], 1h, m.m. lys (FRC
X/XIX [sale lot 34]; Lingford 62/63 same dies; Rees-Jones 13 =
Van-Roekel 17 = Stewartby V, 1791; Rowley-Butters 310; North
2121; Spink 2665), a hint of doubling to legends, otherwise
evenly worn to portrait and richly cabinet toned, strictly fine / a
really good fine and rareProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 581, 8
March 2006, lot 96 - £1,000An evidently rare die pairing,
particularly in the unaltered die state (latterly over-punched by
the trefoil mintmark, cf. Stewartby V, Spink, 28 March 2017],
lot 1791), suggesting these dies were prepared late into the lys
pyx-period to coin a new supply of silver bullion from the Welsh
mines. The late arrival and serviceability of the still fresh dies
ensured their continued use into the adjacent phase of
production. Only two further examples have been traced at
worldwide public auction by this cataloguer besides the
Stewartby-Van Roekel-Rees-Jones specimen; namely the
Rowley-Butters coin (18 June 2008, lot 310 - unsold); and an
unpedigreed example that again appeared in London (DNW, 30
June 2004, lot 93 - £2,415), pointing to its quite prohibitive
scarcity in commerce.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £1,000

Lot 543 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), Third Coinage, Halfcrown, 1624 - 1625, Tower,
(m.m.) IACOBVS D : G : MAG : BRI : FR : ET : HI : REX, King on
horseback right, ground line below, rev. (m.m.) QVÆ DEVS
CONIVNXIT NEMO SEPARET, square-topped and garnished
shield, 14.40g [222.2grns], 10h, m.m. trefoil (Lockett 3342;
North 2122; Spink 2666), waterworn and porous from evident
soil deposition, scarcely fair / fineProvenance'IF', by private
treaty, 1985 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £140



Lot 544 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), Third Coinage, Shilling, 1623-1624, Tower, sixth
crowned and cuirassed bust right, rev. square-topped shield,
6.07g [93.2grns], 8h, m.m. lys (North 2124; Spink 2668),
carbon spots on reverse and residually lustrous and lightly
toned, some striking softness but a pleasingly bold portrait,
good very fine in the roundProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 672,
15 June 2011, lot 172 - £205Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 545 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), Third Coinage, Welsh 'Plumes' Shilling,
1623-1624, Tower, sixth crowned and cuirassed bust right, rev.
square-topped shield, Plume above, 5.07g [78.2grns], 6h, m.m.
lys (North 2125; Spink 2669), creased and rubbed, toned,
almost very fine, scarceProvenance'CA', by private treaty, 1988
- £42Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 546 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James I
(1603-1625), (6) Various Third Coinage Coins, including:
Sixpence, 1624, Tower, (m.m.) IACOBVS : D.' G.' MAG.' BRI :
FRA : ET HI 'o REX, sixth crowned bust right, VI behind, rev.
(m.m.) QVÆ DEVS CONIVNXIT NEMO SEPARET, no stops in
legend, square-topped shield, 1624 above, 2.95g [45.6grns],
10h, m.m. trefoil (North 2126; Spink 2670), toned with some
striking flatness, otherwise about very fine; (2) Halfgroats, I :
D : G : ROSA SINE SPINA, crowned rose within inner circle,
rev. o TVEATVR o VNITA o DEVS o, crowned thistle within
inner circle, mm. rose, 0.94g, 7h (North 2127; Spink 2671),
clipped edges, double struck on both sides, toned, fine;
another, mm. thistle, 1.01g, 4h, clipped edges, toned, fine;
and, (2) Pennies, D G ROSA SINE SPINA, Tudor rose, rev.
TVEATUR VNITA DEVS, thistle, mm. thistle, 0.46g, 3h, (North
2128; Spink 2672), clipped and jagged edges, deeply toned,
very fine; another, mm. two pellets, 0.50g, 7h, (North 2128;
Spink 2672A), deeply toned, very fine; and (1) Halfpenny, rose,
rev. thistle, 0.23g, (North 2129; Spink 2673), some softness
throughout, toned, fine (6)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty,
1988 - £38 ii) Bought for £14iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 -
£22 iv) Bought for £10v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£35vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1983 - £10 Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£270 to £370



Lot 547 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
James I (1603-1625), (6) Copper Farthings,
including: 'Harrington' Type 1a, London, IACO ·
D · G · M AG · BRIT, crown over sceptres
centrally with legend around, rev. FRA : ET ·
HIB : REX, crowned harp centrally with legend
around, 0.46g, 6h (Spink 2674), appealing
round flan, well struck and evenly toned, very
fine; and, Type 2, mm. trefoil, 0.43g, 6h (Spink
2676), appealing round flan, well struck and
evenly toned, very fine; and, Type 3b, mm. rose,
0.69g, 6h (Spink 2678), appealing round flan,
well struck and evenly toned, very fine; and,
'Lenox' Type 2, mm. cinquefoil, 0.73g, 6h
(Spink 2679), chipped flan, bold features,
toned, fine; Type 3c, mm. trefoil, 0.41g, 12h
(Spink 2679), chipped and cracked flan, toned,
fine; and, mm. crescent, 0.39g, 6h (Spink
3183), slightly off centre striking, softness
throughout, toned, good fine (6)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £60 ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1999 - £28 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1992 - £22 iv) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1987 - £18 v)
Bought for £15vi) 'IF', by private treaty, 2009 -
£18 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£110 to £210



Lot 548 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group I, Type 1a3, Crown, 1625-1626, Tower
(under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS D.' G.' MAG.' BRI.' FRA.' ET
HIB.' REX •, first horseman King trotting left, ornately
decorated caparison, sword over right shoulder only breaking
wire line but not inner circle, plume on head-dress and on
housing, rev. CHRIS | TO • AVS | PICE • R | EGNO • (m.m.),
square-topped and garnished shield over cross fourchée, 28.77g
[444.0grns], 2h, m.m. lys (Hawkins 1a; Francis 1a; FRC IV/I
[sale lot 43]; Brooker 232 same dies; North 2190; Spink 2753),
faint metal stresses in cabinet toned fields, and historic gouges
before horse and by R in REGNO, otherwise evenly worn, better
than fair / fine, scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1989 - £100Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £700

Lot 549 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group I, Type 1b1, Welsh 'Plumes' Crown, 29 June
1626 - 27 April 1627, Tower (under King), with bullion supplied
by Welsh Mines, (m.m.) • CAROLVS D.' G.' MAG.' BRI.' FR.' ET
HIB.' REX • first horseman King trotting left, ornately
decorated caparison, sword over right shoulder breaking inner
circle, plume on head-dress and on housing, rev. (m.m.)
CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO :• smaller lettering than obverse,
square-topped and garnished shield surmounted by large
plume, 29.80g [459.8grns], 10h, m.m. cross calvary over lys
[both sides] (Hawkins 1b; Francis 1b [no. 11]; FRC II*/VI* [Sale,
lot 50 - 'fair']; Brooker 237 = Lingford 85 this coin; Neck =
Webb -; Montagu -; Murdoch -; Lockett - [cf. 2252/2253 same
dies]; SCMB, June 1980, F321 = Glendining, 4 March 1981, lot
134 same dies; North 2191; Spink 2754), some faint metal
stressing in otherwise richly cabinet toned fields, hints of
residual lustre in recesses, a pleasingly good fine, vastly
superior to the Cooper reference example, excessively rare, only
three examples traced, this by far the finest knownProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £600F Gilboy, Glendining, 1
May 1985, lot 43* - good fine, rare - £290J G Brooker, dispersed
by Spink through Numismatic Circular, from 1978W B Thorpe,
second collection of 275 Crowns acquired en bloc by Spink,
January 1952 [sold before listing in SNC, March 1952]H M
Lingford, Part I, Glendining, 24-26 October 1950, lot 85 - "very
fine for this and very rare" - £42.0.0 [Baldwin]Lt.-Col. H. W.
Morrieson, Glendining, 20-24 November 1933, lot 423* and Pl.
VII. - [different plume to last], "rather fine, extremely rare" -
£11.10.0 [Spink for Lingford]T Wakley, Sotheby's, 6 December
1909, lot 40 - very fine and rare - £5.0.0 [Spink for
Morrieson]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,800 to £2,400



Lot 550 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I (1625-1649), Group II, Type 2b1, Welsh
'Plumes' Crown, 23 June 1630 - 30 June 1631, Tower (under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D.' G.'
MAG.' BRIT.' FRA.' ET • HIB.' REX ••:•• smaller second horseman King trotting left, plume on
headdress, sword over right shoulder to right of A, cross on housing, no ground line, rev. •:•
CHRISTO ••:•• AVSPICE ••:•• REGNO •:• (m.m.) •:• oval garnished shield, dividing C-R and
smaller plume above, 30.84g [475.8grns], 6h, m.m. plume (Hawkins 2b2; Francis 2b [no. 15, and
sale lot 106 this coin]; FRC X/XIII [sale lot 57]; Brooker 243 same dies; Barr 31; North 2192;
Spink 2756), evenly circulated, otherwise richly cabinet toned with traces of red wax in recesses
left from when Francis illustrated the coin for the BNJ in 1916, hints of underlying lustre in
recesses, only fine / very fine with a great pedigree to Nottingham's real life 'Scarlet
Pimpernel'ProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £685 John William Gaze [1868-1936],
of Beeston (Notts), Glendining, 22-23 May 1935, lots 281-331, this coin not listed, however the
re-appearance of further 'Gaze' Crowns in the Paget and Lingford collections outside of this
listing suggests that the collection was cherry-picked and possibly bought en bloc prior to
auction by Messrs. Baldwin with first refusal given to their clienteleGrant R. Francis, Glendining,
24 March 1920, lot 106 - fine, and a rare variety - £2.12.6 [Gaze]G R Francis, BNJ (1916), 'Silver
Coins of the Tower Mint of Charles, Part One: The Crowns', pp. 181-194 and Pls. I-V, and Pl. II,
Fig. 4 this coinJohn William Gaze is a name almost entirely erased from the consciousness of the
numismatic collecting community thanks largely due to the obscurity of a plateless and
provenanceless catalogue of his collection in an inter-war years sale held at Glendining. However
his interest in Crowns and Jacobean gold is testified in the Spink library notations for the Grant
R Francis and W B Thorpe sales at the same house in 1920/1921. Having sourced the majority of
his collection from these two dispersals, and with no relevant association with the Royal or
British Numismatic Societies, his greater distinctions would come in his working life. His
surprisingly untold story is one of remarkable charity; and inspirational war effort through his
pioneering fundraising and advocacy of 'National Flower Days' to raise comforts for the troops.
Surprisingly his flower was not the Poppy as popularised from 1921 by Earl Haig, but 'anagallis
arvensis' - the scarlet pimpernel - artificially mass produced by disabled Nottinghamshire
children for distribution nationally. He would also successfully petition the Admiralty to
introduce a 'War Service Badge' for essential workers - a policy that was adopted in December
1914. No wonder this glowing festschrift of his life was penned in the Beeston Gazette and Echo
(Saturday, 14 March 1931) :-"In the days of your youth, however, you had other interests besides
the development of an ingenious invention. You displayed considerable skill as a tennis player,
and the records of your club games while you were in Essex show that you played with a
consistent success, and attained the distinction of being elected captain of the North End Tennis
Club. Cricket also claimed your allegiance, and you were for several years a playing member of
the Notts Unity Cricket Club. You must however, recall with especial pleasure your early
experiences as an amateur actor, when you were a member of the Athenian Dramatic Company,
whose activities centred in Upton Park. Many plays of that type would now be called old-
fashioned were presented by the Athenians, including 'Called Back' and 'Mr. Barnes of New
York'. In these plays you generally had an important part, and sometimes acted as producer and
stage manager as well.You have been for many years an ardent member of the Royal Antediluvian
Order of Buffaloes, having joined the Hutchinson Lodge (no. 1250) at Beeston. Your
advancement in that order has been noteworthy. In 1919, you were Supreme Grand Master of
Buffaloes (AKA 'The Buffs') throughout the world, and since then you have been elected year by
year for ten years as Grand Treasurer of the Order, a position of no little responsibility.During
the war you took a leading part in organising the 'scarlet pimpernel' collections by means of
which £10,600 was raised for the provision of 18 ambulances that were sent to the front. For your
part in that highly creditable achievement you were presented with a gold jewel by the Mayor of
Nottingham."This last act is confirmed in the Nottingham Evening Post (Saturday 19 April 1916)
:-"Amongst the many efforts made to ameliorate the horrors of war must be ranked the scheme
by the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes, who by means of street collections, are providing
motor ambulances for service at the front. The variety of badge adopted for sale is the scarlet
pimpernel, many thousands of which were being worn in Nottingham and the district to-day.
These were the product of the local artificial flower industry, and displayed a very pretty taste in
design and execution.and again in the Beeston Gazette and Echo (Saturday, 1 February 1919) :-
"At a Grand Lodge Meeting, of the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes held at Worcester, last
Saturday, Mr. J. W. Gaze of Beeston, was installed as Grand Prime for all England.Mr Gaze is well
known in Beeston and district being the Managing Director of the Angular Works, where he
originated the ring plug for shells, which saved the country a big sum for transport expenses,
and also considerable time in handling them.At the outset of the war he designed the 'Scarlet
Pimpernel' Red Cross flower, which resulted in nearly £9,000 being raised for the purpose of
purchasing motor ambulances for the Army. They have proved of great service in removing the
wounded, and as a slight acknowledgement of his services in this direction, the Mayor of
Nottingham, on behalf of the Buffaloes, presented Mr. Gaze with a gold jewel on 15 November
1917.It might be mentioned that it was Mr. Gaze who originated the idea of the badge scheme,
which was submitted to Mr. Winston Churchill, and later adopted for all war workers."Having
been so involved in the war effort, it is perhaps no surprise that the return to peace saw Gaze's
interest in the English Civil War develop. There is a distinct poignancy to his collecting specie of
Charles I. As a veteran of the horrors of conflict, Gaze evidently saw comfort in the study and
understanding of a similar event in the annals of British history. The traditions of 'Scarlet
Pimpernel Day' continued in Nottingham long after the national adoption of the poppy as a
symbol of remembrance, with the later fundraising efforts channelled towards giving deprived
local children short holiday breaks to neighbouring Skegness. As a man of little renown today,
and thanks only to Francis' foresight in 1916, the possibility of tracing any other coin to his
collection is exceedingly remote - as such this coin is likely to remain one of the few certifiable
legacies of a remarkable individual turned coin collector, and Nottingham's real life 'Scarlet
Pimpernel'.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £1,000



Lot 551 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group III, Type 3a, Crown, 5 May 1638 - 3 July
1639, Tower (under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D.' G.' MAG.'
BR.' FR.' ET • HI.' REX ••:•• third horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, no ground line, rev. (m.m.) •:• CHRISTO •
AVSPICE • REGNO •:• N inverted in REGNO, oval shield with
five even 'barrel' garniture, 29.99g [462.8grns], 2h, m.m.
anchor [to right, straight flukes over tun / rounded flukes]
(Hawkins 3a; Francis 3a [no. 34]; FRC XVII*/XXIV [sale lot 80
this coin]; Brooker 262 same dies; Thorpe [1921], 91 same dies;
Parsons [1929], 517 same dies; Paget 78 same dies; Raynes =
Nightingale 52 same dies; Lockett 3389 same dies; North 2195;
Spink 2758), slightly doubled by REX and rubbed on softly-
struck portrait, otherwise richly toned, good fine / very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1990 -
£275'West Country Collector' [F R Cooper], Glendining, 8
November 1978, lot 80 - horseman smoothed, otherwise about
very fine, the obverse mint-mark clear - £300 [with his ticket,
stating:]Baldwin, by private treaty, August 1968 - £70.0.0H A
Parsons, Second Collection, Glendining, 11-13 May 1954, lot
423* - "very fine for this, rare - £9.10.0 [Spink]Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £1,000

Lot 552 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group IV, Type 4, Crown, 13 May 1645 - 15
February 1646, Tower (under King), CAROLVS • D.' G.' MAG.'
BRI.' FRA.' ET • HIB.' REX, fourth foreshortened horseman left,
sword upright, no ground line, rev. •:•• (m.m.) •:• CHRISTO •
AVSPICE • REGNO, the G double-entered, oval shield with five
even 'barrel' garniture, 29.28g [452.6grns], 6h, m.m. sun
(Hawkins 4; Francis 40a; FRC XXIV/XXXVII [sale lot 96];
Brooker 272 same dies; Barr 43; Boismason 2013; Dr Erik
Miller 14; North 2198; Spink 2761), minor flan flaws and
haymarking across fields, otherwise lightly toned, the centres
fine, the peripheries good fine to near very fineProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £295Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 553 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group I, Type 1a², Halfcrown, 1625-1626, Tower
(under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D : G : MAG : BR : FR : ET :
HI : REX • first horseman King trotting left, sword over right
shoulder, plume on headdress and caparison, no rose on
housing, rev. (m.m.) CHRI | STO AV | SPICE | REGNO, no stops,
square-topped and garnished shield over long cross fourchée,
14.60g [225.4grns], 10h, m.m. lys (Bull 24/1; Hawkins 1a²;
Francis 1a; Brooker 279-281; North 2201; Spink 2764), rubbed
and irregularly toned on a neater round flan, fair to
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 2001 -
£220Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200

Lot 554 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group II, Type 2a, Halfcrown, 1630-1631, Tower
(under King), (m.m.) •:• CAROLVS • D .' G .' MAG .' BRIT .' FRA
.' ET • HI [.' R]EX •:• second horseman King trotting left,
sword over right shoulder, plume on headdress, cross on
housing, rev. (m.m.) • CHRISTO • AVSPICE • REGNO [• : ]•,
oval garnished shield, C-R divided by lys above, 14.94g
[230.6grns], 3h, m.m. plume (Bull 104a/15; Hawkins 2a;
Francis 2a; Brooker 301; North 2205; Spink 2769), historic
scratch in right field and peripheral striking softness,
otherwise handsomely cabinet toned with some underlying flare
in recesses, struck details bolder than fine and verging on very
fine in most places, scarceProvenance'CA', by private treaty,
1987 - £56Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£140 to £200



Lot 555 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Group II, Type 2c,
Halfcrown, 1632-1633, Tower (under King),
(m.m.) o CAROLVS o D .' G .' MAG .' BR .' FRA .'
ET o HI .' REX o second horseman King trotting
left, sword over right shoulder, plume on
headdress, cross on housing, rev. (m.m.) o
CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO o oval garnished
shield, dividing C-R across field, 14.93g
[230.2grns], 5h, m.m. harp (Bull 179/20;
Hawkins 2c; Francis 2c; Brooker 310-313;
North 2207; Spink 2771), some peripheral
striking splits and resultant softness, otherwise
nicely toned with flares of blue in first quarter
of reverse, good fine, the reverse pleasingly so,
scarce; another, 14.29g [220.6grns], 5h, m.m.
portcullis (Bull 199/[?]; Hawkins 2c; Francis 2c;
Brooker 315-317; North 2207; Spink 2771),
some minor verdigris staining to reverse and
general surface roughness, otherwise of good
fabric with traces of doubling in legends,
strictly fine for strike (2)ProvenanceT Mathews,
by private treaty, 1984 - £55By private treaty,
1983 - £6 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £320



Lot 556 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group III, Type 3a¹, Halfcrown, 1635-1636, Tower
(under King), (m.m.) •:• CAROLVS • D .' G .' M .' BR .' FR .' ET
HI .' REX •:• third horseman King trotting left, sword upright,
rev. (m.m.) •:• CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO •:• oval garnished
shield, 15.05g [232.2grns], 2h, m.m. crown (Bull 278/23;
Hawkins 3a¹; Francis 3a; Brooker 327-328; North 2209; Spink
2773), lightly flecked and toned, otherwise an exceptionally
uniform horseman for this 'loose' issue, a pleasingly good very
fine, rarely seen in so bold a stateProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1991 - £120Thomas William James David
Dupree, collection dispersed through Spink Numismatic
Circular, from 1989Major William John Crawshay Youde,
collection purchased en bloc by Spink, 1967 In comparison to
the impressive Ridgemount coin (Spink 69, 20 April 1989, lot
196), this specimen is by far superior for clarity and quality of
strikeSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 557 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), Group III, Type 3a¹, (2)
Halfcrowns, 1633-1634, Tower (under King),
(m.m.) o CAROLVS o D .' G .' MAG .' BR .' FR .'
ET HIB .' REX o third horseman King trotting
left, sword upright, rev. (m.m.) o:o CHRISTO
AVSPICE REGNO o:o oval garnished shield,
15.00g [231.4grns], 7h, m.m. crown (Bull
250/23[?]; Hawkins 3a¹; Francis 3a; Brooker
327-328; North 2209; Spink 2773), patches of
horn silver, otherwise lightly flecked and traces
of legend doubling, toned with residual lustre,
almost very fine, the reverse especially so;
another, 14.76g [227.8grns], 1h, m.m. bell (Bull
226/26; Hawkins 3a¹; Francis 3a; Brooker
320-321; North 2209; Spink 2773), nicks and
scuffs, the rims made round, otherwise a really
bold fine (2)Provenancei) By private treaty,
1982 - £40 ii) 'JC', by private treaty, 1984 -
£48Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £320



Lot 558 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group III, Type 3a², Halfcrown, 1638-1639, Tower
(under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D [.' G .' MA .'] BR .' FR .' ET
• HI .' REX • third horseman King trotting left, sword upright,
rev. (m.m.) • CHRISTO • AVSPICE • REGNO • oval garnished
shield, 14.76g [227.8grns], 1h, m.m. anchor [straight flukes
downwards] (Bull 336e/23; Hawkins 3a²; Francis 3c; Brooker
342-344; North 2211; Spink 2775), some peripheral striking
flatness, otherwise richly cabinet toned with accentuated flares
or reddish-gold in recesses, a pleasing very fine, rare in this
stateProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 600, 9 May 2007, lot 80 -
£142Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £260

Lot 559 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group III, Type 3b, Welsh 'Plumes' Halfcrown,
1635-1636, Tower (under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS D .' G .' MA
.' BR .' FR .' ET HI .' REX • third horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO (m.m.), no
stops, oval garnished shield, plume above, 15.09g [232.8grns],
6h, m.m. crown (Bull 272m/24[?]; Hawkins 3b; Francis 3b;
Brooker 331-333; North 2210; Spink 2774), striking flatness to
central devices, otherwise lightly toned, a bolder fine, the
reverse better, rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1994 - £160H M Lingford, collection part-purchased by
Baldwin, 1951 [with his ticket, no. 341, stating:] Baldwin, by
private treaty, February 1944Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240



Lot 560 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (3) Group III, Type 3a²,
Halfcrown, 1638-1639, Tower (under King),
(m.m.) CAROLVS o D .' G .' MA .' BR .' FR .' ET o
HI .' REX third horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, rev. (m.m.) o CHRISTO o
AVSPICE o REGNO o oval garnished shield,
15.24g [235.2grns], 10h, m.m. anchor / anchor
over tun [straight flukes to right] (Bull 320/23;
Hawkins 3a²; Francis 3c; Brooker 345; North
2211; Spink 2775), on an irregular 'dumpy' flan
of full weight, lightly toned, good fine / very
fine; another, 14.91g [230.0grns], 2h, m.m.
triangle (Bull 348b/23; Hawkins 3a²; Francis
3c; Brooker 348-351; North 2211; Spink 2775),
on an irregular 'dumpy' flan of fuller weight,
and light metal stressing, otherwise toned and
peripherally lustrous with hints of bluish
accentuation, a bolder fine; another, 15.14g
[234.0grns], 10h, m.m. star [over triangle on
obv. ?] (Bull -/- dies unlisted; Hawkins 3a²;
Francis 3c; Brooker -; North 2211; Spink 2775),
heavily doubled with resultant flatness, lightly
toned and residually lustrous, struck details a
bolder fine, evidently very rare as not
represented in the Brooker collection nor the
Bull corpus (3)ProvenanceWarwick & Warwick
645, 9 December 2009, lot 401 - £156Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£360 to £520



Lot 561 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Group III, Type 3a3,
Halfcrown, 1639-1640, Tower (under King),
(m.m.) CAROLVS o D .' G .' MAG .' BRI .' FRA .'
ET o HIB .' REX third horseman King trotting
left, sword upright, rough ground below, rev.
(m.m.) o CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o oval
garnished shield, 14.49g [223.6grns], 2h, m.m.
triangle (Bull 386b/32; Hawkins 3a²; Francis
3c; Brooker 348-351; North 2212; Spink 2776),
traces of doubling and striking softness across
a broad flan, toned, fine and largely better;
and, 15.05g [232.2grns], 5h, m.m. star over
triangle (Bull 403/32; Hawkins 3a²; Francis 3c;
Brooker 353; North 2211; Spink 2775), bright
but lustrous on an irregularly sheared flan, a
bolder fine, the overmark crisp and clear
(2)ProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
2001 - £140'IF', by private treaty, 1987 -
£40Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£160 to £240



Lot 562 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (4) Group III, Type 3a3
[Brooker Type 4], Halfcrown, 1645, Tower (under
Parliament), (m.m.) o CAROLVS o D .' G .' MAG .'
FRI .' FRA .' ET o HIB .' REX [sic] FRI over BRA in
error, crude third horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, rev. (m.m.) o CHRISTO o AVSPICE
o REGNO o inverted N in REGNO, oval garnished
shield, 15.05g [232.2grns], 11h, m.m. eye (Bull
507a/35; Hawkins 3a3; Francis 3c; Brooker
359-361; Dr Burstal [1968], 283 same dies; North
2213; Spink 2778), old cabinet tone with specks
of red wax in CHRISTO, on a neater round flan,
strictly only marginally better than fine / almost
very fine, scarce; another, 14.40g [222.2grns],
3h, m.m. (P) (Bull 500i/35[?]; Hawkins 3a3;
Francis 3c; Brooker 354-356; North 2213; Spink
2778), struck on an irregular dumpy flan, darkly
toned, a bolder fine; another, 14.78g [228.0grns],
2h, m.m. (R) (Bull 500/36 ~this die pairing
previously unrecorded; Hawkins 3a3; Francis 3c;
Brooker 357-358; North 2213; Spink 2778),
struck on an irregular flan with occasional
striking softness and evidence of doubling,
otherwise cabinet toned with residual lustre in
legends, a bolder fine; another, 14.23g
[219.2grns], 3h, m.m. sun (Bull 524h/33;
Hawkins 3a3; Francis 3c; Brooker 362-363; North
2213; Spink 2778), waterworn and lightly porous,
a scuff on horse's flank, otherwise struck details
a really bold fine (4)Provenancei) By private
treaty, 1985 - R C Lockett VII [English Part III],
Glendining, 4-6 November 1958, lot 3407 -
£7.10.0 [part]ii) Warwick & Warwick Auction, 11
March 2004, lot 779 - £132iii) 'IF', by private
treaty, 1987 - £25iv) By private treaty -
£24Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 563 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (4) Group IV, Type 4,
Halfcrown, 1640-1641, Tower (under King),
CAROLVS o D .' G .' MAG .' BRI .' FRA .' ET o
HIB .' REX (m.m.), foreshortened fourth
horseman King trotting left, sword upright, rev.
(m.m.) o CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o oval
garnished shield, 14.24g [220.0grns], 4h, m.m.
triangle (Bull 432/32; Hawkins 4; Francis 4;
Brooker 365; North 2214; Spink 2779), on a
largely round found with occasional striking
raggedness, otherwise richly cabinet toned with
much residual lustre, almost very fine and quite
pleasing; and, 15.34g [236.8grns], 10h, m.m.
triangle-in-circle (Bull 463/31; Hawkins 4;
Francis 4; Brooker 373; North 2214; Spink
2779), on an irregular, dumpy but full-weight
flan, stained with striking weaknesses,
residually lustrous, a bolder fine; and 15.14g
[233.6grns], 6h, m.m. triangle-in-circle (Bull
463/31; Hawkins 4; Francis 4; Brooker 373;
North 2214; Spink 2779), waterworn and a
trace of porosity, otherwise lightly toned with a
touch of doubling to shield, a bolder fine; and,
15.02g [231.4grns], 3h, m.m. triangle-in-circle
[over star both sides] (Bull 453b/31 ~
previously unrecorded with inverted m.m. on
reverse; Hawkins 4; Francis 4; Brooker - [cf.
371-376 without pyx mark]; North 2214; Spink
2779), waterworn and a trace of porosity,
otherwise lightly toned with a touch of doubling
to shield, a bolder fine (4)Provenancei) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1985 - £40 ii) Warwick &
Warwick 555, 15 July 2004, lot 877 - £132iii)
'IF', by private treaty, 1987 - £25iv) T Mathews,
by private treaty, 1991 - £39 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450



Lot 564 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Shillings, including:
Group A, 'Lightweight Issue', Shilling, struck
14 August - 7 September 1626, Tower [under
King], (m.m.) CAROLVS D : G [:] MAG : BR : FR
: ET HI : REX, larger crowned 'Coronation' bust
1a left, with plain and jewelled arch, XII
behind, rev. (m.m.) CHRI-STO AV-SPICE
REGNO, square-topped shield over long cross
fourchée, 4.93g [76.0grns], 8h, m.m. cross
calvary [over lis on obv.] (Brooker 393-394;
Sharp A2/1; North 2216; Spink 2782), scratches
below bust and striking flatness to ruff,
otherwise residually lustrous on a neat round
flan, mostly very fine, scarce; and, Group B,
Type 1a, Shilling, struck 14 August - 7
September 1626, Tower [under King], (m.m.)
CAROLVS D : G : MAG : BRI : FRA : ET HI :
REX, colon stops, second crowned bust left,
wearing stiff Picard, XII behind, rev. (m.m.)
CHRI-STO AV-SPICE REGNO, square-topped
shield over long cross fourchée, 5.97g
[91.6grns], 12h, m.m. cross calvary (Brooker
403; Francis 1a; Sharp B1/1; North 2218; Spink
2782), rubbed with peripheral striking softness,
flawing before breast, otherwise struck details
fine (2)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty,
1992 - £130~ Found at 'Rectory Hill',
Amersham (Buckinghamshire), 1992 ii) 'IF', by
private treaty, 1984 - £40Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £480



Lot 565 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Group C, Type 2b, Welsh 'Plume' Shilling,
1631-1632, Tower [under King], (m.m.) CAROLVS . D .' G .'
MAG .' BRI .' FR .' ET . HI .' REX . third crowned bust left,
wearing stiff picardil, XII behind, rev. (m.m.) CHRISTO .
AVSPICE . REGNO, oval-garnished shield, large plume above
dividing C-R, 5.80g [89.6grns], 7h, m.m. rose [over plume on
obv.] (Brooker - [cf. 456-458; Sharp C2/6; North 2221; Spink
2788), irregular short flan with some peripheral striking
softness, otherwise bright and lustrous, the devices beautifully
sharp, a really good very fine with extremely fine details in
parts, a lovely coin and a rare varietyProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1994 - £290Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 566 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (3) Group D, Type 3¹,
Shilling, 1632-1633, Tower [under King], .
CAROLVS . D : G .' MAG .' BRI .' FR .' ET . HI .' REX
. (m.m.) . fourth larger crowned bust left, wearing
falling lace collar, XII behind, rev. (m.m.) CHRISTO
AVSPICE REGNO, oval-garnished shield dividing C-
R, 5.50g [84.8grns], 7h, m.m. harp (Brooker 476;
Sharp D3/1; North 2223; Spink 2789), lightly toned
on a neater round flan, the portrait softly struck,
otherwise a bolder fine to near very fine at
peripheries; another, 5.92g [91.0grns], 7h, m.m.
portcullis (Brooker 484; Sharp D5/1; North 2223;
Spink 2789), dig before nose and traces of
doubling in legends, lightly toned, fine / almost
very fine; another, 5.92g [91.0grns], 12h, m.m.
portcullis [small / large] (Brooker 481-483; Sharp
D4/1; North 2223; Spink 2789), lightly clipped and
toned, otherwise most handsomely uniform a
pleasingly good very fine, a well-balanced coin
(3)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick 657, 11
August 2010, lot 135 - £189 ii) Bought for £28 iii)
'JC', by private treaty, 1986 - £65 Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£320 to £520



Lot 567 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Group D, Type 3a,
Shillings, 1634-1635, Tower [under King],
(m.m.) . CAROLVS . D .' G .' MA .' BR .' FR .' ET
. HI .' REX . fourth larger crowned bust left,
wearing falling lace collar, XII behind, no inner
circle, rev. (m.m.) . CHRISTO . AVSPICE .
REGNO, oval-garnished shield dividing C-R,
5.34g [82.4grns], 1h, m.m. bell (Brooker 486;
Sharp E1/1; North 2225; Spink 2791), patchy
dark tone to reverse, lightly toned, almost very
fine; another, 6.05g [93.2grns], 10h, m.m.
crown (Brooker 499; Sharp E2/2; North 2225;
Spink 2791), split irregular edges with minor
flawing in fields, otherwise an impeccable
strike for a currency issue, the central devices
sumptuously bold and uniform, a thoroughly
pleasing good very fine / extremely fine, rare in
this condition (2)Provenancei) Warwick &
Warwick 657, 11 August 2010, lot 138 - £105 ii)
T Mathews, by private treaty, 1990 - £75Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£340 to £540

Lot 568 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), (2) Group D, Type 3a, Shilling, 1635-1636, Tower
[under King], (m.m.) . CAROLVS . D .' G .' MA .' BR .' FR .' ET .
HI .' REX . fourth crowned bust left, wearing falling lace collar,
XII behind, no inner circle, rev. (m.m.) . CHRISTO . AVSPICE .
REGNO . oval-garnished shield, 5.93g [91.6grns], 10h, m.m.
crown (Brooker 499; Sharp E2/2; North 2225; Spink 2791),
lightly cleaned and flecked, otherwise lustrous and uniformly
struck, very fine; another, 6.03g [93.0grns], 6h, m.m. tun
(Brooker 507; Sharp E2/2; North 2225; Spink 2791), struck
with a slightly capped planchet with softness to peripheries,
otherwise lightly toned, good fine (2)Provenance'JC', by private
treaty, 1984 - £45Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £320



Lot 569 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Shillings, including:
Group D, Type 4.1, Shilling, 1636-1638, Tower
[under King], (m.m.) CAROLVS . D .' G .' MA .'
BR .' FR .' ET . HI .' REX . fourth crowned bust
left, wearing falling lace collar, XII behind, no
inner circle, rev. (m.m.) . CHRISTO AVSPICE
REGNO . oval-garnished shield, 6.03g
[93.2grns], 12h, m.m. tun (Brooker 507; Sharp
E3/2; North 2225; Spink 2791), irregular edge
between 7 and 10 o'clock and staining to
reverse, otherwise bright and lustrous, almost
extremely fine; and, Type 3b, 5.39g [83.2grns],
8h, m.m. tun (Brooker 508; Francis 3c;
Hawkins 3b; Sharp E2/3; North 2226; Spink
2793), rubbed virtually smooth, the variety
nonetheless clear, scarcely good but extremely
rare, reputedly only four known
(2)Provenancei) Warwick & Warwick 608, 14
November 2007, lot 64 - £101 ii) T Mathews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £45Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 570 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (3) Group E Shilling,
including: Type 4.2, 1638-1639, Tower [under
King], (m.m.) o CAROL[VS D .'] G .' MA .' BR .'
FR .' ET o HI .' REX o fifth 'Aberystwyth'
crowned bust left, wearing falling lace collar,
with rounded shoulder, large XII behind, rev. o
CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o (m.m.),
square-topped shield over short cross moline,
6.04g [93.2grns], 10h, m.m. upright anchor
(Brooker 518; Francis 4b; Hawkins 4.2; Sharp
F3/1; North 2229; Spink 2794), struck on a
slightly short irregular flan, with staining to
peripheries, otherwise lustrous, almost very
fine; another, 6.00g [92.6grns], 4h, m.m. tun
(Brooker 516; Francis 4b; Hawkins 4.2; Sharp
F3/1; North 2229; Spink 2794), some striking
softness to shield, otherwise lightly toned and
residually lustrous, near very fine; and, Type
4.1, 6.01g [93.0grns], 4h, m.m. anchor right
[with rounded flukes] (Brooker 525-528;
Francis 4b; Hawkins 4.1; Sharp F5/1; North
2230; Spink 2795), residually lustrous and
lightly toned, struck soft on high points, about
very fine for issue (3)Provenancei) T Mathews,
by private treaty, 2000 - £110ii) Bought for
£21iii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2001 - £70Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £450



Lot 571 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Group E Shillings,
including: Type 4.3, Shilling, 1636-1638, Tower
[under King], (m.m.) CAROLVS o D .' G .' MA .'
BR .' FR .' ET o HI .' REX, fifth 'Aberystwyth'
crowned bust left, wearing falling lace collar,
with rounded shoulder, large XII behind, rev. o
CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o (m.m.),
square-topped shield over short cross moline,
5.72g [88.2grns], 11h, m.m. tun (Brooker 515;
Francis 4b; Hawkins 4.3; Sharp F3/1; North
2229; Spink 2794), tooled in obverse fields and
traces of doubling in legends, otherwise lightly
toned, struck details fine; and, Type 4.1, 5.96g,
[92.2grns], 6h, m.m. anchor right [with pointed
flukes] (Brooker 525-528; Francis 4b; Hawkins
4.1; Sharp F5/1; North 2230; Spink 2795),
richly toned and handsomely bold and uniform
except at peripheries, a really pleasingly good
very fine, rare in this excellent condition
(2)ProvenanceBought for £10 in 1982Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£340 to £660



Lot 572 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Shillings, including:
Group F, Type 4.4, Shilling, 1639-1640, Tower
[under King], (m.m.) CAROLVS D ' G ' MAG .'
BRI .' FRA .' ET o HIB .' REX, sixth crowned
bust left, wearing falling lace collar, large XII
behind, rev. o CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o
(m.m.), square-topped shield over short cross
moline, 5.57g, [86.2grns], 10h, m.m. triangle
(Brooker 545; Francis 4c; Hawkins 4.4; Sharp
G1/2; North 2231; Spink 2799), small patches
of corrosion above crown, otherwise boldly and
uniformly struck for this notoriously irregular
and soft issue, a bolder very fine, rare in this
condition; and Group E, Type 4.1, 5.85g
[90.4grns], 9h, m.m. anchor right [with pointed
flukes] (Brooker 525-528; Francis 4b; Hawkins
4.1; Sharp F5/1; North 2230; Spink 2795),
scratch graffiti 'X' before face and in shield on
reverse, slightly irregular splits to an otherwise
neat round flan, attractively toned, bolder than
very fine and rather desirable (2)Provenancei) -
ii) Warwick & Warwick 589, 13 September
2006, lot 84 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 573 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles
I (1625-1649), (5) Group F, Type 4.4 Shillings,
including: Tower [under King], (m.m.) o CAROLVS o D
.' G .' MAG .' BRI .' FRA .' ET o HIB .' REX, sixth
crowned bust left, wearing falling lace collar, large XII
behind, rev. o CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o
(m.m.), square-topped shield over short cross moline,
5.97g [92.4grns] 10h, m.m. star over triangle
(Brooker 546-547; Francis 4c; Hawkins 4.4; Sharp
G1/2; North 2231; Spink 2799), struck soft to parts of
legend, otherwise lightly toned and residually
lustrous, a really bold fine, the pyx overmark clear,
scarce thus; another, 5.89g [91.2grns], 8h, m.m.
triangle in circle (Brooker 549; Francis 4c; Hawkins
4.4; Sharp G1/2; North 2231; Spink 2799), slightly
doubled in shield and on an irregular but full weight
flan, richly toned with full underlying lustre, a crisp
portrait strike, almost extremely fine for issue, rare
thus; another, 6.00g [92.6grns], 2h, m.m. triangle
(Brooker 549; Francis 4c; Hawkins 4.4; Sharp G1/2;
North 2231; Spink 2799), beautifully lustrous with
accentuated tone in recesses, some muted striking
softness in parts, otherwise approaching extremely
fine for issue, scarce in this condition; another, 6.07g
[93.6grns], 10h, m.m. triangle (Brooker 543; Francis
4c; Hawkins 4.4; Sharp G1/1; North 2231; Spink
2799), striking softness to portrait and a largely neat
round flan, some minor striking splits, nevertheless
evidently carefully prepared obverse and reverse dies
synonymous with Nicholas Briot's finer work,
residually lustrous and toned, about very fine or
bolder in parts for issue, rare thus; another, 6.20g
[9.56grns], 5h, m.m. star (Brooker 548; Francis 4c;
Hawkins 4.4; Sharp G1/2; North 2231; Spink 2799),
some peripheral striking softness, otherwise lustrous,
almost very fine / bolder than very fine
(5)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty, 1988 - £24 ii) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1990 - £32 iii) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1985 - £46 iv) T Mathews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £32v) T Mathews, by private treaty,
1990 - £32 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 574 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), Group F, Type 4.4,
Shilling, 1643-1644, Tower [under Parliament],
(m.m.) • CAROLVS • D .' G .' MAG .' BRI .' FRA
.' ET • HIB .' REX • sixth crowned bust left,
wearing falling lace collar, large XII behind,
rev. • CHRISTO • AVSPICE • REGNO • (m.m.),
square-topped shield over short cross moline,
5.49g [84.8grns], 2h, m.m. (P) [over triangle-in-
circle on rev. (?)] (Brooker 552/551; Francis 4c;
Hawkins 4.4; Sharp G1/2; North 2232; Spink
2800), irregular flan, lightly toned, almost very
fine, scarceProvenancei) Warwick & Warwick,
10 March 2004, lot 782 - £155ii) Warwick &
Warwick 581, 8 March 2006, lot 104 - £130 iii)
T Mathews, by private treaty, 1994 - £130iv) G
V Doubleday collection [with dealer's ticket for
£165]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 575 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (3) Sixpences, Tower,
CAROLVS'.D'.G'.MA'.BR'.FR'.ET'.HI'.REX·, crowned
bust left, VI behind, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO,
oval garnished shield, dividing C and R, 2.91g,
[45.0grns], 6h, m.m. harp (North 2240; Spink 2811),
wear throughout especially to portrait, toned, fine;
another, 2.94g, [45.6grns], 10h, m.m. portcullis
(North 2240; Spink 2811), wear throughout, toned,
fine; another, 3.01g, [46.6grns], 5h, m.m. anchor
(North 2242; Spink 2814), wear throughout, toned,
fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1983 - £7 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 -
£48 iii) 'RR', by private treaty, 2015 - £250 Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£225 to £325



Lot 576 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (3) Sixpences, Tower,
CAROLVS'.D'.G'.MA'.BR'.FR'.ET'.HI'.REX·,
crowned bust left, VI behind, rev. CHRISTO
AVSPICE REGNO, square-topped shield, 2.95g,
[45.6grns], 12h, m.m. triangle (North 2242;
Spink 2816), slightly chipped, wear throughout,
toned, fine; another, 2.84g, [43.8grns], 6h,
m.m. anchor (North 2242; Spink 2816), slightly
chipped, wear throughout, toned, fine; another,
2.73g, [42.6grns], 1h, m.m. triangle (North
2246; Spink 2817), uneven flan, lightly toned
with technicolour hues, softness to the portrait,
good fine (3)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty,
2009 - £70 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1993 - £35iii) 'CA', by private treaty, 1988 -
£35Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£275 to £375

Lot 577 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), (7) Halfgroats including: Group A, C : D : G · ROSA ·
SINE · SPINA, crowned rose within inner circle, rev. IVS THRONVM
FIRMAT, crowned rose within inner circle, mm. lis, 0.99g, 1h
(North 2248; Spink 2822), softness about crowns, uneven edges,
toned, very fine; and, Group D - 3a1, mm. crown, 0.98g, 9h (North
2254; Spink 2831), clipped edges, weakness from bend in flan,
worn, toned, fine; another, mm. tun, 0.97g, 2h (North 2257; Spink
2831), clipped edges, worn, toned, fine; and, Group D - 3a3, mm.
star, 0.85g, 8h (North 2258; Spink 2832), clipped edges, worn,
toned, fine; and, Group E - 3a4, mm. anchor, 0.94g, 4h (North
2259; Spink 2834), clipped edges, some softness but largely bold,
toned, very fine; and, Group D - 3a3, mm. R in brackets, 0.87g, 9h
(North 2258; Spink 2833), clipped edges, some softness, toned,
fine; and, Group G - 3a7, mm. sun, 1.12g, 1h (North 2260; Spink
2836), clipped edges, some softness but largely bold features,
toned, fine (7)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1993 -
£55 ii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2008 - £35 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1993 - £38 iv) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1991 - £20 v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1995 - £80- Lockett vi) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1994 - £18 vii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1993 -
£39 Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 578 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (6) Various Coins
including: (4) Pennies, Group A-1b, C D G ROSA
SINE SPINA, Tudor rose, inner circle rev. IUS
THRONUM FIRMAT, Tudor rose, mm. African
head/two pellets, 0.55g, 5h, (North 2261; Spink
2839), some bruising to the edge, reverse
double struck, nicely toned, very fine; and,
Group D-3a1, mm. two pellets, 0.46g, 4h,
(North 2270; Spink 2847), small chips, wear
through and some scratches, near very fine;
and, Group E-3a3, mm. two pellets, 0.46g, 4h,
(North 2272; Spink 2849), oval flan, double
struck, lightly toned, very fine; Group G-3a2,
mm. pellets, 0.53g, 10h, (North 2273; Spink
2850), jagged edges, graffitied, toned, fine; and
(2) Halfpennies, Tower Mint, rose within
beaded border, rev. rose within beaded border,
0.27g, (North 2274; Spink 2851), some softness
throughout, toned, fine; another, 0.23g, (North
2274; Spink 2851), chipped, some softness
throughout, toned, fine (6)Provenance'IF', by
private treaty, 2017 - £65Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£75 to £145

Lot 579 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), First Milled Issue, Crown, 1631-1632, Tower,
under Nicholas Briot, (m.m.) CAROLVS • D : G • MAGN •
BRITAN • FRAN • ET • HIBER • REX •, Briot's horseman left,
sword upright, grassy ground line, rev. • CHRISTO • AVSPICE •
REGNO • (m.m.), crowned and garnished oval shield, dividing
crowned C-R, 29.69g [457.8grns], 6h, m.m. flower and B / B
(Brooker 714 same dies; Slaney II, 339 same dies; North 2297;
Spink 2852), planchet clumsily sheared at the Mint, otherwise
lightly toned, very fine for strike, the reverse pleasingly so,
scarceProvenanceL Bennett, by private treaty, 1988 -
£495Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£900 to £1,200



Lot 580 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Briot's First Milled Issue, Halfcrown, 1631-1632,
Tower (under King), (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D .' G .' MAG .' BRI .'
FRA .' ET • HIB .' REX, foreshortened fourth horseman King
trotting left, sword upright, rev. (m.m.) • CHRISTO • AVSPICE
• REGNO • oval garnished shield, 14.82g [229.0grns], 6h, m.m.
flower and B / B (Brooker 715; Bull 468; North 2299; Spink
2853), adjustment marks on portrait, otherwise lightly toned, a
pleasingly good fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1984 - £290Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £1,000

Lot 581 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Sixpence, Briot's First Milled Issue,
CAROLVS·D:G·MAGN·BRITANN·FR·ET·HIB·REX·, crowned bust
left, VI behind, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO, square-topped
shield, 2.98g, [46.0grns], 12h, m.m. flower B (North 2301;
Spink 2855), complete flan, some light scratches in the fields
but otherwise evenly toned, very fineProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £190Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 582 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), (5) Halfgroats, Nicholas Briot's Coinage, First
Milled Issue, CAROLVS D . G : MAGBRIT FR ET HIBR ·, crowned
bust left, II behind, rev. IVSTIT IA · THR ONVM · FIRMAT,
quartered shield of arms over long cross fourchée, mm. B, 1.09g,
6h (North 2302; Spink 2856), complete flan, some wear to the
legends but otherwise very fine; and Pattern Halfgroat, Nicholas
Briot's Coinage, First Milled Issue, CAR D . G : MAG . BRIT FR AN
. ET . HIR ·, uncrowned bust right, rev. FIDEI . DEFENSOR, two
interlocked Cs at centre with crown above and B below, mm. B,
1.43g, 6h (North 2687; Spink 2856A), complete flan, lightly
toned, very fine; another, mm. B, 0.40g, 9h, (North 2303; Spink
2857), hairline crack through flan from 12 o'clock, toned, very
fine; and, Briot's Second Milled Issue, 2.93g, [45.0grns], 6h, m.m.
anchor (North 2306; Spink 2860), complete flan, some light
scratches in the fields but otherwise evenly toned, very fine;
another, 2.90g, [44.8grns], 6h, m.m. anchor (North 2306; Spink
2860), some scratches in the fields, toned, near very fine
(5)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £75 iii T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £55 iii) T Matthews, by private
treaty, 1988 - £57 iv) 'CA', by private treaty, 1989 - £38v) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 2000 - £48 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£750 to £950



Lot 583 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist York, Group II,
Halfcrown, 1643-1644, Type VII, (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D .' G .'
MAG .' BRIT .' FRAN .' ET • H[IB] .' REX • fourth horseman
King trotting left, sword upright, tail between legs, EBOR
below, rev. • CHRISTO • AVSPICE • REGNO • (m.m.) • crowned
oval-garnished shield, dividing crowned C-R, 14.41g
[222.4grns], 12h, m.m. lion (Brooker 1086 same dies; Bull 564;
North 2315; Spink 2869), striking flatness before horse, the
result of an overt die break on reverse, residually lustrous,
otherwise lightly toned, about very fineProvenanceWarwick &
Warwick 600, 9 May 2007, lot 92 - £490Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 584 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Royalist York Coins,
including: Shilling, Group I, Type I, 1642-1644,
(i.m.)o CAROLVS o D o G o MAG o BRI o FR o
ET o HIB REX, crowned bust left, XII behind,
rev. o CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO (m.m.) o
square-topped shield over long cross fleury,
EBOR above, 5.49g [84.8grns], 8h, m.m. lion
(Besly 1B; Brooker 1090; North 2316; Spink
2870), some historic tooling and smoothing in
fields, the usual die break through shield,
darkly toned, struck details almost very fine, an
ever-sought-after type; and, Threepence, 1643,
CAROLVS · D · G · MA · BR · FR · ET · HI · REX,
crowned bust facing, rose in field, rev. CHRIS
TO · AVS PICE · R EGN, square-topped shield
over long cross fourchée, 1.22g, [18.8grns], 9h,
m.m. lion (North 2323; Spink 2877), complete
flan, evenly toned, very fine (2)Provenancei)
Warwick & Warwick, 12 March 2003, lot 78 -
£394ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£50Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 585 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (4) Royalist Aberystwyth
Groats, CAROLVS D G M BR F ET HI REX,
crowned bust left, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE
REGNO, garnished oval shield of arms, plume
above, mm. book, 1.94g, [30.0grns], 6h (North
2337; Spink 2891), wear throughout, toned,
good fine; another, mm. book, 1.90g,
[29.4grns], 9h (North 2338; Spink 2892), wear
throughout, toned, good fine; another, mm.
book, 2.01g, [31.2grns], 3h (North 2338; Spink
2892), wear throughout, toned, good fine;
another, mm. book, 1.96g, [30.0grns], 3h
(North 2339; Spink 2893), split in flan, slightly
bent, cracks about edges, evenly toned, fine
(4)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
2000 - £42 ii) Bought for £32 iii) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1985 - £60 iv) 'IF', by private
treaty, 2018 - £120 Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 586 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), (3) Aberystwyth Coins, including: Groat, Civil
War Issues, Royalist Aberystwyth-Dovey Furnace, CAROLVS
D G MAG BRI FRA ET HIB REX, crowned bust left, rev.
CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO, garnished oval shield of arms,
plume above, mm. crown, 1.81g, [28.0grns], 9h (North 2354;
Spink 2911), cracked flan, worn throughout, iron deposits
present, fine; and, Halfgroat, Aberystwyth, CAROLVS D G M
BR F ET H REX, crowned bust left, II behind, rev. IVSTIT IA ·
THR ONVM · FIRMAT, large plume within crown, mm. book,
0.99g, 3h (North 2344; Spink 2902), smooth edges, double
struck on reverse, toned, fine; another, mm. book, 0.86g, 12h
(North 2343; Spink 2901), rough edges, crack in surface,
toned, fine (3)Provenancei) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1999 - £40 ii) 'PR', by private treaty, 1982 - £44 iii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £17 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £450



Lot 587 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Shrewsbury,
'Declaration' Half-Pound of 10-Shillings, 1642, (i.m.) CAROLVS
: D : [G :] MAG : BRIT : FRAN : ET : HI : REX •, armoured King
on horseback left, horse plain, trampling arms amongst grassy
ground below, rev. : EXVRGAT : DEVS : DISSIPENTVR :
INIMICI, Wellington Declaration in two lines reading RELIG •
PROT • LEG | ANG • LIBER • PAR in two lines, value and three
Shrewsbury plumes above, 1642 below, 59.63g [920.2grns, 8h,
i.m. plume / - (Brooker 804 same dies; North 2368; Spink
2924), heavily and crudely repaired at site of planchet crack to
date, the edges resultingly filled and smoothed, otherwise
struck details bordering fine in most parts, an entry level gap
filler of this ludicrous and popular Civil War oversized
issueProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£340Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £700

Lot 588 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Half-Pound of 10-Shillings, 1642, New Hall Inn, (m.m.)
CAROLVS: D: G: MAGN: BRIT: FRAN: ET: HIB: REX.,
'Shrewsbury' horseman King left, small plume behind,
trampling broken arms below, rev. EXVRGAT : DEVS :
DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI •:•:•, Wellington Declaration in two
lines reading RELIG: PROT: LEG | ANG: LIBER: PAR, value and
three plumes with bands above, date below, 59.59g [919.8grns],
9h, m.m. plume with bands [on obv. only] (Brooker 868 same
dies; North 2404; Spink 2945), edges filed and smoothed where
removed from mount [?], and surfaces lightly haymarked,
otherwise uniformly cabinet toned, almost very fine for
issueProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£465Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£900 to £1,200



Lot 589 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Half-Pound of 10-Shillings, 1643, New Hall Inn, (m.m.)
CAROLVS: D: G: MAGN: BRIT: FRAN: ET: HIB: REX.,
'Shrewsbury' horseman King left, small plume behind,
trampling broken arms below, rev. EXVRGAT : DEVS :
DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI •:•, Wellington Declaration in two
lines reading RELIG : PROT: LEG | ANG : LIBER : PAR, value
and three plumes with bands above, date below, 60.25g
[929.8grns], 12h, m.m. plume with bands [on obv. only]
(Hawkins 2; Morr. A-1 [BNJ, 1921, Pl. II, nos. 9/12]; Brooker
Appendix I, no. 15; Cumberland Clark 68; Bruun 779; Wheeler
419; Lockett 2443; Burstal 403; North 2404; Spink 2945A), a
minor flan crimp at 11 o'clock, otherwise most handsomely
cabinet toned across a broad round flan, a hint of striking
softness in parts and the occasional area of rubbing,
nevertheless very fine, rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £600Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£2,000 to £2,600

Lot 590 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | An Electrotype
Copy of the Celebrated Oxford Rawlin's Crown, 1644, in white
metal, 28.04g [432.0grns], 12h (Brooker 1269; cf. North 2407;
cf. Spink 2948), cast in two halves and fused together, probably
of 19th Century manufacture, very fine and a suitable gap
fillerProvenance'CA', by private treaty, 1986 - £32Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £120



Lot 591 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1642, New Hall Inn, (m.m.) CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :
BR : FR : ET : HIBER : REX, R over L in CAROLVS, 'Oxford'
horseman King trotting left, sword upright, plume behind with
bands, ground line below, rev. : EXVRGAT : DEVS :
DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI • Wellington Declaration reading:
RELIG : PROT : LEG | ANG : LIBER : PAR in two lines, 1642
below, three even Oxford plumes above, 15.22g [234.8grns],
12h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Bull 591/C [Oxford Mint,
2023], [X-IS / C-P] [Ox. 1-3-c-D6c-1-I] this coin; Morrieson C-3
[blundered P in PAR]; Brooker 880/- same obverse die; Dawson
-; North 2411; Spink 2952), lightly scuffed on legs, otherwise
lightly toned, centres a bolder fine, the peripheries very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £225
"Halfcrowns appear to form the largest bulk of the coins struck.
Below I enumerate between 90 and 100 varieties of these, and
there must be others that I have not yet come across which will
turn up from time to time, and it can be taken as a moderate
estimate that of these there are over one hundred dies in all .
In this denomination there are found the greatest examples of
that promiscuous and casual use of the dies t o which I have
already drawn attention, namely, 1644 C is found with at least
ten different reverses, and 1643 H with seven. In 1643 there
are no less than eleven obverse and twenty-eight reverse dies,
while in 1644 there are respectively seven and twenty."Probably
the first half-crowns were struck from dies brought from
Shrewsbury, but new reverses must have been quickly made, for
they are found with the D and F obverses of Shrewsbury. The
only alteration is in the form of the plume, a new iron being
made for the purpose ; on the obverse, however, this new plume
was used also as a mint-mark. As an exception to the rule there
are more obverses than reverses, the numbers being
respectively seven and five." (Morrieson, BNJ [1921], pp.
129-188)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 592 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1642, New Hall Inn, (m.m.) CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :
BRIT : FRAN : ET : HI : REX, 'Oxford' horseman King trotting
left, sword upright, plume behind back with bands, no ground
line, rev. : EXVRGAT : DEVS : DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI •
Wellington Declaration reading: RELIG : PROT : LEG | ANG :
LIBER : PAR in two lines, 1642 below, three even Oxford
plumes above, 14.95g [230.8grns], 10h, m.m. plume [on obv.
only] (Bull 594/B [Oxford Mint, 2023], [EX-S / I-PE] [Ox. 1-3-c-
D6c-1-I] this coin, albeit weight and provenance incorrectly
listed; Morrieson F-3; Brooker 882/- same obverse die; Dawson
52; North 2412; Spink 2953), on an elliptical 'short' planchet,
with a rich cabinet tone, rub to portrait, nevertheless a pleasing
fine / almost very fine with some central striking softness to
reverse and the die striations overt in surrounding
fieldsProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £180Lt.-
Col. A E Bray, Glendining, 1 May 1985, lot 126 - "fine"SCMB,
December 1957, no. 7512 - nearly very fine - £2.12.6Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 593 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1643, New Hall Inn, (m.m.) CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :
BRIT : FR : ET : HIB : REX, 'Oxford' horseman King trotting
left, sword upright, plume behind sash with bands, no ground
line, rev. : EXVRGAT : DEVS : DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI •
Wellington Declaration reading: RELIG : PROT : LEG | ANG :
LIBER : PAR in two lines, 1643 below, three even Oxford
plumes above, 14.97g [231.0grns], 2h, m.m. plume [on obv.
only] (Bull 596/G [Oxford Mint, 2023], [Imm-S / M-S] [Ox. 1-2-
pcc-D6c-6-R:I] this coin; Morrieson A-3; Brooker 883 this coin;
Dawson - [cf. 53]; North 2413; Spink 2954), struck flat to
peripheries at 7 to 9 o'clock and scratches in centre of reverse,
otherwise richly cabinet toned, fine to very fine in parts, with a
distinguished pedigreeProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £160Glendining, 1 May 1985, lot 55* - scratches on
reverse, good fineJ G Brooker, collection dispersed through
SNC, from 1978 (Sylloge no. 883)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 594 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1643, New Hall Inn, • CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :
BRIT : FR : ET : HI : REX, 'Oxford' horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, plume behind sash with bands, straight ground
line below, rev. : EXVRGAT • DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI,
Wellington Declaration reading: RELIG : PROT : LEG | ANG :
LIBER : PAR in two lines, 1643 below, three even Oxford
plumes above, 14.81g [228.8grns], 3h, m.m. single pellet (Bull
603/L [Oxford Mint, 2023], [E-DI / C-IP] [Ox. 1-2-p-D6c-4-n]
this coin; Morrieson obv. die G; Brooker - [cf. Appendix I, no.
16 (?)]; Dawson - [cf. 54]; North 2415; Spink 2955), traces of
doubling on an irregular flan, hairline friction below horse,
otherwise residually lustrous in recesses, struck details fine to
almost very fine in parts, the only specimen from these dies
recorded by BullProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£120Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 595 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1643, New Hall Inn, (m.m.) CAROLVS : D : G : MAG :
BRIT : FR : ET : HI : REX, 'Oxford' horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, plume behind sash with bands, straight ground
line below, rev. : EXVRGAT : DEVS : DISSIPENTVR : INIMICI,
Wellington Declaration reading: RELIG : PROT : LE | ANG :
LIBER : PA in two lines, 1643 below, three even Oxford plumes
above, 14.90g [229.6grns], 2h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Bull
602/H [Oxford Mint, 2023], [E-D / C-S] [Ox. 1-2-p-D9c-3-N] this
coin; Morrieson obv. die E / reverse unpublished; Brooker 891
this coin; Dawson - [cf. 54]; North 2415; Spink 2955), overtly
double-struck on reverse with traces of die rust, on an irregular
flan, otherwise richly cabinet toned, a sharper horseman,
struck details approaching very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £185Glendining, 1 May 1985, lot 56* -
obverse about very fine, reverse double-struck, rareJ G Brooker,
collection dispersed through SNC, from 1978 (Sylloge no.
891)W E Ashley, collection purchased en bloc by Spink,
1969Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600



Lot 596 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1643, 'Intermediate Period', New Hall Inn, (m.m.)
CAROLLVS • D • G • MA[G •] BRI • FRA • ET • HI • REX,
Briot's squat horseman King trotting left, sword upright, plume
behind sash with bands, rough and grassy ground line, rev. •
EXVRGAT • DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI Wellington
Declaration reading: RELIG : PROT : LEG | ANG : LIBER : PAR
in two lines, 1643 below, three even Oxford plumes above,
14.23g [220.0grns], 2h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Bull 604/B
[Oxford Mint, 2023], [X-S / I-PE] [Ox. 1-2-p-D6c-11-IM] this
coin; Morrieson obv. die H; Brooker 893-895; Dawson - [cf. 55];
North 2416; Spink 2956), test cut on reverse at 11 o'clock and
traces of doubling to portrait, otherwise softly toned with hints
of metal stressing by plume, strictly fair to almost fine / good
fine, scarce, only two examples documented by Bull, the other
in the British Museum collection, and this earmarked for
acquisition by the AshmoleanProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £175Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 597 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1643, 'Last Period', New Hall Inn, (m.m.) CAROLLVS
• D • G • MAG • BRI • FRA • ET • HI • REX, Briot's squat
horseman King trotting left, sword upright, plume behind sash
with bands, lumpy ground line, rev. • EXVRGAT • DEVS •
DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI Wellington Declaration reading: RELI
• PR° : LEG | ANG • LIB • PAR in two lines, 1643 | OX below,
three even Oxford plumes above, rosette stops, 14.97g
[231.0grns], 2h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Bull 604/J [Oxford
Mint, 2023], [I-T / R-VS] [Ox. 2-23-*-D25p-10-E] this coin,
albeit provenance incorrectly listed; Morrieson obv. die H;
Brooker 898; Dawson - [cf. 53]; North 2422; Spink 2957),
heavier metal stressing and flaws with traces of doubling to
peripheries, otherwise lightly toned, strictly fair to fine / almost
very fine in most parts, scarceProvenanceBy private treaty,
1986 - £55Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 598 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1645, 'Last Period', (m.m.) CAROLVS • D : G : MAG :
BRI : FRA : ET : HI : REX, Briot's squat horseman King trotting
left, sword upright, plume behind sash with bands, lumpy
ground line, rev. :•: EXVRGAT • DEV[S •] DISSIPENTVR •
INIMICI, Wellington Declaration reading: RELIG : PRO : LE |
ANG : LIB : PAR in two lines, 16-45 | OX below, three even
Oxford plumes above, 14.22g [219.2grns], 7h, m.m. plume [on
obv. only] (Bull 622/A [Oxford Mint, 2023], [EX-D / MI-P] [Ox.
2-4-p-D19c-10-NI] this coin; Morrieson A-3, [Sale, lot 534 same
obverse die]; Brooker 912-913; Dawson - [cf. 60]; North 2424;
Spink 2959), peripheral stress marking and some delamination
at 5 o'clock, some minor striking softness at extremities on an
irregular flan, otherwise richly cabinet toned with traces of
residual lustre, the O of PRO struck flat, a pleasing very fine or
better for issue, very rare with an excellent pedigree, one of
only two specimens known to Bull from this die pairing, this by
far the finer and thus earmarked for accession to the
AshmoleanProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£210Lt.-Col. A E Bray O.B.E, M.C., Glendining, 1 May 1985, lot
130* - "very fine"W E Ashley, collection purchased en bloc by
Spink, 1969SNC, June 1955, no. 16376 - "as struck and a rare
date, V.F." - £6.10.0 [with ticket in hand of Liddell]H Farquhar,
Glendining, 25 April 1955, lot 79 [part] - "fine and rare" -
£15.0.0 [Spink]F A Walters, Sotheby's, 26 May 1913, lot 649
[part] - "very fine and rare"Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 599 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1646, 'Last Period', (m.m.) CAROLVS • D : G : MAG :
BRIT : FRAN : ET • HIB : REX • neater squat horseman King
trotting left, sword upright, plume behind sash with bands, pebbly
ground below, rev. :•: EXVRGAT •:• DEVS • DISSIPEN • INIMISI
[sic], Wellington Declaration reading: RELIG • PROLEG | ANG •
LIBER PAR in two lines, •1•6•4•6• | • O below [sic], three even
Oxford plumes divided by four pellets above, 14.12g [217.8grns],
8h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Bull 628/B [Oxford Mint, 2023],
[mmE-D / I- •D] [Ox. 10-2-p-14PN-7-I] this coin; Morrieson obv. die
C; Brooker 922-923; Stewartby 1844 same dies; Dawson 64; North
2434; Spink 2961), small striking splits and traces of doubling on
an irregular flan, resultant weakness to peripheries, much residual
lustre and die striations in obverse field, the obverse somewhat
untidy but remarkably struck up for this seldom encountered
variety, about very fine for issue, the reverse better, very
rareProvenanceBy private treaty - £175Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 600 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1646, 'Last Period', (m.m.) CAROLVS • D : G : MAG :
BRIT : FRAN : ET • HIB : REX • neater squat horseman King
trotting left, sword upright, plume behind sash with bands,
pebbly ground below, rev. :•: EXVRGAT •:• DEVS •
DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI, Wellington Declaration reading:
RELIG • PROLEG | ANG • LIBER : PAR in two lines, •1•6•4•6• |
• OX below, three even Oxford plumes divided by four pellets
above, 12.83g [198.2grns], 7h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Bull
625/E [Oxford Mint, 2023], [T-X / I-A] [Ox. 10-3-p-D14c-9-D]
this coin; Morrieson B-3; Brooker 922 same dies; Dawson 64;
North 2434; Spink 2961), large striking split before horse,
otherwise richly cabinet toned on and irregular and rather
truncated flan, about very fine for issue, very rare, an example
so good its listed twice in Bull's latest corpus!ProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985Lt.-Col. A E Bray O.B.E, M.C.,
Glendining, 1 May 1985, lot 131 - "striking split, very
fine"Spink 24, 13 October 1982, lot 361 - "flan split, otherwise
very fine and toned, but portrait flat" - £200Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 601 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1643, 'Intermediate Period', (m.m.) CAROLVS : D : G
: MAG : BR : FR : ET : HIB : REX : Briot's squat horseman King
trotting left, sword upright, large central plume behind sash
with bands, rough and grassy ground line, rev. • EXVRGAT •
DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI Wellington Declaration
reading: RELI • PROT • LE | ANG • LIB • PAR in two lines, 1643
| OX below, three even Oxford plumes above, 13.97g
[215.4grns], 9h, m.m. rosette [on obv. only] (Bull 608/D [Oxford
Mint, 2023], [X-I / I-E] [Ox. 13-27-*-D23p-11-M] this coin;
Morrieson J-27; Brooker 900 this coin; Dawson - [cf. 56]; North
2416; Spink 2956), struck on an irregular small flan with
resultant peripheral weakness, otherwise richly cabinet toned
with a trace of doubling, a pleasing very fine with an excellent
pedigreeProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, Winter 1985 -
£260Glendining, 15 October 1985, lot 331* - irregular flan but
very fine and toned - £170J G Brooker, collection dispersed
through SNC, from 1978 (Sylloge no. 900)Spink, by private
treaty - £7.10.0V J E Ryan, Part II, Glendining, 22-24 January
1952, lot 1243G Hamilton-Smith, Part III, Glendining, lot 339a
[part] - fine and scarce - £11.0.0Baldwin, by private treaty with
Hamilton-SmithW Talbot-Ready, Sotheby, 15-19 November
1920, lot 687 [part] - "finer than usual" - £12.10.0
[Baldwin]Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 602 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Oxford, 'Declaration'
Shilling, 1643, New Hall Inn, (i.m.)• CAROLVS • D .' G .' MAG .'
BRI : FR : ET : HI : REX, crowned larger 'Oxford' bust left, with
a rounded probosis, XII behind, rev. • EXVRGAT • DEVS •
DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI • RELIG : PROT : LEG : ANG LIBER :
PAR in three equal lines, 1643 below, three even plumes above,
6.40g [98.8grns], 1h, i.m. plume [on obv. only] (Morr. obv. F /
rev. die unpublished; Brooker 935/- same obverse die; North
2442; Spink 2972), some die flatness on portrait, otherwise a
beautifully cabinet toned and full round coin, a most attractive
very fine, rare in this exemplary and highly collectable
gradeProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £255N
Asherson, Spink 6, 10-11 October 1979, lot 77 - weak in parts,
very fine, toned - £270R C Lockett Part XIII [English Part V],
Glendining, 17 October 1961, lot 4557 [part] - £5.0.0SNC,
January 1935, no. 57797 [with ticket]Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £900

Lot 603 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Bristol, 'Declaration'
Shilling, 1643, (i.m.) CAROLVS : D : G : MAG : BR : FR : ET : HI
: REX, crowned smaller bust left, XII behind, rev. : EXVRGAT •
DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI • RELIG : PRO : LEG : ANG :
LIB : PARL • in three equal lines, 16[43] below, three large
'Bristol' plumes above, 5.44g [84.2grns], 2h, i.m. plume [on
obv. only] (Morr. A-1; Brooker 991 same dies; North 2493;
Spink 3011), some overt rim splits on a broad irregular flan,
otherwise richly cabinet toned with only modest striking
softness to date, a most thoroughly pleasing very fine / the
reverse better in large parts, excessively rareProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £225Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200



Lot 604 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Sixpences, Oxford,
1643, CAROLVS D G MAG BRIT FR ET HI REX,
crowned bust left, VI behind, rev. declaration in
three lines, 2.97g, [46.0grns], 6h, m.m. book
(North 2458; Spink 2980A), chipped flan,
double struck both sides, toned, fine; another,
3.12g, [48.4grns], 8h, m.m. book (North 2459;
Spink 2981), slightly blundered details, worn in
areas, toned, fine (2)Provenancei) 'CA', by
private treaty, 1988 - £175 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £185Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500

Lot 605 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Groats, 1644, Civil
War Issues, Royalist Oxford, CAROLVS D G M B
F ET H REX, crowned bust left, rev. declaration
in three lines, mm. book, 1.89g, [29.0grns], 12h
(North 2461; Spink 2984), pierced at 12
o'clock, chipped and jagged edges, pleasing
toning and strong details, good fine; another,
mm. book, 2.15g, [33.2grns], 4h (North 2462/1;
Spink 2985), clipped edges, split flan, toned,
good fine (2)Provenancei) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1984 - £35 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £150Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £440



Lot 606 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), (6) Various Coins, including: Civil War Issues,
Royalist Oxford, Threepence, 1644 OX, Large Date, New Hall Inn,
large crowned bust left, plume before, III behind, rev. RELI PRO
LEG ANG LIB PAR in three lines, three lis above, one larger than
those flanking it, small date below, 1.31g [20.0grns], 6h, m.m. lis
[on obv. only] (North 2470; Spink 2992), slightly off centre
striking on a small flan, bend, toned, fine; another, 1.42g
[22.0grns], 7h, m.m. lis [on obv. only] (Brooker 962 same dies;
North 2472; Spink 2994), creased with resultant flatness, some
graffito before portrait, lightly toned, fair to fine, scarce; another,
1.20g [18.2grns], 6h, m.m. lis [on obv. only] (Morrieson B-3;
Brooker 961 same dies; North 2471; Spink 2994), waterworn and
peripheral flatness behind bust, toned and scarcely fair, the
reverse a really bold fine to almost very fine; another, 1.33g
[20.6grns], 10h, m.m. lis [on obv. only] (Morrieson A-2; Brooker
963 same dies; North 2472; Spink 2995), flan split from 5 o'clock
to portrait, otherwise lightly toned, much residual flare in reverse
recesses, good fine to very fine in most parts, scarce; and
Halfgroat, Oxford, CAROLVS · D : G : MB : F : ET : H : REX,
crowned bust left, II behind, rev. IVSTIT IA · THR ONVM ·
FIRMAT, large plume within crown, mm. -/mullet, 0.78g, 10h
(North 2474; Spink 2996), worn throughout, reverse better, toned,
fine; and, Halfgroat, Group D, CAROLVS · D : G : M : B : F : ET : H :
REX, crowned bust left, II behind, rev. IVSTITIA THRONVM
FIRMAT, oval quartered shield of arms, mm. sun, 1.08g, 7h (North
2257; Spink 2828), uneven edges, portrait largely blundered,
toned, fine (6)Provenancei) Bought for £29 ii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £54iii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£35iv) Bought for £110v) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1988 - £49
vi) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 - £17Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £550

Lot 607 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Bristol, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1644 BR, (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D : G : MAG : BR : FR
: ET : HI : REX • horseman King trotting left, sword upright,
plume behind sash with bands, BR below, rev. EXVRGAT •
DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI Wellington Declaration
reading: REL : PROT : | LE : AN : LI : PA in two lines, 1644 | BR
over inverted BR below, three even plumes above, 15.90g
[245.6grns], 2h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Morrieson D-6;
Brooker 985; Dawson 68; North 2491; Spink 3009), on an
irregular flan, flecked and with areas of striking softness,
otherwise rich bluish-gray tone, about very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£210Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 608 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Bristol, 'Declaration'
Halfcrown, 1645 BR, (m.m.) • CAROLVS • D : G : MAG : BR : FR
: ET : HI : REX • horseman King trotting left, sword upright,
plume behind sash with bands, BR below, rev. • EXVRGAT •
DEVS • DISSIPENTVR • INIMICI Wellington Declaration
reading: REL : PROT : | LE : AN : LI : PA in two lines, 1645 | BR
over inverted BR below, three even plumes above, 14.37g
[220.0grns], 8h, m.m. plume [on obv. only] (Morrieson A-2;
Brooker 989 same obverse die; Dawson 70; North 2492; Spink
3010), heavily stress-marked on portrait and scored on rump,
richly toned but struck soft in parts, otherwise about very fine
for issueProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£190Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 609 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Sixpence, Bridgnorth-upon-Severn, 1646,
CAROLVS D G MAG B F ET H REX, crowned bust left, VI
behind, rev. declaration in three lines, 2.96g, [45.6grns], 8h,
m.m. B (North 2521; Spink 3039), bold striking, toned, very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£210Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 610 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Groat, 1646, Civil War Issues, Unidentified
Royalist Mint in Western England, CAROLVS D G MAG BR FR
ET HIB REX, crowned bust left, rev. declaration in three lines,
mm. plumlet, 1.85g, [28.6grns], 10h (North 2525; Spink 3042),
slightly off centre strike, shallow splits in flan, toned, good
fineProvenance'JC', by private treaty, 1990 - £160Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 611 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Cornwall (Truro),
Crown, 1642-1643, (m.m.) CAROLVS : D .' G .' MAG .' BRIT .'
FRA .' ET HI .' REX, armoured horseman King left, horse plain,
no ground line, rev. (m.m.) • CHRISTO .' AVSPICE .' REGNO,
oval garnished shield, 29.42g [454.0grns], 3h, m.m. rose (Besly
A1; Brooker 1008-1009 same dies; North 2531; Spink 3045), on
a remarkably round planchet for issue, a hint of striking
softness to horse's profile, otherwise richly cabinet toned and
the shield handsomely uniform, very fine, the reverse pleasingly
so, rare in this unusually fine condition for issue, and with an
outstanding pedigree back to the Spink family
collection!ProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 581, 8 March 2006,
lot 110 - £794SNC, September 1996, no. 3903* - "good very fine
for issue" - £600N Asherson, Spink 6, 10-11 October 1979, lot
102 - "very fine and unusually well-struck for this issue" -
£620SNC, July-August 1956, no. 6394 - VF - £10.10.0Philip
Ziegler, collection purchased by Spink, 1954Lt.-Col. H W
Morrieson, Glendining, 20-24 November 1933, lot 440* and Pl.
VIII - "very fine, scarce" - £2.0.0 [Ziegler]John Spink, Sotheby's,
16 November 1904, lot 106 - "finer and rounder than usually
met with, and rare in this stateSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £1,000

Lot 612 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Devon (Exeter), Crown,
1645, (m.m.) : CAROLVS : D : G : MAG : BRI : FRA : ET : HI :
REX, armoured horseman King left, horse plain, no ground line,
sash in bow, rev. CHRISTO : AVSPICE : REGNO . 1645, round
garnished shield, 27.75g [428.4grns], 6h, m.m. rose / Ex
(Lockett 9; Brooker 1037 same dies; Lingford 191 same dies;
Ryan 1177 same dies; North 2558; Spink 3059), white deposits
in recesses resulting from plate illustration in the 1951
Nightingale catalogue, a trace of old graffiti behind King,
otherwise most richly cabinet toned, strictly good fine / very
fine, but considerably above average for that usually
encountered and with a solid pedigree for this troublesome
issueProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1986 - £665 F B
Nightingale, Glendining, 24 October 1951, lot 72* - very fine
and rare - £10.0.0H Webb (Junior), collection dispersed by
Baldwin, 1940-1945Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £900



Lot 613 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Devon (Exeter), Crown,
1645, (m.m.) : CAROLVS [: D : G] : MA[G :] BRI : FRA : ET : HI :
REX : armoured horseman King left, horse plain, no ground
line, two sashes fly behind, rev. (m.m.) • CHRISTO : AV[SPI]CE
: REGNO • 1645 • round garnished shield, 29.13g [449.2grns],
2h, m.m. tower / tower (Lockett 12; Besly D29; Brooker 1045
same dies; North 2561; Spink 3062), usual peripheral striking
softness in parts, otherwise lightly toned on a somewhat
irregular planchet, a bold fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1984 - £180Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 614 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Cornwall and Devon,
Truro or Exeter, Halfcrown, 1643-1646, (m.m.) CAROLVS : D : G
: [MAG : BR :] FRA : ET : HIB : REX, horseman King trotting
left, sword upright, sash in bow, with twisted tail, rev. (m.m.) •
CHRISTO • AVSPICE • REGNO • oval scroll-garnished shield,
14.68g [226.6grns], 10h, m.m. rose (Brooker 1027 same dies;
Besly J-15; Bull 660/15; Lockett 13; North 2550/1; Spink 3065),
surface delamination flaws in parts, otherwise richly cabinet
toned with some peripheral flatness and traces of doubling,
struck details bolder than very fineProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £195Reputedly:R C Lockett collection
(1955-1961)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £600

Lot 615 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Cornwall and Devon,
Truro or Exeter, Halfcrown, 1644, (m.m.) CAROLVS • D • G •
MA • B[R •] FR • ET • H[I •] REX, horseman King trotting left,
sword upright, sash flying, with twisted tail, rev. (m.m.) •
CHRISTO • AVSPICE • REGNO • oval garnished shield, 14.01g
[216.2grns], 10h, m.m. rose (Brooker 1051 same dies; Besly
N-32; Bull 665/32; North 2568; Spink 3076), two striking splits
and usual peripheral softness, otherwise lightly toned and
lustrous, a really good fine / a bolder very fine,
scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£290Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800



Lot 616 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Royalist Devon (Exeter), Shilling,
1644, (i.m.) CAROLVS • D • G • MA • BR • FR • ET • HI • REX,
crowned larger bust left, XII behind, rev. (m.m.) • CHRISTO •
AVSPICE • REGNO 1644, oval garnished shield, 5.74g
[88.8grns], 3h, m.m. rose (RCL 10/- the reverse die not listed
and unknown to Lockett; Besly C9; Brooker 1063 same dies;
North 2575; Spink 3085), a small striking split at 6 o'clock, and
striking softness at 9 o'clock, some minor staining through
CAR, otherwise handsomely toned and uniformly struck, a most
pleasing very fine, scarceProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1990 - £265Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200

Lot 617 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Exeter Coins
including: Civil War Issues, Royalist Devon
(Exeter), Shilling, 1645, (i.m.) CAROLVS o D o
G o MA o BR o FR o ET o HI o REX, crowned
larger bust left, XII behind, rev. (m.m.)
CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO 1645 o oval
garnished shield, small 'Sixpence puncheon'
Irish harp, 5.37g [82.8grns], 12h, m.m. rose
(RCL 14 same dies; Brooker 1065 same dies;
North 2575; Spink 3085), creased and
flattened, and lightly toned, on a fuller round
flan, a bolder fine, rare; and Groat, 1644, Civil
War Issues, Royalist Cornwall and Devon,
Exeter, CAROLVS D G M B F ET HIB REX,
crowned bust left, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE
REGNO, oval garnished shield, mm. rose, 1.65g,
[25.4grns], 12h (North 2579; Spink 3088), bend
in flan, wear throughout, toned, fine
(2)Provenancei) 'JC', by private treaty, 1990 -
£165 ii) T Matthews, by private treaty, 1984 -
£125Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 618 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Groat, 1644, Civil War Issues, Royalist Worcester
and Salopia, CAROLVS [...], crowned bust left, rev. CHRISTO
AVSPICE REGNO, oval garnished sheild, mm. rose, 1.73g,
[26.8grns] (North 2622; Spink 3116), struck several times on
both sides, wear about the edges, toned, fineProvenanceT
Matthews, by private treaty, 1990 - £195Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 619 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Unattested Royalist Mint,
Worcester or Shrewsbury [Salopia ?], Threepence, 1644, crude
tall crowned bust left, III behind, rev. crowned shield, even
garniture, 1.38g [21.6grns], 4h, m.m. lis (Brooker 1177-1178;
North 2624; Spink 3117), creased and crimped on a broad
elliptical flan, a touch off-struck with a small flan split at 12
o'clock, otherwise lightly toned, struck details near very fine,
very rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£235Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 620 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Lord Byron's Emergency Issue
(31 January 1645 - 3 February 1646), Siege of Royalist Chester,
Halfcrown, CA[ROLVS D G MAG BRI FR ET HI]R REX [sic],
horseman King trotting left, sword upright, sash flying, plume
behind, wavy tail, CHST below, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO,
pellet and double pellet stops, oval garnished shield, 11.71g
[180.8grns], 12h, m.m. sword erect between three gerbs
(Brooker 1111 same dies; Bull 575 [47-2]; Lyall dies B/2; North
2627; Spink 3130), heavily flawed, flecked and haymarked on a
short-clipped flan, scarcely good / fairProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 2000 - £305 [with his ticket]Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 621 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Siege of Royalist Newark,
Halfcrown, 1646, double-arched crown dividing regnal cypher,
value below, rev. OBS: | NEWARK | 1646 in three lines, 14.55g
[224.4grns], 12h (Hird 246; Brooker 1222 same dies; Bull 688;
North 2638; Spink 3140A), usual die flaws and metal flaws,
otherwise lightly toned, some flatness to centres, otherwise
almost very fine, an iconic and enduringly popular 'Lozenge'
Civil War IssueProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 728, 16 October
2013, lot 543 - £836Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200

Lot 622 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Siege of Newark(e), Shilling,
1645, taller crown with pearls and jewels on band, dividing
cypher, rev. OBS NEWARKE 1645 in three lines, 5.70g
[87.8grns], 12h (Hird 252-253 same dies; Brooker 1224 same
dies; North 2640; Spink 3142), usual die breaks above crown,
otherwise well-centred, lightly toned, a really good fine, an
iconic and enduringly popular English Civil War 'Siege' coin in
a most presentable gradeProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1985 - £205Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200

Lot 623 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Siege of Newark, Shilling, 1646,
taller crown with pearls and jewels on band, dividing cypher,
rev. OBS: NEWARK 1646 in three lines, 5.48g [84.4grns], 11h
(Hird 255-259 same dies; Brooker 1225 same dies; North 2640;
Spink 3143), small striking splits to a truncated flan, lightly
toned, good very fine, an iconic and enduringly popular English
Civil War 'Siege' coin in a most presentable gradeProvenanceT
Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 - £176Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200



Lot 624 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Siege of Newark, Shilling, 1645,
taller crown with pearls and jewels on band, dividing cypher,
rev. OBS: NEWARK 1645 in three lines, 5.68g [87.6grns], 12h
(Hird 250 same dies; Brooker -; North 2640; Spink 3143),
creased and scuffed otherwise toned, a bolder fine, an iconic
and enduringly popular English Civil War 'Siege' coin in a
presentable gradeProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty,
1985 - £205Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £800

Lot 625 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Siege of Newark(e), Ninepence,
1645, taller crown with pearls and jewels on band, dividing
cypher, rev. OBS: NEWARK 1646 in three lines, 4.29g
[66.2grns], 12h (Hird 260 same dies; Brooker 1226 same dies;
North 2641; Spink 3144), slightly off-struck and the reverse
quite flawed, otherwise toned, near very fine, rare, an iconic
and enduringly popular English Civil War 'Siege'
coinProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 -
£250Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£800 to £1,200

Lot 626 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Sixpence, Newark, 1646, crown dividing C and R,
rev. OBS | NEWARK | 1646, 2.69g, [41.2grns], 12h (North 2642;
Spink 3146), some wear about the edges but otherwise very
fineProvenanceT Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£138Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £600

Lot 627 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles I
(1625-1649), Civil War Issues, Siege of Pontefract, Obsidional
Shilling, 1648, DVM • SPIRO • SPERO large lettering, crowned
large C•R, rev. castle gateway with flag dividing P-C,
brandished arm and sword in right field, OBS upwards in left,
5.14g [79.4grns], 12h (Nelson, Fig. 44; Hird 272-274; Brooker
1231; North 2646; Spink 3148), an evidently treasured pocket-
piece, well-circulated with a nick to rim at twelve o'clock and
dent between cypher, lightly toned, strictly good to fair, but
very rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1985 -
£248Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £1,000



Lot 628 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (6) Copper Farthings,
CARO : D : G : MAG : BRI, crown over sceptres
centrally with legend around, rev. FRA : ET ·
HIB : REX, crowned harp centrally with legend
around, mm. crescent, 0.39g, 6h (Spink 3183),
slightly off centre striking, softness
throughout, toned, good fine; another, mm.
rose, 0.37g, 6h (Spink 3184), slightly off centre
striking, softness throughout, slight bend in
flan, daylight hole, toned, good fine; another,
mm. rose, 0.55g, 12h (Spink 3185), bold
striking, toned, very fine; another, mm. bell,
0.54g, 12h (Spink 3199), bold striking, toned,
very fine; and Copper Rose Farthing, CAROLV :
D : G : MA : BRI, crown over sceptres centrally
with legend around, rev. FRA : ET · HI : REX,
crowned Tudor rose centrally with legend
around, mm. crescent, 1.01g, 12h (Spink 3203),
bold striking, worn, toned, fine; another, mm.
crescent, 0.98g, 12h (Spink 3203), bold
striking, worn, toned, fine (6)Provenance i) 'IF',
by private treaty, 2009 - £18 ii) 'CA', by private
treaty, 1987 - £26 iii) 'CA', by private treaty,
1988 - £13 iv) 'CA', by private treaty, 1982 - £15
v) Bought for £2vi) Bought for £6 Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£85 to £185



Lot 629 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles I (1625-1649), (2) Royalist Oxford Coin
Weights, including: Halfcrown Coin Weight,
crowned C, flanked by fleur-de-lys and XXX-D,
rev. crowned R, flanked by II S - VI D and
pellets and fleur-de-lys, 14.64g [225.8grns], 3h
(BCW 1060), light porosity and dark patina,
extremely rare; and Shilling Coin Weight,
crowned C, flanked by fleur-de-lys and I-S, rev.
crowned R, flanked by XII - D and pellets and
fleur-de-lys, 14.64g [225.8grns], 9h (BCW
1060), brassy-patina, a really good fine / almost
very fine, extremely rare (2)Provenancei) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1994 - £160ii) T
Mathews, by private treaty, 1994 - £140Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£110 to £180

Lot 630 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Crown, 1653, Tower, (m.m.) • THE •
COMMONWEALTH • OF • ENGLAND •, Ns over inverted Ns,
English shield within palm and laurel wreath, rev. • 1653 •
GOD • WITH • VS, conjoined shields of England and Ireland, •
V • above, 29.25g [451.4grns], 5h, m.m. sun [on obv. only] (ESC
6; Bull 6; North 2721; Spink 3214), a flan flaw by CO and other
minor peripheral metal flawing, otherwise pleasingly uniform
for struck with a richer cabinet tone, a bold very
fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1990 -
£675Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£900 to £1,200



Lot 631 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Halfcrown, 1651, Tower, • THE •
COMMONWEALTH • OF • ENGLAND •, English shield within
palm and laurel wreath, rev. • 1651 • GOD • WITH • VS,
standardised • II • VI • above conjoined shields of England and
Ireland, 14.00g [216.0grns], 8h, m.m. sun [on obv. only] (Bull
17; ESC 426; North 2722; Spink 3215), digs in obverse field and
surface porosity on a neater round flan, a bolder
fineProvenanceWarwick & Warwick 581, 8 March 2006, lot 115
- £483Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 632 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Halfcrown, 1653, Tower, • THE •
COMMONWEALTH • OF • ENGLAND •, English shield within
palm and laurel wreath, rev. • 1653 • GOD • WITH • VS, large •
II •, small VI • above conjoined shields of England and Ireland,
14.50g [224.0grns], 11h, m.m. sun [on obv. only] (Bull 30; ESC
431; North 2722; Spink 3215), clipped on an irregular flan, flat
centres with residual lustre, a bolder fine to
peripheriesProvenance'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £70Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 633 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Halfcrown, 1653, Tower, • THE •
COMMONWEALTH • OF • ENGLAND •, English shield within
palm and laurel wreath, rev. • 1653 • GOD • WITH • VS, • II •
VI • above conjoined shields of England and Ireland, 14.12g
[218.0grns], 12h, m.m. sun [on obv. only] (Bull 30; ESC 431;
North 2722; Spink 3215), light porosity and rich 'Blackfriars
Bridge (Thames) tone, with areas of striking flatness, otherwise
largely bolder than fineProvenanceT Mathews, by private
treaty, 1999 - £170Blackfriars Bridge Hoard, 1997Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 634 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Halfcrown, 1655, struck with false dies, in the
style of the Tower Mint, • THE • COMMONWEALTH • OF •
ENGLAND •, English shield within palm and laurel wreath, rev.
• 1655 • GOD • WITH • VS, • II • VI • above conjoined shields
of England and Ireland, 14.12g [218.0grns], 12h, m.m. sun [on
obv. only] (cf. Bull 48; cf. ESC 436; North 2722; Spink 3215),
light porosity and rich 'Blackfriars Bridge (Thames) tone,
slightly blistering on a dumpy flan, otherwise a bolder fine, an
interesting contemporary forgery of this excessively rare
dateProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1999 -
££95Blackfriars Bridge Hoard, 1997Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300

Lot 635 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Shilling, 1649, Tower, • THE • COMMONWEALTH
• OF • ENGLAND • English shield within palm and laurel
wreath, rev. • 1649 • GOD • WITH • VS, standardised • XII •
above conjoined shields of England and Ireland, 5.75g
[88.8grns], 4h, m.m. sun (Bull 69; ESC 982; North 2724; Spink
3217), some peripheral striking softness, with traces of
doubling, flecking and scratches in fields, otherwise darkly
toned, a really bold fine to almost very fine, the seldom
encountered seminal year of the
CommonwealthProvenanceBought for £50Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£240 to £300

Lot 636 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Shilling, 1651, Tower, • THE • COMMONWEALTH
• OF • ENGLAND • English shield within palm and laurel
wreath, rev. • 1651 • GOD • WITH • VS, standardised • XII •
above conjoined shields of England and Ireland, 5.98g
[92.2grns], 12h, m.m. sun (Bull 84; ESC 984; North 2724; Spink
3217), metal stressing on a broad and neat round flan, richly
cabinet toned with underlying lustre, very fine or better for
strike, especially to peripheriesProvenanceT Mathews, by
private treaty, 1985 - £135Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 637 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Shilling, 1652, Tower, • THE •
COMMON•WEALTH • OF • ENGLAND • [sic] English shield
within palm and laurel wreath, rev. • 1652 • GOD • WITH • VS,
standardised • XII • above conjoined shields of England and
Ireland, 5.76g [89.0grns], 2h, m.m. sun (Bull 105 [R2]; ESC
985; North 2724; Spink 3217), scratched and creased on an
irregular flan, richly toned and residually lustrous, about very
fine for strike, the so-called stop variety evident and
rareProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1984 - £45Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £240

Lot 638 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Shilling, 1653, Tower, • THE • COMMONWEALTH
• OF • ENGLAND • English shield within palm and laurel
wreath, rev. • 1652 • GOD • WITH • VS, standardised • XII •
above conjoined shields of England and Ireland, 5.70g
[88.2grns], 12h, m.m. sun (Bull 124; ESC 987; North 2724;
Spink 3217), small flan split at 7 o'clock, otherwise handsomely
cabinet toned with underlying lustre, about very fine, a
pleasing coinProvenance'CA', by private treaty, 1986 -
£80Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 639 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Commonwealth
(1649-1660), Sixpences (2), 1649, 2.92g, [45.0grns], 10h, m.m
sun; 1656, 2.71g, [42.0grns], 2h, m.m sun (North 2726; Spink
3219), one pierced with hole at 12 o'clock, both toned, good
finesProvenancei) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £18ii) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1985 - £60Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 640 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Commonwealth (1649-1660), (3) Coins,
including: Halfgroat, shield of England bearing
the cross of St. George within wreath, rev.
conjoined shields of England and Ireland below
denomination in Roman numerals, 0.79g, 6h
(North 2728; ESC 2160; Spink 3221), worn
throughout, small split in flan, lightly toned,
fine; and, Penny, shield of England in wreath,
rev. shields of England and Ireland, 0.39g, 4h,
(North 2729; Spink 3222), chipped flan, wear
throughout, roughness, dark toning, fine; and,
Halfpenny, shield bearing St. George's cross,
representative of England, within beaded circle,
rev. shield bearing harp, representative of
Ireland, within beaded circle, 0.23g, 8h, (North
2730; Spink 3223), slight off centre strike, wear
throughout, toned, fine (3)Provenancei) T
Matthews, by private treaty, 1986 - £48ii)
Bought for 16 iii) T Matthews, by private treaty,
1989 - £10Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 641 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-1685), First Hammered Issue, Shilling, 1660-1662,
Tower, by Thomas Simon, (m.m.) CAROLVS • II • D • G • MAG
• BRIT • FR • ET • HIB • REX, crowned 'Coronation' bust left,
no inner circle or mark of value, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE
REGNO, no stop above shield, no inner circle, square-topped
and quartered shield of arms over short cross moline, 5.86g
[90.4grns], 8h, m.m. crown (ESC 1009; Bull 272; North 2762;
Spink 3308), rub to portrait, and small area of stressing in
fourth quarter, otherwise handsomely cabinet toned, good fine /
very fine, a pleasing example of this scarcely encountered
typeProvenanceT Mathews, by private treaty, 1991 -
£190Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 642 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles II (1660-1714), (3) Various Coins
including: (2) Twopence, Second Issue,
CAROLVS · II · D · G · M · B · F · & · H · REX,
crowned bust left, II behind, rev. · CHRISTO ·
AVSPICE · REGNO, quartered shield of arms
over cross fourchée, mm. crown, 0.96g, 12h
(ESC 586; Spink 3318), areas of blundering,
obverse better, toned, fine; another, mm.
crown, 0.97g, 7h (ESC 586; Spink 3318),
complete flan, lightly toned with purple hues
on obverse, very fine; and, Penny, Second Issue,
CAROLUS II D G M B F & H REX, crowned bust
left, I behind, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO,
square topped shield, 0.53g, 6h, (ESC 2273;
North 2773; Spink 3319), complete flan, strong
details, toned, very fine (3)Provenancei) Bought
for £25ii) Bought for £18 iii) T Matthews, by
private treaty, 1983 - £25 Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £250

Lot 643 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-1685), (2) Third Hammered Issue Coins, including:
Shilling, 1660-1662, Tower, by Thomas Simon, (m.m.) CAROLVS
o II o D o G o MAG o BRIT o FR o ET o HIB o REX, crowned
'Coronation' bust left, inner circle and mark of value, rev.
(m.m.) o CHRISTO o AVSPICE o REGNO o inner circle, square-
topped and quartered shield of arms over short cross moline,
6.02g [93.0grns], 5h, m.m. crown (ESC 1021; Bull 309; North
2764; Spink 3322), heavily double-struck on portrait and in
legends on an irregular flan, partially toned with much lustre,
struck details very fine; and, Halfcrown, Tower, reading MAG,
BRIT, FRA ET HIB, crowned bust left, XXX behind, rev. square-
topped shield over cross moline, 15.09g [232.6grns], 8h, m.m.
crown (Bull 297; ESC 452; Spink 3321), clipped and slightly
doubled on a full weight flan, scarcely fine / good fine
(2)Provenancei) T Mathews, by private treaty, 1988 - £68 ii)
'CA', by private treaty, 1985 - £48Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 644 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles II (1660-1685), (5) Coins from Third
Hammered Issue, including: Sixpence, CAROLVS
II D·G·MAG:BRI:FRA:ET·HIB:REX, crowned bust
left, rev. · CHRISTO · AVSPICE · REGNO ·, mm.
crown, 3.06g, [47.2grns], 4h (ESC 1510; Spink
3323), clipped edges, wear throughout, lightly
toned, fine; and Fourpence,
CAROLVS·II·D·G·MAG·BR·FR·ET·HIB·REX,
crowned bust left, rev. CHRISTO · AVSPICE ·
REGNO, quartered shield of arms over short
cross fourchee, mm. crown, 1.85g, [28.4grns], 3h
(ESC 1839; Spink 3324), small cracks in flan,
lightly toned, good fine; and, Threepence,
1660-1662, London, o CAROLVS o II o D o G o M
o B o FR o ET HI o REX o crowned Coronation
bust left, IIII behind, rev. (m.m.) o CHRISTO o
AVSPICE o REGNO o square-topped shield over
short cross moline, 1.49g, [23.4grns], 4h, m.m.
crown (ESC 1957; Bull 325; Spink 3325), lightly
toned, very fine or marginally better; and,
Twopence, CAROLVS · II · D · G · MAG · BRI · FRA
· ET · HIB · REX, crowned bust left, II behind, rev.
· CHRISTO · AVSPICE · REGNO, quartered shield
of arms over cross fourchée, mm. crown, 1.00g,
2h (North 2772; ESC 2165; Spink 3326), some
light wear to the edges but otherwise toned with
aureate hues, very fine; and, Penny, CAROLUS II
D G M B F & H REX, crowned bust left, I behind,
rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO, square topped
shield, 0.47g, 3h, (ESC 2270; North 2775; Spink
3327), uneven flan, softness about, toned, fine
(5)Provenancei) 'CA', by private treaty, 1985 -
£52 ii) 'IF', by private treaty, 2016 - £110 iii)
Purchased privately, 1982 - £38 iv) T Matthews,
by private treaty, 1985 - £24 v) Bought for
£14Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£215 to £315



Lot 645 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-1685), (3) Coins including: Maundy Fourpence and
Threepence (2), Milled Issue, CAROLVS II D G M B F & H REX,
crowned bust left, rev. CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO, quartered
shield over short cross fourchee, 1.95g, [30.0grns], 6h, m.m
crown; 1.47g, [22.6grns], 6h, m.m crown (ESC1840; 1958), both
complete, very fine; and, Third Hammered Issue, Threepence,
1660-1662, London, struck with a Fourpence obverse die [or a
Fourpence struck on a Threepence flan in error], (m.m.) o
CAROLVS o II o D o G o M o B o FR o ET HI o REX o crowned
Coronation bust left, IIII behind, rev. (m.m.) o CHRISTO o
AVSPICE o REGNO o square-topped shield over short cross
moline, 1.45g, [22.6grns], 4h, m.m. crown (ESC - [1839/1957];
Bull - [322/325]; Spink 3324/3325), small flan split at 1 o'clock,
otherwise richly cabinet toned, good very fine / about extremely
fine, either error unknown to Bull and Rayner, presumably
excessively rare thus (3)Provenancei) Bought for £25ii) Bought
for £20iii) Purchased privately, 1982 - £38Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms
and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£130 to £230

Lot 647 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles II (1660-85), Halfpenny, 1672,
laureate, cuirassed and draped bust left, rev.
Britannia seated left, plain edge, 10.33g, 6h
(BMC [Peck] 506; Spink 3393), detail to bust
and Britannia rather worn, otherwise evenly
toned, fairSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£30 to £40

Lot 648 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-85), (2) Farthings, 1672, loose drapery, laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. Britannia seated left, plain edge,
6.16g; 6.51g; 6h (Peck 519, 521; Spink 3394), the first has
rather worn devices and pitted, about fine; the second is
contact marked in places, otherwise neatly toned, very fine;
another, 1675, 5.37g, 6h (Peck 528; Spink 3394), softly struck
resulting in date and hair behind neck being partially missing,
evenly toned, very fine, rare (2)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 649 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-85), Tin Farthing with copper plug, 1684, cuirassed bust
left, rev. Britannia seated left, lettered edge, 5.34g, 6h (Peck
532; Spink 3395), slight lack of detail to britannia due to
rubbing, otherwise nicely toned and signs of underlying lustre,
obverse is very fine, rareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 650 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Charles II (1660-1685), (2) Pattern Farthings,
1665, in silver, by J Roettier, laureate, draped
and cuirassed bust left, rev. Britannia seated
left, britannia in exergue, edge straight
grained, 5.73g, 12h (BMC [Peck] 414, {1b+A}),
rubbed at high points, dark black toning, good
very fine; another, 1676, 5.99g, 12h (BMC
[Peck] 492), cleaned and rub to high points,
very fine (2)Provenancei) 'IF', by private treaty,
2014 - £10ii) Bought for £65Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£280 to £380

Lot 651 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-85), Farthing, 1665, Pattern, laureate and cuirassed bust
left, type 2 with long hair, rev. Britannia seated left, edge
straight grained with raised line, 6.25g, 12h (Peck 431), lightly
rubbed to high points, otherwise beautifully toned and lustrous,
a good very fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 652 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Charles II
(1660-85), (3) Farthings, 1673, 1674, 1675, cuirassed bust
left, rev. Britannia seated left, plain edge, 5.55g; 5.32g; 5.52g,
6h (Peck 522, 527, 528; Spink 3394), all are rubbed to devices,
otherwise toned, fine (3)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£80 to £100



Lot 653 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
(4) Threepence, from the reigns of James II
1685, George III 1762, and William IV 1835,
1836, rev. Crowned value, plain edge, 1.37g,
1.49g, 1.40g, 1.38g, 6h (ESC. 1980, 2033, 2045,
2046; S.3415, 3753, 3838), all lightly toned,
very fine to extremely fine (4)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£50 to £70

Lot 654 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | James II
(1685-88), Tin Farthing with copper plug, 1685, laureate and
cuirassed bust right, rev. Britannia seated left, lettered edge,
5.61g, 6h (Peck 547; S.3420), rusting to both surfaces,
otherwise some underlying lustre, fine to very fine, rareSubject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 655 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
William and Mary (1688-1694), (2) Tin
Halfpennies, 1690, laureate conjoined busts
right, GVLIELMVS . ET . MARIA, rev. BRITAN-
NIA., Britannia seated left, unclear lettered
edge, 11.75g, 6h (Peck ?; Spink 3448), some
surface corrosion and quite worn, surface
toning, fine, rare; another, 1691, 9.59g, 6h
(Peck 572; Spink 3448), some surface
corrosion, overall surface toning, good clear
details to busts, good fine, rare (2)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 656 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William and
Mary (1689-1694), tin Halfpenny, 1692, laureate conjoined
busts right, gvlielmvs.et.maria, rev. britan-nia., Britannia
seated left, date in ex. inscribed edge, 10.71g, 6h (Peck 576;
Spink 3449), the odd small bruise to the edge, copper insert
has bled into the tin creating a dark circle to the centre of the
coin, otherwise evenly toned and bold busts, very fine for this
issueSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 657 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William and
Mary (1689-94), Tin Farthing with copper plug, 1690, large
cuirassed busts right, rev. Britannia seated left, lettered edge,
4.72g, 6h (Peck 579; S.3451), slightly pitted surfaces,
nethertheless a clear, bold appearence for this issue, very fine,
rareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400

Lot 658 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William and
Mary (1689-94), Tin Farthing with copper plug, 1691, large
cuirassed busts right, rev. Britannia seated left, lettered edge,
5.71g, 6h (Peck 582; S.3451), contact marked, dark toning with
golden hints, very fine, rareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 659 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
William and Mary (1689-1694), (2) Copper
Halfpennies, 1694, laureate conjoined busts right,
GVLIELMVS.ET.MARIA, rev. BRITAN-NIA., Britannia
seated left, date in ex. plain edge, 10.05g, 6h (Peck
602; Spink 3452), some general bag marking and a
small rust mark on reverse, otherwise deep even
toning, a good very fine; another, No Stops on
reverse, 1694, 11.67g, 6h (Peck 605; Spink 3452),
some general bag marking, some wear to the legends
and a few carbon spots, otherwise evenly toned and
hints of original colour, very fine (2)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £370



Lot 660 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
William and Mary (1689-94), (2) Copper
Farthings, 1694, busts right, rev. Britannia
seated left, plain edge, 6.06g, 6h (Peck 616;
Spink 3453), rubbed to high points on devices,
otherwise russet toning, very fine; another, 'No
Stop after MARIA', busts right, rev. Britannia
seated left, plain edge, 4.86g, 6h, some mild
corrosion to edge and small areas of the
surfaces, otherwise lightly toned with
underlying original colour, very fine (2)Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£230 to £300

Lot 661 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
William III (1694-1702), Copper Halfpenny (3),
1695, 1696, 1697 No stop after TERTIVS,
laureate and cuirassed bust right, rev. britan-
nia., Britannia seated left, date in exergue,
plain edge, 11.14g, 9.61g, 10.50g, 6h (Peck
638, 641, 647; Spink 3554), pitted or pourus
surfaces and rubbed devices, however good
detail to all busts, generally about fine
(3)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£60 to £80

Lot 662 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Anne
(1702-1714), Copper Farthing, 1714 Pattern, draped bust left,
rev. Britannia seated left, plain edge, 5.24g, 6h (Peck 741;
S.3625), lacking detail to Britannia and bust but with bold
legends, deep, rich toning, very fineSubject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 663 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George I (1714-1727), Copper Halfpenny (3),
'Dump' issue, 1717, 1717 No stops on obverse,
1718, legend continuous over bust right, rev.
britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date in
exergue, plain edge, 8.97g, 9.44g, 9.34g 6h
(Peck 768, 769, 774; Spink 3659), the first has
a scratch across the bust and some rim dings,
dark toning, very fine; the second appears to
have a striking flaw to rim above REX, also
struck slightly off centre, rubbed to high
points, however lightly toned, fine; rubbed to
high points, otherwise deep chocolate toning,
very fine (3)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 664 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George I
(1714-1727), (6) Copper Coins, including: (5) Copper
Halfpennies, 1719 obverse ornate straps, legend
continuous over bust right, rev. BRITAN-NIA., Britannia
seated left, date in exergue, plain edge, 9.74g, 6h (Peck
791; Spink 3660A), contact marks noted across both
surfaces with concentration to the kings face, otherwise
bold and evenly toned, very fine; and 1721/0, 1722, 1723,
1724, 9.79g, 9.09g, 9.32g, 9.53g, 6h (Peck 796, 800, 803,
806; Spink 3660), the first with light bag marks and slight
rubbing, a die error to rim right of Britannia, dark toning,
very fine, obverse better; the second with a chip out of the
rim left of Britannia, rubbed at high points but evenly
toned, a good fine; the third has a thin slice cut into the
rim left of bust, lightly rubbed, otherwise toned, good fine;
the fourth with signs of cabinet friction and a die flaw
over 'X' in REX, some underlying original lustre, nice even
toning, very fine ; and (1) Copper Farthing, 'Dump' issue,
laureate and cuirassed bust right, rev. Britannia seated
left, plain edge, 4.26g, 6h (Peck 783; S.3661), small flan,
surfaces are worn and textured, dark toning, fair
(6)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 665 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George I (1714-27), Copper Farthing, Second
issue, 1719, 1720, 1721, 1721/0, 1723, 1724,
laureate and cuirassed bust right, rev.
Britannia seated left, plain edge, 5.01g, 4.87g,
5.23g, 5.13g, 4.36g, 4.53g, 6h (Peck 812, 818,
822, 821, 826, 828; S.3662), general contact
marks, otherwise even toning with some
underlying colour and lustre in parts, fine to
very fine (6)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 666 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George II (1727-60), Penny, 1754, 1755, 1758,
Young laureate and draped bust left, rev. Large
crown dividing date over value, plain edge,
0.48g, 0.50g, 0.51g, 6h (ESC. 2346, 2347, 2350;
S.3715A), all lightly toned, with underlying
lustre, very fine to extremely fine (3)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£30 to £50

Lot 667 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny (11), 1729, 1730 stop after date,
1731 no stop reverse, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735, 1736, 1737, 1738,
1739, young laureate and cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia.,
Britannia seated left, date in exergue, plain edge, 10.02g, 9.57g,
10.16g, 8.99g, 10.00g, 9.87g, 10.53g, 10.15g, 10.14g, 9.35g, 9.66g,
6h (Peck 830, 838, 841, 842, 845, 847, 849, 850, 851, 852, 853;
Spink 3717), the 1729 has some light rubbing and a sprinkle of
carbon spots, otherwise lustrous and ample original colour,
extremely fine; the 1737 is beautifully toned and with an eye-
catching lustre, a bold extremely fine; others are all deeply toned,
fine to very fine. (11)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £700



Lot 668 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny, 1745, old laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date
in exergue, plain edge, 10.13g, 6h (Peck 875; Spink 3718),
some light cabinet friction, uneven toning on obverse,
otherwise lustrous, extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £180

Lot 669 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George II (1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny (6),
1740, 1742, 1743, 1744, 1746, 1748, old
laureate and cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-
nia., Britannia seated left, date in exergue,
plain edge, 9.82g, 10.30g, 9.79g, 9.52g, 9.56g,
9.37g, 6h (Peck 870, 872, 873, 874, 876, 878;
Spink 3719), all with varying degrees of
rubbing to high points but mostly light, nicely
toned, very fine to good very fine (6)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 670 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny, 1747, old laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date
in exergue, plain edge, 9.69g, 6h (Peck 877; Spink 3719), deep
sepia toning, signs of original lustre and shadows of underlying
colour, extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £220



Lot 671 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny, 1749, old laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date
in exergue, plain edge, 10.14g, 6h (Peck 879; Spink 3719),
lightly toned with bursts of original colour and underlying
lustre, a bold extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £220

Lot 672 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George II (1727-1760), (2) Copper Halfpennies,
1750, old laureate and cuirassed bust left, rev.
BRITAN-NIA., Britannia seated left, date in
exergue, plain edge, 10.06g, 6h (Peck 880;
Spink 3719), some light album friction to bust,
otherwise evenly toned and a glossy lustre,
extremely fine; and, 1751, 10.01g, 6h (Peck
881; Spink 3719), a few light scratches, superb
toning with a glowing lustre, extremely fine
(2)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £380

Lot 673 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny, 1752, old laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date
in exergue, plain edge, 9.77g, 6h (Peck 882; Spink 3719), some
light cabinet friction and a few small contact marks, toned with
underlying lustre, extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £180



Lot 674 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny, 1753, old laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date
in exergue, plain edge, 9.35g, 6h (Peck 883; Spink 3719), soft
rubbing to high points, otherwise lightly toned with hints of
original colour and lustre, a bold extremely fineSubject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £220

Lot 675 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George II
(1727-1760), Copper Halfpenny, 1754, old laureate and
cuirassed bust left, rev. britan-nia., Britannia seated left, date
in exergue, plain edge, 9.80g, 6h (Peck 884; Spink 3719),
lightly bagmarked, die flaw across date, toned with bold detail
to bust, extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £180

Lot 676 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George II (1727-60), (18) Copper Farthings,
1730, 1731, 1732, 1733, 1734, 1735 3 over 5,
1735 (2), 1736, 1739, 1741, 1744, 1746, 1749
(2), 1750, 1754/0, 1754, laureate and cuirassed
bust left, rev. Britannia seated left, plain edge,
6h (Peck 854, 858, 859, 860, 861, 863, 864,
869, 887, 889, 890, 892; S.3720, 3721, 3722),
the 1731 is heavily damaged, the 1746 is
heavily worn, otherwise the rest are nicely
toned, fine to very fine (18)Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500



Lot 677 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George III (1760-1820), (7) Copper
Halfpennies, 1770, laureate and cuirassed bust
right, rev.Britannia seated left, date in exergue,
plain edge, 9.98g, 6h (Peck 893; Spink 3774),
softly struck, evenly toned with a shimmering
lustre, extremely fine; and, 1772 Rev B, 1773,
1773 'No stop after REX', 1774, 1775, 1775,
laureate and cuirassed bust right, rev.Britannia
seated left, date in exergue, plain edge, 10.43g,
9.74g, 9.36g, 10.04g, 8.99g, 8.46g, 6h (Peck
902, 904, 905, 907, 908, 908; Spink 3774),
rubbing noted to devices, all with even toning,
very fine to good very fine (7)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£270 to £330

Lot 678 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George III (1760-1820), (4) Copper Halfpennies,
1771, First 7 over 7 (Unrecorded), laureate and
cuirassed bust right, rev.Britannia seated left, date in
exergue, plain edge, 9.79g, 6h (Peck ?; Spink 3774),
a couple of bruises to edge, defect in field below
bust, a good very fine with a rare unrecorded variety;
another (2), 1771, 1772 laureate and cuirassed bust
right, rev.Britannia seated left, date in exergue, plain
edge, 8.51g, 9.72g 6h (Peck 896, 899; Spink 3774),
the first with some wear to the rim, nevertheless
evenly toned and glimmers of original colour and
lustre, extremely fine; the second lightly and evenly
toned with shadows of original colour around devices
and legends, extremely fine; another, 1772/2
(Unrecorded), 10.09g, 6h (Peck ?; Spink 3774), face
of Britannia heavily worn, dark toning, very fine to
extremely fine, very rare (4)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 679 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George III
(1760-1820), Copper Halfpenny, 1772, 'Georivs' error, laureate
and cuirassed bust right, rev.Britannia seated left, date in
exergue, plain edge, 10.08g, 6h (Peck 900; Spink 3774), light
contact marks, dark glossy toning, extremely fine, rare Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 680 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George III (1760-1820), (7) Copper Coins,
including: (5) Copper Farthings, First issue,
1773 obv 1, 1773 obv 2, 1774 4 leaves, 1774 7
leaves, 1775 obv 1, laureate and cuirassed bust
right, rev. Britannia seated left, plain edge,
5.02g, 5.13g, 5.16g, 4.93g, 4.91g, 6h (Peck 911,
913, 915, 917; Spink 3775), some light rubbing
to high points, otherwise even toning with some
underlying colour and lustre in parts, very fine
to good very fine; and (2) Third Issue,
'Cartwheel' Twopence, 1797, Soho, laureate and
draped bust right, rev. Britannia seated left,
plain edge, 56.50g, 6h (BMC [Peck] 1077;
Spink 3776), repair above first 'N' of Britannia,
otherwise very fine; 28.47g, 6h (BMC [Peck]
1132; Spink 3777), some dark rubbing to bust,
hints of original copper tone in letters of
legend, very fine (7)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150

Lot 681 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George III
(1760-1820), Third Issue, 'Cartwheel' Penny, 1797, Soho,
laureate and draped bust facing right, wreath of 11 leaves, K.:
on shoulder, rev. Britannia seated to left, .: raised on rock,
29.01g, 5h (BMC [Peck] 1133A [vis. KP22]; Spink 3777), toned
good very fine, rareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 682 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George III (1760-1820), (10) Copper Coins,
including, (2) Copper Halfpennies, 1799 raised
line on hull; 1799 with 6 relief gunports,
laureate and cuirassed bust right, rev.Britannia
seated left, date below, edge grained in groove,
13.06g, 12.51g, 6h (Peck 1252, 1249; Spink
3778), the first with some very light bag
marking, otherwise dark toning and hints of
underlying colour, a warm lustre, extremely fine;
the second has been lightly wiped, but has a
shimmering iridescence and glossy lustre,
extremely fine; (4) Copper Farthings, Third and
Fourth issue, 1799, 1806 Dot on trun, 1806 K on
trun, 1807, laureate and draped bust right, rev.
Britannia seated left, grained edge in groove,
6.01g, 4.55g, 4.80g, 4.68g, 6h (Peck 1279, 1396,
1397, 1399; S.3779, 3782), some light rubbing
to high points, otherwise even toning with some
underlying colour and lustre in parts, very fine
to good very fine; (2) Copper Halfpennies, 1806
no berries, 1807, laureate and cuirassed bust
right with shorter hair and date below,
rev.Britannia seated left, edge grained in groove,
9.41g, 9.19g, 6h (Peck 1377, 1378; Spink 3781),
the first with very light cabinet friction,
otherwise lightly toned, handsomely lustrous, a
good extremely fine; the second is lightly rubbed
to high points, underlying lustre, extremely fine;
and (2) Pennies, Fourth Issue, 1806, laureate
and draped bust right, rev. Britannia seated left,
edge grained in a deep groove, 18.68g, 6h;
another, 1807, similar, 18.30g, 6h (BMC [Peck]
1342; 1343; Spink 3780), the first faintly
lustrous and extremely fine, the second obverse
cleaned and partially retoned, fine (10)Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 683 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George III
(1760-1820), Fourth Issue, Gilt Proof Penny, 1806, Soho, in gilt
copper, laureate and draped bust right, rev. Britannia seated
left, obliquely milled edge, 18.97g, 6h (BMC [Peck] 1325; Spink
3780), contact marks to high points, otherwise brilliant, very
fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 684 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George III
(1760-1820), Copper Halfpenny, 1806 Gilt Proof FDC, laureate
and cuirassed bust right with shorter hair, date below,
rev.Britannia seated left, grained edge, 9.48g, 12h (Peck. 1362;
Spink 3781), a few small contact marks to high points,
otherwise extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 685 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Buckinghamshire, Chesham, A. Simpson Halfpenny, 1795,
cypher, rev. arms, lettered edge, 6h, 9.43g (D&H 20), 89
stamped into obverse field, areas of lighter brown to surfaces,
extremely fine; Aylesbury, William Lutwyche, Halfpenny, 1796,
bust of William III, rev. liberty cap upon a pole, edge milled,
6h, 8.70g (D&H 7), rub to higher points, yet toned, fine;
Aylesbury, Joseph Askine, Halfpenny, undated, Justice seated,
rev. man with wooden leg, milled edge, 6h, 11.85g (D&H 15A),
lustrous and toned, handsome extremely fine; Bedfordshire,
Leighton Buzzard, Halfpenny, 1794, girl making lace, rev. lamb,
lettered edge, 6h, 10.28g (D&H 3c), die flaw to obverse starting
at 7 o'clock, otherwise very fine (4)ProvenanceT Matthews, by
private treaty, 1992 - £240'IF' by private treaty, 1990 - £8'IF' by
private treaty, 1988 - £7, £10Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350



Lot 686 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George IV (1820-30), (8) Copper Farthings,
First issue, 1821, 1822 leaf ribs incuse, 1822
raised leaf ribs, 1823, 1823 I for 1 in date,
1825, 1825 raised leaf ribs, 1826, laureate and
draped bust left, rev. Britannia seated right,
plain edge, 4.89g, 4.75g, 4.74g, 4.73g, 4.73g,
4.74g, 4.77g, 4.60g, 6h (Peck 1407, 1409, 1412,
1413, 1415A, 1414, 1416; S.3822), the odd
surface scratch, otherwise all with lustre and
hints of original colour, extremely fine
(8)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 687 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George IV (1820-1830), Penny, 1825, laureate
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain
saltire, emblems in exergue, plain edge, 18.71g,
12h (BMC [Peck] 1420; Spink 3823), the odd
small surface mark, otherwise nearly extremely
fine, scarceSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £120

Lot 688 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George IV
(1820-30), Penny, 1827, second issue, laureate head left, 1827
below, rev. Britannia seated right holding trident, right hand
on shield with no line on saltire, emblems in exergue below,
plain edge 18.86g, 12h (BMC Peck 1430; Spink 3823), rubbed
and light surface scratches, proof-like fields, deep toning, very
fine.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £800



Lot 689 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George IV (1820-1830), (7) Copper Coins,
including, (2) Halfpennies, 1826, 1827,
laureate bust left, date below rev.Britannia
seated right, smooth edge, 13.06g, 12.51g, 12h
(Peck 1433, 1438; Spink 3824), the first is
lightly toned with glimpses of original colour
and lustre, good extremely fine; the second has
light bag marking, otherwise evenly toned and
an understated lustre, extremely fine; and, (5)
Farthings, Second issue, 1826, 1827, 1828,
1829, 1830, laureate bust left, rev. Britannia
seated right, plain edge, 4.84g, 4.69g, 4.90g,
4.93g, 4.58g, 12h (Peck 1439, 1442, 1443,
1445, ; Spink 3825), the odd surface mark,
otherwise nicely toned, extremely fine
(7)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £300

Lot 690 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Groat Collection, William IV 1836, 1837,
Victoria 1838 1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843,
1844, 1845, 1846, 1848, 1848 G over G
(unlisted), 1848/6, 1848/46 (unlisted), 1849,
1849/8, 1851, 1854, 1855, 1888, rev. Britannia
facing right, milled edge, 12h (Spink 3837,
3913, 3930), Some light toning to most,
extremely fine to good extremely fine
(21)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £600



Lot 691 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
William IV (1830-37), (6) Various Coins,
including: (4) Three-Halfpences, 1834, 1835/4,
1835, 1836, Bare head right, rev. Crowned
value in wreath, smooth edge, 0.70g, 0.68g,
0.70g, 0.69g, 6h (ESC. 2250, 2251A, 2251,
2252; Spink 3839), all lightly toned, with
original lustre, extremely fine; and, Penny,
1837, Bare head right, no initials on
truncation, rev. Britannia seated facing right,
plain edge, 18.58g, 12h (BMC Peck 1460; Spink
3845), light scratches to field, evenly toned,
fine; another, 1831, 18.72g, 12h (Peck. 1455;
Spink 3845), rubbed to high points, lightly
toned with orange shadows, very fine.
(6)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£130 to £230

Lot 692 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William IV
(1830-37), Copper Penny, 1831, bare head facing right, .W.W
on truncation, date below, rev. Britannia seated right with
shield and trident, emblems below in exergue, plain edge,
18.65g, 12h (Peck. 1458; Spink 3846), reddish brown toning,
very nearly extremely fine.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 693 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William IV
(1830-1837), Penny, 1834, bare head right, rev. Britannia
seated right, emblems in exergue, plain edge, 19.00g, 12h
(Peck. 1459; Spink 3845), surface scratch in field to right of
Britannia, hair details lightly struck, very nearly extremely
fine.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 694 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
William IV (1830-1837), Copper Halfpenny (3),
1831, 1834, 1837, bare head right, date below,
rev. Britannia seated right, smooth edge, 9.25g,
9.53g, 9.61g, 12h (Peck 1461, 1464, 1465;
Spink 3847), the first with some sporadic
contact marks, bag toning to reverse, a subtle
lustre, extremely fine; the second with
darkened highlights to devices and ledgend,
extremely fine; the third with very light album
friction, otherwise evenly toned, extremely fine
(3)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 695 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Malta, (3) Third-Farthings for use in Malta,
George IV 1827, William IV 1835, Victoria
1844, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge,
1.46g, 1.51g, 1.56g, 12h (Peck 1453, 1477;
Spink 3827, 3850, 3952), 1827 and 1844 are
toned, extremely fine, the 1835 is rubbed at
high points, otherwise near uncirculated
(3)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £120

Lot 696 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | William IV
(1830-1837), (5) Copper Farthings, 1831, 1834 incuse
saltire, 1835, 1836, 1837, bare head right, rev. Britannia
seated right, plain edge, 4.77g, 4.76g, 4.79g, 4.69g, 4.86g,
12h (Peck 1466, 1470, 1472, 1474, 1475; Spink 3848), all
with even toning and subtle lustre, extremely fine (5)Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150



Lot 697 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), Threepence, 1838, 1839,
1840, 1841, 1843, 1844, 1845, 1849, 1850,
1851, 1854, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1859, 1861,
Young head right, first bust rev. Crowned value
and date in wreath, smooth edge, 6h (S.3914),
all lightly toned, with original lustre, extremely
fine to nearly uncirculated (16)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £700

Lot 698 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Threepence, 1853, Young head left, first bust rev.
Crowned value in wreath, smooth edge, 1.43g, 6h (ESC. 2060;
S.3914), previously wiped and retoned, otherwise proof-like
fields, extremely fine, RareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 699 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Threepence, 1853, Young head left, first bust rev.
Crowned value in wreath, smooth edge, 1.41g, 6h (ESC. 2060;
S.3914), full of original brilliance, with mirror-like fields,
uncirculated, RareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 700 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), Threepence, 1880, 1881,
1882, 1883, 1885, 1886, 1887, Young head left,
third bust, older features rev. Crowned value and
date in wreath, smooth edge, 6h (ESC. 2087, 2088,
2089, 2090, 2092, 2093, 2094; S.3914D), the 1886
is lightly toned but with an underlying lustre, the
rest are brilliant uncirculated (7)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300



Lot 701 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (12) Threepences, 1862,
Young head left, first bust variety rev. Crowned
value in wreath, smooth edge, 1.41g, 6h (ESC.
2069; Spink 3914A), full lustre and brilliance,
uncirculated; and 1869, 1870, 1871, 1873,
1874, 1875, 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1884,
young head left, second bust rev. crowned value
and date in wreath, cross on crown closer to
border, smooth edge, 6h (Spink 3914C), lightly
toned, extremely fine to brilliant uncirculated
(12)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 702 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (10) Various Silver Pence
Coins, including: (4) Threepences, 1863, 1864,
1866, 1868, Young head left, first bust variety
rev. Crowned value in wreath, smooth edge,
1.41g, 1.41g, 1.44g, 1.40g, 6h (ESC 2070, 2071,
2073, 2075; Spink 3914A), some light surface
marks, otherwise all lightly toned and ample
underlying lustre, extremely fine; and, (5) Three-
Halfpences, 1838, 1839, 1841, 1843, 1843/34,
Young head left, rev. Crowned value and date in
wreath, smooth edge, 0.69g, 0.70g, 0.67g, 0.68g,
0.69g, 6h (ESC 2254, 2258, 2259, 2259B; Spink
3915), all lightly toned, extremely fine; and (1)
Twopence, 1838, Young head left, rev. Crowned
value and date in wreath, smooth edge, 0.93g, 6h
(ESC 2248; Spink 3914E), general bag marking,
otherwise rich toning and plenty of original
lustre, extremely fine (10)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £300



Lot 703 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), Threepence, 1887, 1888,
1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893 (2), 1894, 1895,
1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 1901, Jubilee
and Old veiled busts left, rev. Crowned value
and date in wreath, smooth edge, 6h (Spink
3931, 3942), Lightly toned, good extremely fine
to brilliant uncirculated (16)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250

Lot 704 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (3) Pennies, 1841, young
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain
edge, 12h, 18.86g (Peck. 1484; Spink 3948),
hints of original mint red surfaces within the
legends and edges of devices, good extremely
fine; and 1844, young head left, rev. Britannia
seated right, ornamental trident, plain edge,
19.10g, 12h (Peck. 1487; Spink 3948), hints of
mint red beneath, extremely fine; and 1845,
young head left, the 5 re-entered, rev. Briannia
seated right, OT, colon after REG, 18.93g, 12h
(BMC Peck 1489; Spink 3948), some very light
scratches in fields, chocolate brown toning,
extremely fine (3)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£370 to £570



Lot 705 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (7) Pennies, 1851, young
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, OT, colon
far from DEF, 19.29g, 12h (BMC Peck 1498;
Spink 3948), the odd small scratch to bust,
otherwise evenly toned, lustrous fields,
extremely fine; and, 1853, 18.90g, 12h, a few
surface spots, hints of original colour,
extremely fine; and, 1853, 1854, 18.97g, 18,38g
12h (Spink 3948), the first has surface
scratches and rubbed at high points, fine to
very fine; the second has the odd dark spot,
otherwise a golden brown tone and shadows of
underlying colour, almost extremely fine;
another, 1854, 18.66g, 12h (BMC Peck 1507;
Spink 3948), lightly toned and lustrous, with
underlying original colour, extremely fine; and
(2) 1855, 18.59g, 18.35g, 12h (Peck 1508,
1509; Spink 3948), the first is evenly toned,
hints of original colour on obverse, extremely
fine; the second is unevenly toned, otherwise
extremely fine. (7)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£450 to £650

Lot 706 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), (4) Pennies, 1846, young head left, rev seated
britannia facing right, OT, colon far from DEF, plain edge,
18.49g, 12h (BMC Peck 1490; Spink 3948), obverse has been
wiped and partially retoned, otherwise lustrous, near
extremely fine; and 1847, 18.99g, 12h (Peck 1492; Spink
3948), some light surface marks, evenly toned with an
underlying lustre, nearly extremely fine; and 1848/7, 19.00g,
12h (Spink 3948; Peck 1495), a few light surface scratches
and a small bruise to rim below emblems, otherwise
underlying original colour, about extremely fine; another,
1848/7, 18.80g, 12h, underlying original colour, extremely
fine (4)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £500



Lot 707 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1849, young head left, rev. Britannia
seated right, OT, plain edge, 18.94g, 12h (Peck 1497; Spink
3948), even warm brown toning, extremely fine, very
rareSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,000 to £1,200

Lot 708 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1856, young bust left, rev. colon close to
DEF, plain trident, plain edge, 19.07g, 12h (BMC [Peck] 1510;
Spink 3948), slight cabinet friction to hair and Britannia ,
otherwise much residual lustre and underlying original copper
tones, almost extremely fine, very rare.Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 709 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (7) Pennies, including:
1857, young head left, rev. colon far from DEF,
ornamental trident, plain edge, 18.89g, 12h (BMC
[Peck] 1513; Spink 3948), even brown tone,
exquisite detail, extremely fine; another, 1857,
18.56g, 12h (BMC [Peck] 1514; Spink. 3948),
superbly lustrous with rainbow hues, a bold
extremely fine; and 1858, 19.21g, 12h (BMC Peck
1518; Spink 3948), signs of album friction to
obverse, evenly toned, a good very fine; another,
18.98g, 12h (Spink. 3948), a few small scratches
in fields, flecks of russet tones, Britannia with a
golden glow, extremely fine; and 1858 over 6,
18.91g, 12h (Peck. 1515A; Spink 3948), light
rubbing to high points, even russet toning,
extremely fine; and 1858 over 7, 18.86g, 12h
(Peck. 1516, Spink. 3948), some contact marks,
good very fine; and 1859, 18.85g, 12h (Peck.
1519; Spink. 3948), small scratches over
surfaces, good very fine. (7)Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £400



Lot 710 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1860/59, young head left, rev. OT, colon
far from DEF, plain edge, 19.05g, 1h (Peck 1521; Spink 3948),
lightly bag marked and rubbed at high points, evenly toned and
with an underlying lustre, good very fine, one of the great
rarities of the copper Penny series.Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,500 to £2,000

Lot 711 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (16) Copper Halfpennies,
1838, 1841, 1843, 1851, 1852, 1853, 1853/2,
1854, 1855, 1856, 1857, 1858, 1858/6, 1858/7,
1859, 1859/8, young bust left, date below, rev.
Britannia seated right, smooth edge, 12h
(Spink 3949), extremely fine to good extremely
fine (16)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £600

Lot 712 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (24) Farthings, 1838,
1839, 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 1845,
1847, 1847 no colon after REG, 1848, 1849,
1850 unbarred A's, 1850 (2), 1850 5 over 4 (2),
1851, 1852, 1853, 1854, 1855, 1856, 1857,
1858, young head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, plain edge, 12h (Peck 1553, 1554, 1559,
1560, 1562, 1563, 1566, 1568, 1569, 1570,
1571, 1574, 1575, 1580, 1581, 1583, 1585,
1586; Spink, 3950), a fantastic selection, very
fine to good extremely fine (24)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £600



Lot 713 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (4) Quarter-Farthings, for
use in Ceylon, 1839, 1851, 1852, 1853, young
head left, rev. Crowned value and date, plain
edge, 1.16g, 1.22g, 1.17g, 1.18g, 12h (Peck
1608, 1609, 1610, 1612; Spink 3953), all nicely
toned, extremely fine (4)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £150

Lot 714 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (3) Pennies, 1860, obv 1,
rev B, 'bun' head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, date in exergue, plain edge, 9.69g, 12h
(Freman 6; Peck 1620; Spink 3954), softly
struck but with attractive tone overlying
residual peripheral lustre, extremely fine;
another 1860, obv 5, rev D, 9.36g, 12h
(Freeman 16; BMC Peck 1633; Spink 3954),
lightly struck, nevertheless a superb example
with an underlying lustre and glimmers of
original colour, extremely fine; another 1860,
obv 5, rev D, 9.36g, 12h (Freeman 16; BMC
Peck 1633; Spink 3954), some light cabinet
friction, otherwise lustrous with hints of
original colour, extremely fine (3)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£230 to £330



Lot 715 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (5) 1861 Pennies, obv 2,
rev D, toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev.
Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.27g, 12h
(Freeman 18; BMC Peck 1637; Spink 3954),
album friction to high points, deep toning with
mottled effect on obverse, very fine; and 1861,
1862, 1863, obv 6, rev G, toothed border, 'Bun'
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain
edge, 9.48g, 9.47g, 9.54g, 12h (Freeman 33, 39,
42; BMC Peck 1646, 1653, 1656; Spink 3954),
the first with a few light scratches, cleaned and
retoned, otherwise extremely fine; the second
previously wiped, carbon spot on bust,
otherwise lustrous and extremely fine; the third
has a few small carbon spots, otherwise golden
brown toning, extremely fine (5)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 716 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1861, Obv 5, Rev G, toothed border, 'Bun'
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.44g, 12h
(Freeman 28; Spink 3954), lightly toned over ample original
colour, a glorious lustre, very good extremely fine, bordering
uncirculated.Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£1,200 to £1,500

Lot 717 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1864, Obv 6, Rev G, 'Crosslet 4', toothed
border, 'Bun' head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge,
9.28g, 12h (Freeman 48 [type i]; BMC Peck 1663; Spink 3954),
some light album friction, dark brown toning, extremely
fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£700 to £800



Lot 718 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1864, Obv 6, Rev G, 'Upper Serif' toothed
border, 'Bun' head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge,
9.34g, 12h (Freeman 49; BMC Peck 1661 [type ii]; Spink 3954),
slightly dull apperance but with deep golden brown toning,
extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£600 to £700

Lot 719 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (4) Pennies, 1865, obv 6,
rev G, toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev.
Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.48g, 12h
(Freeman 50; BMC Peck 1667; Spink 3954),
light cabinet friction, softly struck but with a
glorious lustre, good extremely fine; and 1866,
1867, 1868, obv 6, rev G, toothed border, 'Bun'
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain
edge, 9.41g, 9.37g, 9.58g, 12h (Freeman 52, 53,
56; BMC Peck 1670, 1674, 1682; Spink 3954),
the first with a few light scratches under chin,
otherwise bright and lustrous, extremely fine;
the second previously cleaned and retoned with
rainbow hues, otherwise extremely fine; the
third is beautifully toned to a deep chocolate
brown, hints of underlying original colour,
extremely fine (4)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450

Lot 720 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1869, Obv 6, Rev G, toothed border, 'Bun'
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.00g, 12h
(Freeman 59; BMC Peck 1685; Spink 3954), rubbed at high
points, wiped and retoned but with some remaining lustre,
good very fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For
more information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300



Lot 721 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (2) Pennies, 1870, obv 6,
rev G, toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev.
Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.42g, 12h
(Freeman 60; BMC Peck 1686; Spink 3954),
wiped across obverse, otherwise original lustre
still remains, extremely fine; and 1871, obv 6,
rev G, 9.47g, 12h (Freeman 61; BMC Peck
1687; Spink 3954), wiped across obverse,
significant scratch to left of bust, underlying
lustre, very nearly extremely fine (2)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 722 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), (6) Pennies, 1872, 1873, obv 6, rev G,
toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, plain edge, 9.55g, 9.43g, 12h (Freeman 62, 64;
BMC Peck 1688, 1689; Spink 3954), the first with a
few small dings to the rim and light bag marks, very
dark toning, nearly extremely fine; the second with the
odd light scratch, otherwise a flashy lustre, extremely
fine; and 1874 H (Obv 7, Rev H); 1876 H (Obv 8, Rev
K); 1881 H (Obv 11, Rev M), 1882 H (Obv 12, Rev N),
toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, plain edge, 9.32g, 9.44g, 9.42g, 9.56g, 12h
(Freeman 73, 89, 108, 115; BMC Peck 1693, 1708,
1724, 1729; Spink 3955), the first with some light
album friction, toned with hints of original colour in
legends, extremely fine; the second also with some
light album friction, otherwise lustrous, extremely
fine; the third softly rubbed at high points but with
plenty of original colour and lustre, good extremely
fine; the fourth has been wiped and has signs of
cabinet friction, golden toning, a good very fine
(6)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£180 to £230



Lot 723 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (7) Pennies, 1875 (Obv 8,
Rev H); 1875, 1877, 1878, (Obv 8, Rev J); 1879
(Obv 9, Rev J); 1880 (Obv 9, Rev L); 1881 (Obv
10, Rev J); toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev.
Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h
(Freeman 80, 82, 91, 94, 97, 101, 105; Spink
3954), all nicely toned, very fine to extremely
fine (7)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 724 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), Penny, 1875 H, Obv 8,
Rev J, toothed border, 'Bun' head left, rev.
Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.45g, 12h
(Freeman 85; BMC Peck 1705; Spink 3955),
dark toning with red and blue hues, lustrous,
extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 725 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), (14) Pennies, 1883 (Obv 12, Rev N); 1884 (Obv
12, Rev N); 1885 (Obv 12, Rev N); 1886 (Obv 12, Rev N);
1887 (Obv 12, Rev N); 1888 (Obv 12, Rev N); 1888 'I in
Victoria both missing left top serif (Obv 12, Rev N); 1889
(Obv 12, Rev N); 1889 (Obv 13, Rev N); 1890 (Obv 12, Rev N);
1891 (Obv 12, Rev N); 1892 (Obv 12, Rev N), 1893 (Obv 12,
Rev N); 1894 (Obv 12, Rev N), toothed border, 'Bun' head
left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h (Freeman
118, 119, 121, 123, 125, 126, 127, 128, 130, 132, 134, 136,
138; Spink 3954), all nicely toned and many with plenty of
original colour and lustre, very fine to good extremely fine
(14)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350



Lot 726 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (15) Halfpennies, 1860
round beaded, 1860 toothed beaded, 1861,
1862, 1863, 1864, 1866, 1868, 1869, 1872,
1874, 1875, 1877, 1878, 1879, laureate bust
left, rev. Britannia seated right, date in
exergue, smooth edge, 12h (Spink 3956),
extremely fine to good extremely fine
(15)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£400 to £500

Lot 727 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (3) Halfpennies, 1865,
1865/3, laureate bust left, rev. Britannia seated
right, date in exergue, smooth edge, 12h (Peck.
1783A, 1784; Freeman. 297, 296; Spink 3956),
both with light contact marks, rich ebony
toning, some remaining lustre, extremely fine;
and 1871, 12h (Peck. 1797; Freeman. 308;
Spink 3956), a stunning marble tone, ample
remaining lustre, extremely fine (3)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450

Lot 728 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), (14) Halfpennies, 1880, 1881, 1883, 1884,
1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893,
1894, laureate bust left, rev. Britannia seated right, date
in exergue, smooth edge, 12h (Spink 3956), extremely
fine to good extremely fine, 1894 is uncirculated
(14)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350



Lot 729 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (11) Copper Coins,
including: (5) Halfpennies, 1874H, 1875H,
1876H, 1881H, 1882H, laureate bust left, rev.
Britannia seated right, date in exergue, smooth
edge, 12h (Peck. 1806, 1811, 1816, 1831, 1833;
Freeman. 318, 323, 329, 344, 347; Spink 3957),
all five showing cabinet friction, otherwise
lightly toned, lustrous and plenty of original
colour, extremely fine, the 1881 is near
uncirculated ; and (6) Farthings, 1874 H, 1875
H, 1876 H normal 6, 1881 H over H
(unrecorded), 1881 H, 1882 H, young head left,
rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h
(Peck 525, 532, 534, 548, 549; S.3959),
extremely fine to good extremely fine
(11)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 730 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (44) Farthings, 1860
beaded, 1860 toothed, 1861, 1862, 1863, 1864,
1865, 1866 (2), 1867, 1868, 1869, 1872, 1873,
1875 large date, 1875 small date, 1878, 1879
normal 9, 1880 (2), 1881, 1883, 1884, 1885,
1886 (2), 1887, 1888, 1890, 1891, 1892, 1893,
1894, 1895 young and old, 1896, 1897 (2), 1898
(2), 1899, 1900, 1901, 1901 bright finish, bust
left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h
(Spink 3958, 3963, 3964), a fantastic selection,
very fine to good extremely fine (44)Subject to
20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£500 to £600



Lot 731 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Victoria (1837-1901), (13) Copper Coins,
including: (6) Halfpennies, 1895, 1896, 1897,
1898, 1900, 1901, old veiled bust left, rev.
Britannia seated right, date in exergue, smooth
edge, 12h (Peck. 1950, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1955,
1956; Freeman. 370, 372, 374, 375, 377, 378;
Spink 3962), signs of cabinet friction,
otherwise good extremely fine to very nearly
uncirculated; and (7) Pennies, 1895, 1896,
1899, 1900, 1901, 9.51g, 9.32g, 9.43g, 9.41g,
9.52g, 12h (Freeman 141, 143, 150, 153, 154;
BMC Peck 1941, 1942, 1945, 1947, 1948; Spink
3961), the first with some light cabinet friction,
toned with hints of original colour, extremely
fine; the second with some light album friction
across bust, otherwise lustrous, good extremely
fine; the third with original colour and lustre,
light toning on reverse, very nearly
uncirculated; the fourth lightly wiped,
otherwise beautiful original colour and lustre,
nearly uncirculated; the fifth has deep toning
with outlines of bright original colour creating
a magnificent contrast, good extremely fine;
1897, 1898, 9.35g, 9.66g, 12h (Freeman 145,
149; BMC Peck 1943, 1944; Spink 3961), the
first with proof-like fields, very light toning,
uncirculated; the second with a brilliant lustre
and full original colour, almost as struck,
uncirculated (13)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £450



Lot 732 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Victoria
(1837-1901), Penny, 1895, 'Low Tide' and P is 2mm from
Trident, toothed border, 'Old Veiled' head left, rev. Britannia
seated right, plain edge, 9.29g, 12h (Freeman 139; BMC Peck
1939; Spink 3961A), previously wiped and a few carbon spots,
otherwise toned, extremely fineSubject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£300 to £350

Lot 733 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Malta, (17) Copper Coins for use abroad,
including: (9) Third-Farthings, for use in Malta,
Victoria 1866, 1868, 1876, 1878, 1881, 1884,
1885, Edward VII 1902, George V 1913, rev.
Crowned value and date, plain edge, 12h (Spink
3960, 3993, 4062), the 1884 has dark toning,
extremely fine, the rest with original colour and
lustre, near uncirculated, both the 1902 and
1913 are lightly toned with original colour and
lustre, near uncirculated; and (8) Half-
Farthings, for use in Ceylon, George IV,
Victoria 1839, 1843, 1844 (2), 1844 E over N,
1851, 1852, rev. Britannia facing right and
Crowned value and date, plain edge, 12h (Spink
3826, 3951), the 1828 with dark toning, very
fine, the rest are lightly toned with hints of
original colour and lustre (17)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £350

Lot 734 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | Edward VII
(1901-1910), (9) Threepences, As Maundy but dull, 1902,
1903, 1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, Bare head
right, rev. Crowned value and date in wreath, smooth edge,
6h (Spink 3984), good extremely fine to brilliant
uncirculated (9)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and Conditions for
Buyers.

Estimate
£150 to £200



Lot 735 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Edward VII (1901-1910), (20) Copper Coins,
including: (10) Pennies, 1902, 'Low Tide', 2
with wavy base line, Bare head right, rev.
Britannia seated right, plain edge, 9.46g, 12h
(Freeman 156; BMC Peck 2205; Spink 3990A),
some light cabinet friction to high points,
otherwise lightly toned and an abundance of
original lustre, extremely fine; and 1902, 1903,
1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, Bare
head right, rev. Britannia seated right, plain
edge, 12h (Freeman 157, 158, 159, 161, 162,
163, 166, 168, 170; Spink 3990), extremely fine
to good extremely fine; and (10) Halfpennies,
1902 Low tide, 1902, 1903, 1904, 1905, 1906,
1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, bare head right, rev.
Britannia seated right, date in exergue, smooth
edge, 12h (Peck. 2220, 2221, 2223, 2224, 2225,
2226, 2227, 2228, 2229, 2230; Freeman. 380,
381, 382, 383, 384, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389;
Spink. 3991, 3991A), some light cabinet
friction, otherwise good extremely fine to very
nearly uncirculated (20)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £160

Lot 736 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Collection of Farthings, 1902 to 1956, Edward
VII to Elizabeth II, (Spink 3992, 4059, 4060,
4116, 4119, 4156, 4159), A super collection,
from extremely fine, rich dark toning to
brilliant uncirculated, plus a 1953 Proof
(59)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£100 to £150



Lot 737 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George V (1910-36), (23) Threepences, 1911,
1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918,
1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1925, 1926, 1927
Proof, 1928, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934,
1935, 1936, bare head left, rev. Crowned value
and date in wreath, Three oak sprigs with three
acorns, smooth edge, 6h (Spink 4015, 4026,
4035, 4042), lightly toned, good extremely fine
to brilliant uncirculated (23)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £150

Lot 738 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George V (1910-1936), (3) Pennies, 1912 H,
1918 H, 1919 H, Heaton Mint, Bare head left,
rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h
(Freeman 173, 183, 186; Peck 2244, 2253,
2256; Spink 4052), the first with crescent-
shaped toning to obverse, radiant lustre and
original colour, nearly uncirculated; the second
evenly toned to a golden brown and with a
glossy finish, extremely fine; the third with
light cabinet friction, with original colour and
lustre, extremely fine (3)Subject to 20% VAT on
Buyer’s Premium. For more information please
view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£350 to £400



Lot 739 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George V (1910-1936), (13) Pennies, 1911,
1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918,
1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1926, toothed border,
Bare head left, rev. Britannia seated right,
plain edge, 12h (Freeman 171, 172, 174, 178,
179, 180, 181, 182, 185, 188, 191, 192, 193;
Spink 4051), The 1911, 1912, 1919, 1922 and
1926 are all evenly toned, good extremely fine;
the 1913 and 1914 have crescent-shaped bag
toning, extremely fine; 1915 and 1918 are
lightly toned with an abundance of original
colour and lustre, good extremely fine; 1916,
1917, 1920 and 1921 are all brilliant
uncirulated with just a hint of light wiping in
small areas (13)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s
Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£250 to £300

Lot 740 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins | George V
(1910-1936), (12) Pennies, including: 1918 KN, 1919 KN,
King's Norton Mint, Bare head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, plain edge, 12h (Freeman 184, 187; Peck 2254, 2257;
Spink 4053), the first with an orange iridescence, and eye
catching lustre, extremely fine; the second is rubbed to the
bust, warm brown toning, very fine, two rare items; and 1926,
1927, modified effigy, Bare head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, plain edge, 12h (Freeman 193, 197; Peck 2263, 2267;
Spink 4054, 4054A), the first is heavily rubbed to britannia,
deep brown toning and underlying lustre, nearly very fine;
the second with a few small contact marks yet a superb
brilliance and breathtaking lustre, uncirculated; and 1928,
1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1934, 1935, 1936, Small Bare head
left, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h (Freeman
199, 201, 203, 205, 207, 210, 212, 214; Spink 4055), the
1928, 1929, 1934 and 1935 are all evenly toned with original
lustre and hints of underlying colour, good extremely fine;
1930, 1931, 1932 and 1936 are all fantastically lustrous,
bright original colour, uncirculated (12)Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£200 to £250



Lot 741 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George V (1910-1936), (26) Halfpennies, 1911,
1912, 1913, 1914, 1915, 1916, 1917, 1918,
1919, 1920, 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, bare
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, date in
exergue, smooth edge, 12h (Spink 4056), the
1922 is fair, otherwise the rest are extremely
fine to near uncirculated; and 1926, 1927,
1928, 1929, 1930, 1931, 1932, 1933, 1934,
1935, 1936, modified effigy and small bare
head left, rev. Britannia seated right, date in
exergue, smooth edge, 12h (Spink 4057, 4058),
the 1926 is heavily rubbed and fair, the 1935 is
brilliant uncirculated, the remainder are
extremely fine to near uncirculated (26)Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£170 to £270

Lot 742 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George VI (1936-52), (8) Threepences, 1937,
1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, bare
head left, rev. Shield on rose, smooth edge, 12h
(Spink 4085), uncirculated (8)Subject to 20%
VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more information
please view Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£120 to £150



Lot 743 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George VI (1936-1952), (31) Copper Coins,
including: (15) Pennies, 1949, 1950 Proof,
1950, 1951, Bare head left, rev. Britannia
seated right, plain edge, 9.40g, 9.40g, 9.44g,
9.40g, 12h (Freeman 238, 241, 240, 242; Spink
4117), the 1949 has some album friction,
otherwise a radiant lustre, extremely fine; 1950
proof has been wiped but with high gloss fields
and bold devices; 1950 has slightly dull
appearance and small iron spots on Britannia,
extremely fine; 1951 is lightly toned with ample
original colour and lustre, extremely fine; and
1937 Proof, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940 double
exergue line, 1940, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947,
1948, Bare head left, rev. Britannia seated
right, plain edge, 12h (Freeman 218, 217, 222,
224, 226, 227, 229, 231, 233, 235, 236; Spink
4114), the 1937 Proof has some cabinet
friction, otherwise mirrored fields and a true
brilliance on the obverse, all except the 1940
double exergue line which has light toning and
hints of underlying lustre are uncirculated with
spectacular full colouring and beautiful
original lustre; and (16) Halfpennies, first and
second issue, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941,
1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946, 1947, 1948,
1949, 1950, 1951, 1952, bare head left, rev.
Ship with date below, smooth edge, 12h
(S.4115, 4118), the 1941, 1945, 1950 and 1952
are brilliant uncirculated, the remainders are
extremely fine to near uncirculated (31)Subject
to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium. For more
information please view Terms and Conditions
for Buyers.

Estimate
£260 to £460



Lot 744 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
George VI (1936-52), (17) Threepence, Nickel
Brass, including: 1937, 1937 Proof, 1938, 1939,
1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, 1945, 1946,
1948, bare head left, rev. Thrift plant, smooth
edge, 12h (Spink 4112), lightly toned, good
extremely fine to brilliant uncirculated; and
second issue, 1949, 1950, 1951 Proof, 1951,
1952, bare head left, rev. Thrift plant, smooth
edge, 12h (Spink 4113), lightly toned, good
extremely fine to brilliant uncirculated
(17)Subject to 20% VAT on Buyer’s Premium.
For more information please view Terms and
Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£220 to £270

Lot 745 The 'Haddenham' Collection of English Coins |
Elizabeth II (1952-2022), (43) Various Coins, including:
(16) Halfpennies, first and second issue, 1953 Proof,
1953, 1954, 1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1962,
1963 Proof, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, young
laureate head right, rev. Ship with date below, smooth
edge, 12h (Spink 4155, 4158), the 1953 and 1963 are
proof, the remainders are good extremely fine to
uncirculated; and (9) Pennies, 1953 Proof, 1953, 1961,
1962, 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, Young laureate
head right, rev. Britannia seated right, plain edge, 12h
(Freeman 245 248, 250, 252, 254, 255, 256, 257; Spink
4154, 4157), 1953 Proof has a carbon spot near face of
Britannia and some cabinet friction, otherwise eye
catching rainbow hues, 1961 is slightly dull, yet evenly
toned, extremely fine, remainder are all with full
original colour and lustre, uncirculated ; and (16)
Nickel Brass, Threepences, 1953 Proof, 1953, 1954,
1955, 1956, 1957, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963,
1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, Young laureate right, rev.
Crowned portcullis, smooth edge, 12h (Spink 4152,
4153), all brilliant uncirculated (43)Subject to 20% VAT
on Buyer’s Premium. For more information please view
Terms and Conditions for Buyers.

Estimate
£50 to £80


